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Foreword

T

HE PUBLICATION OF THIS EDITED VOLUME,

entitled The Twenty-First-Century
Media Industry: Economic and Managerial Implications in the Age of New
Media, is an important step in the evolution of scholarship in the field of
media management. The editor of this work, John Allen Hendricks of Stephen
F. Austin State University, has assembled a strong group of scholars to offer
some new perspectives and ideas on management in a changing media environment, involving both traditional and new media. Professor Hendricks and
his collaborators are to be congratulated on their efforts.
Media management is a sub-field of the broader field of management, but
the study of management is relatively young, at least compared to other disciplines. Management studies emerged slowly in the twentieth century, in large
part due to a global shift from an agrarian to an industrial society in most
developed nations. As the manufacturing of products became the primary
activity in the Industrial Revolution, companies began to explore ways to increase productivity. In some cases, industrial psychologists were hired to help
companies study and improve assembly plants and methods of production.
These early efforts became known as the classical school of management.
In the 1930s and 1940s the study of management began to shift by focusing
on the worker and his/her motivations and needs. By the 1960s, the modern
era of management was introduced, exemplified by such milestones as the introduction of management by objectives, and Theory X and Y approaches. In
the 1970s and 1980s, Total Quality Management, Theory Z, strategic management, and the study of leadership would make new contributions to the study
of management, with some of these applied to the media industries.
— xi —
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Foreword

It was during the behavioral era of management that research involving
the media industries debuted. Most of the research on media management
can be traced to the late 1940s with radio, followed by studies on newspapers
and television in the 1950s. The introduction of cable television in the 1970s
added a few books and studies on differences in managing a cable TV system.
In the 1990s and the first decade of the twenty-first century, convergence became the buzzword and scholars began to examine the phenomenon mostly
in newsrooms, where convergence was most likely to take place.
The problem is that during the latter part of the twentieth century, the
media industries began to experience fundamental change, but our study of
management remained stuck in a 1970s model. Most of the management research focused on single industries or single levels, and failed to acknowledge
the impact of technology, globalization, economics, and social forces. Media
industries were forced to adopt the Internet in the 1990s, and were slow to
recognize the importance of blogs, social media, and tweets in the twenty-first
century. Contemporary media managers are scrambling to try and figure out
what to do with a range of possible digital platforms available to distribute
content, how to generate new revenue streams from these platforms, increasing fragmentation and declines in audience viewing and listening, and the
best ways to brand and market content.
The Twenty-First-Century Media Industry does not provide answers to all
of the questions associated with this chaotic marketplace, but it does make an
effort to explore some of the new management challenges that badly need to
be addressed. Scholars in this volume look at a number of different industries
including radio, television, newspapers, and music. Other chapters examine
the impact of specific technologies such as the digital video recorder (DVR)
and the mobile phone. Still other chapters address broader topics of change,
adaptability, innovation, and distribution which can be applied to all segments of the media industries.
The Twenty-First-Century Media Industry is a welcome addition to the
literature of the field as it attempts to deal with a fast-moving target—the
evolving media marketplace. Students, practitioners and policymakers should
find the content both compelling and thought-provoking, while presented in
a format that is easily digested and understood. Let’s hope this work will be
an inspiration and catalyst for more new explorations on media management
in the twenty-first century.
Alan B. Albarran
The University of North Texas
January 2010
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I
CHANGE: TECHNOLOGY,
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS,
AND CONSUMER BEHAVIORS

1
New Media
New Technology,
New Ideas or New Headaches
Susan Smith and John Allen Hendricks

T

are constant. Change is
more pervasive and happening more quickly than at any other time in
the history of the media industry. Technological advances across all forms of
media are bringing about a revolution. Huge improvements in the gathering,
production and delivery of content are occurring almost daily, and traditional
media systems are attempting to keep up with the rapid changes and improvements that new media technologies bring.
Generally thought of as technological advancements, “new media” is influencing every aspect of the traditional media world. But is that influence
always positive? New technology and traditional media have always had a
somewhat uneasy alliance. Sometimes this alliance has created challenges.1
The challenges come in many forms. For example, while content acquisition
and distribution may be easier today, many media outlets are struggling with
the financial burden that “going digital” requires. Some media organizations
enthusiastically embrace new technology while others do not believe the
financial burden is worth the risk. Some organizations are content to allow
others to blaze the trail and sit on the sidelines to see if embracing the new
technology is actually worth the risk. It is a tenuous relationship that has existed in the media throughout history.
HE MEDIA INDUSTRY IS DYNAMIC AND INNOVATIONS
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Defining New Media
You might know the term “new media” by the name “emerging media.” Or
maybe you know it by the alias “digital technology.” Or, better yet, maybe
you call it computer-mediated communication. Whatever you call it, it
surrounds you. New media bombards you. It is everywhere. Think about
it. Think about your typical day. You awaken to an alarm on your mobile
phone. The music from your MP3 player helps you welcome the day. After
you roll out of bed, you check your e-mail on your computer, and then
you flip to the morning news on your high definition television. Then it is
time to download a podcast to listen to as you commute to work. There is
road construction so you turn on your global positioning system to help
navigate around it. You need to call your study group to let them know you
are running late, so grab that cell phone and text them or call them. After
a day spent working on the computer with digital technology, you head
home. You have decided to relax tonight, so you are going to watch your
favorite program, recorded the night before, on your digital video recorder
(DVR). Or maybe you will check out a movie online. A full day surrounded
by media, but is it truly “new” media?
If you define new media at face value, then it is an idea that has been
around as long as there have been spoken and written languages. New media,
media that is new, does that mean that when Moses brought the word of God
down from Mount Sinai on the tablets that he was doing it with new media?
Or when Johannes Gutenberg invented the printing press and began using it
as a tool to spread information, was he doing so on new media? Both examples were technological improvements to the way that content was delivered
previously. But to call them new media goes too far. There is an old joke that
by the time we all figure out what new media really is it will be old. So before
it gets old, let’s look at some of the ways that it has been described.
Communication scholar Marshall McLuhan first used the term “new
media” in 1953. McLuhan was futuristic in his use of the term to talk about
the technology of communications such as electronic information gathering and global reach.2 But the term really emerged in the late 1990s when it
began to be used as an all-encompassing description for emerging and digital
technologies.3 Because of that, it is a concept that has been associated with the
spread of information digitally. Until the 1980s, media relied on delivery systems like print and broadcast that were primarily analog in nature. Use of the
term “new media” helps to differentiate the digital media from the old media,
the analog signals. Lev Manovich suggests that in the same way the printing
press and photography impacted the development of modern society and
culture during the centuries they were introduced, new media is revolution-
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izing culture today, in the shift to “computer-mediated forms of production,
distribution and communication.”4
The latter half of the twentieth century saw an explosion in the communication industry. Personal computers, satellites, cable television, cell phones,
digital and high definition television, DVDs and the World Wide Web are
just a few of the technologies that have become closely associated with new
media. It has been a true revolution in the communication industry. Even old
media companies have begun to embrace new media, whether out of a desire
to embrace the new technologies, or out of necessity, few old media companies exist in their previous form. But the term new media has also enveloped
even more than just digital communication. It has become associated with
converged, computerized, networked, interactive and compressible technologies and information. If we go with this all-encompassing definition, we are
primarily talking about only the technology associated with new media. For
many, the definition goes even further. It is not just the technology, but it
is the way in which we interact with the technology that truly makes it new
media.5 For others, it is the convergence of the new technologies, the way
in which content is used across multiple media platforms; it has come to be
known as the “technological, industrial, cultural, and social changes” to, and
within, media.6 In a more basic description, new media refers to a wide range
of changes in media production, distribution and use.7 Still others identify
it by the new technologies and the interdependence they offer the user. The
short answer is that it is all these things, but to truly understand new media,
we need to look at each of these ideas.8

The Technology of New Media
Technology has become the word most closely associated with new media.
Those things that we as consumers consider new media are often the latest
“must have” pieces of equipment that make life easier and more entertaining.
Imagine your life without satellite television, digital video recorders, iPods,
cell phones or even computers. You cannot. And before those “must have”
pieces of equipment, it was something else that we could not live without:
a videocassette recorder (VCR), a television or a radio. But are these items
really new media? The concept of new media suggests that it replaces an old
medium; however, it does not work that way.9 When television came into existence, it did not replace the medium of radio. When video began being used
on the Internet, it did not replace the medium of television. “In the 1990s,
rhetoric about the coming digital revolution contained an implicit and often
explicit assumption that new media was going to push aside old media, that
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the Internet was going to displace broadcasting, and that all of this would
enable consumers to more easily access media content that was personally
meaningful to them.”10 It is not the media that is changing; it is the delivery
systems that change. The tools that we use to access media change as technology changes.11
Other new media scholars believe that it is more than just the delivery system; they believe that the computer is the one piece of technology that revolutionized the media industry. Most every technology that is closely associated
with new media is just as closely associated with computer technology. But
accepting the idea that computer-mediated technology is new media is limiting.12 Lev Manovich says that photographs by themselves are not new media,
but photographs displayed on a DVD are new media. Text stories distributed
on a website are new media, while the same text in a newspaper is not. Why?
According to Manovich it has to do with the computerization of the media
either on the DVD or on the website. What makes the computer-mediated
product new media is the ability to break it down into computer data. The
ability to break down graphics, moving images, sounds, and text into numerical data through computerization makes it all new media.13
The advent of the personal computer in the mid-1980s began a flood of
ideas that challenged the existing assumptions about media, culture and
technology and opened the floodgates of constant and rapid technological
innovation that has come to be associated with “new” media.14 John Pavlik
agrees that the digital transformation of media is what has become accepted
as “new media.”15 But Lev Manovich and John Pavlik both, like many others,
believe that looking simply at the storage and distribution aspects of computerization as the thing that puts the “new” in new media is not a complete view.
Computerization also impacts the acquisition and production of content as
well as the storage and distribution. Pavlik identifies twelve dimensions of the
transformation of media in the digital age. The convergence of media looks
at not only delivery and storage but also the technology of production, the
acquisition, the audience, the producers, the content, the distribution, the
law and ethics of new media, the innovations, the next generation of media
consumers and the business and financing of new media.16
Others do not break it down quite so much but instead acknowledge that
“new” media can refer to a wide range of changes in media production, distribution and use, which are more than technological; they are also textual,
conventional and cultural.17 So what does that say about new media? It tells us
that it is not just the technology of the medium, but rather the way consumers and audience members interact with the medium. It is what they see and
how they see it as well as the manner in which it is financially supported. So if
we return to the introduction of Gutenberg’s printing press in the fourteenth
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century we can now see why it would not be considered “new media.” While
it had a great technological impact on the process of communication at the
time, and despite the fact that it had a great impact on cultural communication, it affected only one stage of cultural communication, the distribution of
media.
In today’s “new media” revolution, the technological development of
computer-mediated communication impacts all stages of communication
including, as was indicated before, acquisition, manipulation, storage and
distribution. It also affects all aspects of media.18 Without the technology,
“new media” as we know it would not exist. However, as Lev Manovich and
John Pavlik and many others suggest, it is not enough for media to exist as
pieces of digitized, numeric information to allow it to be called new, it is also
about how the digitized, numeric pieces of information are interacted with in
today’s society.

New Media in a Global Society
New media is about more than just the transfer of information across digital
highways; it is about the way in which those informational digital highways
are traveled, the routes that are taken and the way in which you interact with
the highway to get you where you are going. Imagine driving a highway without the use of a Global Positioning System (GPS). It is not hard to imagine.
Not too many years ago, if you were lost on a highway in an unfamiliar area,
you either pulled out an “old” medium, a map, or you stopped and asked for
directions. Today’s technology provides us with the ability to use GPS to pinpoint our location and see where we are in reference to where we want to go.
But it is not enough to just have the GPS. What truly makes it a new medium
is our ability to interact with it and work through our issues of being lost and
finding our way to our ultimate destination. Without something that connects these roadways, you might as well just stay at home, because navigating
the digital highway will be almost impossible.
The advent of communication satellites opened a whole new highway of
accessibility to mediated information. Until then, information traveled primarily within small geographic areas. When communication satellites began
carrying pieces of information across the country and across the world, media
suddenly had the ability to impact cultures globally and conversely be impacted by global cultures.19
Just as communications satellites change the face of media, the Internet has
impacted the global reach of media. Information and entertainment media
from the United States is reaching parts of the world that in the past would be
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cost prohibitive. In the same way that media from the United States is reaching other parts of the world, media from other countries and cultures is now
reaching the United States. This global infiltration of media is not just about
the spreading of a particular message; it is also about the way in which other
parts of the world are using media. The differences in media relationships
and media usage are impacting the development of these “new media” as well
as the delivery, the consumption, the acquisition, the regulation, and virtually all aspects of new media. According to Henry Jenkins, the consumers’
active participation with and within the media is necessary for convergence
to exist. Jenkins asserts: “This circulation of media content—across different
media systems, competing media economies, and national borders—depends
heavily on consumers’ active participation.”20 Further, Jenkins believes that
convergence is more than just a technological process, but rather a way to
encourage people to seek out new information and make connections with
all kinds of widely dispersed media content.21
Nowhere is the globalization of media more apparent than in the news
industry. Without “new media,” news traveled slowly and often only within
an audience member’s own limited geographic region. Communication satellites changed the accessibility of news. Information began reaching audiences
quickly and from parts of the world that had at one time been impossible
to reach. Both the newspaper industry and the television industry benefited
from the globalization of news and information.22
The globalization of news and information continued to grow in the late
twentieth century when the Internet changed the face of delivery and accessibility of news and information to the audience. Not only could users get information from parts of the world that at one time was impossible to obtain,
but they were now getting it at a seemingly instantaneous speed. But even the
news media realized that it is more than the delivery system that plays a role in
making “new media” new. John Pavlik suggests that new technology provides
opportunities for the news industry in four areas:
1) More efficient ways for journalists and other media professionals to do
their jobs.
2) Transforming the nature of storytelling and media content in general
in potentially positive and engaging ways, especially with younger audiences. (e.g., podcasts, mobile delivery, and greater variety of distribution of information).
3) Implications for management, structure and culture of media organizations.
4) Transformation of the relationships between news organizations and
their many publics (e.g., audience, sources, funders, regulators and
competitors).23
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While the technology of media plays an important role in making “new
media” new, even in the news industry, it is the interaction with and within
the media that helps to truly define it as “new.”

The Economics of New Media
If we work on the premise that traditional media do not disappear but are
simply improved or updated by “new media,” then what does “new media”
have in store for newspapers? Arguably one of the most visible examples of
traditional media that has been adversely impacted in many ways by “new
media” is the newspaper industry. Newspaper circulation losses continue and
according to the annual report on American journalism by the Pew Project
for Excellence in Journalism, those circulation losses are accelerating.24 Advertising is dropping in the printed media and earnings are plummeting. It
has many of these old media companies looking for new economic models
involving “new media.”
Business models supported by online advertising remain questionable.
Online versions of newspapers have supported advertising in the past, but
never enough to cover the costs of newsgathering.25 Certainly there are news
organizations that have eliminated the print versions of their newspapers and
are now delivering the news in an online-only format. But can these organizations survive? They certainly hope so. These online editions are trying to
figure out ways to monetize their content, which has generally been offered
to the public for free. Some believe that an advertising model can work at a
break-even or slightly profitable level. No matter which model is used, there
is still a gap between the funding and revenue of these news organizations
versus the expenses and what will inevitably suffer is the news that the consumer receives.26
Not only newspapers but also traditional broadcast entities are looking
toward new media to generate additional revenue. The Internet and more
recently mobile and second-screen delivery methods are a focus of many
newsrooms and entertainment divisions of broadcast companies. While users
show no interest in paying for content on the Internet, they are willing to pay
for mobile content. Apps, or applications, for the iPhone are huge moneymakers, and Amazon’s Kindle, offering newspaper subscriptions, appears to
have revenue potential for news organizations.27 Add video on demand, blogs,
citizen journalism and podcasts among the digital “new media” tools that old
media companies are utilizing to cultivate a new, more technologically savvy
audience and figure out how to get the audience to pay for them and these
news organizations may just be in business!
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Traditional Media versus New Media
There exists a debate among media industry observers as to whether new
media technologies will drastically alter the traditional media landscape and
perhaps serve to bring about its demise. In 2007, a report was released that
warned “the conflict between traditional media and new media is seeing the
emergence of a media divide that could erase hundreds of billions of dollars
in revenue from the bottom line of the world’s leading media companies.”28
Further, the study found “new forms of media will grow from 11 percent to
18 percent of total market revenues over the next four years, with new media
growing at five times the rate of traditional media.”29 In contrast, Robert S.
Boynton states: “. . . a number of recent developments suggest that new media
may actually be the salvation of old media; that online newspapers, Webzines,
and e-books could preserve and extend the best aspects of the print culture
while augmenting it with their various technological advantages. If this is true,
then the future of old media is in embracing the new . . .”30 Boynton suggests
that traditional media has an advantage that new media does not have: “Old
media has an advantage it must nourish: credibility.”31
Discussion among media industry insiders also surrounds content and the
specific type of content twenty-first-century consumers find appealing. Steven Canepa, IBM vice president of global media and entertainment industry,
asserts: “. . . it’s not just providing compelling content but providing compelling experience and part of the experience may be something that extends
beyond traditional content.”32 The future of traditional media is impacted
by the technology that provides consumers with the content they want when
they want it. The consumer appeal of not being tied down to specific times
to watch a television show or listen to a certain radio show is evident in the
adoption of new media technology. The adoption and acceptance of the Internet by the general public is growing five times as fast as the acceptance rate
of television when it first emerged as new technology.33

New Media Technology and Emerging Business Models
Online video content continues to grow and mergers continue to occur in
boardrooms. In 2006, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment and Time Warner’s
Warner Brothers Entertainment partnered with the online video sharing site
GUBA while NBC partnered with YouTube to provide a wide range of video
content online.34 It was observed: “Add up the venture capital dollars funding
online video startups, the technology advances, the willingness of established
players like ABC, CBS, and NBC to try new distribution models and the in-
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creasing web viewership, and it’s clear that the video market is at an inflection
point . . .”35 Despite impressive attempts, viable business models have yet to
emerge. Online video providers have yet to find embedding advertising in
video to be profitable. Part of the problem with this business model is that online video content is not like traditional media content. Online video content
is primarily generated by users and uploaded to sites like YouTube and Guba.
However, the Sony, Time Warner, and NBC deals are likely to form some type
of viable business models. Moreover, Kendall Whitehouse, a Wharton School
professor, asserts that unlike in the past, “. . . advertising may not be a holy
grail. Consumers may revolt when ads start appearing in videos . . .”36
The Warner Brothers/Guba deal permits Warner Brothers programs to
be sold from the Guba website, which may prove to be a profitable business
model as the details are worked out. In contrast, other media observers assert
that television will remain the dominant medium that will deliver content to
consumers. Forrester Research predicts “. . . a decade-long evolution that will
ultimately result in most programming delivered on-demand with targeted ad
messages based on location and behavior . . .”37 Since 1984, television network
news viewership has dropped 37.8%.38
In addition to dwindling audiences, advertising revenue is also dropping.
Particularly, revenue is expected to continue dropping at local television
stations. As a result, television executives are moving some shows to cable
networks and away from traditional terrestrial television stations in order to
generate steady revenue from cable subscribers.39 Stations are looking for new
revenue streams and are sending their signals and content to cell phones and
other mobile devices and selling more online advertising.40 Another observer
notes television programming will eventually migrate to the Internet and will
be successful if the “pay-per-view” model is used. Consumers prefer programming when it is convenient for their schedules. Jim Edwards, of Practical
eCommerce, notes: “I hate to make this overly simplistic, but bottom line: an
effective online ‘TV Station’ only needs a basic website and the ability to allow
‘viewers’ to download or stream video files.”41 In early 2009, Santeon Corporation launched a computer software platform system that offers “viewers a
much more interactive and personalized experience through content search,
pay-per-view and pay-to-view browsing or surfing as well as other online
interactive features with TV 2.0 collaboration. The platform also has the
ability to create linear and non-linear scheduled programming with highly
customizable template-based rich user interfaces.”42 Additionally, Yahoo has
partnered with Samsung, Toshiba, and LG to create a Yahoo Widget Engine
that displays a menu bar across the bottom of the television screen that will
enable the user to access the Internet while watching television. Yahoo has
labeled this as “cinematic television.”43
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Even the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) has created an online portal
that offers consumers all of its best programs. PBS posts thousands of hours
online. Jake Coyle states: “PBS already has a channel on Hulu, a joint venture
of News Corp. and General Electric’s NBC Universal, and it posts shorter
clips on YouTube. But the new player will eventually include material from
its 357 affiliates, offering an online destination for PBS viewers.”44 PBS hopes
this move will generate a younger viewership for its content. Furthermore,
Coyle observes: “In the network’s ongoing efforts to shed an old stodgy image,
PBS—which turns 40 this year—is also present in social networking sites like
Facebook and Twitter.”45
Technological advancements are also reaching and affecting the radio
industry at an impressive pace. One observer noted: “The digital revolution
took its time getting to radio. Now it’s exploding—and the big bang goes far
beyond podcasting. As radio shows are turned into digital bits, they’re being
delivered many different ways, from Web to satellite to cell phones. Listeners
no longer have to tune in at a certain time, and within range of a signal, to
catch a show or a game.”46 There are a host of alternatives to traditional terrestrial radio including satellite radio such as SiriusXM, Yahoo Internet radio,
and MSN radio. And, one observer notes: “It’s possible to imagine people
paying monthly fees to hear programming-on-demand on the phone, PC, or
in the car. Listeners could buy a song they hear on the radio with the click of
a button. Companies could sell subscriptions and place ads inside customized
traffic information, weather reports, or sports tickers.”47
Furthermore, podcasting is not only eating into the radio industry’s listener base but also diminishing advertising dollars among traditional media
outlets. Major companies like Volvo are sponsoring podcasts and traditional
broadcasters are starting their own podcasts to allow consumers to choose
the content they prepare and allow consumers to listen when it is convenient
for their schedules. Similarly, the radio industry is moving toward new media
technology slowly because of a lack of a clear business model. Nicole Garrison-Sprenger noted: “These companies, still very few in number, understand
a large audience is moving to podcasts and that they should be there, too. But
executives are treading lightly, since few podcasters have figured out how to
profit from it and navigate the pitfalls.”48 There are several online sites that
consumers can visit to find podcasts that appeal to their interests such as
www.podcastalley.com, www.podcastpickle.com, www.podcastready.com,
and www.epnweb.org.49
National Public Radio (NPR), as a result of consumer demand, began offering podcasts several years ago. NPR’s podcasts regularly hold some of the
top ranks on iTunes’ most popular podcasts. As a business model, NPR has
entered into agreements with its affiliates to sell and share the underwriting
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income.50 NPR’s decision to move toward podcasting was due to an effort to
find a new business model. Mark Glaser states: “Previously, NPR’s income
was split evenly from fees paid for content by member stations (who raised
money from pledge drives), and corporate and foundation underwriting
spots. Podcasting gave NPR a new model for selling underwriting, and sharing the proceeds with stations.”51
As NPR explored producing podcasts for distribution, it found that the
most successful podcasts contained programming that did not previously
have an outlet for consumers. NPR found that consumers did not want
repurposed content. As NPR worked to improve its business model, it noted
some obvious weaknesses. Mark Glaser observed: “As for making money or
getting underwriting for podcasts, everyone agrees that there are a slew of issues to iron out—though there’s a lot of potential. First off, anyone who sells
advertising usually has to have metrics on the audience: who is listening, how
often they listen, what’s the demographic of listeners. These remain a mystery
for podcasts, because there is no current way to track who actually listens to
podcasts.”52 Creating a successful business model from podcasting is further
complicated by the fact that consumers of new media technologies are not
keen on the idea of intrusive advertising. Glaser notes: “NPR has an advantage
because it is already well versed in using less intrusive ads in its radio and Web
programming.”53
The newspaper industry is also experiencing changes as a result of new
media technologies. Since 1984, newspaper circulation has dropped more
than 15%.54 After more than 145 years of serving the Seattle area, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer is shifting all of its content to an online format. This
followed Denver’s Rocky Mountain News, after 150 years of service, and
Arizona’s Tucson Citizen closing after many years of service due to economic
downturns. Donna Gordon Blankinship notes: “The newspaper industry
has seen ad revenue fall in recent years as advertisers migrate to the Internet
. . .”55 Other prominent newspapers sought bankruptcy, including the Los Angeles Times, Chicago Tribune, and the Philadelphia Inquirer. Steven R. Swartz,
Hearst Newspapers president, said the Seattle Post-Intelligencer’s online presence is “. . . an effort to craft a new type of digital business . . .”56 At a gathering
of technologically savvy observers of the changing media landscape, Steven
Johnson, who is a science writer, compared newspapers in the age of new
media technology “to old growth forests, saying that under the canopy of that
aged ecosystem blogging, citizen journalism, Twittering and other Internetage information sharing is taking root.”57 Further, Johnson “sees the future of
news weaving together talents of professional journalists, bloggers, and people
using social networking tools such as Facebook and Twitter to instantly tell
what is happening around them.”58
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Generational Shift and Media Consumption
Interestingly, new media technologies are attracting younger consumers
which does not bode well for traditional media outlets. The 18-24-year-old
demographic is considered the Millennial Generation, those born after 1984,
which is the largest generation in history.59 The Millennial Generation is a
technologically savvy generation that relies heavily on new media technologies to obtain information ranging from the news and weather to communicating with peers via text messaging and social networking. Accordingly, one
study indicated that the average American spends more than five hours a day
watching television, but 18-24-year-olds spend only 3.5 hours a day watching television.60 Further results from the study indicated that 18-24-year-olds
spend an average of 26 minutes per day with video game consoles compared
to 6.5 minutes a day for adults over the age of 24. The Millennial Generation
averages 43 minutes a day on mobile devices compared to an average of 20
minutes a day with consumers over the age of 24.61 In a separate study, it was
discovered that “22 percent of adults 18-24 and 14 percent of adults 25-34 use
the Internet to get the news.”62

New Revenue Outlets
Media managers are forced to look to the Internet to distribute content and
generate new revenue due to the impressive numbers of consumers that are
migrating from traditional media outlets to new media outlets online. In
2007, one study indicated that, “the global entertainment & media sector is
forecast to be worth $2 trillion in five years time, growing at a compound annual growth rate of 6.4%. Around 50% of this growth is expected to originate
online, with forecasts of 540m broadband Internet subscribers driving migration to digital formats and the rise of user generated social media having an
adverse impact on competing revenue streams and content fragmentation.”63
Also, observers note that online content is blurring the definition of media.
Abbey Klaassen asks: “Does a media site create content with the goal of selling ads or subscriptions to pay for it? Or can we now define as a medium any
site that aggregates an audience through other means—e-commerce or lead
generation—then it turns around and sells to advertisers? In short, if Papa
John’s promotes Blockbuster and Coca-Cola on its site, does that make the
pizza purveyor a media company?”64
Even public relations firms are struggling with how to adapt to new media
technologies. Traditional media served as “gatekeepers” and public relations
firms worked with the “gatekeepers” to get their messages delivered to the
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viewers, listeners, and readers in a professional manner. New media technology has now placed the consumer in the powerful and influential position of
generating information and content and leaping past the “gatekeeping” role
altogether. A. C. Croft observed: “Many of the ‘citizen journalists’ manning
various ‘new’ media can hardly claim the same experience, objectivity and
credibility as a traditional print or electronic journalist. So their output often
tends to lack objectivity and ‘third party credibility.’”65 New media technologies have changed several important aspects of the public relations industry:
1) Static press releases are antiquated now that blogs are mainstream and
consumers have the ability to interact and comment on information, 2) To be
successful at public relations, you must do more than just learn the new media
technologies, you must become proficient with the new media technologies,
and 3) Search engines need to be utilized by public relations firms to make
sure that certain terms appear when consumer searches are conducted.66

Twitter
Technological advancements continue to play a role in the way in which
humans communicate. One of the most recent technological advancements
to capture the attention of consumers is Twitter. Consumers are able to establish a Twitter account and can post comments that contain 140 characters
or fewer. Friends can subscribe to an individual’s Twitter account as a “Follower” and read the 140-character comments known as “tweets.” Ben Grossman, Editor-in-Chief, of the trade publication Broadcasting & Cable, asserts:
“I don’t see Twitter as anything more than a short-term fad nearing the end
of its 15 minutes.”67 The consumer retention rate for Twitter is not as impressive as it is for social networking sites like Facebook. In the spring of 2009,
Nielsen rating company found: “For every 10 people who join the service, six
will stop using it within a few weeks. Nielsen was cautious in its assessment,
but those numbers do not bode well for Twitter. Facebook and MySpace, by
comparison, had retention rates upward of 70% at the same stages in their
development.”68

Future Implications and the Changing Media Landscape
This book explores the implications of the proliferation of new technologies and new media for the traditional media industry. The rapid pace at
which new technology is being developed by manufacturers and adopted
by consumers is unprecedented. This is creating a situation in which media
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managers are required to allocate both financial and personnel resources
to stay abreast of new media technology and determine where it fits into
the organization’s current operation. To be successful in the twenty-first
century, media managers must adapt quickly. Scott Davis asserts: “The
marketing and consumer landscapes have been undergoing tremendous
changes in the past five years. The trick to avoid getting left behind in this
brave new world is to embrace the impact, implications and influence you
and your organization may have by moving just a tad into the unknown.”69
Media managers are finding that making these decisions is not easy. One
study found: “While 53% of the 100-plus marketers surveyed acknowledged new media’s future importance to their marketing mix, 31% of them
admitted they just don’t know how best to use these new tools to meet
business goals.”70
For traditional media outlets, the implications of new media are far reaching. Media managers are creating new departments, or units, to embrace
and implement new media technologies. New media technologies are being
integrated into existing industry operations through media convergence,
but in some situations new media are actually replacing traditional media
operations both within organizations and by consumers. For example, most
television news operations have websites that complement their traditional
television news programs. Many consumers now choose to go directly to the
television news website to read and watch the video of only the stories they
are most interested in that day. Television stations have supplemented their
revenue by selling advertising on their Web pages. Television stations are even
utilizing podcasting technology to reach consumers.
In turn, media managers are finding themselves writing job descriptions
and seeking employees with cutting-edge skills that were never required by
traditional media outlets. This is only one of many examples of new media
technologies having a tremendous effect on the media industry from both
a financial and managerial perspective. Not all news is bad concerning new
media and traditional media. One study found “that most news consumers
prefer to use new media as a complement to print and television rather than
as a substitute.”71 Not all industry experts believe that new media technologies will be the demise of the traditional media landscape. Douglas Ahlers and
John Hessen predict: “While industry-sponsored research tends to view the
audience as monolithic consumers of one media at the expense of others, the
reality of the dynamic ‘multichannel’ media user is very much the norm.”72
Moreover, Rupert Steiner argues that traditional media and new media will
coexist. He states: “it will be less about one versus the other and more about
forging a symbiotic relationship.”73
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Media Management
The Changing Media
Industry and Adaptability
Mary Jackson Pitts and Lily Zeng

“P

ICTURES IN OUR HEADS” ARE CREATED BY AN

increasing number of information and entertainment outlets that reach us by air and wire.
Broadcasters are equipped to compete in this environment using an arsenal
of delivery mechanisms. Armed with video and audio, radio and television
broadcasters can use their expertise to develop content, and users will decide what, when, where, and how to consume the content of their selection.
Broadcast content is ripe for use in every format of media delivery because
of the ease of transforming broadcast material into every type of media-ondemand format. Bountiful bandwidth and high quality equipment provide
this generation of broadcasters with substantial advantages over past broadcasters. The digital generation of broadcasters has what “feels like” an infinite
number of channel outlets.
Creating mobile content takes the broadcaster wherever the consumer
wants to go and allows the broadcaster the opportunity to reach an extended
audience past the radio and TV bandwidth. With simple software, content
created for the airwaves finds its way onto mobile devices. In addition, mediaon-demand users are generally more motivated than channel surfers, creating
great opportunities for niche marketing and advertising. The potential for
economic growth, however, raises historical challenges for media management. More detailed audience data need to be collected, analyzed and used
to decide which niche audience groups a media organization serves. Media
producers need to be trained to understand different expectations and usage
patterns by different audience groups. The traditional thinking of mass delivery will be abandoned to ensure the recognition of the importance of the
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audience as individuals who want MY news and/or MY entertainment. In this
chapter, we explore how digital broadcast changes how and when audiences
consume what content. Historically, broadcasting has always been on edge
with its audience, constantly changing to create content that attracts the consumer. Broadcast managers must learn from the past to create programming
that benefits the consumer in the future.

History
KDKA’s broadcast as a licensed commercial radio station on November 2,
1920, was the first of many advances in broadcasting. Radio stations in the
1920s worked hard to provide content that was both useful and entertaining.
The advent of radio networks helped the stations supply information about
politics and provide radio entertainment. Radio managers moved into the
1930s seeking ways to monetize their efforts. Advertising-supported content
allowed for “free” entertainment and the audiences grew exponentially in the
1930s and 1940s.1 Leading up to World War II, radio flourished as people
sought information about the rising conflict in Europe, and television was
introduced at the World’s Fair as the 1930s drew to a close. With all efforts
focused on the war, radio remained the main information source through
World War II. But as the war drew to a close, the focus began to shift to television and the type of content that would attract viewers to the screen. At the
start of 1952, there were about 20 million homes that had a television set but
as the decade ended more than 45 million homes had a television set.2
Television executives were fast learners as the industry evolved in the 1950s
and 1960s. Programming strategies that worked for radio worked equally
well for television. The radio network model was used in television with ABC,
CBS and NBC emerging as the primary television networks. Television network executives quickly provided entertainment programming that allowed
television to become the primary source of information and entertainment
for most Americans. They often used programming such as soap operas,
westerns, quiz shows, and variety shows to capture the television audience.
Television audiences exploded in the 1960s as major events in U.S. history
drew people to the television screen. Images enough to last a lifetime were
flashed across the screen, first in black and white and then in color. This was
the coming of age of television journalism in the 1960s and news proved to be
local television’s most saleable content (e.g., real-life coverage of presidential
debates, the space race, the death of a president, the civil rights movement and
the Vietnam War). Television network entertainment programming was an
even greater draw. As more and more viewers consumed television content,
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there was fear that the television networks wielded too much power and the
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) stepped in to limit this power
in the early 1970s.
Television networks were kept from having significant financial interest
in the syndication market and were only allowed to broadcast three hours
of prime-time network programming a night. These actions were taken to
encourage local television markets to provide more locally originated programming.3 Instead of creating locally produced programming, many local
affiliates chose to use syndicated programs with game shows and talk shows
as typical choices. The syndication industry revenue and the television audience increased and by 1980 there were television sets in 97.9 percent of all
U.S. households.4
Satellite delivery gave television stations with limited coverage area the opportunity to expand into new markets by distributing station signals to cable
systems across the country. The stations found favor among audiences because of their diverse programming content and quickly rose in prominence
when the FCC moved to allow an open entry policy for cable.5 This meant
that local affiliates would be touched by added competition. The television
audience as a whole increased but the audience’s attention was divided among
more choices and loyalty to one or two stations was changed. This forced local
television managers to evaluate programming content and make decisions
that would stabilize their position among audiences.
Radio struggled as television pulled the audience away but radio found new
life with the FM signal during the 1970s and 1980s. The clarity and quality
of the FM signal and radio programmers’ willingness to move away from the
traditional formats found on AM stations positioned FM stations as the leader
in the radio industry. Managers changed the way they thought about their
audiences and turned what were once money-losing FM stations into multimillion-dollar businesses by adding new content and using syndicated music
programming to attract audiences. Albarran suggests that “the radio industry
recognized that to survive, it had to rely on the local market for economic
support.” 6
Market shares for network television dropped in the 1980s but the local
station affiliate revenue increased as managers made decisions to increase the
amount of local news programs. Stations added a second evening newscast,
often prior to the network news programs. Some local stations turned their
6:00 p.m. newscast into an hour-long newscast. When television ownership
restrictions were lifted in the mid-1980s this allowed corporate ownership
of network affiliate stations, and, for the most part, gave owners the ability
to pool resources to provide for more efficient management of human and
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property resources. One television player to emerge from the change in ownership rules was Fox Broadcasting. By 1987, Fox had become “the ‘official’
fourth” television network. Fox started with limited programming and by
the mid-1990s provided programming similar to that of the other three networks. A move by New World Communication to move all 12 of its stations
to become Fox network affiliates threw the television network industry into
great upheaval in May 1994. While hurting the networks, this move helped
the local affiliates because individual stations were able to negotiate network
compensation packages that were more favorable toward the affiliate.7
Broadcast companies became mega media companies as the FCC increased
the cap on the number of radio and television stations a group could own.
Viacom bought Paramount, Disney bought ABC, Time Warner took over
Turner Broadcasting, and Westinghouse purchased CBS. This brought on
more competition for the four networks—ABC, NBC, CBS, and Fox—when
WB and United Paramount Networks formed.8 When the Telecommunication Act of 1996 was passed, national radio ownership limits were eliminated,
allowing companies to own an unlimited number of radio stations but with
some restrictions on the number of local radio stations and television ownership was tied to the cap on the total national audience reach. From this change
emerged new owners for CBS and Media One, while Clear Channel wound up
owning more than 800 radio stations. Running parallel to these changes in the
television industry were mergers in the telecommunications industry, which
meant changes in how cable companies operated and how traditional phone
companies were allowed to get into the business of disseminating content.
While this was occurring in the 1990s, some broadcasters were taking the first
step toward offering digital signals. The first digital television station went
on the air in 1996 in Raleigh, North Carolina, and the Federal Communication Commission assigned digital channels to all analog television stations in
1997.
By 2000, phone and cable companies were able to provide more services
similar to that of a traditional broadcaster and with digital technology more
channels were offered to consumers. This created an even tighter squeeze on
the traditional broadcaster, who seemed willing to allow the marketplace to
decide when or if it would broadcast using digital technology. Media consumers emerged as victors because the choices for information and entertainment
further increased. The broadcasters, for fear of losing audiences, would not
convert to digital-only signals because too many of the consumers did not
have the capability of receiving the digital signal. In 2004, the FCC relaxed
ownership rules again to accommodate ownership of more television stations
in local markets. In 2005, ABC provided online availability of some of its
television programming. The industry suggested a repurposing of broadcast
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content. Miller suggested that everyone recognized by 2006 that “the Web
would eventually become a TV medium at least the equal of broadcasting,
cable, and satellite.”9
While government regulation of broadcasters has always been a motivating
factor in broadcast programming and operation strategies, the biggest single
event in broadcasting history happened in June 2009. Television broadcasters,
almost 1,400, went all digital. A small number of radio broadcasters use digital
but most still use the analog signal. This move was 13 years in the making.10
Only 2.8 million of the 114.5 million U.S. television households were not
prepared for the June 2009 transition. This number was helped by the FCC’s
$1.5 billion coupon program that gave users the money to purchase digital
converter boxes.
After years of the government stepping in to regulate and to deregulate
broadcasting, the horizon for television and even radio is brightened by the
increase in the bandwidth and ultimately the increase in content choices
that local broadcast stations can offer. The transition allows broadcasters the
ability to multicast. Multicasting enables broadcasters to broadcast multiple
channels at the same time. So instead of one TV channel 8, a station might
have channels, 8.1., 8.2, etc. (Radio and Television Broadcast Rules 47 CFR
Part 73, 2009). Likewise, radio can offer multicasting as well. For radio, multicasting is often called HD radio. However, the radio stations are not required
to switch to digital only. Radio stations can broadcast in analog and digital
simultaneously. What radio and television stations get out of digital is the
ability to multicast and the opportunity to improve the quality of their transmission signal. The 1,378 commercially licensed television stations and the
11,213 commercial radio stations should use this opportunity to create content that reaches the “me” users, which in turn will help revitalize television
and radio broadcasting.11 Doing so will position broadcasters to maximize
profits with diverse audiences. Media-on-demand content is the direction in
which broadcasters should focus their attention.
This opportunity was tempered by the worst economic situation since the
Great Depression. In 2009, unemployment in the U.S. climbed to more than
10 percent, with some expecting it to go higher. Without people working,
consumer spending went down and consumer confidence waned. Ad dollars
that have typically come from the automotive industry and banking dropped
significantly. Erik Kolb and Tuna Amobi suggest a significant pullback in
local advertising dollars for media, while also seeing pullbacks at the national
level.12 In 2002, $61.54 billion was collected by broadcast companies. That
revenue rose to more than 68.8 billion in 2006 but began to drop in 2007 and
further declined to 59 billion in 2009, an almost 14 percent decline in revenue
over a three-year period.13 In addition, television stations have spent millions
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preparing for the digital television (DTV) transition increasing their debt load
and then facing increased competition from Internet options, satellite radio,
iPods, and other mobile devices. To create a bright spot, broadcasters must
recognize the opportunities created by DTV, HD radio, the Internet, and
mobile on demand media.
Data show that radio and television station Internet revenue is up. BIA
advisory services and the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) found
of the $11 billion spent on local online advertising, 7.3 percent ($805 million)
was generated by broadcasters. BIA is predicting broadcast revenue to increase
by 18.6 percent in the next five years as broadcasters begin to further promote
their Internet content on handheld devices.14 Local advertisers increased their
online ad spending by 46 percent in 2008 and the number was expected to increase in 2009. Erik Kolb and Tuna Amobi suggest, “if broadcasters can effectively leverage their online platforms, the area seems ripe with cross-promotion opportunities.”15 Broadcasters would benefit most if they were to adopt a
single mobile DTV standard. Some predict that for each month this is delayed
broadcasters will lose 50 million dollars.16 DTV allows stations to expand their
horizons by having more than one channel outlet and broadcast executives
must use the multiple platforms to distribute their content. These platforms
create value-added content that cannot be dismissed. Each platform becomes
an opportunity to create more useful content for the “me” user.
Because of significant changes in technology, globalization, regulatory
reform and demographic change, broadcasters must develop “innovative
strategy and financial flexibility” to survive the competitive marketplace. Kolb
and Amobi suggest broadcasters must “devise new growth strategies to augment [their] core advertising revenue model.”17 Development of these new
growth strategies will have major implications for management and economic
philosophies. The most significant change will come when broadcasters emphasize the user of media.

Economic and Management Implications
From Mass to Niche Audience
Broadcast, cable, and satellite industries have distinct ultimate goals due to
the different business models in which they operate. For instance, the main
revenue source for terrestrial television and radio broadcasters is advertising.
Therefore, the goal of these companies is to boost the ratings of the stations
and the networks these stations are affiliated with so that advertising can be
sold at a higher rate. For cable providers and satellite television and radio
broadcasters, however, the main goal is to attract new subscribers while re-
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taining current users. After all, commercial media companies are economic
entities/institutions and thus are driven by profit.
Regardless of the difference in their business models and therefore their ultimate goals, the route to success for all television and radio firms is to provide
programming that appeals to a targeted audience. The rule of “lowest common denominator” proved to be a success in a marketplace of scarce viewing
options. Through the offering of a little something for everybody, the three
broadcast networks secured over 90 percent of prime-time television viewership in the 1970s.18 Members of a targeted audience share their commonality
in demographics such as age, gender, and socioeconomic status (SES), creating mass audiences in the traditional sense.
Demographics of media audiences are important variables in determining
advertising rates for media businesses that rely on advertising. Both radio
advertising rates (measured in cost per point or CPP) and television advertising rates (measured in cost per thousand viewers or CPM) reflect stations’
ability to attract targeted demographic audiences, among other factors.19 Attention of audiences becomes the invisible but measurable product marketed
by media companies. Media companies could sell the audience attention they
attract to buyers at advertising agencies.
While the radio industry has long been operating on the basis of localized
target audiences, the television industry did not see an explosive popularity of
niche programming to specific audiences until the 1990s.20 Since then, there
has been “continued erosion of audience share due to fragmentation.”21 As of
2009, there are over 500 cable channels operating in the United States.22
On both the economic and management levels, further fragmentation of
audiences poses challenges to the rule of “lowest common denominator.” In
response, channels choose to specialize in particular types of content. Stations
“narrowcast” whatever types of content they believe will attract a desired demographic, and seek to send the attention of the audience group to advertisers
who are willing to pay for access to the demographic. However, demographics
such as age and income alone are no longer sufficient in studying the fragmented traditional mass audience. Narrowcasters should study their niche
audiences based on psychographic (lifestyle) combinations of interests and
attitudes. A well-based understanding of the audience and efficient measurement of such audience attention will transform narrowcasters into successful
nichecasters in an increasingly competitive market of option abundance.
Content Diversity
Multicasting opens programming choices for television and radio. Multicasting gives local stations the ability to program content that can reach diverse
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audiences. It is only right to remind broadcasters that the FCC handed
broadcasters this gift of multicasting at no cost. In 2000, former FCC chairman William E. Kennard warned broadcasters to remember the “public
interest” broadcast mantra especially in light of the fact that broadcasters
had been given more than $70 billion in spectrum space when DTV was
allocated in 1997. He reminded broadcasters that “this gift to broadcasters stands in stark contrast to other users of the spectrum—like wireless
providers—who have paid billions for licenses to use the airwaves.”23 As suggested by Kennard, “as broadcasters reap many billions of dollars from their
use of the airwaves, they must also use the airwaves to serve the public interest.”24 Broadcasters should provide local content to meet the public interest
charge. People can get information from millions of sources but getting local
information takes a commitment at the community level of operation. Managers that begin to recognize the importance of creating local content down
to the lowest level of news coverage will see viewership increase. Leveraging
“original local programming, including staples such as news, weather,” will
attract consumers that advertisers want to reach. It comes down to monetizing local content.25
As broadband Internet continues its penetration into an average American
household, online delivery channels are able to provide within easy reach
content no longer limited strictly by space, time, and bandwidth. For traditional television and radio firms, opportunities emerge to develop content
that appeals to smaller segments of audiences who have specialized needs for
information. Localized content holds value for the dual role of media firms: to
attract local audiences as well as local advertisers who are interested in buying
attention from those audiences.
As media companies try to address the special needs of smaller audience
groups, there is a dramatic increase in content diversity and therefore in the
total amount of original content that should be produced. One of the key economic characteristics of media products is high production costs of the first
copy, and minimum costs for additional copies and distribution.26 A lower
demand for copies of diversified content means a higher production price per
copy. Moreover, the higher the costs of the first copy production, the higher
price per copy of the product. Therefore, diversity is “expensive to achieve”
unless low-cost production strategies can be implemented.27
This increase in demand for diversity content creates new challenges for
media managers. On one hand, few, if any, television or radio firms can afford the production of such an increased amount of content. Media managers
must seek new opportunities to reduce production costs. On the other hand,
the economic success of a media firm depends heavily on the creation and
retention of an audience that can generate sufficient revenue. Any addition to
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the audience base, regardless of the size, will incur hardly any extra cost but
can increase the revenue. Managers who can expand their target audiences
will no doubt place themselves in a better economic position in the highly
competitive media market. However, continued segmentation often means
shrinking audiences. Therefore, it is extremely difficult for a nichecaster to
develop a large audience, not to mention a mass audience. Despite the inapplicability of economies of scale, managers may find it an effective way to
boost their revenue if they can enhance the engagement of their audience.

Cost Reduction
One way to reduce production costs is to take advantage of the existing news
crew and prepare them for the new responsibilities in the digital age. While
production teams at media firms traditionally consist of professionals with
specialized skills, what media firms need now are professionals with a broader
set of skills. Backpack/video journalists, or individuals who can function in a
wide variety of roles, are in high demand. Media managers, therefore, face the
challenge of training existing crews so each production professional can serve
as a reporter, photographer, and videographer, among many other roles.
Thanks to technological advancement, media equipment is becoming
smaller, lighter, less expensive, more user-friendly, and multifunctional. Even
during hard economic situations like the current one, many media firms
can afford a light-weight “backpack” of professional quality equipment for
individual production professionals. In addition, it is not impossible for a
professional with a specialty in one area to learn convergence skills. Radio
professionals, for example, can learn to write for the Web, shoot pictures,
and even record and edit video for their website. Even when working within
their traditional specialty area, media professionals often should adjust their
content according to the audience characteristics of the specific medium. For
example, most television reporters no longer directly shovelcast their newscast on their media website, because online audiences differ from television
audiences in their expectation and use patterns.
One recent initiative of equipping media professionals with the latest technology to help them function in multiple roles happened at KOMO, a Seattle,
Washington, television station owned by Fisher Communications.28 Instead
of carrying a heavy laptop around, each photographer and reporter received
from the station an iPhone, which is used to take pictures and send them back
to the station with brief text description of the unfolding story. It proved to
be an economically manageable initiative, since no additional employment is
involved. However, the success was based on a lot of explanation and coach-
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ing before the reporters incorporated the technology in their daily reporting
jobs. Media managers, therefore, face the challenge of educating and training
the crew how to use new technology to fulfill the responsibilities they are used
to.
The multicasting opportunity as a result of the digital TV conversion presents a dilemma for television managers. On one hand, they often find it difficult to rely solely on their existing crew to produce enough content for the
additional channels they have acquired. In addition, as the Internet continues
to serve as a favorite source of media content for a wide range of demographics, television websites must provide content in an amount and variety
beyond the capabilities of their crew. For example, as a story develops, the
online audience may expect up-to-the-minute updates, or “twitcast,” a Twitter version of a live event as it unfolds. On the other hand, new employment
will incur additional costs, which have to be offset by even higher revenue in
an extremely competitive and deteriorating market daunted by job cuts. In
much the same vein, visitors to a radio website expect more than just streaming audio. They also want detailed background information about the music,
pictures and biography of the musician, and even videos of relevant concerts.
Most important, television and radio audience members want to establish a
personal relationship with the anchor or DJ of their favorite program. They
want to read the anchors’/DJs’ bios, learn about their personal lives, friend
them on Facebook or MySpace, and follow them on Twitter.
In the midst of multicasting, there comes multitasking, where the employee
is over-burdened with providing content for old and new platforms of delivery. Therefore, it is not enough to simply equip every crew member with an
iPhone and train them how to use it to do their jobs. Media managers must
seek new strategies to relieve the burden of creating multi-platform content.
One important solution for low-cost production is user-generated content.
Recent years have witnessed numerous examples of users contributing to the
normal media production process, especially in the case of unexpected events
(e.g., witnesses posting videos of the Virginia Tech campus shooting in 2008).
Major television stations have made user contribution a standard form of
content production. For example, CNN uses “iReport,” which is listed side by
side with its main news categories on the website. Similarly, Fox News offers
a “U-report” capability on the top right corner of the first page of every section. Local television stations such as KARK, in Little Rock, Arkansas, invite
the general audience to contribute pictures and video through “MyMedia.”
The advancement of consumer technology, particularly mobile phones with
photo, video, and Internet connection capabilities, makes it easy for users to
capture and share stories that are beyond the reach of news professionals,
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particularly hyperlocal news that serves a small neighborhood. Television stations that have over the decades provided “Eyewitness News” should adopt
the model of “iWitness News,” where “i” is the active audience reporter seeking to participate in the content production process.
One dilemma media managers face in the use of user-generated content
is the balance between user contribution and newsroom standards. Because
general users have not gone through journalism school training, using the
content they produce may mean a sacrifice in journalistic standards. There
is no single correct solution to this problem. However, most journalists are
concerned about the quality of user-generated content. The Seattle-based TV
station KOMO, for example, does not allow user-generated content to be
directly posted on its website without screening by designated staff.
User-generated content can prove to be an effective way to produce content
that appeals to small groups of local audiences and, with appropriate marketing strategies, can help produce economic success. KOMO innovated with
a hyperlocal platform that connects “neighborhood content, local bloggers
and user-generated material.”29 Using geotagging technology provided by a
partner data company, KOMO geographically targets advertising to specific
neighborhoods. The success of the new strategy is demonstrated by the fact
that the platform has attracted hundreds of new clients, many of which are
small businesses that either could not afford advertising on television or could
not find a suitable audience group.

Revenue Increase
While the economic viability of media firms depends on low cost, it is even
more important to boost revenue through improving advertising ratings and
generating new revenue from sources such as multi-platform distribution of
repurposed content. Media managers, therefore, face a series of revenue opportunities as well as challenges.
Repurposing Content for Multi-platform Delivery
There has been fear that as technologies advance and media options multiply, television viewers, particularly the younger generations, might move to
the Internet and even mobile devices for content that has traditionally been
available only on television. The fear seems justified since we only have 24
hours a day and the more time we spend on one medium, the less time we
have left for the other media, as predicted by McCombs and Eyal’s principle
of relative constancy.30 However, it was found that different media are used
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as complements, not substitutes.31 More recently, audience data suggest that
television, computer and mobile devices each serve unique functions. Instead
of migrating to the Internet, and more recently, mobile devices, television
viewers actually watch more television.32 For example, during the first quarter
of 2009, the average American watched 153 hours of television every month
at home, and the 131 million Americans who watch online video watched
on average about 3 hours of online video every month at home and work.33
The increase in use across different media platforms is largely made possible
through multitasking. For example, a large proportion of the television viewers are on the Internet while watching television, making them simultaneous
users of the two media. Data from the Nielsen TV/Internet Convergence
Panel reveal that over half of the 3,000 people on the panel are simultaneous
users of television and the Internet.34 More important, simultaneous users
watch 14 percent more TV a day and use the Internet 61 percent more than
the average consumer. “The simultaneous usage phenomenon presents new
marketing opportunities: the unique strengths of each medium can be leveraged to allow consumers to be reached—and allow them to reach back—in
ways that they choose themselves.”35
The broad use of mobile phones and broadband Internet connection (accessible to nearly 3 out of 4 Americans), plus the advanced capabilities of
mobile devices to handle multimedia content and Internet connection, help
establish mobile devices as “the next frontier for media opportunities.”36 In
2009, 9 percent of those 12 years and above watched TV clips on a cell phone,37
and the amount of usage is predicted to grow as cheaper mobile phones are
configured to handle complicated data transmission in mobile video viewing
and service costs decrease to a level acceptable to more users.
Therefore, television and radio firms should react quickly to this user trend
and expand their territory to the mobile platform through repurposing their
content. Repurposing content produced for one medium and using it for another usually involves technical transformation, which can be accomplished
automatically or involves a single additional click of a button, thanks again
to the development of technology in recent years. The role of media managers, in most cases, is to reallocate resources to ensure that mobile delivery as
an option is available for all content that may attract additional users, which
means a possible source of revenue.
Because broadcast radio and local television are geographically bounded
industries, economics of scale has limited applicability in an age of proliferated new channels and thus continuing audience segmentation. Multi-platform delivery, however, helps make up for what is lost in one city in one
medium by attracting small audience groups in other cities (sometimes in a
different country) in another medium. In this sense, repurposing content for
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multi-platform delivery can overcome the weaknesses of economics of scale
through economics of scope.
Interactivity
Interactivity happens when the audience is involved in the production of
media content, through direct modification, feedback, or even the creation
of original content. Interactivity is an essential feature of online media content.38 In the Web 1.0 days, hyperlinks on a media website took the audience
to other parts of the same site or even a site hosted in another country for
additional information of relevance. The audience could also e-mail the reporter or producer with comments. Web 2.0 applications such as blogs, social
networking, and more recently, Twitter and mixx, allow the audience to more
fully interact with the original content provider, share comments of content
with friends, provide updates, and even vote on the popularity of a piece of
content. Therefore, content created by the production team does not end the
moment it is published by a media firm. Audience members take the topic
and continue the production process through interacting with others ranging
from the original creator to other individuals interested in the topic. Comments or notes that audience members post on anchors’ Facebook, MySpace
or Twitter accounts can end up being aired in the actual programs.
The continuation of the production process by the audience creates unprecedented opportunities for media firms. A high degree of audience interactivity
suggests a high level of audience attention and involvement, which creates value
for advertisers who want to appeal to such demographics and psychographics.
However, the existing measurement of audience attention fails to take into account the amount of involvement from certain audiences. Because the variance
in audience involvement is related to selective exposure and cognition, which
may lead to variance in attitude and behavior, audience involvement is a more
important variable than attention alone for advertisers. Media firms should
work with ratings companies to create and test new measures to establish advertising rates in the interactive media market. Most recently, fourteen companies
ranging from broadcasters to advertisers coalesced to form the Coalition for
Innovative Media Measurement.39 Effective measures, once developed, should
work in the benefit of both media and advertising firms since the measures will
be based on a better understanding of the audience. Media managers should
seek to develop localized audience measurements. These measurements can be
implemented with easy online survey software.
Two other aspects of interactivity that can lead to economic success of
media firms are cross-promotion and direct selling of products. The turn of
the twenty-first century saw a shift of the focus of marketing strategies from
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branding to cross-promotion.40 Media audiences are accustomed to messages
on television such as “visit our Web site at . . .” More recently, media companies started doing a more effective job at sending Web visitors to the primary
medium by encouraging them to “tune in . . .” or to watch the next episode
of a show on television.
Another direction some successful media businesses are going is the use of
external links (i.e., linking to other sources for information that they themselves do not provide). It is not surprising that media managers will feel a
sense of fear to send their own audiences to the competitor. However, the
rationale behind such a seemingly risky practice is that “you can’t serve ALL
of the needs of your customer yourself, then the best that you should do is to
be the FIRST source of information for your audience.”41 The fear and risk
comes from a loss of control. Several online-only media companies, such as
CNET.com and News.com, have been successful in implementing this strategy. This “become the FIRST source for your audience” strategy may pay off
for managers who want to see a more active role for their firms on the Internet. The challenge is to deal with possible changes in streams of revenue when
the audience is directed to a likely competitor.
In some cases, advertising alone does not generate sufficient revenue for
media firms. Direct selling of merchandise or advertised goods can become a
possible revenue source. Media companies that are accustomed to producing
content to attract audiences can allow interested audience members to purchase a media product or an advertised product or service directly from the
computer, a mobile device, or on the television screen (in the near future).
This option will extend media firms beyond their traditional boundaries as
content providers and transform them into service providers. Media managers need to further monetize their local online advertising space through
direct purchase of the advertised products or service. Partnership opportunities and even ready-made affiliate schemes are already available.42 The direct
purchase capability on media websites allows media managers and advertisers to assess the effectiveness of advertising. Media managers should develop
formulas to establish advertising rates. These formulas should include data on
psychographics and individual and collective purchasing behavior, bringing
advertising to the level of personalized advertising, or iAd. Media managers
should also explore the impact of direct selling on the revenue streams of
television and radio platforms.

Conclusion
Broadcast managers have been passive participants in their own history, allowing policy changes and technology advances to dictate their management
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styles instead of listening to their audiences. The audience may have been
heard but their comments and criticism did not affect how media content
is produced and programmed. With the exception of ratings months, the
audience was seldom considered. Now with technological advances, the audience has the opportunity to provide almost instantaneous comment and
criticism. Those who decide to provide comment are typically active participants who take the initiative to switch channels or to cross media platforms
in search of information that appeals to their specialized needs.
The manager’s goal should be to empower the audience member to share
information to create a sense of audience involvement that turns into a community investment, yielding a station profit. Managers should rally their own
employees to recognize the power of the “iReporter,” seeing them not as
intruders but as helpers in the newsgathering process, giving the station the
power to report down to the street level just as the Google map takes them
there. Just as the iReporter sends the station to the street level in content production, so should managers “geotag” neighborhood content to create iAds.
The creative manager will be as active as his/her active audience members,
using specialized measurement to monetize every audience member’s investment in every platform of the local media. They will take their future into
their own hands.
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DVRs and the Empowered Audience
A Transformative New
Media Technology Takes Off
James R. Walker and Robert Bellamy

T

by two generations of change.1
In the first generation, it was dominated by two, and later three, major
networks that generated similar types of advertiser-supported content, while
audiences selected the “least objectionable programming” offered by the
broadcast networks. The second generation of television saw the diffusion of
cable, VCRs and inexpensive receivers with remote control devices (RCDs).
This brought dramatic changes to the television industry and the viewing
environment. Audiences gradually changed from families watching the big
three broadcast networks to individuals choosing from an ever-expanding
array of video outlets. However, except for a small amount of VCR timeshifting, viewers still selected from the programs available at a particular time,
and the television industry was still supported primarily by advertising presented in commercial announcements. Although the television user could still
be conceptualized as a “viewer” of television, the second generation was the
real beginning of the viewer as “user,” an active participant in manipulating
the available content.
The development and increasing penetration of digital video recorders
(DVRs) is one of many forces (e.g., the Internet, mobile video) pushing
television’s evolution into a third generation. Consumers who have fewer
common television experiences will challenge time-tested assumptions about
advertising, programming, and even the definition of the audience. In this
third generation, the idea of the consumer as “viewer,” with its connotations
of passivity and target, largely will yield to conceptions of the audience as
“users” of the medium. Viewer/users are likely to pay for specific programs
HE TELEVISION INDUSTRY HAS BEEN SHAPED
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and program packages via some variation of an à la carte pay-per-view (PPV)/
video-on-demand (VOD) basis rather than for an array of television networks
many of which they do not watch. Or they may simply download digitized
content into their iPods for later viewing on either the small (MP3 player) or
large (LCD, plasma) screen. Distribution will come in wired (cable TV, wired
broadband), wireless (satellite, cellular, wireless broadband, broadcast), and
physical (DVD, Blu-Ray, digital drives) forms.
More advertising will shift from spot announcements to program placements and other forms of zap-proof marketing/advertising. Indeed, this
process is well underway, with BusinessWeek noting the rapid decline of mass
market and spot advertising even before the mid-point of the new millennium’s first decade.2 As spot advertising declines, the seam that distinguishes
commercial from program will become less and less visible. The advertisingsupported model of “free” broadcasting, so popular with consumers mired in
the Great Depression of the 1930s, has given way to more complex financial
models that draw revenues from many additional streams, including enhanced websites, Internet downloads, DVD and mobile video sales, retransmission fees from cable/satellite providers, and product placement.

DVR Diffusion
The penetration of DVRs into U.S. households has progressed at a more leisurely pace than first predicted after their appearance in 1997.3 As of March
2009, Nielsen reported that 30.6% of American homes had the device, nearly
two and a half times the number of DVR households existing in January
of 2007.4 For 95% of owners, the DVR was incorporated into their cable
or satellite set-top boxes, while only 5% owned a standalone DVR. Initial
direct sales of DVRs were limited because the technology did not offer new
programming; it only enhanced the consumptions of existing programming
sources (broadcast, cable, or satellite). The chief advantages of the product,
ease of time-shifting and commercial avoidance, were not enough to convince
masses of consumers to buy another set-top box with an additional monthly
fee. However, as TiVo and other DVR makers began to partner with the cable
and satellite providers, DVRs started to become part of cable/satellite package,
at first with a minimal additional fee, and later as part of enhanced services
used to attract new customers. For example, recently AT&T’s video service
has advertised aggressively a DVR system that allows viewers to play recorded
programs in multiple locations throughout their homes. The message is that
viewers should switch to AT&T, not because it offers better programming or
a lower cost, but a better way to watch that programming: a superior DVR.
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Ads for DirecTV and Dish Network routinely include offers of a free HD
DVR along with free installation and discount pricing to lure customers from
cable or their satellite rival. DVRs are increasingly a standard part of the cable
package, just as remote control devices (RCDs) became part of the television
set and VCRs in the 1980s. And just as RCD penetration moved from 29%
to 84% in only 8 years,5 DVRs are likely to begin a rapid ascent up the lazy S
shaped diffusion curve.6
In March, 2009, Interpublic’s Magna predicted that DVR penetration
would rise to 44% of U.S. households in the next five years.7 Considering
the diffusion pattern of earlier television technologies and the rapid rise of
DVR diffusion between 2007 and 2009, this prediction may be conservative.
Looking at comparable five-year intervals shows that television penetration
jumped from 34.2% to 83.2% between 1953 and 1958, VCR penetration went
from 36% to 71.9% between 1986 and 1991,8 and RCD penetration leaped
from 29% to 77% between 1985 and 1990.9 The average increase for these
three technologies was 44.3%, more than three times the 13.5% predicted
for DVRs. As with many innovations, now that DVR technology has become
widely available and its benefits more apparent, smaller numbers of innovators and earlier adopters will give way to larger numbers of early and the late
majority adopters. This diffusion pattern produces the lazy S shaped diffusion
curve (with time on the horizontal axis and level of adoption on the vertical
axis) common in diffusion of innovations studies.10
DVRs appear to be poised for rapid accent up the S curve. However, despite
the general diffusion patterns of prior television technologies, the diffusion
of DVRs is tied to how aggressively cable and satellite providers convert new
and existing customers to DVR households. This “supply-side perspective”
shifts the responsibility for adopting the innovation from the consumer to
the television programming distributor, as the value of the device is evaluated
by both the distributor and the customer.11 As consumers switch television
providers, they are likely to gain access to a DVR, just as television viewers
acquired RCDs as a standard part of the new televisions they purchased in the
1980s and 1990s.
An aggressive cable/satellite approach is also aided by the use of nDVRs
that require no in-home DVR, only interactivity with the cable/satellite provider. Programs are recorded by the cable/satellite operator for later playback
by the viewer. The potential for nDVRs to rapidly increase DVR penetration
has not gone unnoticed. In 2006, a consortium of networks and studios (ABC,
NBC, CBS, Fox, Universal, Paramount, Turner and Disney) filed a copyright
infringement suit to prevent Cablevision from using its remote server-based
DVR. On August 4, 2008, the Second U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
the use of nDVRs did not violate copyright law, and in June 2009 the U.S.
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Supreme Court refused to consider an appeal. After the Court of Appeals ruling, Bernstein Research analyst Craig Moffett predicted that “in short order,
effective DVR penetration could now jump to north of 60 percent.”12

The Empowering DVR
In the digital video recorder, media researchers have found another new technological phenomenon to study. The DVR is a technology that, once again,
has the potential to permanently alter how television is viewed, the programming and advertising strategies used by the U.S. television industry, and
eventually the structure of that industry. At the current stage of adoption, the
DVR’s potential is the subject of much speculation, but research has focused
primarily on commercial avoidance. Expectations about any changes brought
to television by the DVR should reflect an understanding of the impact of
earlier television technologies (RCDs, VCRs, multi-channel cable and satellite
delivery systems). A combination of technological innovation and governmental deregulation over the last 30 years has destabilized the structure of the
television industry, although a new oligopolistic structure has developed. The
DVR, if widely adopted, may reshape the medium more completely than any
previous “new” media technology in terms of media use, programming, and
advertising.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the impact of the DVR on television advertising, programming practices, and viewers, while offering a few
recommendations for industry practitioners. The audience is, of course, essential to any consideration of DVR effects on the industry. Both expected
and unintended consequences are likely. The industry will respond in both
predictable and unpredictable ways.
In discussing the importance of the remote control device,13 it was argued that this seemingly innocuous add-on made possible the wide use of
multi-channel television, ushering in a new way of looking at the television
audience. The television viewer became the television user, constructing an
individualized television mix by zipping, zapping, and grazing among the
available options. There was also speculation about the prospects of a third
generation, when interactivity and the Internet would combine, and when
“the industry will have to conform to the desires of the television user.”14
However, the DVR is more than a substitute for the VCR. It has the ability
to both find (navigation function) content from a plethora of programming
and record it easily (conduit function). In addition, the DVR is superior to
both the RCD-equipped television and the VCR as a tool for the selective
avoidance of commercials. Television RCDs allow viewers to switch to other
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channels during commercials (zapping), but the viewer risks missing some
programming. Like VCRs, DVRs allow viewers to speed through (zipping)
commercials, but much more rapidly than VCRs. In fact, many DVRs have
a 30-second forward/reverse button that allows for the skipping of most advertising and promotional messages in recorded programs with a few button
pushes. Users can easily reverse the action, if they accidentally skip some of
the program. Viewers can also avoid commercials in an evening’s worth of
unrecorded programming by simply turning on their television and waiting
30 minutes or so to begin viewing. The DVR automatically records the programming when the set is turned on. The viewer can then rewind back over
the first 30 minutes and start viewing. When a commercial break occurs they
can fast-forward through the commercials. One early study reported that 88%
of the commercials are skipped by DVR users,15 while more recent research
from TiVo’s second-by-second Power-Watch puts the figure at 66% of all
prime-time broadcast TV ads.16 Even skeptical television executives believe
60% of DVR users zap ads.17 This commercial-avoidance feature has been a
focus of some product advertising for DVRs.
If the RCD combined with cable and VCRs brought television into a second
generation, is the digital video recorder the “killer app[lication]” that will
usher in the third generation? Will this technological genie, once out of the
bottle, forever change television? At this time, nothing is certain, except that
there is widespread speculation within the television industry that the DVR
is contributing to an ongoing restructuring of the television industry. Tracey
Scheppach, video innovation director at Starcom, predicted that “we’ll see
an acceleration of DVR-type technology, and that will destroy the present ad
model.”18
Nonetheless, attempts to analyze the effects of an emerging technology are
problematic. Media analysts tend to overestimate the impact of new media
technologies. We need to keep in mind the basic tenants of the diffusion of
innovations. New products and services tend to diffuse at a slower rate than
expected. The rate of diffusion increases if they offer relative advantages that
are observable, are compatible with user needs and values, can be tried out
before adoption, and are not too complex. In addition, cost is a key issue.
Color television, VCRs, and remote control devices all diffused rapidly only
after prices dropped significantly. Finally, existing industries will adapt to new
circumstances, often blunting the diffusion of that new technology.
Winston’s “law of the suppression of radical technologies” predicts that
the existing powers in an industry, aided and abetted by the state, will be able
to control the level of diffusion and use of a new technology.19 This will help
protect their vested interests. A corollary to this “law” is that if industry powers fail to suppress the radical potential of technology, they will simply buy
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it. For example, one of the major reactions to the growth of multi-channel
cable was the lessening of barriers within and between broadcast and cable
ownership to allow for more in-market and national integration of program
conduits and programming ownership. If the old Big 3 television oligopoly
(ABC, CBS, NBC) was to be no more, a new Big 5 oligopoly (Disney, Viacom,
Time Warner, News Corporation, Comcast) would thrive by owning much of
the cable and satellite competition. Similarly, the major developers of DVRs
have corporate partners that are the major powers in the media entertainment
industry.
Not surprisingly, the implications of DVRs are of increasing concern to
industry analysts who realize that with the ability to easily find and store material from the increasing number of outlets, the television user can be more
active and selective than ever. The active DVR user changes the traditional
relationship between viewer and advertiser, as well as many established programming and program promotion strategies.

Advertising in the DVR Era
Because of its commercial significance, it is not surprising that DVR-enabled
commercial avoidance has received the greatest attention from both academic
and industry researchers. In reviewing this emerging research, several conclusions are evident. First, one of the two most important motivations for owning
a DVR is the ease of commercial avoidance; the other is ease of time-shifting,
recording programming for viewing at a more convenient time.20 According
to a 2005 online survey by the media agency MindShare, 79% of responding
owners said they purchased a DVR because it helps them skip commercials.21
Second, viewers of DVR recordings skip ads at a substantial rate. A recent
study of second by second TiVo data found that 66% of all recorded ads
were skipped,22 while figures compiled from November 2007 and 2008 data
in Nielsen’s recent report on DVR households in the U.S. show an average of
56.4% of commercials were not viewed.23 Third, all non-program content is
not equally affected. Commercials at the start and the end of the commercial
pod are more likely to be seen. This is one reason why advertisers are already
paying more for ads at the start and end of commercial pods. In addition,
network promos were skipped less than other ads.24 Fourth, ad skipping is
not the same for all networks, because DVR time-shifting varies considerably
by network. Programs on broadcast networks were more frequently recorded
than on specialized cable networks. For example, a three-year study comparing DVR to non-DVR households found DVR users time-shifted 42% of
CBS programming versus 18% of Lifetime’s and 10% of the Food Network’s
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programming.25 Finally, the commercial television industry, especially those
entities that are still primarily supported by spot advertising, are deeply worried about the long-term threat posed by DVRs.26 One study comparing DVR
and non-DVR households found the purchase of “Pacesetter” package-goods
brands to be 5% lower in DVR households with 20% of all brands showing
a loss in sales volume. However, there were no losses for products that relied
less on spot advertising and had more diversified media plans.27 In short,
DVRs hurt brands that rely too heavily on traditional spot advertising.

The Impact of DVRs on the Television Commercial
Using Nielsen prime-time data from November 2007 and 2008 for ABC,
NBC, CBS, and Fox, we can calculate the amount of current loss in attention to advertising and project that to a DVR-ubiquitous future.28 DVR
owners watch an average of 9.9 hours per week of recorded programming,
representing 29.8% of their total viewing. During this viewing, they skip an
average of 56.4% of the commercials. Thus, for this group, commercial viewing is reduced by 16.8% during their total television viewing. If this figure is
multiplied by the current DVR penetration rate (30.6%), the best estimate of
the current impact of DVRs on commercial viewing in network prime-time
programming is a reduction of 5.1%. If the commercial skipping and timeshifting patterns documented by Nielsen continue, the percentage of commercials avoided due to DVR use would reach 16.8% if DVR penetration
reaches 100%. This figure is only a projection and is based on the assumption
that the total amount of time-shifting and commercial avoidance reported by
Nielsen for these two months is an accurate estimate of future DVR behavior.
It can be concluded that DVRs currently are having a significant (about 5%
reduction) effect on the value of commercials in network prime-time programming. As DVR penetration increases, the value of spot advertising will
continue to decline, but spot ads will still be unaffected by DVRs in over 83%
of network prime-time programming. By themselves, DVRs will be a significant blow to, but not the end of, television commercials.
Also, limiting the potential negative impact of DVR-inspired advertisingavoidance are research findings that show advertisers may receive some
benefit from zipped (fast-forwarded) ads. Specifically, visual content in the
middle of the screen during the fast-forwarding process is perceived by viewers. Significantly, viewers appear to pay closer attention to the screen during
zipping than during normal viewing, and this can have a positive impact for
the advertiser.29 However, the audio content is lost and the visual message
greatly simplified, promoting mostly brand awareness. Marc Goldstein, head
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of MindShare North America (a major media buying consultant), reports a
“30-second Pontiac commercial [he zipped] was intended to introduce the
new brand, show that it has two doors and a 250-horsepower engine and
gets 35 miles to the gallon,” but all he learned was “there was a Pontiac commercial that I fast-forwarded.”30 Also, limiting the potential impact of zipped
commercials is the use of the 30-second button available on some DVR remotes. This button skips content in 30-second units, meaning that virtually
all of the content in a 4-minute commercial pod can be eliminated with eight
pushes of this button. Commercials are not “zipped” but “zapped.”
In the mid-2000s, the debate over the value of the commercial content in
DVR programming triggered confrontations between networks and advertising agencies over how Nielsen would count DVR-viewed programming in its
ratings. Advertising agencies argued that the extent of ad zipping made DVR
viewing worthless, while networks insisted there was still value. A compromise was negotiated and currently Nielsen includes DVR viewing in its ratings
if it occurs within three days of the telecast and “accounts for fast-forwarding
as well as channel switching.”31

Responses to Commercial Avoidance
Despite the enhanced threat from the DVR, the television industry has been
weathering threatening storms for the last 20 years. In the first generation of
television characterized by limited viewer choice, simplistic audience measurement tools, and the Big 3 oligopoly, advertisers were confident that their
commercials reached most of the people watching the program in which the
ads appeared.
In the second generation of television, several factors have shaken advertiser
confidence. Audiences have access to vastly increased program choice. More
precise audience measurement tools have become available. Most important,
a wide range of tools that enable the audience member to navigate the video
landscape are now available. Thus, most advertisers have had to revise and
rethink the value of television commercials.
These factors and the diffusion of VCRs, cable, and RCDs led the advertising industry to take several interrelated actions:32
1. Spreading ads to the new video outlets.
2. Emphasizing audience demographics and psychographics rather than
mainly audience size in media buying decisions.
3. Enhancing the production value of spots with more contemporary
music and humor, fast editing, and offbeat narrative, often in shorter
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spots, to quickly grab the attention of the restless viewer. For example,
one element of conventional wisdom in television promotion is that the
viewer must be grabbed in the first 3 seconds or s/he is likely to change
the channel.33
4. Increasing the emphasis on the brand qualities of the product or service
being advertised. This emphasis is used in integrated marketing communication (IMC) schemes that use multiple platforms of advertising
combined with traditional marketing plans and public relations campaigns to get the message to the intended target. Branding is a large
part of IMC because it is assumed that brand identity and image are
ingrained in the mind of the consumer and can be activated with limited
exposure to an associative device such as a logo.34
5. Making more advertising “zap-proof” by integrating it into the programming, so it can only be avoided if parts of the program are avoided.
One of the explanations for the increase in sports programming is that
this programming provides multiple opportunities for zap-proof ads.
These opportunities include the sponsorship billboards keyed into the
telecast at the beginning of the event, venue signage, on-air sponsorship of specific game elements, and virtual signage that can be inserted
in the picture. Of course, sports telecasts have always incorporated
some of these strategies but they have become increasingly prevalent.
For example, McAllister’s review of the college football’s 2007 national
championship game found 80% of the telecast included some kind of
on-screen advertising.35
As DVRs and other forms of new media technology move television into
its third generation, each of these second-generation strategies will take on
increasing importance, as the value of traditional spot advertising shrinks. In
addition, as will be discussed later in this chapter, television networks and stations will more aggressively pursue additional revenue streams to compensate
for lost spot-advertising revenues.

Programming in the DVR Era
DVRs present a new challenge to programmers. Since the viewer now records
programs by title from genre lists or through key word searches, selection
has little to do with the appeal of adjacent programs. Over a typical evening,
viewers watch programs that may have aired at any time over the previous
few days or earlier that evening. The programs are watched in whatever order
the viewer wants. There is no hammock, tent-pole, or lead-in program effect.
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In addition, viewers are not limited to selecting the best program alternative
available at a particular time. They select from a list of programs aired over
several days. Instead of choosing the least objectionable program, they are selecting from among their most desired programs. In short, for DVR-recorded
programs, scheduling is unrelated to selection.
As the producers of the audience for sale to advertisers, programmers are
more vital to the success of the industry than ever. As the explicit partners of
the advertisers, programmers in the DVR era can and will cooperate with advertisers by allowing more sponsor identification, product placement, virtual
signage and branding.
Programming outlets do this by stressing their own brand strengths and
packaging. While the measurement of brand equity in television is highly
problematic,36 there is little doubt that major television network outlets are
leveraging their brand identities. Networks have connected their brands to
other television outlets (MSNBC, ESPN2, ESPNEWS), other media (ESPNThe Magazine, CBS Sportsline), other businesses (ESPN Sports bar/restaurants), and their own on-air promotional campaigns. These branding strategies make financial sense on two levels. First, leveraging a strong brand can
bring in revenue from new sources even if the primary branded entity (the
network) is lagging. Second, branding can help convince viewers that the
branded entity is a safe harbor in a time of confusion, a safe place to find television entertainment or information that is desirable because it comes from
a trusted brand.
Another element of brand strategy is consistency of schedule and specific
programs. This helps create appointment television: programs so compelling that viewers will make time in their schedules to view them. Networks
increasingly are highlighting their most popular or critically acclaimed programs for special emphasis. Of course, appointment viewing/usage has always
been the basis of all out-of-home media and entertainment (movies, concerts,
theatre, amusement parks).
Despite the new emphasis on brand extension and promotion, the major
television providers have not abandoned established scheduling strategies that
seek to control flow. There is simply too much evidence that such strategies
as hammocking, tent-poling, and lead-in continue to work even in a time of
declining ratings for most programming. In fact, declining ratings are a key
reason for maintaining such practices. Now that every rating point or even
fraction of a point in every time period is important, programmers must
schedule carefully to keep viewers tuned to their networks through a series of
programs. However, as DVRs become more common and less programming
is watched at the time it was originally aired, these flow-control strategies will
become less important.
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Much of the value of live programming such as sports, news, reality shows
and award programs comes from the audience’s experience of a real-time
event. Live events are by definition appointment television. DVR users are much
less likely to record live programming and thus much more likely to flowthrough
to programs and advertising that follow live events. There is little doubt that live
programming will have increasing value as DVR penetration rises.

DVR Viewing
Hard research on the impact of DVRs on viewing patterns is only starting
to emerge. In a recently published observational and interview study using a
small convenience sample, Smith and Krugman found that participants were
highly attentive when watching DVR-recorded programming, more attentive
than when watching live television or even VCR rentals.37 However, advertising avoidance among DVR users was even more pervasive, with participants
either fast-forwarding, switching channels or leaving the room during 95% of
the advertising segments. DVR users watched the screen 94% of the time they
were not engaged in other competing activities (e.g., reading, interacting with
pets, checking cell phone messages, etc.), but still had their eyes on the screen
72% of the time they participated in competing activities. In-depth interviews
revealed that “DVR owners develop a sense of ‘über-control’ over television”
and “a clear synergy takes place when consumers combine selection, scheduling, sorting, pacing, pausing and rewinding of programming,” and avoiding commercials. The “viewer transitions from reactive content receiver to
proactive media decision maker.”38 Although limited by a small convenience
sample, these findings are consistent with earlier research that found DVR
owners got more enjoyment and greater control out of television.39
Nielsen’s recent DVR report on prime-time network viewing also shows
how audiences use the technology.40 Not surprisingly, DVR playbacks occurred when most viewers had time to watch TV, during weekday evenings
and weekend days. The lowest DVR viewing levels occurred on Saturday evening, a traditional low viewing time. DVR playback peaked in the fall months
when networks premiered new episodes. Programs recorded in the first hour
of prime time were more likely to be played the evening of their recording
and more likely to be played at all than programs in the last hour of prime
time. DVR use showed some demographic differences, with the heaviest timeshifters being women and viewers over 50. These are groups that generally watch
more network prime-time television as well. Males 35-49 were the least likely
to be heavy time-shifters. Viewers were able to use their DVRs to watch more
episodes of their favorite series, seeing more original telecasts of their preferred
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programs. Nielsen also reported in June 2009 that the most frequently recorded broadcast network programs (DVR viewing as a percent of total viewing) were virtually all episodic dramas and comedies.41
As noted before, a study by Information Resources Inc. comparing DVR vs.
no-DVR households found more time-shifting of network programs (42% for
CBS) than specialized cable network programs (10% for the Food Network
and 18% for Lifetime). Network promos seemed more popular than ads, with
60% of the promos in the first position of a commercial pod viewed versus
45% of commercials in the same position.42 Finally, several studies found that
DVR households watch more television that non-DVR households.43

Program and Channel Promotion
Although network promos are more popular with DVR users than commercials, they are still avoided in substantial numbers by DVR users. Programmers have long relied on promos placed in commercial breaks to introduce
new network programs and promote new episodes of established shows. If
commercials imbedded in DVR-recorded programs are zipped as frequently
as early research suggests, promos will be viewed less frequently. Thus, DVRs
may reduce the effectiveness of one of the most important program audiencebuilding tools. As in the case of advertising messages, however, zap-proof
methods of in-program promotion, such as animated promos for upcoming
programs on screen while a program airs, will continue to increase in importance. In addition, promotion increasingly will use a variety of “platforms” to
reinforce both brand identity and specific messages (i.e., ESPN’s sports bars
and magazine, Disney’s various channels, theme parks, etc.).
The potential of DVRs to change television has led many media corporations to invest in the technology. “If you can’t beat ’em, buy ’em.” At the
dawn of DVRs, Disney and NBC bought equity interest in both ReplayTV and
TiVo, while AOL TW was the lead investor in Moxi.44 Discovery Networks,
Blockbuster, and British Sky Broadcasting (BSkyB) also had investments in
the DVR industry. Unlike most major film studios, which initially ignored
television, media companies hedged their bets with investments in DVR
technology.

DVRs: Audience Implications
Will DVRs be the end of grazing? One of the most important consequences of
the diffusion of RCDs over the last two decades has been the increase in chan-
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nel changing by more active viewers. Academic and industry studies have reported between 5% and 20% of viewers are switching among several channels
instead of viewing only one channel at a time, while recent industry figures
show 6% to 8% of viewers use their RCDs to zap commercials.45 Researchers
have identified two patterns of frequent channel changing: grazing or channel
surfing where viewers move among many channels, watching each for a short
time, and multiple program viewing, where viewers focus on the content of
two or three channels (e.g., watching two baseball games at once).
This rapid shifting from one channel to another is similar to the magazine
and newspaper flipping discussed by Stephenson in his elaboration of the
play theory of mass communication.46 Indeed, one study found a correlation
between consumers’ tendency to “flip” through content of several different
types of print and electronic media.47 Stephenson argues that this kind of
media use provides communication pleasure of its own, independent of the
content consumed. The RCD made both grazing and multiple program viewing easier, and cable/satellite television gave these venturesome viewers more
programs to sample.
Recent research shows higher levels of attention to DVR recordings than to
conventional television because the programming is perceived to be of greater
value.48 Grazing behaviors have often been attributed to viewers who failed to
find a particular program that interested them, but continued to watch television, gaining gratification for many short program segments. DVRs allow
viewers to record hours of viewer-selected programming that is available on
demand. The viewing boredom and program dissatisfaction that stimulated
much of the RCD grazing of the past should be reduced by the use of DVRs.
If so, some of the loss in commercial exposure due to DVR zipping many be
replaced by less commercial zapping from RCDs.

Selective Exposure and Avoidance
Several studies of RCD gratifications have found that the selective avoidance
of unpleasant stimuli, including politicians, political ads, and news reporters is an RCD motivation of moderate strength and is significantly related
to RCD use.49 In studies of undergraduates and adults, researchers found
between 40% and 60% of the respondents agreed with statements supporting
selective avoidance.50 These studies suggest that many viewers use the remote
control tool to reject unwanted stimuli.
While the RCD facilitates selective avoidance, the digital video recorder is,
above all else, a tool for selective exposure. The recording device combined
with the software controls allows viewers to select and easily record only the
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programming that interests them. The “season pass” feature allows viewers
to select certain programs for automatic recording each time the program
is aired for an unlimited time period. DVR software also offers a variety of
search options to find desired programming, including a “wish list” option
that allows viewers to find programs featuring particular performers or directors. Indeed, watching a DVR means watching only the programs previously
recorded and listed on its menu. Thus, the digital video recorder’s major
advantage for viewers, in addition to commercial avoidance, is its selectivity
power: viewers may select only their most desired programming from a vast
and often confusing array of cable and satellite options with little exposure to
any unwanted options.51
As digital video recorders become commonplace, then television viewing
will become more personalized as viewers typically encounter only programming that they have selected in advance and that is presented to them as options on their television menu. Clearly, major news events will receive wide
coverage from multiple television channels and thus will be widely experienced despite the presence of DVRs. But less dramatic and compelling stories,
personalities, and ideas will be seen by only those who choose them.
As was noted about RCD-induced selective avoidance, increased selectivity
means more personalized television use and less sharing of common information, opinions, and concerns within the general population. The self-serving
DVR user may be less likely to listen to or even be aware of the arguments
of groups that oppose his or her point of view, in effect withdrawing from
democratic discourse. The constant selection of similar one-sided viewpoints
is likely to harden attitudes and reduce tolerance for other positions. Even
more unsettling, programs focusing on the uncomfortable realities of modern
life, such as crime, poverty, and social injustice, can be ignored because they
are never recorded. In an era where most of the population receives their
news from television, social problems become increasingly hidden problems.
Thus, although it may be personally desirable, an increased capacity for selective television programming represents a pressing problem for the television
industry and perhaps for the larger society.

What to Do about DVRs?
Television networks and stations first must avoid overstating the extent of the
DVR’s impact. The DVR has empowered viewers to be more selective in their
television viewing and has added a new tool in their resistance to the commercial. However, an analysis, based on the best Nielsen data in the public record,
suggests that DVRs are only reducing the amount of commercial exposure
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in network prime-time programs by about 5% and that figure would only
reach about 17% if all households had DVRs and used them to skip to the
same extent that DVR households currently skip them. Clearly, these figures
represent a substantial impact, but not the end of commercials as an effective
advertising tool or a form of financial support for television.
A crucial television industry strategy to weaken the DVR threat is simple
to state but difficult to execute: provide appointment programming. DVR ad
avoidance is most intense in programming that can be readily time-shifted
because nothing in the programming requires the viewer’s immediate attention. Standard recorded entertainment programming (dramas, situation
comedies, movies) that offer no anticipated resolution can be easily recorded
on a DVR for consumption at a more convenient time. As noted earlier,
sports, news and some reality programming provide time sensitive information that discourages delayed viewing. In addition, the more specialized
programming offered by targeted cable channels (Food Network, Lifetime)
appear to be less frequently time-shifted than broadcast networks. A heightened interest in a particular program leads to less time-shifting and greater
attention to commercials.
Although all research on DVR use is preliminary at this juncture, it appears
that programs in the last hour of prime time are most likely to be recorded
but not viewed, while those recorded in the first hour of prime time are more
likely to be viewed and viewed that same evening. This suggests that programs
with the most immediate value or with strong interest (appointment TV),
programs most likely to be watched live, should be scheduled in the last hour
of prime time to reduce the impact of lost viewing due the failure to play DVR
recordings.52 Networks will also need to adjust expectations for ratings generated from repeats of original episodes, since more DVR viewers will have seen
the original airings of their favorite shows.
For local stations, appointment programming has meant local news,
which has expanded substantially in the second generation of television. Because of its immediacy, news is not as likely to be time-shifted as entertainment programming. However, because of the extensive time already being
devoted to news at many stations, it is not likely to increase much more.
Other sources of live local programming, including local sports, talk shows
or local versions of popular reality shows, also could be DVR-resistant.
Local programming would provide numerous opportunities for sponsorship and local product placement, as well as promotion for the originating
station. The availability of lower cost production facilities and the acceptance of new media technologies such as “YouTube” video aesthetics may
help reduce costs and make expanded local programming more possible
than in the “broadcast standard” era.
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Networks and stations will need to experiment with commercial placement
within pods to help reduce DVR commercial zipping and zapping. Placing the
most desirable non-program material (program promos, motion picture ads)
at the start of the pod could lure some would-be DVR zippers into watching
most, if not all, of the commercial pod. In addition, the introduction of even
more entertaining/involving commercials would help keep viewers’ fingers
off the remote buttons. Finally, media companies need to work with DVR
manufacturers to reduce the number of DVRs with 30-second skip buttons,
since this makes commercial zapping much easier and eliminates virtually all
of the benefits of fast-forward mode viewing.53 However, techniques for fighting DVR commercial avoidance are not enough. The television industry must
chase additional sources of revenue beyond spot advertising.
Both networks and other broadcast station owners are more aggressively
pursuing retransmission consent fees from cable MSOs and satellite service
providers that currently pay ESPN over $4 for each subscriber.54 Recently,
Fox demanded from Time Warner cable more than a dollar per subscriber
for retransmission of its local station signals, although it likely settled for
substantially less.55 The era of the dual revenue stream for cable networks
and, the single (advertising-only) stream for broadcast entities is over. In
2009, stations received $739 million for retransmission rights, constituting
4.2% of their revenue, and that figure is expected to rise to 8-9% of revenues
by 2015.56 Consumers viewing broadcast networks and their local stations on
cable or satellite will likely pay more for the privilege of watching their once
“free” (advertiser-supported) television on cable/satellite services.
In addition, both networks and local stations will need to continue drawing more revenues for their programming from non-spot advertising sources
such as downloads on their own website or other video websites (Hulu, Fancast, Veoh, etc.), selling through Web retailers (iTunes, Amazon.com), DVD
sales, and mobile video downloads.
DVRs are the next step in a 30-year evolution that has given television
viewers more power to choose what they want to watch and when they want
to watch it. Following the diffusion of multi-channel cable television, VCRs,
RCDs, and satellites, the DVR is both an outlet for programming and a way
for the television user to navigate and organize an increasing number of program choices.
Although currently DVRs are in less than a third of U.S. households, they
are poised for a rapid expansion as cable and satellite services provide a supply-side push.57 The DVR is increasingly regarded as a “gateway” technology,
the type that will lead users to new services such as video on demand. As such,
as they become a standard feature within the set-top boxes that enable consumers access to digital cable and satellite. As an add-on perceived as entailing
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no extra cost to a new television, RCDs diffused rapidly in the 1980s. Analysis
of the diffusion of earlier television technologies (TVs, VCRs, RCDs) saw
rapid diffusion after the 30% figure that DVRs now have. In addition, as an
important navigation device, DVRs are tools designed for “lazy interactivity:”
popular devices that promote quick decisions, cater to short attention spans,
and supply instant gratification.58
The DVR is part of an ongoing trend rather than an isolated breakthrough.
Much more study needs to focus on how people are making use of the various navigation and program expansion technologies in their homes and how
these technologies may affect their media use and interpersonal relationships.
Neuendorf’s call for “reopen[ing] dialogue on the basic question of what
constitutes an audience for contemporary media products” seems particularly important as technological diffusion alters the traditional parameters of
audience/outlet relationships.59 Conversely, sports, news programming, and
reality programs/contests offer programs that are best enjoyed in real time.
Audiences want to watch the Super Bowl as it happens, but they can watch
the next episode of Two and a Half Men at their leisure. As DVRs become as
ubiquitous as RCDs and the time-shifting of prerecorded programming becomes commonplace, broadcasters will need to draw revenue from non-spot
advertising sources to support all of their programming. Indeed, this process
is well underway as the second generation of television has moved into the
third. Networks now exploit their programs through Internet streaming that
forces viewers to watch commercials before the programs begin, and also
through a variety of aftermarket sales: U.S. and foreign syndication, DVD
sales, mobile video, and the Internet.
As for the industry, history has shown that new viewer empowerment will
be forcefully countered. The industry already has responded by reconstituting
its oligopoly economic structure, increasing its ownership of newer technologies (including DVRs), and promoting more integration between programming and advertising.60 Ironically, because of DVR-enhanced commercialavoidance, viewers will face either more intrusive, zap-proof advertising or an
ever increasing bill for the programs they watch.
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The Obstinate Audience Revisited
The Decline of Network Advertising
Douglas A. Ferguson

A

cannot be avoided. In an
analog world, advertising avoidance is of little consequence, but digital
technologies are making inroads. Until the dawn of the twenty-first century,
media have thrived using models supported by subscriptions and advertising,
sometimes just the latter. Advertising-supported mass media can no longer
thrive or perhaps survive in a digital world where (1) audiences are empowered
to avoid advertising easily and (2) where the number of choices greatly
exceeds the amount of discretionary time spent with media. Borrowing from
Bauer’s transactional model of audience influence, consumers of broadcast
messages are exerting their collective power to renegotiate the playing field.1
The audience is now far more powerful than the broadcasters, in part because
they have become active participants in how media content is chosen, distributed, and (in the case of user-generated content) produced.
Compounding the problem is that audiences (especially the young) are
increasingly expecting most content for free, with or without advertising.
Furthermore, the adopters of new media have not only learned how to expect
their media, but also when and where, that is, all the time and everywhere. As
a result, a fundamental shift has taken place.2 For broadcast media, the old
business model is badly broken, and for print media, the medium itself is
seemingly lost. The root causes are an ever-expanding cornucopia of choices,
abetted by convenient access to free content on the Internet.
The scope of this chapter is the United States. Global differences are
important, but not in these pages. The reader is referred to other sources,
available by searching “global advertising outlook” on the Web. One good
DVERTISING IS EFFECTIVE WHEN ITS MESSAGE
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reference is a 2007 IBM monograph cleverly entitled “the end of advertising
as we know it.”3 European countries were less reliant on advertising until
twenty years ago, with many media state-controlled. For those nations, the
disconnect may be less intense.
Network advertising is not healthy. For example, the average unit cost
continues to decline as the audience size shrinks at a faster pace.4 Several
important changes in the media landscape comprise the shift away from
advertising-based media. Certainly the appearance of additional revenue
streams influenced network (and local) broadcasters, as the audience slowly
learned to embrace pay-per-view and other forms of premium television
provided by multichannel sources like cable and satellite. But what is not so
obvious is that the gradual shift of audience preferences, coupled with digital
media and more choices, created a loss of urgency and the expectation that
media, like Web content, should be free. Moreover, media content should
be free of advertising, free of market barriers to entry, and free of limited
choice.

The Loss of Urgency
New media have served to disconnect the urgency of consuming media from
the economic goals of media producers. Media consumption depends on the
perception of content availability, or media urgency. Content was never king
because of its inherent qualities but instead because of its relative scarcity.
The concept of media urgency is relatively unstudied as a variable in media
use, but it is easy to understand. Media urgency is the sense that if content is
not consumed during some near-term window of opportunity, then future
opportunities are constrained. Each medium has its own degree of urgency
based on the duration of its window. Each window offers different economic
benefits to the content provider: the earlier the consumer feels the urge to
consume content, the higher the price (and the greater the reward to the
provider).
For example, video content has multiple windows. A major (i.e., bigbudget) motion picture has a theatrical window, followed by several in-home
options. Before the advent of home video and cable television, feature films
had few windows: release in large cinema venues, re-release in small movie
theaters, eventual availability on network television, and final syndication to
television stations to play late at night or on weekends. Television stations
unaffiliated with one of the former-big-3 networks would play movies several
times per day. After cable television reached a majority of homes, specialized
channels provided another method for viewing those older films that people
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had missed during theatrical release, either because they felt little urgency or
were prevented by other circumstances (e.g., birth age). Pay movie channels
(e.g., HBO), video on demand (VOD), video rentals, and direct sell-through
provided more options to Hollywood producers. Nowadays, people decide
when they might see a movie (“I’ll wait until it’s on free TV”) and producers
decide whether to save the film for summer release or offer it up as direct-tovideo fare. Each movie thus has a perceived urgency for any given consumer.
Some people are motivated to see all the important movies right way and
other consumers could not care less about cinema.
Urgency is influenced by the perceived need to discuss a media product
with one’s close associates, as well as a host of media gratifications for
enjoying media content.5 A new best-selling book from a popular author
will cause excitement for the writer’s fans, sometimes getting them to make
a mental appointment to be at the bookstore on the day of release. Or
other fans who are less rabid may wait until a less expensive copy appears
in paperback or put their names on a waiting list at the public library.
Urgency depends on the author or the book and the motivation to read it
now rather than later.
Advertiser-supported media like television, radio, and newspapers
have been much more perishable commodities than books until recent
years, certainly after the turn of the century. If you missed an episode
of Bewitched in 1966, you had to hope that it would be one of the 13
reruns that summer (or wait until it appeared in syndication years later,
assuming a sufficient number of episodes). Today, if you miss an episode of
a contemporary comedy half-hour, you can buy the whole season on DVD
at a retail store (or online), even for some older classic sitcoms. It no longer
matters that your favorite show has gained enough momentum to appear in
broadcast or cable syndication. Nowadays, broadcast television syndication
is mostly first-run programming.
The diffusion of the digital video recorder (DVR), estimated to be over 33
percent of homes in 2009,6 allows fans of television shows to get a “season
pass” so that every episode will be recorded without regard to urgency. Socalled “must-see TV” is a concept locked in the 1990s, in the days before
DVRs. Most viewers may not want to watch a recorded version of a live sports
contest or an awards program (especially if they learn the final outcome
before they get a chance to see it). Urgency is greater for live events, especially
those that provide conversational currency the next day in the workplace.
Loyal listeners to radio hosts are sometimes motivated by urgency. If
you missed hearing Rush Limbaugh on his radio show in 1993, then you
were unlikely to get a second chance. Today, however, you could subscribe
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to his 24/7 service and have access to Internet audio archives of any show
you missed. The sense of urgency for his legion of radio fans is reduced by
technology, at a price. Other syndicated radio programs (e.g., The Bob & Tom
Show) offer similar subscriptions to archival audio. Although the producer
rescues the value, the medium itself does not share the revenue. The radio
stations in this example simply lose some of their audience because listeners
are less motivated to be part of the live audience.
Newspapers are more or less permanent, available at the library, but
usually home-delivered copies are discarded or recycled. If you missed
a fascinating series of local newspaper articles in the 1980s, the effort to
retrieve another opportunity to read them may not have been worth your
trouble, at the time. With the Internet, however, the chances of locating an
old newspaper article are enhanced, even without cost if the request is made
within days of missing that edition. Most newspapers now recognize the value
of archival material older than a week or a month and charge a premium for
adding another window of opportunity.
The Internet itself is the least urgent of all media, potentially affecting
urgency of other media that migrate into the “new media” environment. The
Web is prone to automatic self-archival (although some sites seek to monetize
the ability to search archives). If urgency is an important motive for media
gratification, then the Internet is disrupting media consumption. From the
beginning of the Internet, the culture of the Web was to set information free,
to detach content from cost. That culture has embedded itself in the media
consumption mind-set of youthful consumers, for whom everything should
be free, even at the risk of denying the copyright holders’ intellectual property.
Yesterday’s army of teenage MP3 downloaders has become today’s media
consumers.
Perhaps urgency is related to one’s internal metronome, or the speed with
which one regulates daily activities. We suspect that regional differences
account for speed of walking and driving. Northerners are typically in more
of a hurry than Southerners. Do people have different media metronomes,
too? No doubt, but is the difference as stark as the difference with highway
driving?
Rest assured, some people view the media as something with which to
“curl up” in front of a warm fireplace. Old media like books, magazines,
newspapers, broadcast TV, and radio have a powerful attraction to consumers
who seek comfort and relaxation. That there are many in this traditional
audience who are older has gradually increased the average age of network
audiences.7 But the overall trend in a new media environment is toward less
comfortable choices.
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Ease of Ad Avoidance
In an advertiser-supported model of media content, the loss of urgency
is made worse by the ease of avoiding advertising. Such ad-avoidance, or
advoidance, is a by-product of rapid diffusion of DVRs in the home, often
bundled with set-top boxes. In addition, automatic ad blockers skip over the
ads on the Internet. Once limited to pop-up blockers, these ad killers on Web
browsers (e.g., IE7Pro) prevent display-type advertising entirely.
Another type of advoidance is simply spending less time with ad-based
media. An iPod loaded with music displaces an hour per day of time spent
listening to the radio.8 One-dollar DVD rentals displace time spent viewing commercial television. Libraries of TV-show DVDs are an attractive
alternative to “57 channels (and nothin’ on),” to borrow the title of an old
Bruce Springsteen song.

Competing Timekillers
Traditional media no longer have a monopoly on leisure time in the home.
Even after the arrival of new choices via cable, the television set occupied
the lion’s share of people’s home-based recreation. Rubin measured the
propensity of some media consumers to find avoidance of boredom as a use
and/or gratification of watching television.9 Contrasted with “instrumental”
uses, the habitual uses of the media have now been studied for decades.
Thus, many media uses can be viewed as killing time, i.e., nothing better
to do. In the 1990s, the rise of the World Wide Web as a means to easily surf
the Internet has resulted in a new competitor for wasting time. In 2007, a
fledgling social networking medium, Facebook, began a rapid growth in user
popularity, from 30 million then to 300 million users in 2009.10 Originally
the domain of college students, the Facebook website is another in a series of
online timekillers that compete with traditional media. Even older media users
now join Facebook to keep up with their youthful relatives. Not many young
parents mail photos to their parents. It is easier to post a snapshot or video
clip on Facebook or YouTube. Online videos that went “viral” via e-mail had
begun spreading on Facebook and MySpace by 2009, the year that Facebook
alone accounted for 20 percent of all online advertising impressions.11
Very young children have come to view traditional media as an alternative
to the Internet, rather than the Web being an alternative to television.12 My
own pre-teen children spend most of their media time on YouTube and
video games, exposed to almost very few commercials within advertisingbased media. They do not plan their media consumption; they expect all of
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it to be accessible whenever they want it. They know nothing of old and new
media, only the TiVo and the computer. Just as the social media habits of
young people infiltrate older audiences, so too will the use of online video
as an alternative to traditional schedule-based television or either cable or
broadcast channels. In 2009, about 75 percent of Millennials (ages 14 to 25)
reported that the computer is more of an entertainment device than their
television set.13 As this population ages, it is doubtful that their media use
patterns will transform somehow to view television as a more dominant force.
The fuse has been lit and the broadcast networks may not escape the ticking
time bomb.

Abundant Choice
Disruptive digital technologies have altered broadcast media and their
pre-1980s business models based on few competitors, captive audiences,
and unavoidable advertising. Thanks to technology, the big analog media
are threatened. Consumers will ad-block the Internet and viewers will use
TiVo to skip 50 to 60 percent of the ads. Product placement will only go so
far, because not every product or service is readily inserted into a storyline.
For the audience, the ultimate “control” may be skipping the advertising
interruptions, but so, too, is access to more content in more locations.
The number of choices is primarily to blame for the decline in network
advertising’s value, even before ad-skipping. Broadcast television started
dying in the 1980s when cable/satellite began producing fresh content
available 24/7 instead of being relegated to some daypart ghetto. Advertisers
so desperately need mass audiences, but the simple truth is that, short of
mega-events, too many diversions are competing for too few eyeballs for
anyone to make enough money.
Some new choices come from new technologies. MP3 downloading was the
beginning of the end for over-the-air radio. Young kids do not want radio.
Radio is skipping an entire generation. The picture for television networks is
similar. For the first time, people ages 18-24 spent nearly the same amount
of time in 2009—roughly five hours—watching Internet video each month
as they did watching television programs. Other age brackets watched half as
much or less Internet video.14
Benjamin Bates notes that access, choice, and control are three coveted
aspects of the modern viewing landscape.15 Viewers are willing to pay extra for
programming that offers more of these three aspects (e.g., cable, DBS, satellite
radio). Bates has called for “a new way of thinking about media products and
markets,” which may indeed create problems for older models.
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Could it be that content is no longer king? Mark-to-market accounting
and bankers created the problem with media company valuations. In good
times, accountants were free to label created content as a long-term asset.
In bad times, such assets are often restricted to today’s value rather than any
future value. It is difficult to determine how content will be re-valued as the
economy recovers from the Great Recession. The newspaper and magazine
industries may not be able to get any of their value back. Some of the more
valuable content, like expensive Hollywood movies, may only make a great
deal of money in theaters.16

Free Content
The expectation of free content is the final nail in the coffin of old media
business models. Examples of free content replacing paid content are
abundant. Wikipedia is the set of encyclopedias that consumers formerly
bought from Encyclopedia Britannica.17 Google Docs is the expensive Office
Suite you formerly bought from Microsoft. Even the lucrative market for
online pornography has dried up with the advent of free Internet adult video
websites and filter-free image searching. Ask Larry Flynt, who in 2009 was
looking for Federal aid for the near-bankrupt pornography industry. The “no
pay, no content” world no longer applied.
Free content is often a ploy to build a loyal following that can be converted
to paid subscribers, once users see the benefits of the content. The problem is,
someone else comes along near the upward arc of popularity and also decides
to compete. The first provider cannot sell the content because the second
provider starts giving it away, and so on, ad infinitum.18 In an era of scarcity,
the providers can at least sell advertising while building a subscriber model.
In an era of abundance supply, however, the model changes.
Even Rupert Murdoch has had trouble selling Wall Street Journal
content, which as recently as 2005 was the shining example of content that
would always attract paid subscribers. But the Internet is just too big and
has too many choices for anyone to get rich anymore. The “long tail” was
an idea that sold a lot of books, but has not always been a successful business model.19
As network advertising continues to erode, executives plan to take content
“everywhere” but not following the fewer-interruptions model made popular
by sites like Hulu. In 2009, broadcast networks began announcing their plans
to stop giving away their content online. Unfortunately, online users are likely
to resist the change. At least one study finds that over half of the online audience will refuse to pay for content.20
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True, the demand for sitcoms and movies will continue. Moviegoers will still shell out big bucks to sit in the dark, for a while at least. But
the economics of popular TV shows is shaky now, because the size of the
competing channels and sheer number of competitors makes it difficult to
get rich owning content. Seinfeld, for example, worked profitably because the
networks still captured enough share of the audience to be patient through
the first and second meager-viewing seasons. It had time to catch on. One
wonders if a show about nothing would last more than six weeks in today’s
quick-hit world.

The Counterarguments
Given the trajectory of the argument that loss of urgency, ease of advoidance,
competing timekillers, and abundant (often free) content has impaired
broadcasters’ fabled license to print money, this is perhaps the perfect place
to introduce the cold water that regularly gets splashed onto the idea that
anything is wildly amiss in the world of mass media and its support by
advertising and subscriptions. Each can be grouped by the source, either
people themselves (P) or advertisers and their agencies/providers (A).
1. (P) Old dogs cannot learn new tricks. People just want effortless entertainment. Yes, they know how to lean forward, but they prefer to lean
back.
2. (A) Product placement will permit advertisers to sneak branding mentions into programs.
3. (P) Skipping ads and avoiding messages requires effort. No one wants
to press a button all the time to skip messages. Control and choice are
antithetical to comfort.
4. (A) Surveys support the notion that audiences think advertising is a fair
price to pay for free or cost-subsidized content.
5. (A) These gadgets are mostly limited to young people or those in urban
areas; changes for the rest of America are many years away.
6. (A) People who are interested in buying or replacing a product want to
see advertising.
7. (P) Shoppers like coupons and sales. Without advertising, they cannot
learn about exciting promotions and sales. Many women enjoy the color
pre-prints in the Sunday paper.
8. (A) The VCR did not increase ad-skipping, according to most research.
The DVR is a glorified VCR. Thus, the DVR is similarly unlikely to cause
much ad-skipping. Besides, only a minority of homes have DVRs.
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9. (A) Radio is a free medium; it’s live, local, and friendlier than a pocket
jukebox. The receiver itself is dirt cheap.
10. (A) No one will watch media content on a tiny screen when they have
a big flat screen at home.
11. (A) Live events will save the day for old media.
12. (P) Young folks have never been much for reading newspapers, even
before the rise of new media. The urge will kick-in when they become
homeowners and parents.
Because people retreat to their cocoons in tough economic times, the
deniers frequently mention television.21 Hu, Lodish, and Krieger compared
experimental groups of people who either did or did not see TV advertising,
and reaffirmed the effectiveness of a previous longitudinal study.22 But
extrapolating experimental subjects to the real world, where presumed
exposure is now different than actual exposure to advertising, is another
matter.
Neff cited other studies of TV commercial effectiveness without commenting
on methodological issues or outright bias.23 For example, comparing those
advertisers who use any TV ads at all to those who use none may mask the real
effect, by using nominal level variables instead of more reliable continuous
variables. Some of the published studies are sponsored by the organizations
with the most to gain by finding no decline in TV advertising effectiveness, so
one should be cautious interpreting their imprecise methods.
Another defense of TV advertising claims that adaptive viewers derive more
pleasure from interrupted programs. Nelson, Meyvis, and Galak conducted
six studies and reported that although people preferred to avoid commercial
interruptions, these interruptions actually made programs more enjoyable
(study 1), regardless of the quality of the commercial (study 2), even when
controlling for the mere presence of the ads (study 3), and regardless of the
nature of the interruption (study 4). However, this effect was eliminated
for people who are less likely to adapt (study 5), and for programs that do
not lead to adaptation (study 6). Their study suggests that adaptability is an
important measure.24
Some observers could argue that media economics in 2009 was an anomaly
of the Great Recession, but the systemic effects that underpin the losses of
advertising revenue are more likely to blame. Erik Sass wrote, “The general
downward trend was in evidence well before the recession began, reflecting
fundamental secular shifts in media consumption and advertising. If anything,
the economic downturn is merely accelerating this process.”25 Why has
advertising deteriorated during the first decade of the new millennium?
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Perhaps, as Shelly Palmer explains: “Advertising sucks.”26 Or as Tony Granger
claims: “Advertising agencies are dead.”27
Advertising itself is not to blame. When it works, advertising is wonderful.
If marketing is the engine of commerce, then advertising is the lubricant. In
a typical example, the seller has a new or underpromoted product or service.
Advertising communicates a message to the buyers, typically part of a mass or
targeted audience, with the goal of selling more—or making current customers
feel happy or smart, which in turn promotes future sales. The value justifies
the expense, but most ads are very expensive. Local television commercials in
top 10 markets cost between $4,000 to $45,000 for 30 seconds. The same spot
broadcast during network prime time ranges between $80,000 and $600,000.
On cable, the same 30 seconds in prime time runs $5,000 to $8,000.28
As large as the expense of advertising seems, it is spread over the size of
the audience for the message. Commercials are priced on cost per thousand
reached (CPM) or cost per ratings point (CPP). The impact is measured on
the number of gross impressions (GI). Also quality of the message plays a
major role. Stickiness of websites is considered for online ads; for all media,
commercials that are engaging bring more success.
The linchpin of most advertising, however, is the forced connection
between the media content sought by the consumer and the surrounding
advertising. Three things can go (and have gone) wrong with the old system of
advertising. First, remove the linchpin and the justifying value is diminished.
Second, dilute the attention to the message or content with additional choices
and the value is similarly reduced. Third, increase the number of competitors
with a particular type of communication (print, video, aural) and the value
again goes down.
For years, network media executives assumed that consumers felt advertising
a fair price for free over-the-air television. Surveys supported that notion. The
opinions of mass audiences may have been tied to limited options (i.e., just
a handful of broadcast networks): No one cared to pay for limited choices.
Nowadays, however, viewers have begun to show far greater preference for
paying for their media content, especially if they receive unlimited choices.
Accenture, a media consulting company, surveyed 14,000 consumers in
13 countries in early 2009, finding that 49 percent (an annual 12 percent
increase) said they would pay a monthly fee for unlimited digital content.29
As this chapter focuses on network advertising, the situation for broadcast
stations is pretty dire. For example, EBITDA multipliers for the sale of broadcast television stations are down 40 percent (about 7 times cash flow in 2009,
which is a 25-year low).30 True, advertising will live on in some form, but not
big enough to feed the media giants, especially the television networks. Ads
that are unblockable or unskippable will find continued success, like those
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commercial messages found on ballpark walls, in gas station videos, and on
highway billboards, but the model for traditional mass media is irretrievably
broken.
Predictions of the demise of old-school advertising are commonplace.
Longtime media observers have been predicting the end of advertising. Bob
Garfield began writing a series of articles about “the chaos scenario” as early
as 2005. His 2009 book added some prescriptions for the future.31 Garfield’s
most compelling argument is that advertising works best in media that
are scarce. That scarcity does not reflect the digital world, he notes, where
abundance drives down the unit price of marketing messages.
Consumers like product information and they enjoy being aware of
innovations and change, but they grow weary of overexposed messages.
Granted, repetition is essential to success, but advertising wears out its
welcome, usually to the point that consumers will have none of it, if given the
chance to avoid the pitch.
Because the cost of network advertising is so high, the plight of the networks
is particularly risky. Garfield wrote this in 2007: “Because no other medium
offers the reach of TV, advertisers have continued to pay more and more per
thousand viewers. But economics will have its due. The law of diminishing
returns will eventually prevail. Those who have perennially spent more and
more for less and less will finally say, ‘No more,’ and take their money online
whether there is sufficient ad inventory or not.”32
By “eventually” Garfield apparently meant 2009, when the economic
collapse created the perfect storm for television advertising, with double-digit
declines.33 Advertisers started talking about the need for a new way to market
to consumers, one that shifted from telling-selling to building relationships.
Social networks and viral videos have moved those advertisers closer to their
goal of engagement, a buzzword that galvanized the first decade of the new
century.34
In his 2007 article, Bob Garfield identified five reasons the online world will
displace traditional modes of advertising:
1. People don’t like ads—The evidence is clear, when somewhere between
50% and 70% of DVR users skip ads.
2. But they crave information about goods and service—Search-engine
marketing is better than traditional ads because search is contextual,
measurable and information-rich.
3. The consumer is in control—“The fact is, people care deeply—
sometimes perversely—about consumer goods. . . . What they don’t
like is being told what they should care about or when they should be
caring.”35
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4. Diversion of ad budgets—Crunching the vast amount of data from
interactive marketing will drain billions of dollars from existing ad
budgets, unlocking “the very power of aggregation, information,
optimization and customer-relationship management that will render
most image advertising impotent and superficial.”36
5. Pay-per-view—If, in the near future, most content is paid for by the
user, either via subscription, like HBO, or à la carte, like pay-per-view
or iTunes, then advertising would be eliminated from the equation.
If micropayments ever become practical, pay-as-you-go would allow
users to seamlessly buy, for instance, newspaper content on an editionby-edition or even article-by-article basis. [Garfield cites Bruce Owen]:
“The willingness to pay by consumers is far greater per eyeball than the
willingness of advertisers.”37
If advertising on TV is somehow less ideal for reaching Americans in their
homes, then what other kinds of advertising still works? The simple answer
is outside the home. Ambush advertising media reach audiences in elevators,
public spaces (and along the roads to and from), sports venues, restaurants/
bars, grocery stores, and wherever people wait in a line. Out of home
advertising (OOH) is often called “the fourth screen” (assuming the first three
screens are the home TV, the computer screen, and the cellphone).38
Ads that continue to capitalize on low choice, forced exposure, and focused
attention will work. For example, place-based ads take advantage of a captive
audience, like those in an airplane or, more common, patrons in a movie
theater. Katy Bachman noted that “auto companies are increasingly turning
to the silver screen as a primary medium [rather than television, which has
two to five times weaker ad recall]” for introducing new models.39 Even
standing in line at the concession stand is no escape if existing plans to install
digital ad platforms in movie theater lobbies are successful.40
Even on network television, one finds plenty of evidence that advertisers
on network television want to trap the target audience into viewing
marketing messages. Advertisers are testing some novel schemes to enforce
the continued attention to ads. For example, programmers have relinquished
the lower portion of the screen to any number of ploys to attract eyeballs.
These so-called snipes began as reminders for Nielsen diary-keepers who
needed help knowing what channel they were viewing, which was a growing
problem as new choices mushroomed. Viewers hated these channel bugs, but
became acclimated over time. Then the promotional snipes became animated,
drawing new ire from viewers, but only for a short time.
Advertisers have been champing to get into the act. As this chapter is being
written, the search engine Ask.com has just started an ad campaign that relies
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mostly on snipes that show up in the lower part of the screen during selected
cable programs.41 If the audience can be slowly persuaded to tolerate these
intrusions in the same way they were taught to put up with commercial interruptions, network television could survive, but if audiences’ willingness to
pay is greater than their willingness to view intrusive advertising, the future
of advertising looks dim.
The advertising model, as practiced for the last hundred years or so, has
been one based on interruption. It is a consistent tactic across TV/video,
radio, and even print. It continues because it works. And, in the digital video
arena, pre-stream and mid-stream commercials will continue to exist for
some time, because they work to help marketers achieve their goals. However,
marketers have also begun to recognize that broadcast networks cannot deliver mass audiences, as cable networks chip away at their viewers.

Can Old Media Adapt?
Not necessarily, because the idea that old media need to adapt to new digital
technologies may be very naive. Moving media content from one platform
to another is not as easy as it appears. As explained above, the value of old
media companies was built upon their relative scarcity, high barriers to entry,
expensive content, and exclusive access to viewers who need to fulfill one of
the five basic functions of all media (surveillance, interpetation [correlation],
transmission of values, linkage, and entertainment).42
Many of these five functions privileged one medium over another.
Newspapers, unfettered by the FCC, could present many sides of an issue
without worrying much about fairness or balance or personal attack. If a
reader really enjoyed opinion, the only other alternative was the magazine,
which seldom dealt with local matters.
The Internet changed that. Blogging supplanted the opinion columns and
many of their best writers. Getting your letter to the editor chosen by the
newspaper was sometimes like buying a lottery ticket, but posting a reply to a
blog can be done by anyone, without regard to grammar or spelling or even
logic. One could argue that the older, refined product was better, but the
consumer has the final say.
Gatekeeping and agenda-setting rely on limited numbers of gatekeepers and
agenda-setters. Expanding the exclusive club devalues all the members. For
example, newspaper monopolies long fulfilled the needs of local merchants
by being able to present long lists of items for sale. Radio and TV had a tough
time competing with the density of the large display ad, with which auto
buyers could examine the cars for sale locally or homemakers could pre-select
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foodstuffs and household necessities. So once the dominant paper, or two,
clawed its way to the top, the revenue stream really had no competition.
Likewise, classified advertising had no equal and few alternatives. A person
could post a note card at the laundromat or grocery bulletin board, but the
classifieds reached everyone, although the smart newspapers ran find-yourname contests to get readers to view the small-print columns of ads. If you
wanted to sell your car, you could put a sign in the window, or even park it
at a high-traffic location, but the quickest way to selling was a classified ad.
Newspapers soon came to rely on 40 percent to 45 percent of their revenue
from classifieds. It was like fishing in a barrel. Even the free trader-ad weeklies
fell short of the reach of a daily newspaper.
Then craigslist.org and eBay.com changed all that. Newspapers began to
see their revenue from classifieds plummet. Some dailies began offering free
ads for items under $100, simply to attract return customers for higher ticket
items. Age differences came into play. Older readers like the comfort of old
ways. Young consumers (not exactly readers) found convenience in selling
items on craigslist.org, because they were already spending huge chunks of
time online, tweaking their Facebook page and following their friends on
Twitter.
The abundance of choice in mass media in the twenty-first century is a curse
on old media, but even a few choices can be overturned by just one additional
choice. The following food/restaurant metaphor of media content providers
has appeared previously in my writings.43 Different programming competes
in the same way different restaurant specialties compete: sitcom versus drama
is akin to pizza buffet versus steakhouse. If a town has only one restaurant or
three restaurants, then people learn to enjoy their visits regardless. Eating out
once in a while is preferable to standing over a hot stove every day of the week.
It does not really matter if all three restaurants are fantastic, however. As soon
as another eatery comes to town, people will flock to it. The new restaurant
has terrific business until another new restaurant comes along, or the patrons
tire of the Thai menu.
Audiences love new choices. This was learned first-hand when a fourth
television station arrived in Ft. Wayne, Indiana, in the early 1980s. It did not
matter whether the three network affiliates in those pre-Fox days of primetime network television were doing a spectacular or mediocre job of serving
the public. The viewers who could pull in the new signal, filled with old
movies or old syndicated off-network shows, were thrilled. This phenomenon
had an impact on their viewpoint regarding quality of service. Choice trumps
quality, especially where viewing venues are already limited. The latest media
landscape is all about choice and control, both of which network broadcasters
fail to offer with their limited menu of choices.
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The Future of Television
The year 2009 was a very bad year for broadcast television, as noted earlier. Indeed, Dave Morgan has predicted a “cross-platform video future”
and poses questions about the existing television industry’s plans to launch
TV Everywhere (where subscribers would receive video content whenever/
wherever they want).44 These questions include the following: who will control
the interface, the content, the revenue, the packaging, and the authentication
of paid users? According to Time Warner CEO Jeff Bewkes, “If you want to
watch your favorite TV network or shows through broadband on any device—
PCs or mobile—you can do it as long as you subscribe to any multichannel
provider. . . It’s a natural extension of the existing model.”45 Presumably the
viewer will be trapped into seeing the commercials, at least until someone
devises a portable DVR device that stores the program onto hard-disk storage
where ad-skipping might still occur. The designers of TV Everywhere promise
to turn off fast-forwarding, but it is unclear how they would accomplish this
feat, or thwart other designers who might invent a scheme to circumvent the
networks’ attempts to keep advertising a forced choice.
Diane Mermigas paints a very bleak picture of old-style broadcast television:
“TV stations’ ability to excel in the nascent but promising world of hyperlocal
information and services is hindered by a slew of uncontrollable forces.
There is the collapse of core ad categories, such as automotives, which has
contributed about one-fourth of all TV station revenues and will never fully
recover. Internet-connected streaming video for PCs and mobile devices will
continue to minimize and fragment television. Despite massive reductions
in workforce and legacy operations, the pooling of local news-gathering
and ad sales resources, and a growing Web presence, TV stations’ economic
quandary increasingly mirrors that of declining newspapers.”46 Adding to the
trouble is the influence of Internet-enabled television receivers arriving in the
electronics store showrooms by 2010.
Broadcast television is eager to survive, but so far Web ads are not
making much money for stations. Ben Fritz writes “networks may actually
be undercutting themselves in their quest to avoid the fate of the music
business.”47 Competition from online distribution could make the Internet
the common enemy that finally unifies broadcasters with cable channels. This
may explain the eagerness of broadcasters and cable channels alike to pursue
TV Everywhere, as a means to thwart those who are using their broadband
connection as a subsitution for scheduled programming. Moreover, broadcast
networks by 2009 were openly discussing the possibility of becoming cable
networks.48 If you can’t beat ’em, join ’em.
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At this writing, a sliver of hope for broadcast stations comes from the Open
Mobile Video Coalition (OMVC), a group of over 60 stations in 22 cities that
planned to transmit news, entertainment and sports to portable devices (to
be available by Christmas 2009).49 Ironically, this initiative comes at the same
time that the FCC was considering a move to reclaim broadcast spectrum to
be used for mobile carriers. The cost per station is only $250,000 for a new
transmitter exciter, but the plan may prove “too little, too late” for broadcasters.

Predictions
Making predictions about the future of the media is easy. And fun. The
problem is that eventually glib descriptions are judged by their predictive
power. This final section of the chapter is not a first gaze into a crystal ball. In
1997 the media world of the future was imagined in a chapter in a book on
broadcast television.50 At that time, this author’s tea leaves called for distribution to prevail over content, foreseeing that new technologies would change
everything. This author had no idea how accurate the “content is not king”
prediction would hold, ten years later.
About the same time, this author had an opportunity to review other
predictions of the future of broadcast television that held little face validity.51
Ever since, it has become obvious that writers can make compelling and
interesting predictions that nothing much is really going to change, that
media will adapt and get better, that the future is rosy, and blah, blah, blah.
These authors may even draw more attention to their predictions by being so
counterintuitive in the face of seismic shifts among the media.
At the risk of being wrong, here is this author’s new (and very brief) prediction for the future of television: Ten years from now, when people are
watching video on headset screens and earpieces, linked to cellphones, young
people will marvel that older folk ever stared across the room at a screen. And
followed a schedule. And watched commercials.
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Going Viral
Mass Media Meets Innovation
Joan Van Tassel

T

HIS CHAPTER COVERS MEDIATED VIRAL communication (MVC). It occurs when

hundreds, thousands, even millions of people pass along a message to
others, spreading it using a media technology like the telephone or the Internet. The chapter covers (1) the role of the Internet and the Millennial generation in making viral communication faster and more far-reaching than it has
been in the past, when it depended only on a combination of mass media
transmission and interpersonal conversations; (2) introduces classic models
of interpersonal and mass media communication and shows how MVC extends those models by adding a feedforward path to them; (3) identifies the
stages of the feedforward path as origination or exposure, uptake, replication
or re-expression, and distribution; (4) identifies the characteristics of feedforwarded content as replicable, memorable, memetic, personal, incomplete,
imperfect, and direct; as well as, (5) shows how adding a feedforward path
aligns the spread of media messages with diffusion of innovations processes.
The chapter also discusses how professional communicators and media managers can harness MVC to fulfill their objectives. It identifies the skills they will
need to employ to carry out viral communication efforts. Finally, it suggests possible business models they can adopt to support such campaigns.

Media Virus: Have You Been Infected?
Human beings communicate to learn, laugh, love—indeed, to live. It is believed that speech in Homo sapiens evolved about 200,000 years ago.1 Viral
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communication has existed as long as people have exchanged messages: The
entire aim of communicating at all is to pass a message from one person to
another and, once a message is disseminated, people can continue to pass on
information that is perceived as important or interesting. While no records
survive from tens of thousands of years ago, it is not difficult to imagine a
lookout shouting: “Our enemies are coming!” and that warning spreading
quickly to an entire village.
Since then, people have exchanged information in person, face-to-face and
at a distance using technology. They have used smoke signals, fire beacons,
drums, the heliograph, semaphore, maritime flags, and complex telecommunication networks.2 Today, people receive messages from family, friends,
co-workers and acquaintances, the mass media, and online contacts.
The spread of contagious disease from one person to another through
contact is one that nearly every human being has either experienced or heard
about. As people also spread information through contact, it is easy to see why
the metaphor of contagion has exerted a powerful sway over communication
scholars, going back to the 1930s.3 The rise of the mass media diverted research attention from direct message exchange toward the effects of mediated
communication. However, now the Internet has given new life to contagion
models, because it makes it possible for all kinds of messages, including those
transmitted from the mass media megaphone, to be carried far and wide
through direct personal contacts, reaching an enormous number of people
via online technologies.
As science has learned more about viruses, the viral metaphor has proven
to adapt well to the media environment, leading Douglas Rushkoff (1994)4 to
coin the term “media virus.” Consider the behavior of biological viruses: They
are transmitted through direct contact or through the air. They select specific
hosts into which they insinuate themselves, where they reside, often without
producing symptoms. However, the host responds. Although viruses are unable to replicate on their own, they are parasites that take over and subvert
the resources and processes of the host to replicate themselves. The means of
viral (re)production are genetic: DNA or RNA. The worst viral infections can
cause death to the host.
Like biological viruses, media viruses take up residence in a host; however,
the host is self-selected, rather than being specified by the virus. The host receives the virus from a mass media source over the air (wireless transmission
of television, radio, the Internet, or mobile telephone signals), over a wire
(cable or telephone company), or through a person-to-person interaction.
If infected, the host initially shows no symptoms, but over time may begin
to replicate the media virus by expressing or repeating it to interpersonal
contacts in person or via the telephone and Internet messages. The model of

FIGURE 5.1
One-to-One: The Schramm-Osgood Model of Interpersonal Communication
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interpersonal communication, presented in figure 5.1, shows the exchange
of person-to-person messages. (A model is a simpler representation of a
complex structure or process, clarifying the main parts and excluding less
important parts.)
The means of spreading a media virus’s (re)production are cultural,
through memes. A meme was defined by biologist Richard Dawkins5 as a unit
of cultural transmission. He conceived of a cultural equivalent of a gene, a
cultural entity that replicates itself and evolves by residing in the human mind
and replicating itself through communication, evolving in the process.6
According to Richard Dawkins:
Examples of memes are tunes, ideas, catch-phrases, clothes fashions, ways of
making pots or of building arches. Just as genes propagate themselves in the
gene pool by leaping from body to body via sperms or eggs, so memes propagate
themselves in the meme pool by leaping from brain to brain via a process which,
in the broad sense, can be called imitation. . . . It looks as though meme transmission is subject to continuous mutation, and also to blending.”7

In true memetic fashion, the meme of media viruses has gradually replicated
across the Internet and mutated into “viral media,” “viral video,” and “viral
marketing.” These words are now commonly used to describe well-known
communication processes. However popular, not all communication scholars
think that the concept of memes has value in communication research. Bruce
Edmonds8 and Scott Atran9 argue that the phenomenon described as a meme
is covered by other evolutionary approaches to culture, that it adds nothing
new to the understanding of such phenomena, and that there is a lack of
substantive results reported by communication researchers. However, Matt
Gers10 defends the analytical usefulness of memes and concludes that they
provide explanatory power in the study of cultural evolution.

The Technologies of MVC
Since the introduction of the concepts of media viruses and memes, the technology to spread them has changed a great deal. Communication technologies encourage and allow some forms and types of messaging more than others. Before the Internet, the two modes of communication were interpersonal
exchanges and mass media transmission and reception.
Interpersonal communication is interactive. The interaction may be rapid,
as with face-to-face or telephone conversations, or slow, as with postal mail.
Interpersonal communication affords message flow modalities between individuals and small groups that include one-to-one, one-to-few, and few-to-few
exchanges. It does not allow the dissemination of messages to a huge number
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of people, however: Without some kind of communication technology, a
single person could reach several thousand people at most—never several
million.
Traditional mass media—television, radio, newspapers, and magazines—
are minimally interactive, sending identical messages to all receivers. They
offer only limited opportunities for exchange, such as a letter from an audience member. Mass media afford few-to-one and many-to-one message flow
modalities between one or a few people and a potentially huge audience, but
not a conversation between friends, which depends on an interactive exchange of unique messages.
However, there has always been an important link between interpersonal
and mass communication. Thus, although Schramm’s classic model of mass
media11 focused on the transmission of messages via mass media, it also formally acknowledged the spread of these messages by active audience members
to others in their interpersonal networks, as shown in figure 5.2. The model
shows people receiving content from the media, then discussing it with family, friends, co-workers, and casual acquaintances. This word-of-mouth flow

FIGURE 5.2
One-to-Many/Few-to-Many: Schramm’s Model of Mass Communication
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from the mass media to the audience and then to others was the subject of
early communication research and became the basis of the theory of the twostep flow of information and influence.12
The Schramm model also incorporates a feedback loop that goes from the
audience back to the mass media organization that distributed the content.
This feedback is characterized as delayed and inferential, meaning that it
takes time for audience members to react and express an opinion via letters
or ratings research. The spread of mass media messages from active audience
members to others in their interpersonal networks was well-described by
researchers at the time.
The forward flow of information was not given a name or label in
Schramm’s model. However, now it has become a more prominent pathway
because the Internet provides an efficient vehicle for it. Thus, this chapter
proposes to call the forward flow of information the feedforward path.
Prior to the widespread use of the Internet, people’s interpersonal network
was limited by the number of routine face-to-face contacts, telephone calls,
and written messages in which they could engage in a day, week, or even a
month. Using the Internet, users can send out messages to hundreds of people
with the click or a keystroke, as often as they like, sometimes several times a
day. The Internet permits a wider variety of communication flow types than
any other medium, as shown in table 5.1, based on the Reardon and Rogers13
analytical categories.
Communication networks like the telephone and the Internet create a surprising number of possible connections between people in the network. It is a
phenomenon called Metcalfe’s Law, which explained network effects, as shown
in figure 5.3. Metcalfe’s Law states that the value of a telecommunications
network is proportional to the square of the number of users of the system
(n2). First formulated by Robert Metcalfe writing about Ethernet networks, it
describes the exponential growth of connections in a network.
To summarize, the Internet is a multi-modality communication technology
that allows all possible message flows. It is the only media platform that provides for many-to-many messaging, a key change that facilitates the rapidity
and breadth of the transmission of media viruses. As a global media platform,
the Internet expands the kind of content people can exchange (text, audio,
video, interactive) as well as increasing the repertoire of message flows. Moreover, it extends viral communication beyond synchronous person-to-person
exchanges to an enormous and growing number of users online. Messages
are transmitted along feedforward paths enabled by the Internet, including
mass e-mail and Web 2.0 services such as SNS, social bookmarks, instant messenger, and Net-to-mobile texting services. Whether users discover a current
meme by watching a TV show, through e-mail from a friend, on a blog, a
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TABLE 5.1
Comparison of Modalities of Communication Flow
Interpersonal

Mass Media

Internet

One to one
One to few
Few to few

One to many
Few to many

One to one
One to few
One to many
Few to one
Few to few
Few to many
Many to many

Detailed

Scant

Scant

Personal, direct
knowledge or
indirectly through
personal contacts

Demographics
Psychographics/
Lifestyle
Behavioral

Interactivity
Feedback

Yes
Immediate,
reciprocal,
direct feedback

Asynchronicity
Emotional vs
Task-related
content
Privacy

No

No
Delayed, receiver
to source,
inferential
feedback
Yes, with DVR

Demographics
Psychographics/
Lifestyle
Behavioral
Person-provided
(opt-in)
Micro-segmentation
via multiple
databases
Yes
Immediate,
reciprocal, direct
or inferential
feedback
Yes

Both

Emotional

Both

Yes

Yes

No

Message flow

Source
Knowledge of
audience
Audience
segmentation

Facebook page, or a peer-to-peer database, the Internet is an infrastructure
that enables the spread of memes to an enormous number of people around
the world, in near real-time.
Karakas14 calls the Internet a digital ecosystem, World 2.0. This “interactive,
hyper-connected, immersive, virtual . . . meta-platform” has brought about
cultural shifts toward creativity, connectivity, collaboration, convergence, and
community. Underlying all of these activities are three characteristics of the
Internet: connectivity, interactivity, and meta-media. They may also generate
messages that initiate the spread of viral media via the feedforward path, as
shown in figure 5.4.
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FIGURE 5.3
Exponential Connectivity of Networks

This section examined the role of the Internet in the increasing attention
paid to MVC. Two closely related characteristics of the Internet make it an
effective purveyor of MVC: Connectivity and interactivity. The next section
looks at these elements in more detail to understand who is connected and
how.

FIGURE 5.4
Mass Media and the Feedforward Path
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Connectivity
From a technical standpoint, connectivity means linking devices so that they
may exchange data.15 From the perspective of human communication, it
means a communication infrastructure that allows persons to exchange information. Figure 5.4 shows the growth of the Internet, which enables these
exchanges. All the communication modalities enabled by the Internet—oneto-many, few-to-many, etc.—depend on connectivity.
There is no question but that one of the most important aspects of the
Internet is its immense global reach—remember those network effects. The
growth of the Internet, as shown in Figure 5.5, has been extraordinary. However, the quality of connectivity also matters to viral communications, which

FIGURE 5.5
Growth of the Internet
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is expressed in terms of bandwidth. Bandwidth is a measure of the amount and
speed of communication flow: The greater the bandwidth, the larger the number of data bits can move to and from end users, and the faster they move.
With dial-up service that provides only narrow bandwidth of 56 kilobits
(56,000 bits) per second, users can receive text messages easily and download
songs with some patience and wait time. Video files are difficult to stream or
download, particularly if they are longer than a minute or two. With broadband service that provides three megabits (3,000,000 bits) per second or more
of bandwidth, large file types, such as video, can be downloaded, streamed,
and forwarded quickly and easily. Even e-mail accounts that limit the size of
attachments are not much of a barrier to passing large files along to other persons: “Internet cloud” online services, such as http://www.box.net and other
free storage sites, allow users to upload the file and send a link to others, who
can then download the files.
Interpersonal connection depends on nearness and synchronous presence in time. One of the great benefits of the Internet is that people can be
separated by both space and time, yet still communicate in all ways except
synchronous virtual tele-presence. They can exchange text, audio, and video
messages, as well as all types of attached files and documents. If they are separated only by space, they can engage in real-time conversational exchanges in
text, audio chat rooms and voice-over-Internet (VOIP) services, and video
chat rooms and video conferencing services.

Interactivity
Communicative interaction is inherent to relationships; some might go so
far as to say that it is the relationship. In late 2009, a meme circulated on
the Internet claiming that one in eight marriages in the United States in the
past year began with the pair meeting online.16 While there is no proof of the
accuracy of the claim, the widespread acceptance of the factoid points to an
important insight: The Internet is understood to support the initiation, development, and maintenance of relationships.
To examine the nature of relationships supported by social networking
sites (SNS), Ellison et al.17 studied university students using Facebook. They
found that the students connected more with people they knew offline than
those they had met online. They separated three types of connections, and
found that weak ties were particularly implicated in the widespread forwarding of information: strong ties to friends and family, upon whom users depend
for emotional support; weak ties to acquaintances, which facilitate information diffusion to external relationship clusters; and, maintenance ties to keep
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in touch with people users had known in one stage of their lives, as they progressed through life changes.
Other research has underlined the importance of weak ties in information diffusion.18,19 Donath and Boyd note that: “Weak ties, the kinds of ties
that exist among people one knows in a specific and limited context, are
good sources for novel information. Such ties often bridge disparate clusters,
providing one with access to new knowledge. Weak ties can be less costly to
maintain, and a person who has many weak yet heterogeneous ties has access
to a wide range of information and opportunities.”20
Taken together, these findings suggest that the Internet provides affordances
for several types of social relationships, all of which may involve message exchange, including forwarding content or making content available to others
via posts, recommendations, and social bookmarking. Because of the low cost
and relatively small personal effort, users access the Internet and pass information to more weakly tied interpersonal relationships than they could without
Internet technologies. Thus, there is some evidence that the Internet, particularly with the emergence of social media applications, facilitates MVC.
According to the Pew Internet & American Life Project,21 people from 12
to 32 years of age are the heaviest social media users:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

65 percent of teens (12-17)
67 percent of Gen Y (18-32)
36 percent of Gen X (33-44)
20 percent of younger boomers (45-54)
9 percent of older boomers (55-63)
11 percent of silent generation (64-72)
4 percent of G. I. generation (73+)</bl>

In light of the potential importance of weak ties to MVC, the notably high
use of SNS among teens and Gen Y (sometimes called Millennials) takes on
added significance because habits adopted in youth may well carry over into
adulthood. The popularity of Web 2.0 among teens and younger adults may
also help explain why the content of so much viral communication includes
humor, sex, and violence, since these types of messages traditionally have
greater currency with young audiences.

And So It Goes: Models of MVC
Theorists and researchers have proposed many differing models of MVC.
Since MVC occurs over time, most models incorporate the chronological
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nature of the process, breaking it into discrete stages of related activities.22
Some models look at the actions of individuals; others consider how MVC
occurs as the aggregate of activities of many people.
This section begins by looking at how individuals participate in MVC.
Earlier in the chapter, figure 5.3 showed how the MVC process could begin
with a message generated by the mass media. Figure 5.6 details the actions
individuals take to spread messages.
Origination/Exposure: Anyone can make content, whether the person is a
professional communicator or a casual Internet user. Technorati indexed 133
million blogs between 2002 and January, 2009. According to eMarketer, of
the nearly 89 million U.S. content creators, 79 million participate on social
networks, nearly 24 million write blogs, and more than 18 million create and
upload user-generated video.
After the content is created, it is transmitted to others and, by design or
by luck, others are exposed to it. Attention is valuable, and exposure may
be quite brief, even cursory. Internet users receive an enormous amount of
information. In 2008, Nielsen reported that users accessed the Internet on

FIGURE 5.6
Individual Actions in MVC
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average of twice per day, visiting 105 websites per month, and viewing 2,437
Web pages.23 Heavy Internet users are also the heavy users of television24 and
radio,25 so exposure can also occur via traditional media.
Uptake: In medical parlance, uptake means to absorb or incorporate a
substance into a living organism. What causes people to take in some content? One broad answer might be identification, a psychological concept
that describes cognitive and emotional connections individuals make with
other people and content, such as images, songs, performers, and jokes and
other texts.
Jenkins refers to these kind of identification processes as part and parcel
of the “affective economics” that are characteristic of Internet social media.
He describes this effect in a discussion of the viral campaign of LonelyGirl:
“They counted on the ‘affective economics’ of identification others would
have for her.”26
In other words, there is some kind of match between the receiver and the
message. Thus, communicators also recognize that characteristics of messages
also play a role in the number of users who take it up. This chapter will consider them in a later section.
Replication or Representation: Replication occurs when they pass along
the message exactly as they received it. Representation occurs when they approximate the message or actively remix or re-create it, according to their
own interpretation or desire.
The reasons people pass along a message are many and varied. They may
simply want social interaction,27 a desire for positive reinforcement,28 selfexpression29 or self-actualization.30 Finally, there are limits on passing along
content that includes copyright restrictions and the costs of using the Internet, such as access and hosting.31
Distribution: Shuen identifies three types of social media users: connectors, brokers, and salesmen. Connectors maintain many online relationships
and put people together. The other two types are the most likely to send
information to others. Brokers, or as Shuen calls them mavens, offer information. What they don’t know, they will find out and tell other users how to
find the information they seek. Salesmen also provide information, attempting to persuade others to act in a desired manner—buy, vote, volunteer, sign
up, recommend, etc.
People are exposed to content whether or not they are connected to the
Internet. However, distribution requires resources. In addition to a computer
and Internet access, it also requires knowledge of the structure of content
dissemination and the computer skills to execute the distribution. These requirements will pose no barriers to professional communicators but they are
impediments to a substantial number of people everywhere in the world.
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Figure 5.7 shows how the independent uptake and pass-along of many
individuals result in MVC, even if it all begins with a message sent by a single
individual. The next section examines two models of the overall MVC process
as it extends across a population. The first model is based on the theory of the
diffusion of innovation.32 The Shah et al. model33 is an empirically developed
structural model.
Shuen’s model begins with the Everett Rogers34 theory of the diffusion of
innovation, which explains how innovations spread throughout a population,
including both individual adoption and population adoption. Adopters are
people who take up an innovation that could be pottery, personal computers, or messages. Information about the innovation spreads from one individual to another, via communication with interpersonal connections of the
adopter. Figure 5.8 shows stages of the individual adoption:
Figure 5.9 depicts the spread of the adoption over time (the gray S-curve)
and the distribution of types of adopters (the black normal curve), showing
how adopters fall into different categories, depending on when they decide to
adopt the innovation.
The Shuen model describes viral communication in terms of a process of
adoption that takes place within an Internet network structure. She traces
the movement of messages from first-adopters (or first-receivers) and firstdegree clusters of receivers through hubs and connectors until there is a small
world network of related receivers. To predict the eventual total adoption (or
spread of an MVC message), she suggests using a variation of the Rogers Scurve called the Bass Diffusion Curve.35

FIGURE 5.7
Process of MVC, Initiated by a Message Generated by an Individual
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FIGURE 5.8
Stages of the Individual Adoption of Innovation Process

Essentially, this measure lets communicators estimate the likelihood of a
message going viral. The Bass Diffusion Curve (BDC) considered diffusion
in interpersonal networks, stating that the likelihood of widespread diffusion
depends on the number of people who independently adopt something (in
this case a message) and the number of people that they influence to also
adopt. Plotting the curve requires some calculation, but having a measure
of “virality” that allows communicators to monitor the effectiveness of their

FIGURE 5.9
Stages of Adoption Within a Population
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MVC strategy is an important arrow in the campaign quiver. And by focusing
on the rate of growth of independent first-time adopters—receivers who first
got the message from a mass media source—the BDC also neatly incorporates
the influence of mass media.
What would this model predict if there were many blog and discussion
group posts, user recommendations and glowing reviews, and other social
media mentions? The BDC includes the role of social influence, although the
measures might need to be updated. Interestingly, professional communicators now identify “influencers,” people who communicate about their interests to many social media contacts. They believe that these influencers will
stimulate the number of first-time adopters.36
The BDC is a variant of the power law, sometimes called Pareto’s Law, or
the 80-20 Rule. It is not really a law; it is a rule of thumb, an estimate of many
types of distribution, including wealth, Internet use, and a host of other phenomenon. The 80-20 Rule suggests that 20 percent of social media users will
have 80 percent of the connections and make 80 percent of the posts.37
The 80-20 Rule was supported in one empirical study.38 The researchers
analyzed more than 400,000 blog posts over 30 days to learn how information is diffused by bloggers. In addition to finding that about 20 percent of
bloggers were indeed responsible for 80 percent of the blog posts, the study
also found that there are three types of topic structure, based on spikes and
chatter, as shown in figure 5.10:

• Just spikes
• Spikes + chatter
• Mostly chatter
Gruhl et al. describe the structure of blog traffic. As topics come up on a
blog, most of them get attention from a few bloggers and then disappear—the
topic is confined to mostly chatter. A few topics gain immediate prominence,
often a subject of the mass media. Many people have an opinion and, having
expressed it, stop blogging about it—the topic is categorized as just a spike. A
very few topics inspire lasting interest, which the authors define as resonance.
They are also likely to be discussed in the mass media and result in multiple
spikes and more or less continuous chatter. Finally, the researchers observed
that some authors write many posts on the same subject, and confirmed the
presence of influencers, bloggers whose words carry weight, and connectors,
highly connected individuals.
The Shah et al. model39 is an empirically developed structural model that
shows how online messaging extends the traditional model of mediated communication. Shah et al. characterize MVC as a series of interdependent activi-
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FIGURE 5.10
Spikes and Chatter on Blogs

ties: consuming, participating, and producing. The researchers theorized that
the combined exposure of a person to the mass media and Internet use, plus
information seeking, political discussion, and interactive political messaging,
would all lead to greater political participation, as shown in figure 5.11. (Look
at the dotted lines in the theorized model and note that some media exposure
might suppress further information seeking.)
This is an unusually helpful study because it looks specifically at online
expressive behavior inherent in MVC. Online expressive behavior was characterized as using e-mail to organize, contact politicians or editors, and discuss
politics or news, expressing political opinions online, and participating in a
chat room or online forum. The researchers measured each of these variables
with data from two sources: Campaign Media Analysis Group (CMAG)
data from the 2004 election, made available by the University of Wisconsin
Advertising Project (WAP) and national panel data, gathered by Synovate
for the Life Style Study for the DDB-Chicago annual mail survey. Shah et al.
measured each of the variables in the model. They tested the pathways all
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FIGURE 5.11
Theorized Model of Campaign Communication Mediation

together and the measured model supported the theorized one: Mass media
exposure, news exposure, interactive political messaging, and interpersonal
political discussion did all lead to higher political participation, as shown in
figure 5.12. Note that the suppression effect from some media exposure held
true as well.
For purposes of looking at MVC, Shah et al.’s most important finding
is: “Online news use and interactive political messaging—uses of the web
as a resource and a forum—both strongly influence civic and political
participation, often more so than traditional print and broadcast media
and face-to-face communication.” In other words, Web use increased participative behavior more than any other communicative activity, whether
it occurred via mass media or the interpersonal network. The researchers
attribute this increased participation to “expression effects,” brought about
by the reflection on content and mental elaboration required to re-express
previously received content. Thus, engaging in MVC affects the behavior
of participants.
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FIGURE 5.12
Influence of Online News Use and Messaging Activity on Civic and
Political Participation

Catchy Content
Why do some messages go viral? There is much speculation about this question, but no one really knows for certain.40 The study by Gruhl et al. showed
that most topics that generate online buzz come from the Real World, as opposed to simply arising out of blogosphere chatter. They also observed that
topics do not usually capture attention for more than a few days. At the same
time, some subjects are clearly more interesting than others, so only these few
topics achieve ongoing popularity for discussion.
Grimes theorized that the uniqueness of each meme might stimulate an
individual to redistribute it to others: “One can see that the combination of
semantic reaction, identification, etc., and the newer, almost novel, memetic
mechanisms could offer quite a powerful arsenal for understanding our relationship to each other through communication and our functioning in the
extensional world.”41 Heylighen42 put forward an extensive list of qualities
that might increase the likelihood that receivers would pass forward a meme.
Such characteristics included utility, novelty, simplicity, coherence, authority
and proselytism.
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Research suggests some specific dimensions of content that encourage
people to consume it include: humor;43 memorability;44 and sex and violence.45 The decision to pass a message along to others generally occurs when
a receiver finds the content interesting, important, entertaining, or informative. As a general observation, they pass along material that is attractive and
communicable.46
In the last three years, there have been many examples of viral communication that reached large numbers of receivers. Some of them suggest these and
other characteristics, as presented in table 5.2.
Other scholars have pointed to successful viral messages as being memetic,
replicable, and memorable. However, less has been said about the characteristics of it being personal, direct, incomplete, and imperfect. Except for directness, these last four characteristics contrast sharply with most messages, especially those disseminated with persuasive intent. In general, content fashioned
by professionals is polished and produced to the highest degree of perfection
possible. Even imperfection is carefully calibrated for a precise effect.
Many instances of viral content do not exhibit such care. Rather, they
are often expressive, emotional, and haphazardly produced. Yet, these very
characteristics may provide an opening for receivers to pass content along to
TABLE 5.2
Characteristics of Messages That Enhance the Likelihood They Will Be Passed Along
Message Characteristic

Description

Memetic

Has cultural resonance or stickiness with which large
numbers of people can identify. The mass media play a
key role because, the mere appearance of a topic in the
mass media can make it a meme.
Capable of being copied or re-expressed so that a
recognizable version of the meme is transmitted through
some combination of creativity, imitation, and duplication
Has a hook or quality that people who are exposed can
remember. This often means that the content has shock
value, such as humor, sex, or violence
Conveys the sense that the communication has importance
and meaning to the sender. Often packs an emotional
punch.
Gives the receiver the feeling that the message is directed at
him or her. Often employs some form of direct address
such as “you” or “we.”
Leaves room for the person to add to the message
Does not intimidate receivers by setting production or
execution standards they cannot meet when they
re-source the content

Replicable

Memorable

Personal

Direct

Incomplete
Imperfect
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others, particularly as material for re-expression than mere forwarding. By
allowing the receiver to enter the content, to see ways to add to it creatively
or intellectually or otherwise to make it their own, sometimes figures large in
MVC messages. As Hoechsmann and Cucinelli note: “Enabled by an economy of viral, point-to-point, communication, where media messages flow
on horizontal axes from producers to consumers, some YouTube producers
have found mass audiences for the expression primarily of point of view narratives.”47

Harnessing MVC
Some MVC efforts seem random and accidental—Chris Crocker’s Leave
Her Alone video crying about the press hounding Britney Spears,48 the many
video spoofs of the Saturday Night Live skit, Lazy Sunday/Chronicles of Narnia (original archived on http://www.hulu.com), and many jokes and chain
e-mails that appear in almost everyone’s inbox.
However, many (and perhaps most) MVC events are purposive campaigns,
which have been conceptualized, produced, and implemented by professional
communicators: the Hotmail viral e-mail tag, subservient chicken, Lonelygirl15, the viral videos that supported the Obama candidacy for president in
2008, Yes, We Can and “lost by one vote” video, and others. Although most
of these examples are consumer marketing efforts, the Obama campaign’s use
of MVC underlines the case that there is no inherent reason MVC will not be
effective in fulfilling a range of communication objectives. This section considers what managers need to understand about mounting a MVC effort.
In each of the cited campaigns, there is a creative idea that links both the
dissemination of the message and for the message itself. This dual creative
challenge is a new aspect of communication plans. The media mix (the selection of channels used to transmit the message to a target audience) has
always been an essential element of campaign development. However, it was
developed largely independently of the creative effort. In MVC plans, the
media mix is tightly linked to the message, as well as to the consumers’ media
habits, which are assumed to include some form of Internet communication.
As Dobele et al. note: “Successful viral marketing campaigns are comprised of
an engaging message that involves imagination, fun and intrigue, encourages
ease of use and visibility, targets credible sources, and leverages combinations
of technology.”49
Traditional managers may find the lack of control over feedforward
campaigns such as MVC troubling. There have been negative results from
viral efforts, such as viral marketing for Blair Witch Project, Sony’s portable
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PlayStation handheld device, and Campbell Soup. In each case, lack of authenticity caused consumer backlash.50 Carl51 found that when marketers disclosed their corporate connections, receivers trusted their information more
than when they did not disclose.
A few principles emerge from the literature on VMC: (1) listen to users
(consumers, audiences, supporters, etc.); (2) create opportunities for users
to interact with one another, not with the company; (3) information is still
power—but it’s not the information you keep, it’s the information you share;
(4) identify and target influencers; and, (5) give users something to do, someone to contact, and someplace to go.
What does the future hold for MVC efforts? A 2008 survey52 queried 40
executives at U.S. advertising agencies. The report found that marketing
professionals know about VMC and interest levels are high. Indeed, they
intended to increase their VMC budgets in the coming year. They consider
the primary benefits of VMC campaigns to be exponential reach and high
levels of consumer engagement. At the same time, while they are generally
optimistic about the potential for success of VMC campaigns, they are also
concerned that metrics for tracking and reporting campaigns are insufficient
and the criteria for defining success are still unclear.

Media Managers Going Viral
The skills for executing VMC campaigns have changed substantially over the
last few years. Creative thinking and messaging have always been essential.
Today, managers need a formidable mix of creative and analytical skills.
The data dredging and analysis involved in identifying, understanding, and
reaching users are vital parts of every contemporary communication campaign. Understanding research methods and data analysis is now essential for
almost everyone involved in the campaign, not just for the number-friendly
MBA executive. Even before looking at the results, practitioners must assess
research itself: Does it ask the right questions, does the data collected provide
answers to those questions, does the data conform to previous experience
and to the observations of people working in the trenches, does it provide
insights?
VMC campaigns are just that—campaigns. They are rarely one-off efforts.
There is a sequence of messages that must be created as a communication arc.
However, there must also be built-in flexibility to accommodate in-process
tweaks to campaign elements that are not working effectively. Thus, managers must also be able to evaluate in-progress campaign evaluation research.
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Will it provide them with regular data as the campaign progresses about how
many people are reached, how many pass along messages, and how many
act in ways encouraged by the campaign (click, buy, attend, vote, support,
volunteer, donate, etc.)?
The science is key—but so is the art. Once valid, reliable data is in hand,
then creative messaging can target the right people at the right time with the
right message. The ability to enter another person’s motivations and desires
is an art, but today, it is married to science. Messages are evaluated by how
closely they tap into the targeted users’ thoughts, feelings, and lifestyles. But
producing that message requires the leap of creativity.
Because creativity plays such an important role in VMC, managers need
to know how to manage creative workers. Creatives differ from traditional
blue-collar and white-collar employees,53 requiring more autonomy and selfactualization. Another key difference is that creative workers may have greater
expertise than managers, so that the typical superior-subordinate relationship,
where the manager knows more than the supervised, is turned on its head.

MVC Next
The technologies to carry out MVC campaigns will continue to evolve.
Bandwidth is growing as cable and telephone companies recognize that their
customers increasingly use the Internet platform to access visual media. The
demand for bandwidth is particularly strong for personal mobile media, such
as cell phones. New high-capacity 4G networks will roll out over the next five
years and wireless wideband networks will become more ubiquitous throughout public spaces.
The development of Internet 2, now largely confined to government agencies, the military, and academic institutions, will deliver torrents of data to
users. It is likely to take as long as a decade to create the software to manage a
large number of users who receive and send enormous files. The build-out of
physical networks is likely to take even longer.
As bandwidth grows, devices shrink. The science to produce nano transceivers to receive and send streams of data (content) is developing rapidly.
The Dick Tracy watch communicator is coming. And perhaps even implanted
transceivers will be possible in the future.
MVC is part and parcel of the many-to-many communication modality
enabled by the Internet. Social networking technologies are becoming more
and more linked, creating a federation of interconnected platforms. Aggregating services such as www.ping.fm, www.meebo.com, and social news, bookmarking, and recommender sites like www.digg.com, www.reddit.com, and
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www.epinions.com are bringing about densely connected services and users
that are making MVC occur in faster cycles that reach large numbers of global
users.
It is communicators’ opportunity and dilemma: Good news travels fast—
so does bad news.
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II
IMPLICATIONS OF NEW
MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES

6
The First Domino
The Recorded Music
Industry and New Technology
Robert Bellamy and Robert Gross

T

HE NEWS IS FRIGHTENING FOR TRADITIONAL MEDIA.

Broadcast television continues to lose viewers and advertising revenues to cable and satellite television. The Comcast purchase of NBC is an example of just how much the
fortunes of the broadcast networks have changed in the last few years.1 The
problems of newspapers have become so prominent they are now plot points
in popular entertainment. In the last couple of years, such major papers as the
Rocky Mountain News and Seattle Post-Intelligencer have ceased publication
and others (Detroit Free Press, Washington Times) have deliberately slashed
circulation and delivery in an attempt to survive.2 The recent demise of such
once popular and profitable magazines as Gourmet, Teen, and Vibe reveals
that the problems in print media are hardly limited to newspapers.3 More
ominously, each of these magazines were specialized publications. The lesson
is that not even content aimed at a specific niche audience is guaranteed success in the present media environment.
While the problems of broadcast and print media have gained the most
attention in terms of recent popular coverage, the recorded music industry
(RMI) was the first to feel the effects of a new age of media driven by digitalization and the Internet. If, as appears increasingly evident, we are entering
a new age of media characterized by more consumer choice and control, at
least for those who can afford it, the canary in the coal mine was the record
business.
The first decade of the 2000s has brought nothing but bad news to the RMI.
Saying that the industry is in a desperate down spiral would not be hyperbolic.
Consider that recorded music sales have plunged by about one-third in the
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decade.4 Revenues have declined from a peak of $14.6 billion in 1999 to $10.8
billion in 2008.5
Consider also that:
1. More and more major artists (e.g., AC/DC, Eagles) are making their
own deals with big-box distributors such as Walmart and Target at the
expense of both record labels and traditional music sales outlets.6
2. Some major artists, with Radiohead being the most prominent example,
have bypassed both the big boxes and big labels in offering music directly to the public.7
3. Such major artists as Robbie Williams, Madonna, and Jay-Z have
pioneered “360 deals” whereby all facets of their economic power from
recorded music sales to concerts to merchandising are all now part of a
single artist contract. These deals are interesting and important because
some of them do not involve traditional record companies.8
4. Economic consolidation has led to an oligopoly of only four major
worldwide recorded music companies (Universal Music Group, Sony
BMG, Warner Music Group, and the EMI Group) with further mergers
likely.9
Consolidation has also swept the live music business with Live Nation now
controlling the vast majority of regular concert venues in the U.S.10 Live Nation
is in the process of merging with Ticketmaster, the near monopoly seller of
entertainment tickets in the U.S.11 The combined revenues of these two companies (over $12 billion) will dwarf that of the entire RMI.12 As for radio, the
various formats that are labeled “Rock,” long the most popular format when
its various sub-genres are aggregated, has seen a steady decrease in listenership,
as radio also deals with reduced advertising revenue.13 This is a symptom of a
changing RMI, as more and more consumers and fans prefer the programyour-own “formats” they can create on their MP3 players or obtain from such
Internet services as Pandora or Slacker. Since radio and recorded music have
had a symbiotic relationship for well over fifty years, the radio industry, or at
least the terrestrial broadcast side of the industry, is also suffering as a result of
the radical recent changes in how people obtain and consume music.
On the retail side, the big boxes of Walmart, Target, and Best Buy, themselves some of the few survivors of consolidation within the discount department and electronic/appliance store industries, have now become dominant
in the physical sale of recorded music. Tower Records, Camelot, NRM: National Record Mart, Sam Goody, Media Play, and Circuit City, among many
other once major sellers, are no more. More tellingly, the largest recorded
music retailer in the nation is now the iTunes Store.14 Those who buy physical
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CDs are now the minority of music purchasers.15 Most troubling of all, a considerable amount of downloading is done without payment. While iTunes,
Amazon, Rhapsody, et al. have made legal downloading easy and relatively
inexpensive, an entire generation of music consumer has grown up with illegal downloads normalized within the culture. Anyone who has asked a class
of undergraduates about their music acquisition behavior can verify this assertion. Beginning with Napster over ten years ago and then with Grokster,
Lime Wire, Bit Torrents, Gnutella, eDonkey, Morpheus, and other methods,
illegal downloading has had a tremendous impact on the traditional music
business. Although there is some evidence that illegal downloading might be
easing,16 there have been estimates in the last few years that the rate of piracy
for music might be as high as 95%.17
Downloading is particularly commonplace among the young, a group that has
long been dominant in the consumer base for recorded music. This explains why
recorded music is the first, but definitely not the last, major media industry to be
forever altered by the new media. It also represents a very troubling trend for the
traditional powers in the RMI. As the young age their habits may modify slightly,
but are unlikely to radically change. Music downloading is essentially here to
stay. The best the industry can hope for is a lessening of illegal downloading in
favor of the legal. The days of the general interest and well-stocked record store
is nearing its end. The era of a few powerful recorded music companies acting as
a cartel to control the production, distribution, and sale of recorded music may
not be at an end, and is doing everything it possibly can to avoid that fate, but it
has changed beyond all recognition in slightly over a decade. This might even be
an optimistic assertion. Steve Knopper, industry analyst and author, claims in his
recent book Appetite for Self-Destruction, that as of the end of 2008, “it sure feels
like the end is near” for the traditional RMI.18
The purpose of this chapter is to explain how and why things have changed
so rapidly in the recorded music industry. In addition, we will offer perspective on what the future of the recorded music industry is likely to look (and
sound) like. Historical context is necessary to understanding the present predicament of the RMI. In particular, a history of the relationships the record
industry has had with other media and with its customers will help demonstrate that the current crash has antecedents beyond the changes in technology of the last 10-20 years.

A Brief and Selective History of the Recorded Music Business
The senior Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote that “[music] is to the soul
what water is to the body.”19 Music can invoke powerful memories while
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simultaneously eliciting a vast array of emotions unique to and dependent
upon an individual’s own experience. These properties, among others, make
music perhaps the most abstract of all media. Music, like painting and sculpture, has for centuries been considered an art form. Of all the media, perhaps
only books and movies have such artistic cachet. But, more than any other
media form, music has the almost mystical powers of individualized impact.
Music is something that people can do themselves. Most people will never
write a book or produce movies, but most of us have participated in some
form of music making whether it be banging out teenage angst with three
chords and a guitar, being a member of a choir or chorus, playing an instrument in a school or garage band, or simply singing off-key in the shower or in
the car. More than any other medium, music belongs to the average person.
Because of the intimate connection of music and everyday experience, the
music business began its commercial rise by both presenting popular entertainers in touring stage shows and by selling sheet music of popular songs so
people could make their own music. The first time in human history that anyone could hear a sound, at least one that others could also hear, coming from
the ether without a wire and not directly from another person, animal, or object, was the first time they heard a “record” player. From the cylinders of the
Edison era to the many innovations of Berliner, Siemans, and many others,
a record player did not take long to become a must-have home appliance, at
least in the more prosperous homes in the country. Recording technology also
allowed the rustic “people’s music” originally labeled as “race” (blues, R&B,
jazz) and “hillbilly” (country, C&W) to reach a new, growing, and eventually
nationwide audience. By the mid-twentieth century the “Tin Pan Alley” and
Broadway tunes of the urban areas of the U.S., and particularly New York,
were joined by many other forms of both indigenous and borrowed music
from the rural areas of the nation where the bulk of the population lived at
that time.20
Of course, the commercialization and professionalization of radio in the
mid- and late 1920s was critical to these developments. Radio allowed people
all over the nation to hear both local and national talent. While the more
“raw” (or as some have said, more “authentic”) amateur voices were eventually all but banished from the nation’s airwaves, a considerable number of
people were able to make a good living as radio and recording artists.
Radio was an almost perfect medium for the transmission of music to a
mass audience because of its audio-only nature and the fact that advertisersupported broadcast radio was “free” to the consumer. Of course, the music
received by the early radio listeners was live, because recording technology
with reasonable quality was not available until after World War II, and few
stations had any incentive to play records when there was so much network
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and local live entertainment available. As tape became prominent after the
war, the broadcasting industry essentially won a battle with the American
Federation of Musicians, which broke the ban on and the stigma of playing
recorded material on radio.21

The Music/Radio Symbiosis
While the end of the dispute made recorded programming increasingly common on radio, other technological changes were to completely change the
nature of the radio and music industries. In 1949, Columbia introduced Peter
Goldmark’s 33 1/3 rpm Long Play (LP) recording format.22 The LP made it
possible for one record to have numerous songs or space for longer pieces,
i.e., as common in symphonic and some jazz music. The record-buying public
would no longer have to constantly change the old and relatively brittle 78
rpm records that had been the industry standard. The LP, of course, was necessary to the development of the concept of the “album” as a coherent single
piece of artistic expression, a concept that is declining in the download age.
Paralleling the 33 1/3 LP was RCA Victor’s development of the 45 rpm
format. These small and inexpensive “singles” were to become the medium
for the explosion in the popularity of recorded music among the young.23 In
addition, new and less expensive record players, eventually to include Hi-Fi
(high fidelity) and then stereo as standard, were allowing more and more
households to acquire record players. Indeed, having a “hi fi” or console stereo was a clear sign of the middle-class “good life” in the postwar explosion
of consumerism. Of course, another sign of the good life was the acquisition
of a television set.
The advent of television changed all existing media. General-interest
magazines (Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post, Collier’s, etc.) eventually folded
as they could not compete with a new medium that could bring both sound
and vision into the comforts of the household. The motion picture business
had to completely change its oligopolistic business structure because of the
advent of television and legal decisions (United States v. Paramount Pictures,
1948).24 The not-so-old studio system began to fade away and the product of
the industry became more specialized with particular appeal to the burgeoning youth market.
The youth market was also the salvation of both the record industry and
the radio business as television became, as it remains today, the most dominant home medium. The RMI began to actively promote a relatively diverse
group of artists to a growing youth market. Included were many artists that
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once would have been relegated to such sub-genres as race and hillbilly. Most
important, the mixture of R&B, country, and Tin Pan Alley resulted in the
new genre of “Rock ’n’ Roll” by the mid-1950s.25 While the beginnings of the
rock revolution inspired many budding musicians and led even more to go
see the music performed live, most of it was consumed on records purchased
in stores and played on the radio.
The enormous popularity and rapid expansion of television took an enormous toll on the traditional role of the radio industry, as the new medium
took away much of radio’s programming and a great deal of its audience.
Network radio, once the lifeblood of most major radio stations, withered
away as a programming source throughout the 1950s, leaving behind news,
sports, and a few talk/service programs. The soap operas, children’s programs,
and, especially, prime-time programs all faded away as television became the
primary home entertainment medium. Radio operators were forced to create
their own programs and attract new audiences to survive.
The beginning of the Rock era in music almost exactly parallels these
changes in radio. The new music was seen by many savvy radio operators,
both network and non-affiliated stations, as their salvation. Instead of the
expense of producing or acquiring programs, radio used one announcer, a
collection of singles, and blanket licenses from the ASCAP and BMI music
licensing organizations to make the Disc Jockey (DJ) and “Top 40” formats
the iconic radio images from that time forward.26 This switch to virtually all
recorded music formats in radio was heavily supported by the RMI once it
realized how sales of records and sales of tickets for appearances by the artists were spurred by radio airplay. The innovation of portable and transistor
radios and the increasing ubiquity of car radios also spurred the development
of music radio, particularly among the fast-growing baby boomer group of
young people.
The symbiotic relationship of the RMI to radio was further fueled by a
“Wild West” mentality that eventually was at least partially criminalized.
Many record companies and promoters were more than willing to compensate poorly paid and barely supervised DJs for playing certain records. Payola
was a welcome source of revenue for station personnel and, has been documented many times in historical and more popular accounts of the era, a key
factor in “breaking” any number of new musical acts to a wider audience.27
Clearly, such a system can only exist when there are both willing buyers and
sellers of a desirable project. The haphazard nature of this first period of payola is an example of an evolving industrial relationship; i.e., one with many
smaller entities attempting to break through to mainstream success. Many
radio stations, so long dependent on network programming, were attempting
to completely change their mode of operation in television’s wake. The RMI,
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with its relatively low barriers to entry for entrepreneurs, attracted an entirely
new type of businessperson . . . one who “hustled” and was willing to take
chances in terms of artists signed, the breaching of racial and socioeconomic
barriers, and any number of business practices. Whether involved in payola or
not, such labels as Sun, Chess, Imperial, Philles, Dot, Hi, and dozens of others
were able to carve out a space in a burgeoning new industry.
The symbiotic relationship of the recorded music industry and the radio
industry was well established by the late 1950s, and both industries entered a
long period of prosperity and popularity. Radio and records were the media
of teens and young adults by the 1960s, while television primarily was the
medium of young children, older adults, and families. The popularity of both
media to the young was fueled by the various shades and sub-genres of Rock
that became increasingly popular throughout the 1960s and beyond.

Stagnation and Recovery I
Although the period from approximately the mid-1950s to the late 1990s
were generally prosperous ones for the record business, the very excitement
and success of that industry led to periods of retrenchment, change, and
consolidation. For example, the success of early Rock ’n’ Roll triggered the
well documented backlash against many of the early rock stars because of
their alleged bad behavior and failure to conform to social norms and, just
as important from an industrial standpoint, the early promoters and producers of rock music. The results of this backlash were the cracking down on
payola; the hounding and legal troubles of such early notables as Jerry Lee
Lewis, Little Richard, Chuck Berry, and Alan Freed; and the attempt of major
companies tied into the larger entertainment business (ABC/Paramount,
CBS/Columbia, RCA/NBC) to stake out much larger shares of the popular
music business. These large corporations did this with much safer (i.e., cleancut, white) and mediagenic artists as the “teen idols” (Frankie Avalon, Paul
Anka, Pat Boone, et al.) who could also become popular television and motion picture personalities.28
The received wisdom is that this early period of stagnation ended with the
“British Invasion” of 1963-64 led by the Beatles and soon many other bands
and artists (The Rolling Stones, The Who, Donovan, Herman’s Hermits, et
al.) who, somewhat ironically, gained great success by their homages to many
of the R&B musicians so influential in the formation of Rock ’n’ Roll or,
paradoxically, by their appeal to the folk revival or teen idol fads of the early
1960s. While this received wisdom is incomplete, ignoring, for example, the
rise of Bob Dylan and others in the emerging “folk-rock” genre, the Beach
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Boys and their intricate pop sound, the pop/R&B of Motown, and even the
“Countrypolitan” sounds coming out of Nashville, there is no doubt that the
British invasion was a major part of the rapid changes taking place in the RMI
in the 1960s and 1970s.29
Another key event in the RMI’s revival was the increasing recognition of the
album as a coherent music statement rather than just a couple of singles and
filler. Rock criticism in the pages of Crawdaddy, Creem, and Rolling Stone encouraged serious consideration of popular music as an important component
of the arts in more and more mainstream publications. The fact that many
artists were now songwriters as well as musicians was another major change
as the power of songwriters and songwriting “factories” (e.g., Brill Building)
went into steady decline as power moved inexorably to artists, their managers, and producers. While the “Top 40” formats popularized in the 1950s by
Gordon McLendon and others remained popular for many years to come, the
radio industry tracked the changes in the recorded music by introducing new
sub-genres of Rock such as AOR (album oriented rock), Urban (i.e., R&B and
soul aimed primarily at black audiences), etc.30
The popularization of FM transmission, with its superior sound and multiplexing possibilities (i.e., stereo radio) was another major boon to both music
and radio’s popularity in this time period. The superior sound of FM and the
consequent growth in the sales of better radio receivers and home and car
stereos, with first eight-track tape and later cassette players, all spurred the
record industry to new heights of popularity and profits.

Stagnation and Recovery II
By the mid- and late 1970s, the record industry was again in a slump due to
its own business practices and demographic changes in society. The aging of
the baby boomer generation negatively affected the sale of albums and singles
during this time. Artists who at one time had been a beneficiary of youth appeal (e.g., Rod Stewart, Paul McCartney, and country artists such as Charlie
Rich and Kenny Rogers) became bland MOR (middle-of-the-road) artists.
These moves were successful in the short run, but further alienated the core
customers of recorded music. There may not have been as many young people
as a few years early, but they still bought music far out of proportion to their
numbers. Disco music, while wildly popular in clubs, was a poor genre for
sales (with some major exceptions) and, to many observers, seemed to spell
an end to the serious AOR of previous years.31
Another factor in this period of decline was radio programming. Music
selection had been essentially taken out of the hand of idiosyncratic, hard-to-
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control, and even corrupt DJs and shifted to Program Directors (PDs). As
part of management, PDs were much too risk averse to “break” music that
had not already been vetted by trade industry charts and the growing profession of music consultants who devised formats that sounded greatly alike
from market to market. The homogenized sound of radio was a serious turnoff to many listeners and potential record buyers.32
The RMI was increasingly vilified for these changes. By the end of the
1970s, six major record labels (EMI, Sony, BMG, PolyGram, WEA and MCA)
dominated domestic and international record sales. Many of the once innovative independent record companies had gone out of business or were
acquired by one of the Big 6. While more competitive than other oligopolistic
industries of the day (the broadcast television networks, the domestic auto
industry), the six majors followed the typically oligopolistic pattern of a lack
of innovation (i.e., even disco music originated with smaller companies) and
what many regard as price gouging. Even during the recessionary years of the
late 1970s and early 1980s, the majors continued to raise the price of their
product to an audience that was less and less responsive to its wares. Major
retail chains, often located in shopping malls, were the places where most
people purchased music and these retailers had little incentive or were even
prohibited from reducing the retail price of recorded music when there was
so little competition for sales. For music consumers, it was definitely a time
of “take it or leave it” with many choosing the latter.33
The 1980s recovery of the record industry was fueled by three major factors. First, the rise of rap/hip-hop and the many sub-genres derived from this
music was a major spur to record sales. New artists, producers, and record
companies (Def Jam, Sugar Hill, Death Row, etc.) created an excitement in
the industry not seen since the 1950s. While the commodification of rap was
to come, the new music, initially disdained by white-controlled businesses
and many radio stations, became part of the emerging American zeitgeist of
combinations of existing forms into something new . . . whether in music,
sexuality, gender, race, or other cultural touchstones.34
Second, MTV was a huge boon to the recorded music industry as television, for the first time, became popular among the youth who contribute so
mightily to record sales. While actual viewership of MTV was relatively limited, the new channel had a power much greater than such viewership would
suggest. Within just a few years, the idea of music as a visual as well as an
aural medium was well established. MTV and the artists it favored received
enormous attention from other media. Even the negative attention the network received (i.e., “corroding” young minds; sexist, racist, and misogynistic
content) was a spur to sales just as such criticisms of early Rock ’n’ Roll
had made that music more desirable by the young in a previous generation.
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Sales of traditional albums and singles, as well as music videos, soared in the
1980s due in part to the power of MTV. MTV not only inspired other cable
music channels (CMT, Ted Turner’s Cable Music Channel, and VH-1, its
own spin-off network), it also legitimized music as important to the entire
television and motion picture industries. By the early 1990s, for example, the
placement of music in programs or movies was a growing source of promotion and revenue for the music business. MTV, of course, was also in the first
wave of niche cable programming services that demonstrated that a combination of cable subscriber fees and advertising (i.e., the dual revenue stream)
could generate enormous sums of money and make cable competitive with
broadcast television.35
The third major factor in the record business’s 1980s revival was the innovation of the compact disc (CD). CDs became enormously popular within
months after their commercial introduction in the U.S. in 1983.36 Anyone
who visited a record store in the mid-1980s was likely to see CDs on the
counter and out of their sleeves to emphasize their durability and small size.
Although many disagreed, CDs were also advertised as providing better (i.e.,
digital) sound quality than LPs. Whether or not the quality of a CD was superior to that of an LP was not an issue that weighed heavily, if at all, in the
minds of most consumers.
As has been demonstrated time and again in the history of media technology, an innovation with demonstrably lesser quality (e.g., VHS, RCA color
television service) is often the winner in the marketplace. The reasons for this
range from the market power of manufacturers to political decision making
to simply an audience preference for the convenience of a new medium at
the expense of quality. In short, audiophiles complained about the quality of
CDs in the 1980s while the mass of consumers swarmed to this new method
of distributing music. In fact, a major impetus for the growth of CD sales was
the replacement market, where people who were older than traditional record
buyers purchased CD copies of their old albums. The creation of this replacement market was recognized by Billboard and other analysts of the industry
with the creation of new charts that tracked “catalog” sales.37

The Comeuppance
The major increases in revenues and profits for the recorded music industry
in the 1980s and 1990s were not sustainable. This is to be expected of an industry that has always operated within up-and-down cycles of success. These
cycles are particularly pronounced because of the particular resonance of demographic and cultural changes on the music business. The difference in the
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next (and current) slump was that there seemed to be no way for the industry
to extricate itself and reach another upswing in the cycle.
Digitalization that had been the key to the conversion to the CD format
became a serious problem when digital files became widely available on the
Internet. Television increasingly became a competitor rather than an enabler
for the industry as its power to break artists and spur sales became increasingly important to recording artists. Video games, ringtones, Internet radio,
and other websites (MySpace, YouTube, etc.) were all to become new ways
in which the music consumer could find what she or he desired. In addition, many artists in the burgeoning rap and alternative rock genres found
ever increasing ways of circumventing the power of the industry. Obviously,
the reasons for the recent downfall of the RMI are numerous and complex,
but can be summarized principally as a failure of the industry to understand
its primary customer, a lack of understanding that had the effect of further
alienating that customer.
The fact is that there has never been a particularly good relationship between the consumers of music and the record industry. While price gouging
and a failure to release desirable music are important components of this
attitude, there are others. Since the beginning of serious music criticism in
the 1960s and, in some cases even back to the early payola scandals, the RMI
has been portrayed in a negative way. This portrayal eventually spread to the
mainstream media and became part of the conventional wisdom. Record
companies were regarded as being run primarily by people who knew or
cared little for music or the artists who made it. The companies were part of
giant out-of-touch corporations that “screwed” both artists and the public.38
With a few exceptions (e.g., , the Ertegun brothers at Atlantic, David Geffen
in his early career with Asylum, Clive Davis in his later career with Arista and
J Records, and several of the independent rock and rap producers such as
Russell Simmons and Rick Rubin), people in the record industry were treated
much more negatively in the press than even people in other media industries. These negative perceptions rarely applied to recording artists who, no
matter how much money they made, were seen as being at the mercy of rapacious and oligopolistic record companies. Artists such as the Beatles, Rolling
Stones, Prince, Madonna, and Pearl Jam who established (or were granted)
their own “independent” record companies or had long-running battles with
their labels were considered to be heroes because they supposedly won their
battles against the big labels. In the late 1970s, artists like Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers gained great credibility by protesting the raising of retail prices,
a move paralleled by Pearl Jam’s battle against Ticketmaster in the 1990s.39 In
other words, the record industry for all its success had few defenders among
its customer base or even among most recording artists.
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This alienation became even more pronounced in the late 1980s and 1990s
as it became evident that the major record companies continued to raise the
cost of music to the consumer while their own costs (i.e., the cost of physical
production of a compact disc is lower than that of a vinyl record) dropped.
In addition, in a repeat of historic industry practice, a new wave of pre-teenoriented “boy-” and “girl-” bands and artists (e.g., Spice Girls, N Sync, Backstreet Boys, Britney Spears) appeared, to the dismay of many slightly older
customers. This was combined with a seemingly cavalier attitude toward older
artists and new artists that led to another round of content bashing.40
At the same time that these primarily singles artists were popular, the industry reduced the number of single recordings available. This meant that
fans would have to buy an entire album to get the one or two songs they
wanted. This was a particular issue for children and teens who had less disposable income than adults and further alienated them from the industry.41
Even Country music radio and record labels, which had a long tradition of
keeping artists active on the chart for decades, began to discard pioneers of
the genre (Johnny Cash, George Jones, Loretta Lynn, et al.) in favor of “hat
acts” and pop-flavored artists and songs. However, this time the audience had
an alternate to reducing or eliminating their purchases only to reinvigorate
them a few years later.

Diffusion and Relative Advantage
One of the lessons that can be learned from a study of the research on diffusion of innovations and, more particularly in terms of media innovations, is
that software is by far the most important factor to the consumer. Hardware
may be an essential conduit but has minimal intrinsic value to the majority of
consumers. Hardware or to be more exact the medium itself is only important
insomuch as it provides the content (software) that the consumer desires.
This is a rather broad simplification, but an important one. This is because the
history of the media industries is replete with failed hardware that appealed
to a relatively small portion of “mediaphiles.” Landfills are (or were) the final
destination of many once heralded technologies (e.g., Betamax, LaserDiscs,
AM stereo).
Of course, there are many reasons that a new innovation becomes popular
in the marketplace. Cost and accessibility are important components of diffusion. Another key is relative advantage.42 This is where the consumer/user accepts a new technology as a replacement for an existing one because it is seen
as better than the previous technology. Relative advantage leads to a substitution effect, which, not surprisingly, is much greater if there is a cost advantage
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with the new innovation. Most innovations, of course, both cost more than
existing technology and are more difficult to use. Both of these factors tend
to impede diffusion. However, in the case of recorded music, the innovation
of downloading already had a distinct cost advantage over the traditional way
of acquiring music. In addition, the main audience for recorded music had
minimal difficulty in using the new technology/distribution mechanism of
digital downloading. In fact, these advantages were so pronounced that the
recorded music industry was totally unprepared to do anything but lash out
at its best customers.
Piracy has long been a concern of and problem for the recorded music
industry. Technological innovations in audio recording long before the commercialization of the Internet made it relatively easy to copy material. Piracy
is estimated to cost the economy more than the total value of the entire recording industry as well as tens of thousands of jobs and millions of dollars in
lost tax revenues.43 The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA),
the major trade/lobbying group for the RMI has long spent considerable
resources on fighting copyright infringement. Before the Internet became
ubiquitous, a major issue for the record business was home taping, a concern
that grew as tape became a near universal audio accessory that allowed for
the creation, trading, and selling of copied music. Tape also allowed music
consumers to become their own “programmers” through the creation of
mix tapes, and for artists to create and distribute “demo tapes” to fans and
potential employers. Of course, both of these reduced the economic power
of the record business. These concerns became more pronounced with the
introduction of Digital Audio Tape (DAT) in the late 1980s. DAT allowed
for the creation of “perfect” digital copies of copyrighted material. The
RIAA was unable to stop DAT, but was able to gain relief through the Audio
Home Recording Act of 1992 that forced the new medium to include anticircumvention processes to limit copying and to pay fees to the record industry to make up for potential lost revenues.44 The industry was further
protected by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 1998 which,
among other provisions, raised the penalties for violating copyright via the
Internet and criminalized the breaking of anti-circumvention codes even if
no copyright infringement occurred.45
Obviously, copyright protection is an important and valid concern as the
protection of intellectual property is one of the cornerstones of the entertainment industry. In a capitalist economy individuals and corporations have the
right to profit from their efforts to create intellectual property. While we cannot dispute the legal rights of any industry to protect its property from illegal
piracy, the recording industry made some very bad decisions in its effort to
combat the problem.
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Napster was the key player at the beginning of the change in the fortunes of
the recorded music industry upon its introduction in June 1999. Developed
primarily by Sean Fanning, Napster allowed for the trading of music files via
the Internet.46 Napster had near immediate appeal for the young. More specifically, Napster had particular resonance with college students as they were
more likely than others at that time to have access to relatively powerful computers and fast Internet connections, have the “know-how” to use the service,
and to have a strong interest in music. Napster’s message was clear—Get the
type of music you want free and also make a statement to the recording industry that it was no longer meeting your needs. Obviously, the free music angle
was the strongest motivator, but the political statement about the industry
being made should not be ignored. As discussed, the RMI has a long history
of alienating its best customers.47

The Industry Responds to Downloading
Although the RIAA had legislative success in the 1990s, earlier judicial decisions on copyright were a potential problem as it attempted to fight downloading. The U.S. Supreme Court had affirmed the right of consumers to copy
recorded materials for personal use in the landmark Sony v. Universal case of
1982, when the Court ruled that VCRs did not violate copyrights just by their
presence in the marketplace.48 The RIAA adopted the tactic that this was a
much different situation because Napster existed almost solely for the violation of legitimate copyrights and seriously undermined record sales. After all,
argued the industry, what else was Napster for but the distribution of such
copyrights without paying fees? The other problem was that Napster ran its
service with centralized servers to connect music “traders.” The argument was
ultimately successful as the original Napster was found to be in violation of
copyright laws in 2001 by the U.S. Court of Appeals (9th Circuit), and consequently closed down.49
The RIAA’s victory in the Napster case was not as great a victory as the
industry might have hoped. Other services that did not use centralized servers but rather allowed users a “hands-off” conduit (software) to share files
person-to-person (P2P) such as Grokster, KaZaA, and Morpheus were soon
available to everyone that had access to a computer and a relatively fast Internet connection. The RIAA, along with the motion picture industry, filed a
copyright infringement suit against Grokster. Grokster’s argument that it was
not guilty of infringement because it did not store or transfer music was successful at the federal appeals level, but dismissed by the U.S. Supreme Court in
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2005. Writing for the majority, Justice Souter said that it was “unmistakable”
that the primary intent of Grokster was to facilitate illegal acts.50
Unfortunately for the recorded music industry, the proverbial “cat was out
of the bag.” By the time of the industry’s court victories, tens of millions of
people had downloaded music files from the Internet, with over 20 million
estimated to have done so as early as 2001.51 Digital downloading behavior
was ingrained in vast numbers of primarily young people, many of whom
were not willing to give up such activity regardless of what the courts or the
industry told them. More and more file sharing services became available,
with some based offshore to avoid U.S. law. In essence, Napster, Grokster, and
the others had taught an entire generation of recorded music’s formerly best
customers that stealing was not wrong when it was from a large impersonal
record company.52 The normalization of both legal and illegal downloading
was further enhanced by the growing number of artists who encouraged
downloading and made their music available on MySpace, their personal
websites, and other places on the vast Internet. Using the Internet to acquire
music, whether legal or not, became the standard by the early 2000s for an
entire generation of people between middle school and college age, a normalization that was unlikely to be reversed as this group aged.
The RIAA’s legal actions on file sharing were successful, but their other
tactic of aggressively going after those who illegally downloaded was a public
relations disaster. Between 2003 and 2008 the RIAA adopted a program of
seeking legal action against P2P downloads. By the end of the program, an
estimated 30,000 people in the U.S. had faced legal action.53 The problem was
that the publicity for seeking legal action against large pirates was virtually
non-existent. Rather, the people who were prosecuted for illegal downloading were almost always college students, minors, or even “average” moms and
dads, people who almost always generated a great deal of sympathy. The RIAA
increasingly looked and acted like a bully. This image was reinforced by the
recording industry’s refusal to come up with a convenient and cost friendly
way to implement a pay downloading service.
The RIAA attempted to reach an accommodation with Napster in 2000.
Several industry observers believe such a deal would have been a win/win
for the then Big 5 and the consumer and a way for the industry to quickly
adapt to new technology. Although details are relatively scant, no agreement
was reached in part because the Big 5 supposedly wanted too much control
over the service and wanted to limit the degree to which consumers could
use Napster.54 After Napster was forced to close down in 2001, the industry
introduced two new download-for-pay subscription services. Press Play was
backed by Sony, Universal, and EMI while Music Net was backed by EMI,
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Warner, and BMG. The fact that these services did not have music from all the
Big 5, and only a limited amount of independent music, was a major problem. The individual corporations in the Big 5 were in essence at war among
themselves and with their potential customers. In addition to their limited
offerings, both of these services had severe limits on the number of copies and
downloads a customer could have as well as strict prohibitions on storage of
downloaded tracks on hard drives. An audience that was not accustomed to
such “hassles” rejected both services.55 Former RIAA President Hilary Rosen
believes that these failures were when the industry “lost the users. That’s when
we went from music having real value in people’s minds, to music having no
economic value, just emotional value.”56
Despite Rosen’s view, a new way of having people pay for music was on the
horizon. Apple’s iTunes Store, online in 2003, was a major breakthrough in
the history of the RMI—one that the industry was not particularly happy with
but had no choice but to support. Apple is a company noted for innovation
and style, and one that has developed a virtual cult following among a proportion of the population and among the press. Apple introduced its first iPod
digital music player in 2001. The advantages of this device over portable cassette recorders and CD players in terms of size and capacity were immediately
obvious.57 The iPod is one of the most transformative media technologies of
the first decade of the twenty-first century because it is a key factor in making
downloading music from the Internet a normal activity of an ever increasing
number of people of all ages.
The iTunes Store, of course, is the major engine for the success of the iPod
by offering an ever increasing amount and diversity of music and video for
sale for relatively low prices on an à la carte basis. While the record industry
was fighting its consumers and, just as important, dithering with developing
its own music download services, such companies as Apple, Amazon, and
Yahoo! have become distributors of choice for millions of people all over the
world.

Parallels with the Past
While it’s easy to criticize the RIAA and its members for poor decision making and failure to adapt, criticism that obviously is merited, one should keep
in mind we can only point out the RMI’s mistakes in retrospect. After all,
as the first media industry to be forever changed by new media technology,
mistakes were to be expected. After all, the record business was setting sales
and revenue records in the 1990s and, no doubt, the good times seemed as if
they would go on forever.
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Additionally, other media industries have also had bad experiences with
technological adaptation. Perhaps the best example is the failure of the motion picture industry to better cope with the introduction of television in the
late 1940s. Rather than seeing the production of television programming as
an extension of the box office, the movie industry did all it could to hamstring
television’s early programming by refusing to produce programming and,
most disastrously, failing to invest in the new medium as station and network
owners.58
The motion picture industry failed to understand the substitution effect
and the relative advantage that the public saw in and received from television.
For those who had the money to buy a television set, the new medium was the
replacement for going to the movies. Combine this with the rise of suburbanization, which prevented easy access to the downtown-based movie theaters
and other entertainment and it is easy in retrospect to see why television was
so popular so soon.
The failure of the movie industry to grasp the importance of the television
industry was combined with the existing relationships the radio industry had
with the federal government as licensees. This relationship made it relatively
easy for the radio stations to apply for and receive most of the early television
licenses. After all, it was all broadcasting, a federally licensed “public interest”
industry.
As for programming, the early television providers at both the local and
national levels transferred programs from radio and supplemented them with
relatively inexpensive but visually interesting programming such as sports,
cooking programs, and demonstrations of various types. The refusal of the
motion picture industry to cooperate had no measurable effect on the popularity of the new medium. By the mid-1950s, of course, most of the movie
studios were program suppliers to the broadcast television networks as the
motion picture industry adapted to the new media environment of the day.59
Although the movies’ power and influence on American life has never again
been as powerful as it once was, the industry continues to prosper and set box
office records.60
The traditional power and influence of the recorded music industry has
similarly lost its once-strong hold on a large segment of the population.
Technological change and diffusion are obviously the most important factors.
However, the failure of the industry to understand that their role in getting
music to listeners was always fragile because of the arrogance and bad publicity with which the RMI has long suffered. There was little public or policy
loyalty to the industry when the apocalypse came.
Unless one owns stock in or works for a major record company, there is
no particular reason to mourn the present situation in the industry. These are
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still large international corporations that have further consolidated into the
now Big 4 of Universal, Sony BMG, Warner, and EMI. While their traditional
oligopolistic power over what we listen to has been breached and devalued,
they remain the primary power in the industry in terms of the commercial
packaging of artists. They are still the major components of the star-making
apparatus in music. The Big 4 continue to generate enormous amounts of
money and dominate the worldwide music business, controlling approximately 80% of the U.S. and 70% of the world market for recorded music, a
market worth approximately $30 billion.61

A Cloudy Future
The problem for the Big 4 is that this packaging is no longer a near monopoly.
Major artists can and have completely bypassed traditional record companies to sign “360” deals. On the retail level, stores devoted exclusively to
new releases are rapidly disappearing and even the big box powerhouses like
Walmart, Best Buy, and Target are reducing shelf space for recorded music
and are demanding and receiving more exclusives and special promotional
considerations from the industry. Apple continues to dominate the music
download industry, with the Big 4 having apparently failed in their collective
and individual efforts to create their own digital distribution channels.
The RMI needs to create new and exploit existing revenue streams if it is
ever to pull itself out of its ongoing reversal of fortune. Recent efforts to force
radio stations to pay for the music they play, rather than getting virtual carte
blanche to play what they wish under the ASCAP and BMI licenses, are a potential source of new revenue.62 Of course, broadcasters vigorously oppose this
and have a considerably more powerful political lobby. However, the recording industry has several supporters in the Obama administration that might
counterbalance the power of the broadcasters.63 Such a move could also sever
the symbiotic relationship of music and radio with detrimental consequences
for both parties. Of course, the recent bankruptcy of Citadel Broadcasting and
the continuing economic problems in the radio industry make it clear that the
long and fruitful relationship might need to be rethought.64
The record business will also have to spend at least as much effort on encouraging legal digital downloading as it does fighting illegal downloading.
The RIAA’s so-called “educational” program of taking legal action against
downloading is now over and should never be repeated.65 The industry will
have to spend considerable resources on teaching people of all ages that
downloading is a legal, convenient, and cost-effective way of acquiring music.
If it fails to do this, the industry is likely to continue its decline.
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The RMI will have to realize that a large proportion of music acquisition
will remain free to consumers whether by legal or illegal means. While the
advocates of ending copyrights for digital files such as the Electronic Frontier
Foundation and other analysts and observers will find little support among
the Big 4 or most independent labels,66 the industry does need to do a better
job of adapting to the new reality by working more closely with advertisers
to offer free music. This includes more revenue sharing with outlets that use
music as a major component of their business, whether that is YouTube or
Pandora or Guitar Hero video games or ringtones or even concert T-shirt
sales. The point is that there are now nearly “endless access points for music”
and the industry will have to be involved with as many of these as possible.67
Industry observer Gerd Leonhard has written that “music [is] like water”
and the only thing the industry can do is “monetize the existing behavior of
the user” by developing a way of metering music use and charging for it like
water or other utilities.68 While this seems to be a long-range plan at best,
there is sentiment for there to be surcharges on cable and Internet bills to
compensate the industry.69 Whether there is political support for these ideas
in time is an open question but knowing how slow the wheels of government
often turn and how tax-averse Americans have become, the prognosis for
either scheme is problematic at best.
The Big 4 are likely to become a Big 3 or even a Big 2 in the near future as
so many of its traditional business functions, particularly in terms of distribution, have been replaced. This assumes that the Antitrust Division of the
U.S. Justice Department remains as somnolent as it has been for the last thirty
years. The future of the Big 4 (or the Big 3 or even Big 2 of the near future)
as separate corporate entities is shaky at best with mergers or absorption by
other entertainment industry giants a likely future. For example, a merger
of Live Nation (already merged with Ticketmaster) with one of the current
Big 4 would create a potentially powerhouse horizontally integrated entertainment company. The acquisition of a Big 4 member as an adjunct of an
already existing media company (shades of the once joint ownership of CBS
and Columbia Records) such as News Corp. or Time Warner would give the
parent company access to the contracts and catalog of a considerable amount
of valuable recordings that they now have to license.
Anderson’s long-tail hypothesis says that the media future is a multitude of
digital products being perpetually available even if they sale only a few units
per tracking period.70 Since digital storage has little cost, a company can prosper with low sales over a long period of time and also by charging more for
specialized offerings. Because of the potential of making profits with the long
tail, the continued decrease in the overall value of record companies likely
will contribute to such mergers and acquisitions. The trend of divestiture of
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record companies by corporate parents such as Time Warner’s spin-off/sale
of the Warner Music Group could easily be reversed.
We need to be careful not to overemphasize the shift of power from industry to consumer that seems to be a major byproduct of the changes in the recorded music industry. There is little doubt that any power accruing to media
consumers will be countered by changes at the industrial level. The changes
in the RMI over the last decade are as much or more about a shuffling of corporate power as a democratizing of music or more emphasis on “grassroots”
music production, although there has been more of both.
The bottom line is there will always be a need for professionals backed
by large sums of money to package artists, oversee and produce recordings,
publicize and market those recordings, and release (distribute) them to consumers through whatever means available. There will also always be a need for
professional musicians to have some level of protection for their intellectual
property and having assistance in reaching their public. In short, there will
always be a robust market for recorded music produced on an industrial scale.
However, that scale has been permanently altered.
The example of the motion picture industry of the 1950s and 1960s is instructive. That industry eventually abandoned the studio system with its thousands of employees and high fixed costs in favor of becoming packagers of motion picture and television products. The companies that remain in the RMI
will have to similarly become “consumer marketing companies” to survive.71
There is no longer a viable long-term market for a recorded music industry
that is solely about the production and distribution of recorded music.
The way that music gets to consumers has forever been changed as has the
industrial structure that for so long almost completely dominated the business. The radio/music symbiosis is being challenged. Digital downloads, both
legal and otherwise, are here to stay, as are the myriad other ways we can
obtain music. Recent technological change related to digitalization and the
Internet has led to obvious advantages to music consumers and the music artist who can learn to exploit the new world of the recorded music industry.
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7
Changes and Challenges
in the Print Industry
The New Landscape
of the Print Media
Steven Phipps

O

as they are usually defined,
the medium of print is the oldest. In spite of a host of innovations
that have improved the medium since its inception, print technology has
remained surprisingly stable for centuries. Now, new digital methods stand
poised to transform the print media into something entirely different, and no
one knows for sure what form its ultimate incarnation will take.
F ALL THE MAJOR FORMS OF MODERN MASS MEDIA

Development of the Print Industry
The printing of books was, of course, prefaced by handwritten production of
manuscripts. Texts were committed to scrolls of parchment, papyrus, or vellum, as well as inscriptions in marble, impressions in pottery, and jottings on
sheets of parchment. During the period of the Roman empire, libraries were
established in order to house the collected intelligence of the then-known
world in the form of, for the most part, handwritten scrolls.
By the third century BCE, an alternative to the scroll was already in limited
use. Someone reasoned that stacking individual sheets atop one another and
stitching them together along one edge would result in a greatly improved
format. The radical new media technology that resulted became known as the
codex, from the Latin caudex. Unlike the scroll, the codex facilitated quick
and easy access to any particular page. As a result, the world’s first randomaccess media format had been created.
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The oldest extant codex has been dated to about 100 CE,1 but scrolls were
used throughout the Roman Empire until a gradual displacement began to
occur in the third century. By that time, early Christians were popularizing
the codex as their words spread around the Mediterranean. The result was
that the form achieved widespread adoption.2
Mass communication histories have tended to claim that book production
moved directly from scribal production to production by printers with no
intervening process. One observer points out,3 however, that this view omits
what she calls “a previous move from scriptoria to stationers’ shops.” During
the twelfth century, approximately three centuries before the introduction of
printing in Europe, lay stationers began to replace monastic scribes.
Books were still produced by a handwritten process, but in the context of
a factory-like system. For that reason, stationers’ shops could be viewed as
the first media businesses in the modern sense. No longer were books created
only as personal expression. Now, for the first time, they had become massproduced products created by collective commercial endeavor.
By the fifteenth century, the popularization of printing by Johann Gutenberg in Germany forever changed the complexion of Western society. No
longer were the scriptures reserved for an elite few. As the tenets of reformers
like Martin Luther were committed to print, the Reformation changed the
fabric of European society and culture. Gutenberg’s printing process inaugurated what could arguably be termed the first medium truly designed for the
masses. As a result, the printed material that soon flooded Europe radically
altered the church, science, politics, and the arts.
America’s first printed book is generally said to have been a nearly 300page volume titled The Whole Book of Psalmes, commonly referred to as the
Bay Psalm Book. This book was published in 1640 in the Massachusetts Bay
colony, but its publication did not inaugurate anything like a flourishing
publishing industry.
On the whole, printing was slow to develop in colonial America as compared to England. This was primarily because of two factors:4 First of all,
America lacked a sufficiently large population in concentrated areas to support the purchase of expensive books. Second, full-scale publishing of books
of substantial caliber required ample capital that would need to be repaid
quickly. Book publishing was not an industry that lent itself well to rapid
return on investment.
For these reasons, it was generally more cost effective to simply import
enough books from England to satisfy the colonies’ relatively paltry needs
than to encourage indigenous printing. A colonial publisher would have been
reluctant to invest in high quality publication of a major book title as long as
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a local bookstore could easily import a small number of copies of a similar
title published in England and gain immediate sales.
By the 1790s this picture had begun to change. This was mainly because
of the break with England, but also because a few enterprising and forwardthinking American publishers had begun to take measures to protect investments in publishing ventures.
Benjamin Day, credited with the introduction of the first “penny press”
newspaper in 1833, envisioned a newspaper that could support itself from ad
sales far more readily than by subscriptions. A low copy price, he reasoned,
would support a large readership. A large readership, in turn, would enhance
the paper’s attractiveness to advertisers and this, in turn, could enable him to
increase ad rates.
This fundamental concept is immediately analogous to that of Ted Turner
in the mid-1970s. Turner pioneered the use of telecommunication satellites to
distribute television programming to cable systems, who would in turn route
that programming to their subscribers.
If his nondescript UHF TV station in Atlanta made its signal available to
cable systems all over the country by satellite, Turner reasoned, the increased
viewership would enhance the value of advertising, and increased ad sales
could be used to fund more attractive programming. This would, in turn,
further enhance the value of advertising on his fledgling superstation and later
cable networks.
In much the same way, Benjamin Day made far more money in the newspaper industry by dramatically decreasing his prices. As the demand for his
newspaper rose, he could more readily offer the public just the type of entertainment they wanted. As he did so, circulation would continue to rise, and
so would the ad rates.
Benjamin Day forever altered the face of the print media in much the same
way as had Ted Turner with satellite-distributed cable TV beginning in the
mid-1970s. Those alterations sent ripples through not only the newspaper
industry but the entire realm of book publishing as well. For the same reasons that the penny press quickly gained ground as a true mass medium, the
book industry began to reorganize along the lines of profitability and mass
acceptance.
As the publishing industry, along with advanced distributed networks,
began to develop, so did the demand for certain titles and authors. The best
seller in the nineteenth century was the Bible, followed by Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin. In the latter half of the century, “dime novels” and paperbacks were huge sellers.
As a result, promotion began to take on a life of its own. The book industry
was extensively rationalized in the early twentieth century. By this time, the
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lone individual publisher had all but vanished except in small niche markets.
Bank financing, sophisticated promotional tactics, and literary agents all
played important roles by this point. The paperback market, which traces its
beginnings to the nineteenth century, greatly expanded after World War II.
Modern trends in book publishing include mergers (a current driving force
in all major media) and online sales.
As a result of the developments outlined above, the requisite economic and
cultural factors were in place by the end of the twentieth century to allow for
continued growth and development in the print industry. By the end of the
first decade of the twenty-first century, however, monumental changes in the
media landscape in general were beginning to threaten the status quo, with
revolutionary implications for the traditional print industry.

The Shift to Digital and its Potential for the Future
Audio and video media have increasingly been moving toward a new system
of production, storage, distribution, and delivery of content. That system is
dependent on two essential components: dependence on digital forms for all
aspects of both visual and aural media, and use of an interactive content-ondemand system, which in turn facilitates access and payment, where payment
is necessary. In the future, essential components of this system can be expected to be applied to what has formerly been known as the print media.
Revolutionary change in the former print media can be expected once three
vital processes are in place. First, producers, distributors, and consumers of
materials formerly made available only through print must come to recognize
the value of digital-based “virtual” books, magazines, and newspapers as viable forms. Second, hardware must become widely available that will make
electronic reading more attractive than the reading of paper-based materials.
Third, a complex combination of legal and economic issues must be addressed.
Already, electronically distributed digital text-based media are beginning
to supplant traditional print as the media of choice in some applications.
Newspapers are feeling the pinch, largely because of competition from the
Internet. Print newspapers depend primarily on revenue from advertising.
Newspaper ad revenues have been sharply down,5 but what is not clear is to
what extent this is due to the economic recession as opposed to Web-based
competition.6
The viability of print newspaper advertising is, of course, tied to the value
of the newspaper as a primary news source. Because the Internet offers instant access to frequently updated news reports, print newspapers’ trust in
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older advertising models is being undermined.7 Talk of charging for access to
content placed online by print-based newspapers is being revived,8 although
newspaper websites would then have to compete with television stations and
networks, which typically offer online news for free.
Extensive discussion both in the news media and in Congress have centered
on a perceived need for saving what might be a dying newspaper industry.9
Even where newspapers are still showing a profit, that profit appears to be
in decline rather than in growth mode.10 At the same time, the future for the
traditional print-based newspaper is uncertain. While some might see this as
a non-issue since new media can be expected to rush in to fill the void, critics
of this perspective point out that relatively little original reporting is initiated
by websites.11
The Google Books initiative may have served to encourage public acceptance of ebooks, simply because of its high visibility and because of the expansive scope (about seven million books by the end of 2009) of the project.
Controversies surrounding Google Books have perhaps served as the best
example of the sort of convulsions that have been rocking the print industry
as the result of the emergence of digital forms.
These controversies resulted in a class action lawsuit filed by publishers and
writers, with preliminary approval of a settlement granted by the court late in
2009. A primary concern raised in the lawsuit was Google’s dominance over
its ebook initiative.
The company has partnered with a number of major libraries in its efforts
to scan books and other printed materials. In their haste to participate in the
digital learning community, however, libraries may have overlooked the fact
that Google’s expansive project is, after all, part of a profit-making venture by
a single company.
In general, access to books, magazines, and other printed materials included in Google Books varies. Degree of access ranges from barely more than
a mention, with links to possible print version suppliers, to complete access
in online and even downloadable form. Factors that determine access have to
do with whether the book or other item is out of print and whether it is still
protected by copyright.
In the short term, the mere presence of Google Books might accomplish
much in terms of publicizing and popularizing ebooks and ebook options. In
the long run, however, even the availability of public domain titles for free via
Google Books might exert some negative impact on the economic viability of
the ebook industry. This is because publishers who are dependent, at least in
part, on public domain materials could be effectively denied the opportunity
to republish them at a profit.
The well-known 2003 Supreme Court case known as Eldred v. Ashcroft12
examined the constitutionality of the Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension
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Act. The case highlighted the fact that some print-based publishers make at
least part of their living by reprinting formerly copyrighted works that have
entered the public domain.
If all public domain printed materials become freely downloadable through
Google Books, one could easily envision such publishers being forced out
of business entirely. This could only be expected to happen once the use of
handheld ebook readers becomes commonplace.

Challenges and Issues Surrounding the Switch to Digital Forms
Several factors have hindered the widespread adoption of handheld ebook
reader devices until recently. Certainly one such factor has been a general
unfamiliarity with those hardware options that already exist. The public has
tended to confuse reading from a handheld ebook reader with the uncomfortable process of attempting to extensively read text from the screen of a typical
desktop computer.
Handheld ebook reader device adoption has also been hindered by dependence on proprietary formats even for public domain titles. Rather than
pursuing an open source model, the ebook reader industry has, until very
recently, been typically characterized by the lack of a reader that will directly
accept commonly used file formats. A vast number of public domain texts are
freely available in txt (text) or PDF (Adobe Acrobat “Portable Document”)
formats through such Web initiatives as Google Books, Internet Archives, and
Project Gutenberg.
Handheld readers, however, have generally demanded the use of formats
unique to that particular device. In some cases, conversion is possible, but
through an e-mail process and for a fee or, alternatively, by using such thirdparty software as Mobipocket.
The recent introduction of a new Kindle product, the Amazon Kindle DX,
might mark a permanent step in the direction of open source ebooks. Unlike
the conventional Kindle, the Kindle DX allows for direct input of PDF and
text files without the need for conversion. In addition, its larger screen size
(two and a half times larger) more readily supports display of unconverted
PDF files.
Another encouraging development in the spread of ebook technologies
is the recent adoption of the EPUB format as a download option for public
domain titles included in Google Books. EPUB, which stands for “electronic
publication,” is unlike its more popular counterpart, PDF, in that it does a
better job of resizing text to fit the small screens of smartphones and other
miniature handheld devices. Perhaps widespread adoption of EPUB and PDF
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for ebook reader direct input could stave off an otherwise inevitable ebook
format war.13
Use of standard file formats such as PDF and EPUB could also obviate an
initial failing of Kindle’s pre-DX proprietary format. Publishers complained
that the format had problems handling tables and monospaced text, two
features that are especially valuable in technical publications.14 An across-theboard switch from PDF to EPUB would probably not be desirable, because
some books that are heavily dependent on special formatting are deemed to
require PDF.15
The release of popular new and lucrative titles in either EPUB or PDF could
be a problem without some form of digital rights management (DRM) technology. If concern about copyright infringement would impel the introduction of
yet another format, perhaps such a format could be used only for books that are
protected by copyright. Use of non-proprietary formats for public domain texts
could encourage the growth of ebooks generally.
In addition, despite much-heralded advances in screen technology, handheld ebook reader screens could still be far better before they could be said
to be comparable to print quality, although that level of quality is already
being claimed. Screens offering merely dark gray text against a lighter gray
background cannot be expected to compete successfully with print with all
consumers.
Substantial impetus toward development of better quality screens has,
however, resulted in steady improvement. Electronic paper displays can be
nearly as flexible as paper. In addition, they are not dependent on backlighting. Backlit monitors may be great for television and desktop computers, but
are hard on the eyes of those who attempt to read lengthy electronic texts.
Electronic paper reflects light much like traditional paper. Experimentation
has been in progress for at least the past forty years or so to develop a viable
form of electronic paper. Efforts have focused on the use of microparticles
which offer high contrast without drawing electrical power.16 This can result
in a surface that somewhat resembles traditional paper, with text and graphic
display provided by the responses of microparticles to electrical signals.
These responses depend on a process that is sometimes referred to as “electronic ink,” and the ink is embedded in electronic paper. A system developed
by Joseph Jacobson at MIT, for example, uses micro-encapsulated pellets—
10,000 of them per square centimeter—that appear white when subjected to
a negative charge, or black in response to a positive charge.17 These pellets can
be thought of something analogous to pixels, but without the troublesome
backlighting of conventional computer displays.
Electronic ink was first used in an ebook reader in 2004, when Sony introduced the handheld Sony Libre. The Libre was not financially successful,
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however, and was discontinued. Persistent rumors of an Apple tablet-type
computer, which appeared in January 2010, had centered around its potential
as an ebook reader.
In addition to electronic ink, another technological factor in the success of
the Kindle and other recently introduced devices is a minimal use of battery
power. This is a byproduct of the use of electronic ink, allowing users to go for
days and even weeks without the need for recharging the device.
Out of all the many handheld ebook reader devices that have been introduced, the various forms of the Amazon Kindle have, in general, already
revolutionized the concept of ebooks. The Kindle was introduced in 2007,
and since that time its already acceptable screen quality has improved.
Kindle users do not need to find a Wi-Fi hotspot in order to download
books and periodicals. Instead, materials can be downloaded from almost
any location, using the cell phone network. (Technical issues surrounding
this latter feature have, however, slowed down introduction of the Kindle in
other parts of the world).18
The Kindle’s significance for the development of the ebook industry lies in
the fact that it is the first ebook reader device to gain widespread acceptance
and even popularity. Amazon has attempted to tie the purchase of ebooks to
its own sales efforts, much like the iTunes store for iPod users. If, however, the
ebook industry makes a marked turn in a decidedly more open source direction, then Amazon might be bypassed by consumers in some applications.
Not all publishers are alike in their level of enthusiasm for the Kindle. Some
of them find the available file formats too limiting, while others are turned off
by the concept of all their ebooks being distributed only through Amazon.19
Amazon’s domination of the ebook market through the popularity of the
Kindle might become overshadowed by the introduction of Apple’s iPad,
introduced January 27, 2010. The iPad is 0.5 inches thick and weighs 1.5
pounds. Consumers can use the iPad to check and send e-mail, watch videos,
listen to music, play games, read books, and many other applications.
Further rumors suggest that Apple is eyeing the tablet as a potential contender for the ebook reader device market. In fact, as one observer put it,
Apple “has big plans for ebooks” and is currently engaged in discussions with
publishing executives representing a major chunk of the industry.20
According to one unconfirmed report, Amazon is currently believed to be
offering publishers a 50/50 revenue split. Apple is said to be offering, instead,
a 30/70 share in the publishers’ favor. According to the same report, Amazon
“disgruntled” publishers because of exclusivity demands, refusal to allow
advertising, and revenue split that has been defined as “wolfish.”21 Actually,
another report suggests that the situation may be even worse for publishers: a
35/65 split in Amazon’s favor.22
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Economic Issues and Management
Challenges for the Emerging E-book Industry
Once handheld ebook readers are developed that can successively compete with
printed forms, two additional factors can be expected to come into play that
could potentially encourage a transition away from print and toward the exclusive use of digital text. One is the ever-growing “go green” initiative that enjoys
widespread backing from not only much of the public, but from business,
industry, and government. A logical result would be an increasing economic
incentive for making ebook systems work as viable substitutes for print.
The second factor is that once textual and graphic material is committed
to a digital form, it can easily be used and reused in a variety of ways. The
economic advantages of this are obvious. Once a text is digitized, it can be
outputted in a variety of ways. Each time a new economically viable use is
found for the same text, a new revenue stream is opened. In this manner, the
potential for profit can, in some cases, be increased exponentially.
On the other hand, the Kindle’s capability of converting text to audible
speech for listening on the go opens up the potential for yet another ebookrelated legal controversy: When a copyrighted textual ebook is converted to
speech, is Amazon essentially reusing copyrighted material without permission? Should Google pay additional royalties in such cases?
When the types of material that once were only available through the
paper-based print media become digitized by default, both consumers and
entrepreneurs will see the economic and cultural benefits of the use of a digital form. We are poised to make written material available anywhere, with a
level of ease and convenience never before imagined.
As far as periodicals are concerned, perhaps electronic delivery in an ebook
form via a device like the Amazon Kindle could prove a more viable economic
model than that followed by the typical newspaper website. Up to this point,
newspapers have experimented, for the most part, with distribution of newspaper-like content through ordinary Web pages. Separate, discrete electronic
issues of a newspaper could be distributed by wireless means to such devices
as the Kindle.
This might prove more attractive to consumers and more lucrative to newspaper publishers than the Web page approach. If so, the value of ad revenue to
newspaper publishers could be revived. Such issues could be offered on either
a paid subscription basis or for free. Offering issues for free might still prove
profitable, since high printing and distribution costs would be eliminated.
At the moment, as far as economic models for ebook and electronic periodical distribution and sales are concerned, the field is wide open for experimentation. Book publishers could offer the first chapter or two for free.23
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Another possibility might be to offer a free ebook copy with the purchase
of any print-based book.24 Magazine publishers could offer eye-catching
graphics and limited text as a means to entice customers to pay for complete
access. Hints have surfaced that electronic delivery could be an effective way
to distribute erotica. Ebook readers could allow such material to even be read
by commuters on trains.25
One factor that should be obvious but, oddly, has been little discussed,
is the potential economic impact electronic delivery could have on publishers’ expenses. Electronic delivery of the former print media obviates
dependence on traditional printing and distribution, with their attendant
accelerating costs. Shipping costs would be eliminated. Expenses associated
with storage and display in retail shops would similarly become a thing of
the past.
An additional factor that has received but scant attention but which could
prove vital to the success of the ebook concerns the elimination of concern
over storage and weight. This could especially become a selling point for textbook publishers, since print-based textbooks are often bulky and heavy, and
for professionals who need ready access to massive reference volumes.26
Use of ebooks, once they become widely available, could provide an answer to a matter of concern on many college and university campuses, that
being the rising costs of textbooks. This concern has resulted in adoption of
textbook rental programs at some institutions, while others are already experimenting with the use of ebooks.27
One distribution model, such as that employed by McGraw-Hill, allows the
institution to purchase access to electronic textbooks for its students. Encryption of digital texts, as is employed by CourseSmart in its online textbooks,
could eventually eliminate the used textbook market,28 but might cause difficulties for distribution via some handheld devices like the Kindle.
On the other hand, the potential exists for professors to create open source
textbooks, using readily accessible Creative Commons material. Depending
on the course, other potential text material could be supplied from public
domain Google Books.29
Use of digital forms coupled with highly advanced handheld reading devices could obviate any desire for printing-on-demand systems. Printing on
demand constitutes, at present, only a tiny segment of book publishing. A
POD publisher accepts a manuscript, advertises it on the Internet, then prints
it only when someone orders a copy.
A variety of sources reported that sales of ebooks in 2008 accounted for
only about 2% of total book purchases. According to one source, however,
sales of ebooks rose 171% just during the period from September 2008 to a
year later.30
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The International Digital Publishing Forum and the Association of American Publishers (AAP) reported that U.S. retail sales of ebooks have jumped
from around one and a half million dollars in the first quarter of 2002 to
about $46.5 million in the third quarter of 2009.31 Ebooks have been touted
as, in the words of one observer, “the fastest growing area of the book trade.”32
Manufacturers of some models of ebook reader devices cannot keep up with
production demands.33
Ebook sales have been on the increase at the same time that costs of traditional print-based publishing have been rapidly increasing. In some contexts,
costs are rising faster than, according to at least one observer, traditional business models would allow.34 Economic necessity may result in an accelerated
push toward rapid acceptance of e-text distribution models.
For the moment, however, traditional print-based book publishers have
been showing clear signs of anxiety over the apparent shift to digital. This is
true for several reasons. A primary cause of their apprehension has been the
unprecedented dominance of the handheld reading device field by the Amazon Kindle, coupled with Amazon’s tendency to offer significant discounts for
digital books as opposed to their print counterparts.
This has publishers worrying that they may end up being forced to lower
prices on printed books as well. A senior editor of Publishers Weekly has been
quoted as saying that traditional book publishers “view e-books and e-book
readers as inevitable,” yet they “don’t want Amazon to be the only game in
town.”35 In the meantime, for $9.99, Amazon offers popular titles that might
ordinarily bring two and a half times that much in a printed edition.
One ploy that publishers have been discussing in order to ward off ebookgenerated revenue drain is to delay the release of digital versions of printmedia books by four months. A proposed alternative approach involves
releasing an ebook version early, in an attempt to drive print sales.36
Still, very public rumblings of discontent on the part of publishers indicate
a fundamental distrust of Amazon. Currently Amazon is offering ebooks at
less than cost, and this is making publishers nervous.37 The fear is that this sort
of practice will result in an across-the-board reduction for all books, whether
electronic or printed.
At the same time, textbook publishers are confronted with multiple options
in terms of textbook delivery. Distribution to laptops and desktop computers
offers the easiest encryption for copyright protection purposes. This could enable publishers to recoup what has been described as the “staggering amount
of business that the publishers lose”38 once used sales surmount sales of new
textbooks. On the other hand, growing popularity of such dedicated ebook
devices as the Kindle mitigates against distribution of ebooks designed solely
for desktop or laptop use.
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Another challenge for publishers is that their basic business model for
funding new titles will likely need to be abandoned. Currently, print-based
publishers pay authors in advance. They then ship copies to retailers on a
sale-or-return basis.
This method, dependent as it is on continual short-term cash flow based on
hard-copy inventory, is not amenable to adaptation to the ebook market.39 In
the world of print book sales, just because a book is shipped does not mean
it is sold. The opposite is the case with ebooks. Ebooks might not generate
much of a short-term cash flow, but many of the major expenses associated
with print books are eliminated.
Generally speaking, publishers are not rushing, however, to embrace the new
technology. For one thing, before publishers become enthusiastic about the new
medium, some better provision for copy protection will likely be required.
When over a thousand book publishing industry professionals representing
more than 30 countries were asked in 2008 if they were ready for the digital
age, only about 70% answered in the affirmative. “Very few” of them expected
ebooks or ebook reading devices to become the industry’s primary revenue
source before around 2013.40
Another thousand book trade professionals were queried in London in
2009. More than 67% of them said that industry professionals will require
retraining in order to maximize use of digital media. Nearly 70% believed that
essential to the growth of ebooks would be the ability to read them on various
devices, although 42% said that most consumers will prefer to read ebooks on
dedicated ebook readers.41
Similarly, consumers can only be expected to gradually adapt to ebooks.
Currently, although Kindle owners tend to buy nearly double the number
of ebooks as opposed to printed books, they continue to purchase the same
number of print-based books as before.42

Conclusion
No one is certain what the future of the former print media will be like, but
one thing is certain: The demand for written materials will continue. How
those written materials will be distributed is not entirely clear. As current
technological, economic, and social trends continue, however, we can expect
the process of reading to increasingly shift from dependence on print to increased use of electronic forms.
The following are trends and expectations for the future that could potentially take what was formerly known as the print media into an era of exclusively electronic forms:
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1. The gradual technical improvement of handheld reading devices and
screen images;
2. The proliferation of handheld devices capable of direct input of commonly used file formats;
3. Growing recognition of the lucrative nature of digitizing text and
graphics for multiple use;
4. Increased public acceptance of on-demand retrieval systems for textbased media;
5. Increased costs and decreased viability of such legacy media forms as
printed books, printed periodicals, and microform;
6. Increased demand for environmentally friendly “green” alternatives to
print-based media;
7. An industry shift away from dependence on one or two commercial
entities (Amazon, Google Books) for ebook distribution generally;
8. Abandonment of ebook industry policies and practices (e.g., use of
proprietary formats and necessity for fee-based file conversion) that do
not encourage public acceptance of its products;
9. Increased recognition of the value of electronic features that enhance
digitized textual documents, such as electronic document indexing, access to relevant Web links, and enhanced note taking ability; and,
10. Well-developed integration of ebook reader technology into handheld
units capable of other media functions, such as video and audio playback, Web and e-mail access, and telephony.
As far as the last item is concerned, new tiny netbook computers sport
screens that are small for computers, but larger than that of handheld ebook
readers. These netbooks, of course, offer the distinct advantage of multiple
capabilities and may catch on with book readers,43 especially if screen quality
greatly improves.
Electronic paper developer Joseph Jacobson of MIT has advocated that at
some point in the future, each child will be presented with a digital book full
of 240 pages or so of digital paper. He refers to this device as the “last book,”
because it will be capable of being filled and refilled with whatever text and
graphics the user chooses. Because it can be reused indefinitely, traditional
books will be rendered obsolete.44
The technologies involved in both publishing and reading have radically
changed in a very short time and are bound to change far more. One factor
can be expected to remain constant, however, and that is the public’s demand
for the type of media content that was formerly reserved exclusively for print.
As one media executive45 recently expressed it, the future “means believing
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that the word ‘publish’ is not bound between two covers, but instead defined
by the art and craft of connecting great writers with their audiences.”
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8
Challenges and Opportunities,
New Models, and the Emergence
of the Next Newsroom
Jen McClure

N

traditional models break down. These
new models are the result of developments in new media and communications technologies as well as a significant shift in the way that the public
consumes and interacts with news and perceives its role in the journalistic
process. Today’s media and communications environment poses even greater
challenges to newspapers than the introduction of broadcast media. For,
while radio and television had a severe effect on newspaper circulation, the
Internet has shown the potential to have a significant effect on traditional
media models and to redefine our society’s notions of journalism, news, community, and civic participation.
Budget cuts, editorial layoffs, declining advertising revenues and eroding
circulation and readership are the challenges faced by most newspaper organizations in the U.S. Newspaper readership for Americans 34 to 64 years old
is declining, in some cases at a faster rate than younger readers. Dubbing this
the “Age of Indifference,” the Pew Research Center for the People and the
Press suggests that young people are not consuming as much news or in the
same way as earlier generations. In 2002, Pew reported that even people who
had become newspaper consumers had stopped.1
According to the Newspaper Association of America (NAA) and the Audit
Bureau of Circulation (ABC),2 the average circulation for U.S. newspapers is
decreasing by approximately two to three percent per year. Additionally, 25
percent of newspaper jobs have vanished since 1990, and U.S. media employment has declined to a 15-year low. While newspaper jobs accounted for 50
percent of U.S. media jobs in 1990, today they represent only 38 percent.3
EW NEWS MODELS ARE EMERGING AS
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These statistics represent part of a steady decline that has been occurring over
many years.
Meanwhile, the NAA also reports that traffic to newspaper websites continues to show impressive growth. According to a custom analysis provided
by Nielsen Online for the NAA, newspaper websites attracted more than 74
million monthly unique visitors on average in the third quarter of 2009, more
than one-third (38 percent) of all Internet users, Newspaper website visitors
generated more than 3.5 billion page views during the quarter, spending 2.7
billion minutes browsing the sites over more than 596 million total sessions.4
“Newspaper publishers continue to aggressively reinvent their business models, leveraging trusted brands to attract a growing and sophisticated audience
in the digital space,” says NAA president and CEO John F. Sturm.5 And indeed it is true that the way we conceive and consume newspapers is changing
dramatically. Even more impressive than the growth in visits to newspapers’
websites is the growth of newspapers’ blogs, which have enjoyed the largest
increase in online newspaper readership by far over the past few years. Traffic
to the blogs of the top ten newspaper sites increased more than 210 percent
in December 2006 when compared to December 2005, garnering 3.8 million
unique visitors in December 2006 alone.6 But newspaper organizations are not
currently meeting the public’s primary needs and expectations. According to
a July 2007 Harris poll, the top four priorities that citizens identified for newspapers were to better represent the communities they serve; to ensure that all
points of view are represented; to provide more research and findings on key
issues and raise the quality of writing and analysis. These priorities seem very
basic, yet newspaper organizations are not meeting these needs and expectations. More than two-thirds of Americans (67 percent) currently believe that
“traditional journalism is out of touch with what Americans want from their
news,” according to a 2008 study by We Media/Zogby Interactive.7 The survey
found that 70 percent believe that journalism is “important to the quality of
life in their communities,” but 64 percent are dissatisfied with the quality of
journalism in their communities.8 Respondents to this survey also believe that
both traditional and citizen journalism is important for the future of journalism: with 87 percent stating that professional journalism has a “vital role to
play in journalism’s future,” and 77 percent believing that citizen journalism
is also important.9 In addition, almost half of all respondents (48 percent)
reported that the Internet is their “primary source of news and information,”
an 8 percent increase over just one year earlier.10 Fifty-five percent of 18- to
29-year-olds rely on their Internet as their primary news source, compared
to 35 percent aged 65 and older. Only 10 percent of all survey respondents
stated newspapers as their primary news source, and just 7 percent of respondents 18 to 29 rely primarily on newspapers. An overwhelming majority—75
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percent—stated that they believe the Internet has had a positive impact on
the overall quality of journalism. And news delivered via the mobile Web is
growing in importance. Nearly half (48 percent) of newspaper website visitors
who own Web-enabled mobile devices are interested in receiving their news
and information via these devices.11
These studies demonstrate the generational shift that is taking place. Digital
natives rely more on online channels and alternative sources for their news
than in the past, which presents news organizations with a complex challenge
if they hope to continue to stay relevant and serve the needs of the public.
News organizations need to focus on approaching journalism in a way that
makes a difference in people’s lives.

News Organizations and Google
“The New York Times is afraid of Google, and with good reason,” notes Jay
Rosen, a professor of journalism at New York University.”12 They can’t lure
the talent away from these Internet companies to reinvent the newspaper
organization. Yet, Google doesn’t want to be an editorial organization. If the
company that figured out the Internet doesn’t want to be an editorial company and the editorial companies haven’t figured out the Internet, we have
the makings of a crisis.”13 Yet, a large and increasing percentage of Americans
rely on Google and Yahoo! to access news.
Patrick Phillips of Poynter interviewed David Eun, Google’s vice president
of content partnerships in 2008.14 Eun, who formerly worked at Time Warner and NBC, now manages Google’s relationships with traditional media
organizations. While some observers see Google as a significant threat to
the traditional journalism and news model, Eun asserts that Google is not a
competitor to traditional media. “The biggest misconception is that Google
has aspirations to become a media company, meaning that we would produce and own content that would compete against theirs. That’s a major
misconception. We don’t produce or own content. In fact, we see ourselves
as a platform for our partners that do.”15 Eun went on to comment, “I don’t
think they should be concerned about Google being a competitor. We’re part
of the Internet; we’re part of the technological transformation that everyone’s
experiencing . . . We’re not a media company, because we don’t own or produce content. However, we work closely with those who do and work closely
with advertisers.”16 When asked what is the biggest challenge facing most
traditional media companies, Eun answered, “In traditional media you generally build your business by making your content scarce and bringing people
to it. In digital media, though, the hurdles in distribution start to go away.
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So your ability to get content out there is a lot easier. The bigger challenge
for traditional media companies is to find an approach where ubiquity is the
name of the game.”17
But, despite Eun’s characterization of Google as a valuable partner rather
than a competitor to newspapers, newspapers’ circulation figures and advertising revenues continue to decline. Many blame Google and question whether
traditional news organizations truly understand how to make the cultural and
technological changes necessary to operate effectively in the digital age.

The Emergence of Citizen Journalism
Another challenge to newspapers and the traditional journalism model is the
emergence of “citizen journalism.” The Internet has played an important role

in the delivery of news since the 1990s. No longer limited to a daily newspaper and TV or radio broadcast news, many citizens now get their news from
a far greater range of sources, including many websites that offer journalism
in many forms. “Today, a new form of Internet journalism—citizen journalism—is taking root in which ordinary citizens are learning how to report on
the people and events of the world with fresh eyes,” notes Douglas McGill, a
former New York Times reporter and Bloomberg News bureau chief.18
“YOU” declared the cover of TIME magazine in December 2006, and with
that statement heralded a new era of media and journalism. In that issue, Rick
Stengel, TIME’s managing editor, wrote:
There are lots of people in my line of work who believe that this phenomenon is
dangerous because it undermines the traditional authority of media institutions
like TIME. Some have called it “amateur hour” And it often is. But America was
founded by amateurs. The framers were professional lawyers and military men
and bankers, but they were amateur politicians, and that’s the way they thought
it should be. Thomas Paine was in effect the first blogger, and Ben Franklin
was essentially loading his persona into the MySpace of the 18th century, Poor
Richard’s Almanack. The new media age of Web 2.0 is threatening only if you
believe that an excess of democracy is the road to anarchy. I don’t. . . .
Journalists once had the exclusive province of taking people to places they’d
never been. But now a mother in Baghdad with a videophone can let you see a
roadside bombing, or a patron in a nightclub can show you a racist rant by a
famous comedian. These blogs and videos bring events to the rest of us in ways
that are often more immediate and authentic than traditional media. These new
techniques, I believe, will only enhance what we do as journalists and challenge
us to do it in even more innovative ways.19
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In just the past few years, tens of millions of weblogs have been created, and
now total more than 200 million worldwide, according to Technorati (www.
technorati.com), a company that monitors what has come to be known as
the “blogosphere” or the “live Web,” tracking more than 112 million blogs.
In addition, The China Internet Network Information Center states that
there are more than 181 million Chinese bloggers.20 In fact, although the
growth rate of new blogs has begun to slow, the number has nearly doubled
every five months for more than five years. The Pew Internet & American
Life Project reports that a new blog is created every 5.8 seconds—or 15,000
new blogs every day.21 In addition, since 2007, “microblogging” has emerged,
due in large part to Twitter, which has, as of April 2010, more than 106 million registered users and is growing by 300,000 users a day.22 These new,
free, Web-based software products have enabled this “personal journalism”
phenomenon, allowing citizens to have a voice, to engage in genuine and
unlimited discourse and debate, to participate in the journalistic process by
commenting on traditional news sources as well as creating their own form of
journalism, alongside and parallel with mainstream media. Today the reader
truly has become the writer, editor, and publisher—with the ability to begin
to communicate and collaborate with other citizens to discuss, question, and
begin to transcend the hierarchies and filter of traditional media channels.
Citizen journalism enables citizens to play an active role in the journalistic process by “collecting, reporting, analyzing, and disseminating news
and information,” according to what is considered to be a seminal report
on the subject titled, “We Media: How Audiences are Shaping the Future of
News and Information,” authored by Shayne Bowman and Chris Willis and
edited by JD Lasica.23 This phenomenon is fueled by new communications
tools and technologies, such as blogs, wikis, podcasts, online video, and Real
Simple Syndication (RSS), which have laid the foundation for this emerging
new form of journalism and participation by more citizens in the journalistic
process.
The intent of citizen journalism, according to the report, is “to provide
independent, reliable, accurate, wide-ranging and relevant information that a
democracy requires.”24 Lasica classifies citizen journalism into several categories including citizen participation via commenting on news stories, creating
personal blogs, photos, or citizen generated video, or local news written by
residents of a community. He also includes independent news and information websites, participatory news sites and collaborative and contributory
media sites, personal broadcasting sites and other kinds of “thin media” (such
as e-mail and e-newsletters) in the definition of citizen journalism.
This new “personal journalism” emerged in the aftermath of 9/11, thanks
to new publishing tools being easily accessible on the Web, enabling people to
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post immediate, dynamic, firsthand news reports with global reach. But more
important, it happened because of citizens’ desire to communicate, to share
their stories, and to connect with a larger community during this crisis. The
ability to “link,” to literally connect stories, comments, updates, and varied
perspectives to one another to create a web of conversation, community, and
dynamic knowledge is critical to the success of this era of journalism.
In his essay, “Reweaving the Internet: Online News of September 11,” Stuart Allen notes that many news analysts have called the attacks of 9/11 “the
biggest story to break in the Internet Age.”25 Definitions of “news” and “journalist” were re-examined in the face of this crisis, driven by the need—and the
technical ability—to communicate immediately and personally. Allen writes:
Certain comments about “personal journalism” posted by readers of different
web pages suggested that these forms of reporting may have provided some
members of the online community with a greater sense of connection to the
crisis than that afforded by the “official” news report.26

In stretching the boundaries of what counted as journalism, “amateur
newsies” and their webloggers together threw into sharp relief the reportorial
conventions of mainstream journalism.27 Since 2001, we have seen this phenomenon of online citizen journalism continue to develop across the globe
through many tragic moments, including the war in Iraq, the earthquake and
tsunami in Indonesia in 2004, Hurricane Katrina in 2005, the student massacre at Virginia Tech, the California wildfires in 2007 and the Twitpic photo
of the Miracle on the Hudson—the plane that landed safely in the Hudson
River in early 2009.
However, until very recently many mainstream news sources with online
properties did not judge these new news sources as valuable. As Allen notes,
“By drawing on the vast array of information resources available across the
Web, online news sites can provide their readers with background details or
context to an extent unmatched by any other news medium. However, few of
the major news sites in the U.S. made effective use of this capacity on September 11.”28 This lack of understanding about this important shift about how
people wanted to access and interact with the news further fueled the decline
of newspaper readership and the simultaneous growth of online citizen journalism to fill the need for information and commentary that was being unmet
by traditional news organizations.
In 2002, Pew found evidence that a significant number of people who had
been newspaper consumers had stopped reading them.29 In fact, in some cases
this has led to frustration on the part of some traditional journalists, who have
made the decision to become citizen journalists. For example, Chris Allbritton, formerly of the Associated Press (AP) decided to leave his post with the
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AP to solicit contributions on his blog, Back-to-Iraq.com, in order to provide
him with the resources to conduct independent reporting on the Iraq war. He
raised more than $14,500 from approximately 350 donors, which enabled him
to go to Baghdad to post live, independent reports on his blog, free from any
additional constraints that may have otherwise been imposed by his editors or
news organization.30 The donations covered his plane ticket, a GPS unit, a satellite phone, a digital camera, and money for food, shelter, and travel within
Iraq. This is not only an important example of citizen journalism, but of a
publicly supported citizen journalism initiative in action, one that provided
Allbritton’s readers and supporters with an alternative to the mainstream
media’s coverage of the war. His reporting drew more than 20,000 readers to
his site www.Back-to-Iraq.com. Allbritton even allowed his sponsors to suggest his agenda. To his supporters he wrote, “If you’d like me to check out a
story and it’s physically possible, let me know and I’ll do what I can.”31
Meanwhile, trust in traditional media is at less than 50 percent in the United
States, according to Edelman’s Trust Barometer. However, that number is
higher than in previous years, because “the definition of media has broadened
to encompass social media,”32 explains Richard Edelman, “and mainstream
entities are now available as and when needed.”33 These societal trends and
technological developments stimulated the emergence and the success of social media and citizen journalism, and also hold promise for traditional news
outlets as they reinvent themselves by implementing new communications
technologies within their own organizations and by encouraging more public
participation in the journalistic process.
Jay Rosen, an active supporter of citizen journalism and what he has
termed “networked journalism,” commented on this development, noting
that the whole dynamic of “professional journalists” is recent.34 Journalism as
a profession didn’t exist until the twentieth century, meaning that there was
not as much of a separation between the journalists and the public, or the
professional journalism from the personal journalism and storytelling that
was taking place earlier in history. “The dynamic of professionalization is
devised precisely to separate the expert practitioner from the laypeople,” says
Rosen.35 But the emergence of citizen journalism and social media have begun
to change this dynamic. “None of us anticipated this. There’s been a shift in
power. When tools are distributed, that changes everything.”36

Newsrooms Slow to Embrace New Media
Although the Internet allows for a high level of collaboration and immediacy,
most news organizations until very recently still operated under a “print
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mind-set”—thinking of their communications to their audience as unidirectional, the journalist is the communicator and the public is the audience.
Newspaper journalists and newspaper organizations have been somewhat
limited by their medium—forced to treat news as a static documentation of
what had occurred, as witnessed, reported and analyzed by the journalist.
The Internet, and more specifically the weblog, the vehicle used by many
citizen journalists, is based on immediacy, links and multi-faceted communication. This ability to provide a personal perspective, an alternative viewpoint,
to witness, collect, analyze, and refute traditional media’s accounts, to link to
original sources, as well as conduct up-to-the-minute, independent reporting
are critical components of citizen journalism.
Citizen journalists use the Internet to share information and connect to
others. They understand that the technology allows for a more participatory
form of journalism. As stated earlier, the ability to “link,” to literally connect
stories, comments, updates and varied perspectives to one another to create
a web of conversation, community and dynamic knowledge is critical to this
type of journalism.
Meanwhile, until recently, many newspapers focused on simply using the
Internet to record the news, rather than to foster communication about it.
Initially, most merely transferred their old print model online, simply republishing articles from the print version of the newspaper, a practice that has
come to be known as “shovelware.” A new medium calls for a new model, but
many newspaper organizations have not taken full advantage of its potential.
It is interesting to note that the dawn of the “Information Age” accompanied a decline in newspapers being relied upon as a primary source of information. In the early stages of the Internet, very few newspapers provided a
true forum for dialogue, discussion and debate online.
Some journalists saw the opportunity and the threat of the Internet as early
as 1990. In November 2007, a BusinessWeek article titled “A Cautionary Tale
for Old Media”37 recounted the story of former San Jose Mercury News executive editor Robert Ingle, who, in 1990 “envisioned that a global information
network would emerge, giving rise to all manner of online communities.”38
Mercury Center was proposed to “extend the life and preserve the franchise of
the newspaper.” According to BusinessWeek, “Ingle laid out strategies for the
entire chain: Give information to readers however they wanted it, integrate
the print and online operations, and dream up new forms of advertising. ‘I
saw the Internet as a great opportunity, but also as a great threat,’” commented Ingle in the article.39
Over the past 18 years since Ingle’s proposal, the San Jose Mercury News has
felt the effects of that threat. Although it built a robust online presence, Ingle’s
vision of Mercury Center was never fully realized and the newspaper organiza-
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tion continued to function according to its traditional business model. As noted
in the BusinessWeek article, if Knight-Ridder had embraced Ingle’s model,
perhaps the newspaper chain would have survived. But as advertising revenue
continued to decline as the result of the shift to online advertising, Knight-Ridder was forced to sell the Mercury News in 2006. Since the sale, there have been
multiple editorial layoffs, and the Mercury News’ future is in jeopardy.40
According to BusinessWeek, “Executive editor Carole Leigh Hutton has
vowed to ‘blow up the newspaper’ to make it relevant to today’s plugged-in
readers. . . . ‘I’m figuring out the answers to daunting questions. What’s journalism now? Who do we serve? And how do we make it work financially and
journalistically?’ says Hutton.”41
But even after robust Internet tools became readily available later in the
1990s, few newspapers used them effectively to communicate with their audiences. A 2000 study of 120 newspapers’ online entities found that less than 40
percent hosted online discussion forums. This represented no growth at all
over a 1997 study. And many of those that did offer online discussion forums
had very limited topics available for discussion and low participation by the
papers’ journalists.42 The researchers concluded that this lack of participation
by the journalists may have contributed to the low reader involvement and
lack of public discourse. This suggests that journalists could have a significant role to play if they involved themselves more in conversations with the
public, rather than just the transmission of news through their articles. The
researchers ultimately concluded that while “the Internet has the potential to
improve communication between journalists and audience, thus advocating
democracy through user participation, media organizations do not necessarily exploit this opportunity effectively.”43 Another study conducted in 2004
compared online public journalism initiatives to those in the print editions
of newspapers. The goal of the study was to examine the contents of online
newspapers to assess if the use of the Internet supports public journalism in
practice. The study used quantitative data to compare the content of online
public journalism newspapers with online non-public-journalism newspapers, as well as the content of online public-journalism papers with their
print versions. The researchers concluded that there was no indication that
public journalism is better practiced online. “It is obvious that online papers
can overcome many problems inherent in the offline media,” according to
the study.44 “However, it is not easy to open up the potential of the online
media. It is safe to say that most online newspapers have too limited staff and
resources for the time being to be able to utilize the new medium’s unique
capabilities.”45
Even in 2009, newspaper organizations were still only just learning how to
harness the power of these new communications tools. According to Steve
Outing writing on PoynterOnline, a publication of the Poynter Institute,
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a school for journalists, future journalists, and teachers of journalists, “A
technique that too often is missing is the breaking-news blog. That is, when
a major breaking local story hits, use the blog format to tell the story in bits
and pieces as reporters learn the details.”46 He suggests that a “cultural shift”
needs to take place in newsrooms. “The inclination to gather ALL the facts
and then produce a story . . . is not the correct choice when it comes to stories that people need information about right away. That’s old newspaper
thinking that deserves to die. Some stories are important enough—are urgent
enough—that they should be treated to a ‘here’s what we know now’ and
‘here’s what else we just learned’ an hour later treatment.”47
Conversely, citizens seem to have easily understood and embraced the
power of these new second-generation Internet technologies, often dubbed
“Web 2.0,” which include RSS-enabled blogging platforms, podcasts, online
video and online communities and portals. The World Wide Web has been
said to support a more “democratic” form of media because it provides
citizens with access to news and information, the ability to share knowledge,
question information, advocate, form online networks, debate ideas freely
and even create their own media.48 Web 2.0 tools enhance this ability.

New Tools and Technologies Lead to New News Models
Web 2.0, a term coined by author and Internet technology expert Tim
O’Reilly, refers to technologies based on online communities and hosted
services, such as social networking sites, blogs, wikis and folksonomies that
facilitate collaboration and sharing between users.49 These tools have not only
enabled the citizen to become more involved in the journalistic process as a
reporter and commentator, but also as an editor.
Why are these technological developments relevant to the public’s relationship with the press? Web 2.0 has transformed how a large percentage of the
public gets its news and information, and where it seeks conversation and
community through media. For example, sites like Digg (www.digg.com),
Fark (www.fark.com), and del.icio.us (http://del.icio.us/) allow users to aggregate, rank and rate news and information—empowering citizens as opposed to professional editors in a newsroom to determine what is important,
interesting, timely and relevant.
Digg is a user-driven social content website. All content on Digg is submitted by its online user community. Content is then ranked by the site’s users,
and those stories that rank the highest are promoted to the front page. Every
user can “dig” (promote), “bury” (lower rankings or remove), and comment
on stories. Digg also allows its users to track other community members’ activity throughout the site.
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Similarly Fark is a news aggregator and an edited social networking news
site. Every day Fark receives approximately 2,000 news submissions from its
readership. In its first year (2005) Fark received 50,000 page views. The second year it reached one million. The highest-traffic corporate Internet hitting
Fark’s servers was CNN; the second highest was Fox News. Fark allows users
to view breaking news from all major news sources on one site. It allows users
to post, comment and vote on posts and links.50
del.icio.us (owned by Yahoo!) is a social bookmarking website. del.icio.us
allows users to use “tags” or keywords to categorize online content. del.icio
.us also allows users to see the links of other users and share links in return.
Users can browse and search del.icio.us to discover the tags and bookmarks
that others have saved. This results in a collaborative approach to labeling,
categorizing and organizing news and other online information and content.
These are examples of some of the Web 2.0-based tools that are providing
the public with alternatives to the traditional way of gathering, consuming,
analyzing and sharing news, and, most important, allow citizens to actively
participate in the editorial process by commenting on, ranking and categorizing the news. Today many newspaper organizations are beginning to incorporate these capabilities into their online offerings. In late 2006, the New York
Times added links to social-bookmarking capabilities like Digg and Facebook
to its online offerings. In addition, it has a branded channel on YouTube and
an advertising partnership with Internet giant Google. According to Christine
Topalian, manager of strategic planning and business development at NYTimes.com, the paper had been “looking for ways to tap a tech-savvy audience that is accustomed to commenting on and sharing news stories.”51
In 2004, Jarah Euston, a 26-year-old Fresno, California native, founded
Fresno Famous (www.fresnofamous.com), an online community portal with
blogs, podcasts, Flickr photo galleries, and discussion forums. Euston wrote,
“The community is very fragmented, and people might not know about local
politics, music or events. Fresno Famous provides one place for everyone to
feed on everything that we thought was good about the town.”52 The site’s
description of its mission and purpose follows:
Ours is a community that is rapidly changing. How we change is up to us. . . .
Want a city with cleaner air, better schools? Let’s share our visions and talk
about how we get there. Let’s share news related to our goals. Let’s comment on
what our leaders are doing. Let’s share our knowledge and engage each other in
conversation.
We know our users know more than we do. By pooling our knowledge, we’ll
discover and explore more. And who wouldn’t love that? All the content on
Fresno Famous is created by a combination of users and Famous staff. All users
are welcome to post comments, stories, images, blog posts and more.53
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Fresno Famous quickly became a hub for people to get informed about local
cultural happenings, as well as city council meetings, school board decisions,
and local politics. In short, people became more involved in their local community life via their participation in the Fresno Famous online community.
In fact, after being in existence for only a short time, Fresno Famous played
an active role in the discussion of downtown Fresno’s redevelopment. In one
instance, city government changed its plans for a development project as the
result of Fresno Famous user complaints. “Fresno Famous influenced how
the city thought about the issue,” said Euston.54 In December 2006, Euston
sold Fresno Famous to the McClatchy newspaper conglomerate, which owns
the Fresno Bee. Today the site continues to be a vibrant hub of community
participation, and has even added more new social media features such as
micro-blogging capabilities like Twitter, a free social networking and microblogging service that allows users to post very brief (140-character maximum)
updates (or “tweets”).
However, there does not seem to be any significant linkage between fres
nofamous.com and fresnobee.com. In fact, fresnobee.com features its own
blogs, community calendar, entertainment section and other features that
Fresno Famous already does so well. This lack of integration of Fresno Famous content into the Fresno Bee’s online offerings seems to be a missed
opportunity to engage Fresno Famous users and make the newspaper more
relevant to this highly interested and participatory audience. This marriage
between citizen journalism initiatives and traditional news organizations
represents perhaps the most challenging but also perhaps the most promising
example of the potential for a new model of journalism that combines citizen
media with professional journalism in a collaborative online forum that adds
to a multi-perspective, dynamically changing news environment.

The Emergence of the “Next Newsroom”

Our definition of “news” is changing as the result of new communications
technologies. According to the “State of the New Media 2008” report from
the Pew Project for Excellence in Journalism, news is becoming more “continual,” thanks to new technologies like Twitter. In addition, the Pew report
states that journalism must now “help citizens find what they are looking for,
react to it, sort it, shape news coverage, and give them tools to make sense of
and use the information for themselves.”55
One such new news model is the “Next Newsroom” proposal. The Next
Newsroom is an experiment—a proposal for a new model for journalism.
But the proposal is not being developed solely from “within the craft” by
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traditional journalists and academics, but rather in consort with new media
experts and citizen journalists as well. NextNewsroom.com, an initiative at
Duke University, asks the question, “If you could build the ideal newsroom
from scratch, what would it look like?” More than 200 members work collaboratively via the interactive site, a blog, a wiki and face-to-face events to pose
questions and ideas and start experimental newsroom projects.
Another Next Newsroom initiative began in December 2006, when the
Journalism That Matters Project (www.journalismthatmatters.org) issued a
white paper and blueprint for the Next Newsroom.56 The work, developed
collaboratively by leading academics, journalists from traditional media
companies, citizen journalists and emerging new media organizations, states,
“This new ecology of news, powered by new digital tools, will be grounded
in a partnership with citizens to build an informed local community.”57 The
Next Newsroom blueprint sets out to “create a different kind of news gathering organization” based on four commitments:
1. To create an informed, engaged public as the best hope for the future of
democracy and civic life,
2. To nurture healthy professional and citizen journalists who work together to
produce reliable local news to serve healthy communities,
3. To create a local investment business model that sustains The Next Newsroom, without undue profit expectations, and with a goal of universal access
to the news through digital delivery and other platforms,
4. To shape content through direct conversations and interactions with citizens,
who retain oversight authority for the newsgathering operation. Control of
content shifts from journalists to a mix of citizens and journalists who regularly meet, talk, share feedback. Management oversight of this news gathering
enterprise rests with community directors, a community oversight board, or
related community-based management structure.

The Next Newsroom paper also asserts that the foundation for the success
of the Next Newsroom will be journalists who reflect their communities via a
diversity of age, race, economic interests and politics; are that are “converts to
citizen journalism” and who can bring different skill sets to the job, including
valuing the contribution of the citizens and creating communities of interest
and technological savvy—understanding the potential of the Internet and
multimedia technologies.
The Next Newsroom white paper and blueprint proposes a different definition of news, a different relationship with citizens and a different approach
to delivering content. The Next Newsroom bases its definition of news on
conversations among citizens and journalists about what needs to be covered.
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It suggests that Next Newsrooms host online conversations, use instant messaging, online forums and e-mail to gather feedback via kiosks and computer
terminals in libraries, schools, retirement centers, etc. Additionally, editors
would report to a community editorial board, thus shifting control of editorial
decisions to citizens in the community. The Next Newsroom plan envisions
the ability to provide universal access to news for everyone in the community,
via laptop computers and mobile devices. This vision is, however, dependent
upon ubiquitous broadband/Wi-Fi Internet access for every community.
The Next Newsroom is very much a work in progress. However, if the
resulting Next Newsroom successfully incorporates new communications
technologies and the underlying principles of public journalism, understands
the value of including citizens in the journalistic process, and addresses the
challenges of media literacy, education and access, the result will be a journalistic model that not only meets the American public’s expectations but also is
successful in sustaining itself.
The Next Newsroom plan developed by the Journalism That Matters group
seems to suggest that the blueprint is designed primarily as a means for traditional newspaper organizations to transform themselves, and indeed we
have seen some traditional news organizations use this to guide their recent
transformations, as we will discuss later. But, as Jay Rosen has said, “We need
news organizations, but they’re not necessarily going to be newspapers.”58
And indeed, several new newsroom models have emerged in the past few
years, including one initiated by Rosen himself.
NewAssignment.net is an example of a new type of journalism initiative. This
online news site started by Rosen encourages citizen journalists and professional
reporters to collaborate to “do journalism without the media,”59 free from commercial pressures. NewAssignment.net’s stories are developed openly and collaboratively on the site, via an open-source approach, rather than reporters and
editors discussing articles in the confines of a newsroom. According to Rosen,
NewAssignment.net’s users are integrally involved in the creation of story ideas
and assignments “that the regular news media doesn’t do, can’t do, wouldn’t
do, or already screwed up.”60 But NewAssignment.net does rely to some extent
on professional journalists. “We think the hyrbid forms—mixing professional
journalists and amateur contributors—are going to be the strongest forms, and
we’re attempting to show they have potential,”61 says Rosen.
The project is not based on an advertising model, as with traditional news
organizations, but rather was initially funded by foundations and corporate
partners, and the articles are paid for through donations, which Rosen posits helps to encourage unbiased quality reporting that is relevant to readers.
Rosen has coined the terms “networked journalism” and “open source reporting” to describe this new approach.62
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Another example of a new news model is the City Journalist Directory
(www.CityJournalistDirectory.com). Calling itself a “visual memoir in real
time of worldwide current events, from major natural disasters to local
happenings,” the directory is somewhat like the Associated Press for citizen
journalist material.63 It allows citizen journalists to submit photos and videos
of news in their local area from anywhere in the world. The City Journalist
Directory makes citizen-generated news resources available by location and
by event type (e.g., war news, natural disasters, local news, political events,
etc.). City Journalist Directory states its mission as serving as a bridge between
citizen journalists and the news media. Members submit photos and videos
of news in their local area, and are paid if news outlets use their content.
David Mitchell of the City Journalist Directory explains, “The City Journalist
Directory was set up as not only a news resource, but also to serve as a sort of
middleman between these individuals witnessing and capturing the news and
the more traditional news media.”64
If these new news models can be incorporated into newsrooms and newspaper organizations can embrace this more open and participatory form of
journalism, they may be able to reinvent themselves and thrive. There are
indications that this is beginning to happen in some traditional newsrooms.
There is a symbiotic relationship beginning to emerge between some newspapers and the “live Web.” Many newspaper organizations across the country
are beginning to adopt new media channels in order to more fully engage with
their audiences online. A 2007 study of America’s top 100 newspaper websites
by Bivings Research, titled “American Newspapers and the Internet; Threat or
Opportunity?” indicates that newspaper organizations are increasingly using
Web 2.0 technologies to expand their offerings and reach.65 The research
cites that 97 percent of newspapers surveyed now offer partial RSS text feeds,
while three percent offer full text RSS feeds. Ninety-five percent of the papers
in the study offer at least one reporter blog; 97 percent incorporated online
video and 49 percent included podcasts. Ninety-three percent of the reporter
blogs allow comments. This shows growth over 2006, when only 80 percent
of the papers offered blogs, and 83 percent allowed comments. In addition, 24
percent included user-generated content; and 67 percent allow comments on
articles. This represents a 14 percent increase over 2006, when only 19 percent
of papers allowed comments on articles. Many large papers, including USA
Today, The Denver Post and The Washington Post, also offer social networking
on their site. This indicates a more conversational and dynamic approach to
journalism than in the past and a growing understanding of the importance
of online communities in today’s society.
While some might suggest that many of these changes are no more significant than an updating of newspaper organizations’ technologies and result in
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no more citizen participation than an online extension of the letter to the editor, the ability for reporters and readers to engage in discussion via a blog or
social networking platform is in some ways fundamentally different than the
way that newspapers have traditionally interacted with their audiences. Reporter blogs give the reporter a chance to explain the “backstory” of an issue
and why they found it interesting or covered it the way they did. The ability
for readers to comment provides them with an opportunity to ask questions,
link the reporter’s story to other sources, lend a different perspective or even
refute the reporter’s portrayal of the story or issue. These reader comments
are not chosen or edited, as are letters to the editor. Nor are they static as are
letters to the editor—these online discussion platforms are more immediate,
more connected, have farther reach thanks to the global nature of the Web,
have more permanence and can inspire more discussion and debate than a
letter that appears once in a print publication that is thrown away the next
day. This new medium allows for a “flow of social intelligence.”66
In addition to utilizing new communications technologies more effectively,
a cultural shift is beginning to take place inside newsrooms. Instead of viewing
citizen journalists as adversaries or competitors or simply dismissing the value
of their contribution, a significant number of journalists are discovering that
social media can be good sources for leads, research and even breaking news
that the mainstream media can pick up on and amplify. Other traditional
journalists believe that bloggers complement their work in significant ways.
According to new research by the Society for New Communications Research, 70 percent of journalists are using social networking sites, 66 percent

FIGURE 8.1
2009 Social Media Adoption Trends
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FIGURE 8.2
2009 Survey Findings

are using blogs, 48 percent online video, 47 percent Twitter and 25 percent
are using podcasts to assist them with their reporting.67
Additionally, 70 percent quote bloggers in their articles, and 80 percent
believe that bloggers have become important opinion shapers for the twentyfirst century.

FIGURE 8.3
2009 Survey Findings: Perceived Value of Social Media
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FIGURE 8.4.
2009 Survey Findings: Perceived Value of Social Media

Nearly all journalists surveyed (98 percent) agreed that new media and
communications tools and technologies are enhancing journalism to some
extent, and 87 percent feel that social media enhances journalists’ relationship
with their audience.

FIGURE 8.5.
2009 Survey Findings: Perceived Value of Social Media
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What Lies Ahead for the Newsroom?
The changes taking place in journalism and the media landscape indicate
the emergence of a new approach to newsgathering and a model in which
news is not a static product, but rather in a constant state of evolution with a
high level of citizen participation. The Next Newsroom is very much a work
in progress. However, if what emerges as the Next Newsroom successfully
incorporates new communications technologies, understands the value of
including citizens in the journalistic process, and addresses the challenges of
media literacy, education and access, the result could be a journalistic model
that better meets the American public’s expectations, and is therefore able to
be more successful in sustaining itself.
While many newspaper organizations are transforming their organizations
and approach to journalism, many others still do not understand that editorial resources are a crucial investment rather than just a cost or a line item on
the budget. As a result they do not invest enough in the editorial resources
necessary to adequately support their online or their offline initiatives or effectively communicate with their audiences. Most have not figured out the
new economy of the Web, and some still do not value citizen participation in
the journalistic process, nor do they believe that journalists should be actively
involved in community building.
Additionally, even for those pursuing a more collaborative and dynamic
news model, there are significant, overarching societal challenges, including
ensuring equal access to educational and technological resources and ensuring that this new participatory form of journalism is not just a playground for
the elite. Addressing these challenges calls for a new model and philosophy
not only in newsrooms, but in American society as a whole, to ensure equitable access to news and information and that all voices are represented. News
organizations and society as a whole have the opportunity and the obligation
to ensure that our journalistic process continues to evolve and improve to
better serve the needs of all citizens, but that will only be possible through
access to educational and technological resources. Newspaper organizations
must change their focus and their business models drastically—focusing not
on print circulation numbers, or achieving unrealistic profit margins through
editorial layoffs, but instead on initiatives to actively engage and empower
citizens.
Newspapers must support literacy initiatives, especially media and computer literacy and address the digital divide, which is not just a third world
issue but a problem that plagues this country today. They must support ubiquitous Wi-Fi initiatives in the communities they serve and champion network
neutrality to ensure the free flow of news and information, unrestricted by
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telecommunications and ISP companies. Just as the post office was founded
to deliver newspapers, today telecommunications companies are the conduits
through which millions of citizens get their news. News organizations need
to understand this and actively address this development. If, and only if, they
can realign their priorities to address these societal needs, newspaper organizations will have an important opportunity to fill the news, information,
and education needs of the American public and support the democratic
process.
As Fast Company noted in its October 2006 issue, “Newspapers need to
be the place where everything local is posted, shared, discussed, criticized, or
mashed up. That means lots and lots of user content and very little ‘publisher
control.’ This would be a significant philosophical shift for most newspaper
management and editorial staffs.”68 Traditional news organizations have
an opportunity to embrace the changes in the media and communications
landscape to transform and enhance their role in American society. They
have the opportunity to create a valuable forum for communication, public
participation, debate, community building, and democracy—and to realize a
successful business model as a result.
We have seen the newspaper change drastically and quickly over the past
few years. However, in addition to disrupting the newspaper industry, this
new era of online communications and increased citizen participation in
the journalistic process also inspires us to address many questions. These
developments are reshaping the way we view traditional journalism and the
newspaper organization’s role in society. In a larger sense, this new era of
communications is reshaping and influencing the way we view, perceive, experience, and participate in our world. It invites us to rethink the difference
between “news and information” versus “knowledge,” to reinvent the role
news organizations can and should play in society today and to examine our
expectations of what it means to be a journalist and the roles we might play
in the journalistic process and in our society as citizens.
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Broadcast and Cable
on the Third Screen
Moving Television Content
to Mobile Devices
Jennifer Meadows

TV on My Phone?

F

OR YEARS WE HAVE BEEN WATCHING OUR favorite shows on our home television.
Then we could watch TV shows on a computer screen. Now we can watch
almost anywhere using a mobile device like a cell phone or digital media player.
So, we can now watch television shows on the first screen—the television, the
second screen—the computer, or the third screen—the mobile device.
Everyone seems to be carrying some kind of mobile device these days.
You see people using them everywhere: in the car, on a plane, in class, at the
movies, walking down the street, at the gym, at work, and even in bed! The
mobile device has become a true personal media technology. Cell phones,
including smartphones, digital media players (DMPs), and even portable
gaming devices like the Sony PSP are increasingly being used to watch and
enjoy television programming. This chapter will explore issues related to the
management, distribution, and use of broadcast and cable television content
on mobile devices.

Mobile Devices
The mobile phone is an extremely successful technology. According to the
wireless association, the CTIA, 276.6 million people in the United States subscribe to wireless services, which is 89% of the population.1 Mobile phones
are no longer for just talking; people use them for all kinds of tasks such as
— 173 —
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texting, taking pictures, shooting video, listening to music, e-mailing and
watching video.
A separate category of mobile phones is the smartphone. These phones,
like Apple’s iPhone and RIM’s BlackBerry models, give users more services,
including access to the Internet. Smartphones are more of a handheld computer than a phone. They are also characterized by their use of small apps—
applications designed for a variety of uses such as checking the weather, playing games and reading the newspaper. Smartphone subscribership is growing
at a faster rate than other types of phones. As of the second quarter of 2009,
there are 26 million smartphone subscribers in the United States.2 Leading
smartphone makers include Apple, RIM, Palm, Samsung and HTC.3
One of the things that make new mobile phones and smartphones so useful
is the cellular network. 3G networks allow mobile phone users to access data
at broadband speeds allowing users to access the Internet as they would with a
computer. For example, an iPhone user can watch videos on YouTube or purchase a pair of boots on Amazon.com (with the right apps) or a BlackBerry
user can check scores on ESPN.com.
Digital Media Players (DMPs) are another extremely popular technology.
Apple’s iPod is the market leader with 73.8% of the market as of fall 2009.
iPod classic and iPod nano users can purchase or rent videos at the iTunes
store and iPod Touch users can also watch video via an Internet connection
using the device’s built in Wi-Fi and the appropriate app.
The Sony PSP is a portable gaming device that allows users to watch television shows through the PlaystationNetwork. The Sony network allows users
to either purchase or rent videos and save shows on a Memory Stick. Video
is also available through RSS feeds and with TiVoToGo, a service for TiVo
DVR owners. Finally, PSP users can enjoy live television with LocationFree
TV. With this service users have to have a LocationFree TV Base Station connected to their DVR or set-top box, the LocationFree TV software installed on
the PSP, and a Wi-Fi connection.4
LocationFree TV is an example of a remote access technology. Another
technology that allows users to get home television content onto a mobile
device is the Slingbox along with SlingPlayer Mobile software. With this
technology the user connects the Slingbox to a broadband network and the
multichannel video programming distributor (MVPD) (i.e., cable) set-top
box or DVR. Once the Slingbox is connected, all users need to do is install the
SlingPlayer software (regular or mobile) onto a computer or mobile device.
The user can then watch and control all the programming available to him or
her at home. For example, you are in Detroit and want to watch the local news
in San Francisco; with the SlingPlayer Mobile app or software on your mobile
phone you access the set-top box at your home to watch your local game on
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the local channel. You can even access programming stored on your DVR.5
TiVoToGo is a similar technology. TiVo users can save programming onto a
computer and then transfer it to a mobile device.6

The Distribution Network
With mobile devices people can watch what they want to watch (almost),
when they want to watch it and where they want to watch (most of the time).
The challenge for broadcasters and MVPD providers is how to deliver programming to mobile device users.
First consider the distribution network or how the content gets to the
device. In the case of mobile phones content can be delivered four different
ways: the cellular network, MediaFLO, digital broadcast spectrum, and the
Internet—through a wireless connection (most often Wi-Fi). As mentioned
earlier, a 3G cellular network provides broadband speed for data services like
Web surfing and video streaming. The four top cellular carriers in the United
States, Verizon, AT&T, Sprint and T-Mobile, all offer 3G coverage that, in
turn, allows high quality video streaming. Depending on the phone and service providers, any broadcast or cable content available to personal computer
users on the Internet is also available via 3G cellular networks.
Another technology employed by wireless carriers is Qualcomm’s MediaFLO, a technology for delivering multiple channels of television that is used
in the United States by both Verizon and AT&T. MediaFLO uses a different
part of the spectrum to allow wireless carriers to offer channels of television content without overloading their cellular networks with bandwidthhogging video.7
Not to be outdone, television broadcasters can now transmit a mobile television signal using their digital television spectrum. The Advanced Television
Systems Committee (ASTC) approved the standard, called ATSC-Mobile/
Handheld on October 16, 2009. About 30 stations nationwide are broadcasting the signal as of Fall 2009 but the technology’s deployment is expected to
increase throughout 2010.8 In order for this technology to succeed, though,
mobile devices must to be able to receive the broadcasts.
Finally, Wi-Fi is another way cell phones and DMP users can access the Internet to stream or download television content. Some cell phones and DMPs
allow users to connect to the Internet with a Wi-Fi connection. Then using a
mobile browser or app, users can access streaming video online. In addition,
some phones, DMPs and portable video game players can download television shows with a Wi-Fi or cellular 3G connection. These downloads can be
free but most often are rented or purchased.
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Figure 9.1 shows how different types of programming are distributed to
mobile devices through a variety of channels. Programming can originate on
both a national and local level. Local programming goes to the local broadcast
television station and can reach the mobile user through the Web, an app or
with a mobile DTV (ATSC-m/h) broadcast. Nationally originated programming can be for a national broadcast network, a local station through syndication, such as Entertainment Tonight, or for an MVPD. National programming
for broadcast networks can then go to the local network affiliate and to the
user through the local path or can bypass the local station and get directly to
the user via a pay or rental download, a website, through MediaFLO, or an
app. MVPD programming can reach a mobile user through a website, download or rental, MediaFLO or an app.
Users can obtain a wide variety of television programming. The selection
depends upon the service provider, the network being used to access the programming, and the type of device.

Content: What’s Available, How to Get it and How Can it be Monetized?
There is an astounding amount of video content available for mobile users,
including everything from short YouTube video to full-length theatrically
released films. This chapter will focus on the delivery of programming from
broadcast television stations such as a local ABC affiliate, broadcast networks
such as Fox and MVPD channels such as Discovery and ESPN. Using a
smartphone or Internet-enabled mobile device any content available on the
Internet may also be available to the mobile user. Local programming, as well
as national network and MVPD programming ranging from local newscasts,
soap operas, game shows, talk shows, prime-time comedies, reality shows,
and concerts, to sports, is available. In other words, if it is on TV it is probably
available to a mobile user. In addition, programming can be purchased or
rented for download to mobile devices. There is less variety of programming
available for purchase/rental and download but it will be available in a format
that is designed for the mobile device.
Apps are also available for mobile television viewing on smartphones and
some DMPs. An example of this is the CNN Mobile app that allows iPod
Touch and iPhone users to watch live CNN news as well as on-demand programming.9 Limited television programming is also available through cellular
services such as Verizon’s V-Cast.10
As discussed above, both live and on-demand content are available. Live
streaming, apps and MediaFLO allow mobile device users to watch live television. The ability to offer live content is especially important for certain types
of programming such as sports and news.

FIGURE 9.1
Equipment and Content Pathways
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Websites
Available content depends upon the distribution method as well as the mobile
device and the devices’ operating system. One way broadcasters and MVPDs
reach mobile users is through their websites. Local broadcasters, for example,
stream local programming as well as network programming. Broadcast
networks offer streamed full episodes online. MVPD service providers like
Comcast offer full episodes on their websites.11 MVPD programming providers (e.g., FX, Food Network) also offer full episodes online. For example,
hulu.com, a combination of broadcast and MVPD interests, offers streams
of broadcast and cable programming, exclusive Web-only content, and fulllength movies.12
A major issue with viewing streaming video from a website on a mobile device is related to the popularity of Adobe Flash. The majority of video on the
Web is played using Adobe’s Flash technology. For example, to watch a video
on hulu.com, mobile devices must have the latest version of Flash installed.
However, the version of Flash that runs on computers is considered by many
in the industry to be too slow and clunky for mobile phone operation. Adobe’s
Flash Lite, an earlier version of Flash for mobile devices was deemed inadequate
by Apple, which still does not support Flash for its iPhone or iPods. Adobe
announced in October 2009 that Flash 10.1 will work with mobile devices. So,
Flash support is available or will be available by 2010 for other mobile operating
systems including Windows Mobile, Android, Symbian and WebOS (Palm).13
Interestingly, Apple has not made any moves to incorporate Flash into their
mobile OS. Why? There could be several answers. First, Apple has had a rocky
relationship with Adobe, and Apple’s own Quicktime competes with Flash.
AT&T, the exclusive carrier for the iPhone, wants to preserve its cellular bandwidth and video streaming is a network-clogging activity. Finally, allowing
iPhone and iPod users access to full television episodes online could and probably would cut into revenues generated by television episode sales and rentals
on iTunes. That said, many iPhone users lament that they do not have a true
Internet experience with the iPhone without Flash. Some apps have developed
workarounds to allow Internet video viewing, but the ability to launch Safari
and watch video as a user would on a personal computer is missing.
That “true” experience is currently available to some smartphone users and
will be available to many more devices in the next year or two. For example,
Adobe demonstrated Flash on the Palm Pre in October 2009. Users could
watch video on numerous websites like Yahoo.14 So, while Internet video
streaming on mobile devices is not the primary way people now access television content on mobile devices it should only grow with faster processors in
the phones and more advanced operating systems and software.
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Downloads and Apps
Mobile device users can also download wide selections of television and cable
content for purchase or rental. For example, iPod and iPhone users can purchase television programs at the iTunes store. These users can also purchase
apps to watch mobile content. Most popular smartphones have apps for
watching television but the iPhone has the most apps available of any smartphone as of fall 2009.15 Apps are available for local and national television
programming and for some Internet video services like Joost. In addition,
apps are available to connect MVPD subscribers to their television content.
For example, Comcast subscribers can get an app that allows them to watch
selected video on demand (VOD) programming.16

MediaFLO
For a more traditional “channel-changing” television experience, cellular
providers offer television services using MediaFLO. Verizon’s V-Cast and
Sprint TV are examples of these services. Sprint TV offers users channels of
programming including the Disney Channel, the NFL Network, Bravo and
the Weather Channel. Users can upgrade to the Premiere Pack and get NBC,
CBS and ABC.17 Verizon’s V-Cast Mobile TV offers channels like ESPN, the
Food Network, MTV and Comedy Central.18 AT&T’s Mobile TV service offers similar brands of television programming.19 For these services subscribers
need a compatible phone and pay an additional monthly fee.

Content Resolution and Audio Quality
An important consideration when discussing content is its resolution and
audio quality. Several factors need to be considered including the resolution
and audio quality of the digital media device and the content itself, not to
mention the distribution method. Starting with the devices, some DMPs and
smartphones were designed from the ground up with video in mind. For example, the iPod Touch has 480 by 320 pixel resolution, as does the BlackBerry
Storm.20 Other devices have lower resolutions. For example, the LG LX370
is 320 by 240 and the BlackBerry Pearl Flip is 240 by 320.21 Audio is often
inadequate on these devices because of the inferior headphones or earbuds
provided with the device. Content is compressed for delivery and even though
compression technology has improved over the years, compressed content
still lacks the resolution and multichannel audio provided by broadcasters
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and MVPD services. Finally, depending on the bandwidth of the connection,
content resolution and audio quality can change. Slower bandwidth can lead
to stalled and glitchy streaming. To avoid this, users can always download the
programming before viewing.

Revenue Models
Traditional
Broadcasters, programming distributors, and wireless companies generate
revenue using several different models. The first is a traditional advertisingdriven model taken from the traditional broadcast programming model. The
programming can take the traditional route using linear mixed sponsor advertising inserted within the programming so the experience is similar to the
television. Commercials can be placed at the beginning of the programming
only. One company may also sponsor the episode, providing programming
throughout the show. Online and mobile programming also allows control of
commercial skipping and fast-forwarding. Users may not be allowed to skip
commercials and may be asked to interact (for example by clicking or selecting) with the commercial to advance the programming.
Pay Per Click or Rental/Download
Another way to generate revenue is to charge per episode. The most wellknown version of this is the iTunes store, where users rent or purchase shows.
Most television shows are $2.99 for an HD version.22 Season passes are available for purchase for many series—one fee and all episodes are automatically
downloaded when they are available. Amazon Video On Demand also offers
television programming in HD for about $2.99 per episode and users can purchase season passes. Amazon Video On Demand purchases can be moved to
mobile devices using Amazon’s Unbox video player. The device must support
Unbox.23 Sony PSP users can rent or purchase shows from the PlayStationNetwork.
Subscription
Subscription-based services are another way to generate revenue. Some mobile device users pay a monthly fee to access programming. This is the case
for V-Cast, Sprint TV and AT&T Mobile TV. Users pay a fee based on the
programming package and get unlimited access to that programming. These
services average $10 to $15 per month. There are even subscription-based
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apps like the Wall Street Journal, which used to be free. The paper announced
in October 2009 that the app will come with a $2 per week charge for nonsubscribers, and a $1 per week charge for subscribers.24
Paid Apps
Paid apps are a new way to generate revenue. Smartphone users can purchase
apps for access to television content. For example, CNN Mobile costs $1.99
and is one of the top-selling apps on iTunes.25 Apple reported in Summer
2009 that the iTunes app store was selling $1 million in apps every day. Apple
keeps 30% of that revenue and the app developer gets the rest.26
Hybrid
Program providers can also use hybrid models, for example paid downloads
with advertising or free apps with advertising. The opportunity to monetize
content comes in many forms, none of which has yet been very successful.
With Internet access on mobile devices and higher quality video streaming,
users are increasingly turning to free television content over subscriptionbased and paid services. However, the advertising-supported model for the
Internet has yet to generate profits. As of this writing Hulu announced that it
is considering charging users a subscription fee as early as 2010.27 Will people
be willing to pay for something that has been free? In addition, widespread
piracy in the form of illegal downloads and unauthorized streams are biting
into potential revenue for content providers.

Advertising Challenges and Opportunities
Advertising on mobile media poses both challenges and opportunities.
Google text ads have proven that measurable, personalized advertising works.
With a mobile device, that device is attached to a person, not a household
or a desktop. This presents an extraordinary opportunity for advertisers. To
combine personalized advertising with mobile content creates a more robust
opportunity for content monetization. In addition, many mobile devices like
the Motorola Droid and the iPhone have built-in GPS. GPS provides an opportunity to connect mobile media with location-based advertising. For example, the mobile device knows the user watches the Food Network and if he
or she walk by a Williams-Sonoma, store-related advertising and coupons can
be automatically sent to that device, thus reaching the user. It is no wonder
that Google purchased AdMob, a mobile advertising provider, in November
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2009.28 Mobile advertising does not mean success, though. As of fall 2009, it
had yet to prove lucrative. Too much advertising might push users to pirated
content.

Management Implications
Mobile media depends on relationships: relationships between device
manufacturers and service providers, between content producers and service
providers, and between users and service providers. Service providers like
AT&T need to be sure that the mobile content they want to deliver can be
delivered to their devices. AT&T mobile TV won’t work without compatible phones. Therefore the wireless service provider needs to work with the
handset maker to determine if the software and the network technologies
will be compatible.
One framework for understanding these relationships is to examine the
paths both the equipment and content take to get into the hands of the consumer. Table 9.1 shows these paths. First consider the consumer hardware:
the mobile device. The device must be manufactured, distributed nationally
and then made available to a local retailer. Now consider the content. The
content production equipment must be made and distributed. The content
has to be produced and distributed nationally and locally. In order for mobile
media to be successfully adopted, the production and distribution functions
of the content and equipment paths have to be fulfilled.29 Mobile media content distribution is more complicated, because once content is created it can
be distributed by a national distributor like a network, through a national
mobile content distributor (service provider) such as Verizon or Apple, or
even through a local distributor such as a local television station.
The relationship between the content producers and the service providers
is critical. This relationship often depends upon protecting the content. In
order to make money producing and delivering mobile content, that content
often needs to be controlled. A key aspect of control is digital rights management (DRM) software. DRM can be used to protect content as well as a monetization tool. The technology allows rightsholders to limit access to and use
of protected content. For example, DRM is necessary for subscription-based
services like Sprint TV. In order to monetize the content through subscription
services, DRM ensures that only subscribers get the television content. Most
often DRM is associated with copyright protection. For example, a video
purchased at iTunes cannot be shown on a BlackBerry or burned onto a DVD
to play in a DVD player. It is important to note that the desire for protected
content comes from the copyright holders and often not the digital content
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TABLE 9.1
Equipment and Content Pathways
Equipment

Content

Mobile Device Manufacturing
(Apple, RIM, Palm, Sony, Motorola)
National Distributors
Local Retail Stores
(AT&T Wireless, Best Buy, Walmart)

Content Production Equipment
(Sony, Grass Valley, Avid)
Distribution of Content Production Equipment
Content Production
(ABC, Discovery, Fox)
National Content Distribution
(NBC, ESPN, HBO)
National Mobile Content Distribution
(AT&T, iTunes, Amazon, Sprint)
Local Content Distribution
(Local TV Stations)

seller. Apple and Amazon use DRM to appease the video content owners, thus
allowing them to carry full selections of desirable television programs.
DRM is a contentious issue. DRM-free music is now available through
major digital download sellers like Amazon and iTunes. DRM-free video
is frustrating to users who want to enjoy purchased content on a variety
of devices. However, content copyright holders want DRM to protect their
content from piracy. There are efforts underway to consolidate DRM under
one “roof.” So, for example, a video purchased on iTunes could be viewed on
other devices and a digital download from Disney could be watched on a PC,
a DMP and a cell phone. Examples of this include the Keychest initiative from
Disney and the Digital Entertainment Content Ecosystem, or DECE, that is
supported by other movie studios, Sony, and IBM.30 Digital content sales are
fast becoming the norm for music but still lag in video. That will change.
For just about every DRM scheme, there is a DRM crack available on the
Internet, though the effort and technical expertise it takes to employ these
cracks, and break the law, is such that the majority of users put up with DRM.
The relationship between the user and the service provider can help mitigate
problems such as DRM. It is up to the service provider to give the user a positive experience with mobile media whether that be clear and error-free live
television or seamless digital downloads. A Sprint TV customer needs to know
when he or she goes to watch a show that it will be available and will run free
of trouble. It should also be easy and intuitive to access those services. One
way that Apple has been so successful with the iTunes store is that the process
of shopping for, selecting, purchasing, downloading and viewing content is
seamless. So while the freedom to purchase television content for an iPhone
or iPod anywhere is limited, the experience that is available is incredibly sim-
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ple. The user does not need different software and does not need to employ
many steps; it just happens.
There needs to be a relationship between the content producer, the service
provider and the handset maker. For example, consider apps for smartphones.
A content provider makes an app like the E! online app. Apple has to approve
the app and distribute it through its App Store and AT&T needs to provide
the network over which iPhone users use this app. In another example, the
content provided by Viacom for AT&T’s Mobile TV has to be in a format that
works with AT&T’s handsets and runs over AT&T’s MediaFLO network.
When television content moves across platforms, several factors must be
considered. First the content provider must have a license to distribute the
programming to mobile devices. The past writers union (WGA) strike over
digital distribution royalties demonstrates the growing importance of this
issue.31 So for any company owning television programming it is vital to have
the rights to digital and mobile distribution.
Second, entertainment companies and station groups can consider bundling content to create attractive programming packages for mobile users.
For example, Sprint TV viewers could get a package of Viacom programming.
While the programming all falls under one company, the variety of channels
presented to consumers is large and attractive to subscribers: MTV, Comedy
Central, Showtime.
Third, content providers can consider offering programming to mobile
users as promotional items. For example, free HBO or FX show clips could
entice consumers to watch the programming on their first screens (TV) and
even sign up for premium channels. Thus, the mobile screen can be another
venue for show and programming promotion and marketing. For example,
Showtime has a free iPhone app that offers clips of Showtime programming
and users can easily order Showtime and purchase other ancillary products.32

Conclusions and Future Implications
Table 9.2 provides a summary of the factors involved in bringing television
content to mobile devices. As the table shows, the distribution network and
technology, type of content, revenue stream and mitigating issues all factor
into the success of the service. Mobile device use is growing and the success of
cross-platform content means success for content providers like broadcasters
and cable channels, device makers and device service providers.
First, issues surrounding mobile media delivery and content need to be
addressed. The technologies that make streaming video work on the Web
need to also work effortlessly on mobile devices. This means that versions

Mitigating Issues

Both
Free
Paid
Subscription
Limited
programming
Network capacity

Live or on Demand
Revenue

Both
Ad supported
Free
Subscription
Flash
Network capacity

Mobile App

Content Distribution Internet Stream

Limited
programming
Compatible
device

Both
Subscription

MediaFlo

On demand
Paid`

Bypass service
providers and
content
distributors

Both (stored on DVR)
Device purchase
subscription

Pay per download Remote technology
or rental
(Slingbox)

Limited stations DRM
Limited
Limited
devices
programming

Live
Ad supported

Mobile DTV
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of Flash need to work on and be supported by mobile device makers and/
or another means to view video cross platform needs to be developed and
supported.
Second, the networks delivering mobile content need to provide enough
bandwidth to provide a robust video experience to the end user. This means,
at the very least, that 3G cellular networks need to be available to a larger
percentage of the country. In addition, wireless service providers need to be
looking at faster networks, such as 4G. As spectrum becomes available for new
wireless services, these advances are becoming a reality.
Broadcasters should be considering adoption of the new mobile/handheld
digital standard as this gives them another way to reach their audience and
promote their programming. There needs to be a push to get device makers
to incorporate the technology. How much promotion is going to come from
a cellular provider like Sprint if the mobile broadcast competes with its own
Sprint TV service? Partnerships between broadcasters and cellular providers
can overcome this potential roadblock and, in turn, make mobile television
more desirable and thus more monetizable.
One limitation of mobile devices is that they often do not work with other
devices and/or services. For example, a television show purchased at Amazon
will not work on an iPod. It is also often difficult to move content from one
device to another and that frustrates users. Thus, DRM needs to be addressed.
In addition, for wireless phones, different service providers may have exclusive deals to carry certain devices that only work with certain services. BlackBerry users cannot watch television from iTunes. Sprint mobile TV users do
not have the same channels as AT&T users.
The Long Tail
The concept that media is becoming increasingly individualized and niche
oriented discussed in The Long Tail can be easily connected to the personal
mobile device. Users want to watch specific programming on their specific
device when and where they want. Mobile media and mobile devices could be
a perfect match. Chris Anderson’s The Long Tail provides some good advice
for “Long Tail Businesses,” like mobile media.33 Many of Anderson’s suggestions for success can be applied to mobile media.
1. Make everything available. One limitation of mobile video right now is
that programming is limited. While there is more and more available
every day, the fact remains that mobile media users do not have the
same selection of broadcast and cable programming available to them
as first-screen and second-screen users.
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2. Help me find it. Search technologies and interactive program guides are
used effectively, but they could be expanded. Both Google and Bing have
mobile search software. This technology needs to be better and more
intuitive.
3. One distribution method does not fit all. Mobile television users can use
multiple methods to access content, as shown in Table 9.2. The key is to
make more content available across different distribution methods.
4. One product does not fit all. Mobile television is offered as a stream or as
a download and even over the air. This variety should stay.
5. One price does not fit all. As discussed earlier, there are several revenue
models for mobile television. Keep different price points for consumers
who are willing to pay for advertising-free content and those who prefer
to watch free advertising-supported content.
6. Understand the power of free. Free content can bring in users who will
pay for better quality or exclusive content. Free previews of programming can entice users to subscribe to services. Free programming can
also bring viewers from the third screen to the first screen. For example
while waiting for a plane a person could watch a free episode of a show
and after watching he or she may continue to watch at home, subscribe
to the show or purchase other episodes.
People are watching more video than ever before and interest in watching
television over mobile devices is growing. In order to capture this audience
and evolve with the new media landscape, the media industry has to evolve
as well. The audience wants what they want, when they want it, where they
want it and how they want it. The media industry has to be able to offer that
to the audience even if that means giving up old models of content delivery
and revenue generation.
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N AUGUST OF 2005, Hurricane Katrina demonstrated what word-of-mouth
communication could do. With limited electrical resources and pictures
on television carrying the message of the devastation in New Orleans, people
used impromptu meetings and whatever communication devices they could
to raise money to help those left desolate by the hurricane. The oldest human
form of communication, talking, generated millions of dollars in one week’s
time. The year 2010 opened with another devastating natural disaster, the 7.0
earthquake in Haiti. This time, social media was used to raise both awareness
and money at a much faster rate.1 CBS news reporter Daniel Sieberg reported
that social media helped carry the message of the devastation on Facebook
and blogs for those who had traditional computer access and satellite communication, while Twitter helped people share their feelings of sadness and
anxiety about what they were experiencing within the first minutes and hours
of the quake. Mobile giving helped those affected by the earthquake get dollars and doctors as well as outside rescue workers faster.2 Twitpic helped the
world see pictures of the demolished buildings and level of injuries sustained
by thousands of people.3 This time, celebrities were able to raise millions in
hours.4 Millions watched all these images around the world.
This chapter examines approaches taken by American television broadcasters to maximize their audiences by focusing on Internet-based programming
options. The chapter provides a historical analysis of media approaches that
led to current Internet-based technology and shows how these technologies
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provide programming options that compete with traditional broadcasting
and also discusses the way traditional media uses Internet-based programming to enhance its viability. Internet-based media discussed in this chapter
include blogs, Twitter and Facebook. The chapter closes with projections of
how Internet-based media and traditional broadcasting may coexist in the
future.

The Growth and Development of Broadcasting
Broadcasting began with the invention of the radio. However, inventing the
radio was not a simple event. After international competitions to be the first
with a successful model, competitions to develop the largest number of patents in the right combinations, radio was actually born. Whatever NBC, CBS
and ABC could not agree on, RCA did agree that without programming, there
would be no motivation to buy the radios that were prepared for consumers.5
The practice of creating a product before creating a need has been the tradition in media. Inventors design and create new products. All they have to do
is create a reason for consumers to feel that they “have to have” that product.
New technology has been developed and the goal is to create programming
that will fill the void and attract the consumer. Reaching the masses is an
ongoing challenge.
Radio enjoyed a storied success during its era. Families stopped all their
activities to hear their favorite radio show. Baby boomers may still recall listening to radio shows growing up. At that time, radios were priced reasonably
enough for families to be able to afford one or more of a number of models
within the family’s price range. The development of the recording industry
made programming radio stations less challenging due to the industry’s
novelty and especially when there was only one station in the area. By adding
opportunities for local citizens to perform, talent was reasonably priced. The
industry developed with the addition of advertising for local businesses and
grew to its current stature. It was radio that brought Main Street into our
homes.
With the success of radio, scientists were free to advance the technology to
the next level. Inventors had developed a number of experimental televisions
since the late 1800s.6 By 1932, American homes could actually see a signal
when W2XAB began broadcasting in New York City. The station was picked
up in Raleigh, North Carolina, and reportedly seen in Bristol, Tennessee;
Stevens Point, Wisconsin; Waterbury, Connecticut; Manhattan, Kansas; and,
Adrian, Michigan, to name a few cities. 7 The Columbia Broadcasting System
operated the station. Television was receiving fan mail. By 1945, when West-
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inghouse employees found out that broadcast signals could be broadcast from
planes, technicians finally decided that “If it works, it will be revolutionary.”8
Television was ready to attract the masses. In 1940, experimental TV began
broadcasting in Europe and the United States and scientists began developing
color televisions in the early 1940s. So commercial broadcasting was ready to
begin in 1941.9
No sooner than television was born, its demise was projected. Luddites
said, “This television thing will never last!” At the time, it seemed that “they”
were right. In 1942 until 1945 most television production was shut down
due to World War II. Both television sales and television broadcasting were
stopped. By 1946, the RCA 630-TS was on the market and the country’s
first color TV came out four years later, selling at the tremendous price of
$499.95.10 While radio had learned to reach the masses, television cost more
and was struggling to have viewers who could afford to buy the expensive sets
and programming that would keep viewers interested as well as sponsors who
could afford to pay for the programming. In 1946, fewer than 7,000 television
sets were in use.11
Just as television stole writers from radio and turned radio programs into
television programs, today’s new media has learned to do the same thing.
When television was in its golden years, talent competitions worked well.
Game shows worked well. Low-budget programs worked well. Television was
able to take low-budget film productions and add them to their program lineup to augment the few productions that were made for television. An online
TV Broadcasting History featured various articles from early viewers and industry representatives about what the networks broadcast in those early years.
A report from Columbia Broadcasting System, which broadcast over WCBW,
noted that they ran the test pattern from 7:30 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. and films
from 8:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. A station director noted that they would run
the same schedule as long as manpower and materials for broadcast prevailed.12 According to him, at that time, having enough manpower was their
greatest challenge.
Any production that allowed the audience to let the broadcasters know
how much they enjoyed the programming was used. In those days, phone
calls to the station and letters registered satisfaction or displeasure. Today’s
media reflects that same set of interests. More important, the lower-budget
productions have often attracted the masses. Television programming since
2000 has included more game shows during prime time, more talent competitions that offer future careers for the winners and more reality shows
that allow everyday people to talk about their personal challenges and get
prizes for doing so. Families exchange mothers.13 Overweight people try to
lose weight together.14 Nonprofessional dancers show how well they can
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dance15 and people are taken to strange and exotic locations to live together
for prizes.16 More important, broadcasters at both network and local levels
rely heavily on viewer response to these reality television shows. Broadcasters
rely heavily on viewer comments from Nielsen, phone calls, letters and yes,
Internet-based sources and social media.
During the early years of broadcasting, selling commercials or gaining
sponsorship was imperative. The station with the greatest sponsorship made
the most money. In addition to sponsorship, television stations relied on
letters from the audience to let them know if they were offering the right
programming for their audience base. As the industry developed, professional
ratings services became available. Broadcasters got weekly reports of their ratings. Letters from viewers were still important but the statistical information
that the ratings services offered gave broadcasters substantial information
they could use to make their case for client support.
Reaching the masses was television’s greatest skill for years. Radio was
useful for times when people could not watch television or when they just
needed noise. Television, however, did gain some competition from cable.
Originally, cable television was only important in areas where the reach of
traditional television was weak. Created in 1948 in the mountains of Pennsylvania by John and Margaret Walson, Community Antenna Television was
not a big competitor for commercial television.17 Cable TV served the needs
of those who were in regions where commercial television was difficult or
impossible to receive. Cable, however, slowly gained attention in the cities.
Customers receiving cable service seemed to get better programming than
commercial customers, or so they bragged to friends in the city. By the late
1970s, cable began to compete with television by showing targeted, syndicated
programming and old movies. Cable networks like ESPN, Cartoon Network,
Nickelodeon and Lifetime Television began in those years. Unlike network
television, cable had taken the first steps to provide some aspect of a genre
that was not routinely offered on network television. This was an early effort
to go after a niche audience.
As the broadcast industry has grown, the quality of information that ratings services provide has improved in detail about the viewers as well as the
speed at which that information can be delivered. Traditionally, demographic
information such as age, gender and ethnicity was provided to ensure that
advertisers could reach their population base and that programmers knew
who to target with their latest hit production. Instead of getting monthly reports on their ratings, stations began to get their ratings within the hour and
in some cases in 15-minute intervals. Broadcasters have to keep the audience
around long enough to sell or expose them to products on the media platform
the viewers are most likely using.
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Formerly, broadcasters only competed against other broadcast or cable
operations or family or personal activities. To increase its ability to compete,
the size of televisions became smaller and smaller so that televisions could be
taken along on any family activity and favorite programs would not have to
be missed. Televisions moved from the floor-model fine-furniture items to
seven-inch screens down to handheld models that could be watched discreetly
when one was supposed to be engaged in other activities. Television was an
important part of American life.
Based on the media hype today, one would think that no one is watching traditional television. Nonetheless, broadcasters continue to stay in the
game. Many are programming the independent stations in their markets and
carrying their news on more than one station. Most large and major market
stations have separate digital channels that they program in a number of ways
that bring the viewers back to the primary channel. Almost all are increasing
the power of their news stories so that viewers have a reason to turn to their
local stations instead of continually watching cable stations.
There is no less interest in broadcast or media-based messages, but there
does seem to be less time for audience members to sit down and pay attention
to their favorite show when it normally airs. Products such as On Demand18
for Comcast Cable or HBO’s On Demand19 give satellite and cable viewers
the opportunity to determine when they want to see their favorite programs.
An alternative option is made available through In Demand 20 which offers the
latest popular films as well as other programming to clients not affiliated with
one specific cable or satellite provider.
Traditional broadcast programmers have returned to a 1950s programming approach and begun to rebroadcast popular programs more than once
per week to attempt to give viewers a chance to see the newest episode and to
cut the cost of programming. This approach is designed to attract new viewers
as well as keep the ones stations had during less competitive times.
Unwilling to give up, network broadcasters have even decided to play with
the competition. With changes in ownership rules, the same conglomerate
that owns some of the cable stations may also own network affiliate stations.
Therefore it is not uncommon to hear talent on network programs direct
viewers to cable stations that are in the same family of stations. Local programmers take into consideration that their network programs may also be
on the cable and independent stations in their area. Since the networks have
agreed to sell off their programming, the local stations have no choice but to
follow suit. Most make sure their local newscasts are on the independent stations and recognizing that “resistance is futile,” their news is online as well.
Programmers are facing the biggest challenges of many of their careers. In
interviews with large market programmers, several said that their jobs have
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changed from mildly competitive to extremely stressful as they attempt to put
the right shows in place against the local as well as network competition.21
Once they began to factor in online or Internet-based programming their jobs
really began to change.
The goal for broadcasting in general had always been to reach the largest audience possible. What had been an effort to reach a massive audience changed
to getting the largest audiences on multiple platforms. Programmers wanted
the largest number of viewers to watch their news when it was broadcast on
their station as well as when it was broadcast on the independent station(s) as
well as when it could be watched online and where possible, when their news
reporters could be seen in airports, sporting events or other venues.

Who’s Going to Pay for This?
For years, broadcast station managers would tell you to never trust any
broadcaster who told you that they just wanted to produce good programming. Most would say they entered television to make money. Recognizing
that someone had to pay for “good programming,” they knew that salesmanship of commercials and sponsored programs kept stations on the air. Radio
brought the hardware store and the dress shops into our homes. Television
showed us the specific products they were selling and how to wear or use
them. Broadcasters set up our media-based sales expectations. Next to word
of mouth, broadcasting was our best bet.
Now, however, stations sell on multiple platforms. Based on their ownership structure they may sell television spots primarily but might offer packages that include radio station spots as well as some Internet-based spots. The
most challenging part of this endeavor is that the commercial breaks that air
on the broadcast channels do not work for the online programming. Loss of
commercials means loss of profit per show. Commercials and sponsorship
are imperative for the broadcast industry. In an effort to be profitable, the
length of time afforded for commercial breaks changed from the standard two
minutes per break to three minutes or more. Additionally, commercial length
changed from the standard 30-second spot to 10-second spots that might run
three times in one commercial break period. For online programming, stations sell banners, 10-second spots and, in a few cases, 30-second spots before
viewers get to see the actual programs.
Since 2007-2008 with the writers’ strike,22 broadcast programming has
been in a state of flux. Trying to keep programming on network affiliates
when new scripts were not being produced wreaked havoc on the industry.23
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When there is not enough new programming, attempting to sell commercials
becomes problematic. An already depressed industry saw itself running more
reruns and more infomercials when regular programming could not be aired
to generate better profit. Some stations began to run more one- and twominute extended commercials while others ran more half hour infomercials.
The use of the extended commercials gave viewers more and more two-minute opportunities to be convinced they should get police, technical support or
medical training in their spare time. They were taught to get rich in the real
estate business or build bodies like Adonis in 30 minutes per day. These lowbudget commercials fill in the profitability for the day but do not provide the
level of support stations need. They also fail to attract viewers who want to see
the whole show or to watch the show more than once. While infomercials are
not the greatest audience generators, they do attract more viewers than dead
air. Infomercials tend to air during times of low viewership, overnight and on
weekends. Viewers have become accustomed to them and know what to look
for. They also give viewers a real reason to seek programming elsewhere, often
on a different platform.
Traditional broadcasters are having a tough task of keeping their stations
going. During prime time, shows with high ratings are being cancelled because
it costs too much to keep the shows on the air. Some characters are being written out of scripts because the actors’ salaries are so high that the shows’ profitability goes down. Other shows are returning the same characters but without
raises.24 Lots of new shows are being created for shorter periods of time to see
if they can attract audiences before production companies invest in the cost
of producing thirteen episodes. Cable networks are airing some shows for
multiple times each week and creating only eight to twelve original episodes.
Cable stations have chosen to create more original programming even though
they produce fewer episodes.
Finally, prime-time as well as daytime programmers, are submitting to the
need to tie themselves to the technological changes that are not going away.
The Today Show has been airing competitions that ask viewers to vote to select
the winners through their cell phones. Today with Hoda and Kathie Lee has
regular segments built around the audience e-mails that arrive while the show
is on the air. The Ellen DeGeneres Show has a regular segment that allows the
audience to respond to questions or phone in their opinions about the topics for the day. Even Dr. Phil tweets certain viewers with personal questions.
Prime-time programming often mentions e-mail, Facebook, Twitter and
other Internet-based products. So, the cat is out of the bag—broadcast and
Internet-based media can and do coexist. In the next section we will discuss
the various ways the two technologies manage to coexist.
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Where Did This Show Come From and Who’s Watching It?
Although television’s demise has been predicted for the past sixty years, during
the last five years, the belief that “the end is near” has seemed stronger than
ever. Article after article decried the end of television. Prognosticators argued
about how and where we would get our news. Some projected that we would
all turn off the evening news because it does not come on when we want to see
it. Time seemed to be the key factor. The sag in the economy also contributed
to a very robust belief that almost all was lost. Television stations began combining news departments around the country.25 News departments in Ohio,
Indiana, California, Hawaii and Illinois used various approaches to collapsing
or consolidating news departments. In the case of the Chicago-based Tribune
Company, four of their television stations in Miami and Hartford were combining their news crews in order to reduce operational costs. There would be
one set of reporters to cover every event instead of having representatives from
each station present.26 Networks began cancelling shows on their premiere
nights if their ratings were not high enough. Moreover, networks began cancelling television programs with good ratings when the overhead became too
high for the companies to gain the profit they wanted. The constant barrage of
reports of doom and gloom left industry practitioners baffled and arguing.
Yet, a November 10, 2009, story in MediaPost News alerted readers that
Americans were watching more television in 2008-2009.27 According to
Friedman, Americans watched 4 hours and 49 minutes of TV per day in
2008-2009. Even though the development of DVRs had been identified as
the reason people would not watch television, Nielsen’s report indicated that
DVR use added seven days of recorded viewing. While these figures only
represent a 1.4% increase in viewership, a four-minute increase, viewership
was up in dayparts other than prime time. Additionally, an October 26, 2009,
Media Post News article indicated that children’s viewing of TV was at an 8year high. “Children between the ages of 2 and 5 spend 32 hours in front of
their TVs.”28 Pre-teens, however, do not consume as much television as the
younger children. Research shows that they are using other media to supplement their traditional television viewing. Friedman concluded “this trend
mirrors overall media consumption in the two years. TV viewing is higher,
and so are Internet, gaming and mobile phone activities.”29 From an advertising perspective, Nielsen’s research shows that younger children are watching
more commercials than are older kids. Younger children watch more commercials than any other demographic group. Based on the May 2009 sweeps,
2-5 year olds watched 50% more commercials in DVR playback during prime
time based on research on the four networks.30 Other statistics from Nielsen
suggest that viewership figures are similar for teens and adults. So, perhaps
the demise-of-television prophecy is still premature.
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Statistics in 2009 on television use and TVs in the household should make
broadcasters feel a bit more comfortable. Nielsen reports that in November
2009, almost 115 million American households had at least one television.
Almost 104 million homes were either cable or satellite ready. Of those homes
that had cable, 51% had digital cable. About 33 million homes have satellite
TV and 47 million homes are HD capable. Indicating some progress, the
number of homes using VCRs has gone down by 10% since 2007 while DVD
player use is up 1% to 101 million. DVR recorders are up 12% since 2007 to
nearly 37 million in use.
As for television viewing, broadcasters can breathe a sigh of relief when
reviewing Nielsen’s end-of-2009 statistics.31 More than 99% of video content watched is watched on traditional television sets. The average American
watches nearly 32 hours of TV each week. DVR users are watching almost
eight hours of recorded TV each month. That’s almost a 23% increase since
2008. And reflective of other data, children between the ages of six and eleven
watch 28 hours of TV each week.

Why Do Viewers Watch?
Trying to reach the masses certainly would require broadcasters and new
media producers to know the answer to that question. For traditional researchers, an examination of the Uses and Gratifications theory32 would explain why viewers watch what they watch, while Everett Rogers’ Diffusion of
an Innovation33 might better address the use of the newer media options.
Looking at the 1940 uses and gratifications theory, we recognize that the
media have always competed against other sources of gratification (i.e., doing
other things that please us as well as us watching, listening or participating
in other media). Additionally, gratification can be derived from watching
a favorite media show, watching a program in one’s favorite genre and/or
watching a show with those one loves.34
The media can provide information, programming that fits one’s personal identity, integration and social interaction and entertainment. Both
traditional and Internet-based media provide information. Information is
provided through news-based programming, advice sources, self-education
options and information provided in programs that build one’s feelings of
security. Media help build personal identity by presenting programming
that reinforces personal values, showing models of various behaviors and
providing programming that offers insight into one’s self as well as showing
characters with whom viewers can identify. Media provide integration and
social interaction when programming presents characters that generate social
empathy. Use of the media offers opportunities for feeling that one belongs to
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the group, provides options for conversation, creates a substitute for real-life
relationships and allows users to connect with family, friends and society. The
media offers entertainment frequently through its escapist, relaxing, cultural,
emotional and sexually arousing programming. Based on these factors, it is
easy to see that both traditional and Internet-based media meet these needs.
In the next section we will discuss the problems broadcasters face in this
changing mediascape.

The Challenges of Traditional Media
For years, television met the needs of most people. If viewers needed to find
answers to questions or find validity in their behavior, characters and experts
on television offered examples of ways to handle problems. The creation of
new media caused challenges for television. Competition created a feeling
of loss of the audience base. A September 24, 2009, article in Media News
International,35 reported a story that Americans are using more online and
radio sources for news and information than TV or newspapers. The study,
sponsored by ARAnet and conducted by Opinion Research Corporation, indicated that television use dropped by 3.6% while radio increased 2.9% and
online usage increased 1.9%. Only 31% of those surveyed said that they get
their news and information from television.
In addition to less than exciting numbers, the Opinion Research Corporation (ORC) survey indicated some changes in demographic use that is
threatening to traditional broadcasting. The big four networks have worked
to improve their ethnic programming and viewing base. ORC’s research
suggests that ethnic and medium income groups are more frequently using
Internet-based media for news and information programming. Specifically,
Hispanics, college-educated people and people earning more than $100,000
per year were increasingly using more Internet-based sources than the general population.36 These findings were supported by one of Advertising Age’s
Power 150 Bloggers, Dave Fleet.37 Fleet indicated that his survey showed that
high earners and college graduates are turning to Internet-based media more
frequently. Supporting other research, however, Fleet did agree that traditional media was not “going away any time soon.”

Internet-Based Media
Social media is a commonly used expression that has numerous definitions.
For the purposes of this chapter, social media and online media fall into the
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category of Internet-based media. The terms will be used interchangeably.
Discussions with technological experts suggest that social media has been
around longer than most people realize. In an e-mail communication on
October 12, 2009, with Brad King, a social media observer, he stated, “Social
media has been around for about 50 years. It’s only a big deal because everyone is using it now.” Online technologies are those that allow people to share
opinions, insights, experiences, and perspectives with each other.38 Other sites
identify social media as being user-generated, using social networking sites
such as Digg, Reddit and Facebook, among others.39 Anvilmediainc describes
social media as an umbrella term that integrates technology with social interaction and involves the construction of words and pictures.40 Sprythink.com
brings in the addition of mobile technology as part of the technology used to
facilitate discussions between and among people.41 Social media are works of
user-created video, audio, text or multimedia that are published and shared
in a social environment, such as a blog, wiki or video hosting site.42 These
media use software tools that allow groups to generate content and engage in
peer-to-peer conversations and exchange of content (e.g., YouTube, Flickr,
Facebook, MySpace, etc).43 Social media is the collection of tools and online
spaces available to help individuals and businesses to accelerate their information and communication needs.44

Measuring Social Media
Just as the use of the Internet has expanded, so has the use of social media.
Statistics compiled in 2009 identified the many ways that social media has affected American culture as well as the media. That year the U.S. Department
of Education announced that students who were taught online outperformed
students taught face-to-face. In higher education, 17% of all students are
enrolled in online classes. That year, the second largest search engine was
YouTube. Social media use has overtaken pornography as the number one activity on the Web.45 A Wall Street Journal article suggests one in eight couples
married in 2008 met online. In evaluating the statistics related to blogging,
mobile media and other Internet-based operations it becomes apparent that
social media has affected the population.
While broadcasters try to determine which social media to affiliate, they
also need a scheme for determining which media is most appropriate for their
message and product. MediaPost columnist David Berkowitz developed 100
ways to assess the value of the social media you use.46Although his approach
was not scientific, it did include some valuable approaches to assess how well
some people are using or not using certain media. Although not stated explicitly
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in each listing, it’s clear that any effective social media used will generate a
lot of discussion. The word “buzz” or talk is used in nine out of the first ten
suggestions for measuring the effect of social media.
Some entries here can be interpreted several ways. Depending on how
you define them, some of these metrics may seem redundant, while others may seem so broad that they can be broken out further. Many of these
can be combined with each other to create new metrics that can then be
tracked over time. The categories are: buzz, fan base, technological reach
and popularity.
In analyzing the use of Internet-based media and traditional media, readers
will find a strong correlation between the categories that Berkowitz created
and the way that traditional broadcasters use social media. In the following
section, we examine the historical development of social media including
blogging, Twitter and Facebook. The section discusses the various approaches
to blogging that fulfill programming expectations.

Before There Was Blogging
Discussion of blogging harkens back to research on communication within
communities dating back to Webber in 1963.47 Research on computermediated communities brings us closer to what we see in Internet discussions
and mobile rants. Early discussions may have focused on citizen democracy,
giving voice to those who felt their opinions were left out of the national conversations. While current analysis of these virtual communities shows that such
conversations still have their place, there is now a movement past the political
to business and topics as mundane as how to handle everyday problems.
In this section we explore the various historical paths identified as the
“true history of blogging.” We discuss “zines” and how that early paper-based
product reflected the views of a pre-electronic community and resembled the
electronic community in the way it spoke to its constituency. We finally get
to the electronic options of computer-mediated communication by discussing audio and video blogs and the technology that supports these forms of
communication.

The “Alleged” History of Blogging
Trying to identify the “real history of blogging” takes a leap of faith. Most
longtime bloggers feel they know the real history of the practice. One only
needs to Google “history of blogging” to find out how many people “really”
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know how blogging began. This section offers the best of what was available
at the writing of this text.
Although no one wants to use Wikipedia as a source, most of us are tempted
to at least check what it says on topics and find out what other sources agree
with it. There is little to disagree with when Wikipedia points out that blogging became popular after the development of digital communities such as
Usenet, GEnie, the CompuServe systems and early e-mail lists or Bulletin
Board Systems (BBS).48 This section includes the comments from supporting sources that address the early technology and approaches to computermediated communication (CMC).
WiseGeek identifies the use of the Internet forum as a discussion area on
a website.49 These websites allowed members to read comments from others
and post their responses to them. The forums could be on any specific topic
and the membership of those participating could increase or decrease in size
based on the interest in the topic. The Internet forum was also called a message board, discussion group, bulletin board or Web forum.50 While these
communication options pre-date the blog, they had one big difference. The
Internet forum allowed participants to respond to each other and change
topics based on comments made. A blog, however, has one primary writer or
a group of writers and others may only respond to comments made by the
blog owner.
In late 1979, Usenet came into existence. Two Duke University graduate
students decided to connect computer systems so they could share information about the UNIX operating system.51 Not too far away, a University of
North Carolina graduate student wrote the first newsreader software. The
two universities were soon connected. The Usenet system grew throughout
the 1980s. Other network administrators, volunteers and systems designers
assisted the development of Usenet and gave it a backbone.
UNIX did not remain the sole topic of discussion by Usenet users. As
more people began to use the system, the backbone had to create a system
that allowed people with similar interests to converse more seamlessly. The
backbone created seven top-level groups that included: computer discussion, miscellaneous topics, newsgroup issues, recreation and entertainment,
science, social discussion and controversial topics. As expected, other topics
were added because of their interest. Usenet created a system that allowed
group members to suggest topics and vote on including them. Humanities
was the eighth topic added.52
Although Usenet is an early participant in CMC’s history, it still survives.
Corporations like Microsoft, IBM, Novell and 3Com still use it. Also, the
United States, Austria, South Africa and many other countries still use it.
Corporations use Usenet now to educate their customers.
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CompuServe Information Service (CIS/CompuServe) was an early contributor to the online community building efforts even though it is no longer
a part of the community. In 1978, CompuServe began introducing a number
of online services for personal computer users. They offered electronic mail,
now known as e-mail, to help customers with service problems through its
Infoplex.53 It later pioneered “real-time chat” with its CD Simulator service in
1980. In 1981, CompuServe introduced a file transfer protocol that allowed
clients to share files as well as allowed CIS to use the system internally. CompuServe was the first online service to offer Internet connectivity in 1989. In
the early 1990s it was one of the most popular companies with hundreds of
thousands of users participating in moderated forums.54 CompuServe was
able to move its use of CMC from the business client to the geek to the average computer user. Its online forums included discussions on entertainment,
sports, politics and current events. In 1992, CompuServe hosted the industry’s first electronic press kit for the film Sneakers.55 CompuServe remained a
leader in electronic forums until the mid-1990s. In 1997, AOL bought it out.
It ceased to exist on June 30, 2009. Even in its death e-mail users can still use
their system under a new system.56
GEnie stands for General Electric Network for Information Exchange. It
was developed on October 1, 1985, by Bill Louden and launched as an ASCII
text-based service later that month. This product was designed to compete
with CompuServe’s Community forum.57 GEnie allowed users to communicate on GE’s mainframe computer during hours when the computer was not
used for business. It became very popular and a national force in the online
market but it was never fully developed. GEnie developed a reputation for
online text games as well as graphical games that used state-of-the-art nontextured 3D graphics on PCs with VGA displays.58 General Electric, however,
never saw GEnie as a product for profitability. It never added a phone line so
more calls could come through and did not expand the mainframe to take
more users. For some reason, General Electric was successful in reaching the
masses, but did not try to keep them.
The use of Bulletin Board Systems (BBS) takes us closer to today’s blogs.
An examination of JSTOR research on early bulletin board systems suggests
that the majority of the users were in education or seeking better teaching
methods for specialized audiences or they reflected the needs of various professional groups. Like the other online communities, BBS reflect a single topic
and allow all participants to respond to topics put on the table. In the 1980s,
newspapers and broadcasters started dial-up bulletin boards.59 At the time,
these bulletin boards were run by engineering or newsroom geeks and they
were often in partnership with America Online, Prodigy and CompuServe.60
While other newspapers decided to work online, few made the commitment
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of the Chicago Tribune. In 1991, the Tribune Company invested in America
Online. In 1992, the Tribune launched Chicago Online. Unlike the other
mediated units, the Tribune marketing department drove this online bulletin
board.61 Founding editor Owen Youngman noted that content for that first
bulletin board came from all over the paper during the first year. The next
year the newspaper hired a staff of editors and turned the bulletin board into
an online newspaper. Now within the newspaper structure, reporters have
established their own blogs based on their reporting or commentary areas.
From the very basic goals of trying to reach the consumer, the precursors
to the blog used every approach within their skill sets to come up with ways
to get the attention of readers and viewers. This desire to attain and maintain
attention did not begin with the advanced communication links.

“Zines”
Before blogs, there were “Zines.” Zines is short for fanzines.62 Zines are amateur publications created and distributed by one author or a team of authors.
Zine articles are written by average people who have an obsessive interest in
a topic and are willing to write about it.63 According to Dykeman, zines have
been published for many years and date back to Paul of Tarsus or Martin
Luther. Dykeman notes that zines existed before the amateur press association (APA) began.64 APA was started in 1876. The National Amateur Press
Association is still functioning.
Zines and blogs are very similar. The Inner Swine identifies five key aspects
of producing a zine compared to a blog.65 The Inner Swine suggests that the
creator must first decide what kind of zine they want to produce. Then the
creator has to take the big step of actually writing the material they want to
share and taking pictures that relate to the topic. Next, the zine creator has to
typeset, lay out and collate the material for the zine. When all this has been
done, the zine publisher has to distribute the material. The last stage is to do
the first four steps over and over again. Ziners spent a lot of money printing
their zines. They had to buy paper, photocopy the zines, then pay to mail
them to those who might want them. Those who did not want to mail them
would have to find locations that would distribute the zines for little or no
cost. Locations used for distribution usually had some relationship to the topics discussed. Zine publishers also sought advertising when their zine became
popular enough.
When reviewing the list, one can clearly see that the steps for producing a
blog vary very little. Bloggers have to create hyperlinks, add their pictures and,
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if using the appropriate technology, add either audio and/or video to their
blogs. Cost for blogging depends on the level of technology the blogger wants
to use. Basic blogging costs no more than the cost of Internet service if the
blogger pays for Internet service. Some bloggers use the public library. Bloggers can advertise by seeking the advertising support of related businesses.
Bloggers can also get the name of their blog out through blogging reviews
and directories.
Zines have another characteristic that carried over to the online communities. Zines were often anti-establishment. This fits the early online or virtual
communities. People who agreed on a subject that might not reflect the general opinion of the populace agreed to share their views through zines and
later through blogs.

What Is Blogging?
There may be more agreement about what blogging is “not” than about what
it “is.” According to Dykeman and a few hundred other bloggers, bloggers
are not journalists. They may want to use journalistic principles but they do
not need journalistic credentials.66 In 2009 there were over 200,000,000 blog
posts. More than half of the bloggers post daily on either their blog or Twitter
sites. Bloggers select a topic and write about it. They then allow others to comment on their thoughts. Others are not able to change the topics of future blog
posts. Their comments might encourage the blogger to continue the topic in
future blog posts.
A blogger named Mike67 noted that blogging is closer to broadcasting
than to conversing. He asserted that blogging is a conversation of sorts. The
conversation is more intimate than what we expect in traditional broadcasting. However, blogging does not have the same feel as personal human communication, in part because the response or feedback to comments made is
delayed.

Audio Blogs
Blogging is clearly established in both print and broadcasting venues. Technology, however, has permitted all who blog to advance the interest and accessibility to their blogs. Audio blogging has added a new dimension to the
blogging phenomenon. Ipadio is an application (app) for Android users.68
Through Ipadio, users can stream live audio to their website or pre-record
up to 60 minutes of audio clips for uploading or posting later. By talking
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into the Android phone, users can text, title, tag and produce a transcript for
their blogs. The technology allows users to add up to four photos from their
telephones. Geo-locating technology is also used in Ipadio. The app provides
tools that allow the audio information to be added to Facebook and Twitter.
SpinVox’s voice technology is used to activate this audio service.69
Dr. Mark K. Smith, CEO of Ipadio says that since they launched Ipadio, the
product has worked on all telephones: landlines, satellite, VOIP and mobile.70
However, when they developed specific apps for the iPhone and Android
phones, they began to offer additional functions for phones as well as for online accounts. Using Ipadio for blogs results in phlogs or phone blogs. These
blogs appear on ipadio.com instantly or are indexed in just a few hours. As
early as November 2008, Ipadio pioneered the live audio-to-web market.71
Audio blogs are also used in government work. International blogging done
by the U.S. government provides new technology and new information for
international audiences. Radio Martí held Cuba’s first ever blogger awards
ceremony featuring the country’s most popular bloggers.72
The United States government funds the Office of Cuban Broadcasting
through the presidentially appointed Broadcast Board of Governors. The
Board of Governors was established in 1990 to oversee the operations of
Radio and TV Martí. Both broadcast units transmit news and information to
the people of Cuba from a non-government controlled perspective.

Video Blogs
Just as audio has enhanced blogging, new video services were added in 2009.
Another product designed to be an e-mail service also has a broadcast capability. HelloWorld73 offers a “comprehensive web-based platform” that allows
users to communicate by using text or video e-mail. The product also allows
users to create, store, share and publish their digital assets. This product allows the users to perform in their own talk shows, music videos and other
podcasts. Internationally distributed, HelloWorld allows users to respond to
selected viewers, listeners and companies conducting contests.

Mobile Blogging
The discussion of blogging could not be complete without identifying some of
the apps that utilize mobile technology. Falcon Mobile Video Blogging allows
a subscriber to stream a video directly from his or her cell phone to any blog
including to YouTube by simply calling a pre-defined number.74 Phones that
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are used need to have at least a 3G system and mobile video blogging service.
Falcon Mobile will allow users to publish their thoughts and feelings at any
time and any place.
Leaving blogs to examine Twitter and Facebook is somewhat problematic.
Just as blogging is easily associated with mobile Twitter, Twitter and Facebook
are connected to blogging, and mobile. In the following section, the basics of
Twitter and its very brief history are presented.

Twitter
Twitter began in March 2006.75 By the end of 2009, it was expected to have
accumulated 25 million users with revenues of $4 million. “Twitter is making deals to put its application on every cell phone, game console and mobile
computing device in the world.”76 Twitter is quickly growing in popularity.
Teachers are tweeting with their students and there even appears to be a bit of
Twitter overload. Spreading like wildfire, Twitter has seemed to make a space
for itself in our lives.
Based on PC Magazine’s online definition, Twitter is a website and service
that lets users send short text messages up to 140 characters in length from
their cell phones to a group of people. Twitter77 was designed to keep family,
friends and co-workers aware of their various daily activities. Once a user sets
up a Twitter account, users can import their e-mail address books as well as
use the Twitter search engine to locate and invite people.
Since its inception, Twitter has left the area of personal communication
and moved on to commercial and organizational communication options.
Advertisers use Twitter to wish customers happy birthday and let them know
they can receive a free product. This approach is used routinely in South
Korea by Starbucks on cell phones. Other businesses use Twitter to announce
the arrival of new products. Politicians routinely use Twitter to inform their
constituents or subscribers of their positions or opinions on events taking
place in the city, state or country. Twitter is increasingly used for commercial
organizations to tell customers “what’s new.” In addition, politicians and
celebrities use it to keep constituents and fans informed.
Twitter messages (“tweets”) are distributed to recipients who elect to become followers. Messages can also be sent via instant messaging, the Twitter
website or a third-party Twitter application. A MySpace account can also be
updated. To follow a Twitter feed, the Twitter site and feed name is the address
(URL); for example, Best Buy’s Twitter feed is www.twitter.com/bestbuy.
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Twitterese and Users
As noted, a Twitter message is a “tweet,” and an ongoing stream of Twitter
messages is a “Twitter feed.” People who write tweets are called “twitterers”
or “tweeple,” and a gathering of twitterers is a “tweetup.” A novel written and
distributed as tweets is a “twiller.” A Twitter follower may also get stung by
a Twitter phishing scam. Twitter’s audience base is a younger demographic
primarily comprised of 15-to-24-year-olds or the Millennial Generation.
However, the playground is no longer secure. Not to be left behind, 25-to34-year-olds have found their way in.78 This use by an older group is driving
the younger users away. With Facebook already populated by Baby Boomers
and Twitter feeling the effects of Generation Xers, Twitterers are on the run
for a place of their own.
The release of figures in 2009 indicated that the use of Twitter by 15-to24 year-olds dropped from 55% at the beginning of 2008 to 50% in 2009.79
While nothing suggests that 15-to-24 year olds are abandoning their Internet
use, there is an indication that they are spending less time on social networking sites.80 James Thickett, director of market research at Ofcm, said that
youth under the age of 16 are remaining “immensely” loyal to Facebook and
MySpace.81

Challenges to Twitter
As great as Twitter can be for getting micro messages across or recommending restaurants or businesses to others, Twitter’s reputation has been compromised from time to time. In September of 2009, a series of micropostings
swamped Twitter with malicious scams, thereby costing Twitter its reputation.82 The scam was actually one that had been used in e-mail brought to
the new platform. Dishonest Twitter users created Twitter accounts and sent
tweets that carried links to promotions for fake antivirus protection that did
not exist. “One wave keyed off Twitter’s top 10 trending topics,” spreading
bad links in tweets purportedly about subjects generating the most microposts globally. The “direct messages carried links designed to steal passwords
and recruit people for work-at-home mules, setting up bank accounts to help
thieves extract funds from hijacked financial accounts.”83 One of the most
disruptive effects of these acts of piracy was the loss of trust for Direct Messages (DMs). Sean-Paul Correll, researcher for Panda Security says, “People
have a built-in trust in messages that appear to be from friends.” Twitter’s 30
million users make it a prime target for scammers and schemers. Therefore,
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use of known antivirus software that is frequently updated is a must. Achido84
cautions Twitterers to use all the free tools available to them. Some can unravel shortened Web links before you open them and others let you know if
the website is safe.85

Twitter and Broadcasting: An Expanding Relationship
There are clear indications that the broadcast industry does do business with
Twitter. Besides creating television programming from Twitter-developed
feeds, broadcasters are also using Twitter to promote programming. Technology entities are designing equipment that is adjusted to accept tweets and
broadcasters are feeling the effect of unhappy viewers based on their tweeted
messages to tweeple.
Twitter is proving to be an effective method of television promotion. A
Media Post News Brief on November 10, 2009, identified a script ordered by
CBS for a show that was launched as a Twitter feed. The show, written by Justin Halpern, is about Halpern’s father’s comments, which he seemed to hear
more when he moved back home at 29. Max Mutchnick and David Kohan,
creators of Will and Grace, served as executive producers of the CBS show
called “Bleep My Dad Says.”86
Fox Network is using Twitter on a few of its reruns. They will feature
scrolling cast and director commentary.87 Additionally, IBM’s NYSE:IBM
and Fox viewers will be able to communicate with their flat-screen TVs by
using Facebook and Twitter.88 Fox used two of its shows (Fringe and Glee)
during the summer of 2009 to allow the viewers to talk to the cast members
and producers, as well as to other viewers. The tweets could be followed on
a computer or by scrolling messages at the bottom of the TV screen.89 IBM
has accepted tweeting as a viable part of their business operation. They have
“patented a remote control that incorporates tweeting and other social media
features into the television-viewing experience.”

Facebook
Facebook was created in February 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg, who is now
the CEO of the network.90 In a November 2009 report, Facebook was said
to have a 250 million user-base and more than $500 million in revenue.91
“Facebook had more than 10,000 partners and is developing its own currency
program.”92 A report given one month later showed the social network’s user
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base as 350 million.93 At this time, it is considered the world’s number one
Internet social network.
Facebook has shown its value in broadcasting. The presidential election of
2008 proved to be a motivator for the networks to decide to combine their
brands. In 2008, ABC News and Facebook created a partnership to create a
U.S. Politics application.94 When the partnership began in 2007, Facebook
had only 83 million users worldwide, 30 million in the United States and even
fewer among the news organization websites.95 In 2008, ABC had only a “miniscule percentage of Facebook’s audience,” but the network was interested in
marketing on Facebook because it cost so little and if they failed to attract a
massive audience, they would not lose a lot of money.96 Additionally, if the
traditional media used Facebook, it offered a high probability of attracting
youthful masses to their brand.
MSNBC’s Vice President for Marketing noted that adding a relationship
with Facebook was a “low-risk opportunity.” Catherine Captain commented
that “some things hit and some miss,”97 but broadcasters were hoping for the
“word of mouth publicity because digital word of mouth snowballs on its
own.” That snowballing is sped up by selective media buys that place CNN,
MSNBC and other news organizations’ ads on members’ profiles.98 At the
time the article was released, CNN, MSNBC and ABC were in the process
of revamping their Web pages so that they would be more interesting to the
younger audience base.
ABC was not the first of the big four networks to attempt to forge a relationship with Facebook. Fox News Channel has had a Facebook presence
since 2006. In 2008, Fox had a fan base of more than twenty thousand. CBS
News did not have a fan page at the time Fox and ABC were adding that
option. It worked hard, however, to develop a Facebook presence. According to Wesprin, after the presidential primaries were over, ABC attempted
to discontinue its use of the news app but instead had its brand attached to
Facebook.99
Broadcasting and Cable called Facebook a ripe target for television news
organizations because the site attracts an audience with an average age of
23. Facebook does well with the age groups of 18-34 and 25-52 according to
CBM Advisors.100 Facebook applications, like widgets that are embedded in
user profiles, allow for greater interactivity. Facebook earns money through
advertising. Facebook social ads can help garner more page viewers and grow
the customer base.101 While inclusion of ads has proven to be successful for
some clients, Jennifer Leggio pointed out that too much advertising can upset
the regular readers. TNT used Facebook to launch its Fall 2009 season to the
point of overkill according to Leggio. Leggio and other blog readers agreed
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that saturation of ads on a website was “annoying.”102 Facebook’s popularity
has forced it to redraw its privacy boundaries.103 The network has decided to
open up part of its site to outsiders but they are introducing more options for
users’ privacy settings. This will give users more control over who sees their
thoughts, videos, photos and personal information.
This effort to provide more privacy options becomes very important as
Google and Microsoft continue to incorporate more user-generated content
from social media websites into their search results. Also, as Twitter continues
to compete with Facebook, giving the user more options seems important.
Facebook wants to be able to allow its users to share information in a number
of different ways. Users may want some information to be made available to
their friends while other information might be made available to their family members. Elliot Schrage, VP of Facebook’s Global Communication and
Public Policy Office said that the changes the network will make will not
change their policies governing the kind of user information shared with
advertisers.
In mid-2009, Canada’s privacy commissioner said that Facebook lacked active safeguards to prevent unauthorized access to users’ personal information
by third-party developers like game and quiz makers. Facebook began testing its public messaging feature in the summer of 2009. In October of 2009,
Microsoft announced plans to incorporate Facebook messages flagged for
the general public into its search engine results. Just before the end of 2009,
Google announced plans to incorporate certain Facebook data in its real-time
search product.104

Broadcasting and Facebook
Facebook is considered more of a broadcasting product than a social networking product. Dr. Cameron Marlow, the man identified as Facebook’s
in-house sociologist, believes this and offers support for why the statement is
accurate.105 Marlow provides statistics that support his beliefs. More specifically, The Economist found the following:106
The average male Facebook user with 120 friends:
• . . . comments on 7 of his friends’ photos, status updates, or wall.
• . . . messages or chats with just 4 of his friends
The average female Facebook user with 120 friends:
• . . . comments on 10 of her friends’ photos, status updates, or wall.
• . . . messages or chats with only 6 of her friends
The average male Facebook user with 500 friends:
• . . . comments on 17 of his friends’ photos, status updates, or wall
• . . . messages or chats with just 10 friends
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The average female Facebook user with 500 friends:
• . . . comments on 26 friends’ photos, status updates, or wall
• . . . messages or chats with only 16 friends

So contrary to what one might expect, consumers are not “networking” as
much as they are “broadcasting” their lives. Finally, the broadcasting industry
uniting with Facebook will be here soon. Facebook broadcasting is listed in a
search of the topic. By checking facebookbroadcast.com/107 you will find that
the site is set up but only holding the space. Perhaps that is the network’s way
of letting users know that inclusion of Facebook on Internet-based media is
well on its way.
One can safely conclude that the broadcast industry has done well in its
efforts to reach the masses. The masses continue to be reached on traditional
television. The masses are reached on the Internet. Social media or Internetbased media is reaching millions. Just as the cell phone industry was used
to connect countries that did not have an infrastructure useful to develop
traditional phone service, social media has now given broadcasters access to
audience members in almost any location in the world. Competition increases
and technology changes, but reaching the masses increases all the more.
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Making Money with Mobile
Maria Williams-Hawkins

T

2010 WAS AN IDEAL TIME TO publish a book on new media that allowed for the discussion of mobile technologies. The 2010 Consumer
Electronics Show (CES), held each year in early January in Las Vegas, had
numerous mobile media products to debut. Showcased were cell phones that
were complete computers, cell phones that displayed live television shows,
waterproof cell phones, and cell phones that were full projectors. The Consumer Electronics Show demonstrated that the conclusion of the twenty-first
century’s first decade and the transition to its second was one of rapidly
changing mobile technology.
In this chapter, the current mobile market and especially its younger consumers will be examined. There will be a discussion of cell phone products
that represent today’s standards for mobile products as well as the latest
improvements in mobile media. The challenges mobile companies are facing
as they try to link Internet and other technological advancements to mobile
technology are discussed. This chapter provides an overview of the history
and current standards for mobile broadcasting. Finally, there will be a discussion of all the approaches advertisers and marketers are using to reach the
masses via the mobile market.
HE YEAR

Who Is Using Mobile?
The annual Consumer Electronics Show (CES) is one of the most anticipated
events for technology enthusiasts. For vendors to invest so much time in
— 219 —
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the mobile arena, there obviously is a market for those products. Certainly
cell phones are not new products, but they have changed considerably since
their introduction to mainstream, middle-class consumers. From the luxury
or business devices found in limousines, taxicabs and/or police vehicles to
the micro-devices clipped to business users’ ears, the cell phone has made
dramatic changes since 1982 when the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) assigned an exclusive frequency range for cell phone use.1 Mobile
phone use continues to increase at an astonishing rate. Based on the Nielsen
Company’s report published by the Center for Media Research in January
2010,2 there are 223 million cell phone users 31 years old and older. Moreover,
many children 10 years old and older have cell phones but are not included in
this figure. The number of mobile Web users has increased by 33% since 2008
with 60.7 million users. At least 18% of all cell phone users are smartphone
owners. By the end of 2010, Nielsen estimates that 40% to 50% of all cell
phone users will be smartphone users. Also, January 2010 statistics indicate
that between 7% to 8% of mobile users have cell phones that stream audio
and/or video as well as many other technologically savvy options. Not surprisingly, it is projected that smartphone use will increase to 150 million by 2011.
Major questions remain such as which products will be the preferred products
among consumers, which services will be most popular among consumers,
and how communication companies will make profits in the mobile media
marketplace.

The Youth Mobile Market
Despite a number of researchers focusing on the negative effects of cell phone
use among children, including a Swedish report which suggested that children
are five times more likely to run the risk of brain cancer3 if they begin using
cell phones during their childhood, more American families are finding early
cell phone use to be beneficial when juggling busy family schedules. According to Mediamark Research Intelligence (MRI), a dominant voice in media
consumer research in the United States, 20% of children between the ages
of six and eleven own their own cell phones.4 MRI further indicates that cell
phone adoption by and for children has increased 68% in the past five years.
Additionally, more than 12% of the parents interviewed say they plan to buy
cell phones for their children.
Cell phones have been designed for children for more than five years.
The Cingular Firefly is identified as the first phone designed specifically for
children.5 Limiting the features on the Firefly was seen as an adequate security measure that made the phone appealing to parents who wanted a safe
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means of cell phone use for their children. In 2005, the Firefly phones had
no keyboards, picture taking devices or music playback. Currently, phones
have those features, but are also equipped with additional security features
to protect children. Some phones have GPS capabilities that allow parents to
track their children’s locations and children can take pictures of where they
are and then send the photo back to their parents. Now, children’s phones can
do almost everything that phones marketed to adults are designed to do.
Security and convenience are key marketing factors for parents picking cell
phones for their children. Parents want to be able to talk to their children
when they want for the sake of convenience. The Marketing to Moms Coalition reported in the summer of 2009 that “mobile devices accounted for the
top two ways mothers communicate with their children under 18 years of
age.”6 Respondents indicated they talked to their children via cell phone 5.1
times per week and texted them 3.3 times per week.7
Interestingly, the two genders use cell phones differently. Over the past
three years the number of boys who use cell phones increased by 50%. Girls
increased their use of cell phones, but not to the same degree. According to
Anne Kelly, “boys use more instant messaging, accessing the Internet and
downloading games, music or streaming video.”8 Conversely, girls make more
phone calls and send more text messages.
Besides the security features, cell phone companies can market their products to younger consumers for another reason. There may be an academic
advantage for allowing young children to use cell phones. Studies show that
children using cell phones are 36% more likely than other children to do their
homework and are more likely to say that their parents let them go anywhere
they want online. Additionally, parents believe that children who have their
own cell phones are better multitaskers. This group of children text, talk, listen, and read simultaneously. The activities that they are less likely to do are
download ringtones, send picture messages, or listen to music.

Hardware vs. Software
Mobile media users are in agreement about several things, including cell
phone preferences. In a competition for customer satisfaction, the iPhone
easily won.9 In a study conducted by Claes Fornell International Group (CFI),
based on a 100-point scale, the iPhone earns an 83 with the Palm Pre and TMobile’s G-1 coming in second with a score of 77. Other contenders in the
top five category include the BlackBerry with a satisfaction level of 73 and the
Palm Treo with a satisfaction level of 70. Moreover, Verizon unveiled its own
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smartphone version called the Android. Later in the chapter, there will be an
examination of the effect of the Android on the mobile phone market.
Doug Helmeich, program director for the CFI Group, noted that the
iPhone “is the best thing to happen to the Smartphone industry because it
captured the imagination of a whole new set of consumers that might not
have made the Smartphone jump.”10 Indeed, according to AdMobnetwork,
the iPhone OS worldwide market share grew from 33% to 40% in August of
2009.11 “The iPhone and iPodTouch accounted for 27% of handsets used in
the network.” Nokia registered just below those two products at 24% while
the N97 and 5800 XpressMusic touch screen devices came in fourth and fifth
respectively.12 In a July 6, 2009, posting, Walsh noted other factors related to
the success of the iPhone. Consumer Reports pointed out that its new smartphone ratings reflect an increased emphasis on factors such as display, ease
of navigation, multimedia, and messaging (at the expense of talk time due to
poor battery life), and voice quality. The aim is to better mirror the growing
importance of the non-voice use of Smartphones. These consumer preferences also suggest that the mobile user is now more focused on mobile as a
total media experience and less as a voice communication tool.
Although the iPhone was the ratings leader for an extended period, competition with the iPhone existed before it was the ratings leader. While Apple
was working on its phone, Google was also making efforts to enter the competition. In July of 2005, Google bought Android Inc.13 The founders of Android
Inc. formerly worked for other communication companies in design and
development. The company had created software for mobile phones. When
they joined Google’s team they began to develop a mobile phone that was
powered by the Linux kernal. The Android phones were created with a different approach than the iPhone. Much more collaboration took place to create
this new approach to mobile phones. Android development was facilitated
by the Open Handset Alliance (OHA), agreed to on November 5, 2007. The
Open Handset Alliance, is a consortium of companies that include Broadcom
Corporation, Google, HTC, Intel, LG, Marvell Technology Group, Motorola,
Nvidia, Qualcomm, Samsung Electronics, Sprint Nextel, Texas Instruments,
and T-Mobile. OHA’s goal was to develop open standards for mobile devices.14 The Android was the first product they created using this standard.
Additionally, fourteen other companies joined the Android project on December 9, 2008, and included: ARM Holdings Plc, Atheros Communications,
Asustek Computer Inc., Garmin Ltd, Softbank, Sony Ericsson, Toshiba Corp,
and Vodafone Group Plc.15
The mobile Web landscape continues to change. On January 5, 2010,
Google officially introduced its Android phone labeled the Nexus One. The
introduction followed the leaks, reports and press releases that preceded its
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distribution of the devices to employees and media writers in December of
2009 and its actual unveiling in January of 2010.16 The Nexus One has a 3.7
inch, Amoled display and a one-gighertz processor from Qualcomm.17 Its 2.1
3D graphic display also has a trackball and large complement of technologies including a compass and light sensor. The Nexus One is very thin; it is
about the thickness of a number two pencil. Additionally, the phone has a
“5-megapixel still and video camera with a flash. The phone supports Google
Maps, Facebook integration, and quick contact to switch between social and
communication applications. Users can customize widgets and allow people
to post images that move through its live wallpaper concept.”18 Because it was
built using the open technology concept, other developers will be able to create apps for it, also.
Nexus One, as it advances, will pre-set its voice features. Google launched
an application that allows users to search by voice. Nexus One provides a
device that is voice-enabled. This device allows users to create e-mail or use
Twitter by voice command. This feature is already available in Google Earth
allowing users to search for a location by simply speaking the name of the
place they want to locate.
With continued improvements to hardware and software, one might be led
to believe that technology developers have everything under control. There
are, however, concerns about some of the options users have on their cell
phones. Making cell phones work like desktop and laptop computers is still
a tremendous challenge. The next section of this chapter discusses how the
industry is addressing those issues.

Challenges to Using Mobile for Search
Mobile, although gaining in popularity, still has much room for growth and
preparation for the competitive world of entertainment. The first challenge
for mobile devices was technological. A Nielsen Norman Group researcher
tested mobile devices in a number of countries and across scores of sites
and handsets. Mobile units designed for use in the United States were
tested for usability improvements. Jakob Nielsen “found that usability may
actually have degraded since he tested in 2000. Finding the local weather
on a phone in 2000 took 164 seconds; in 2009, it took 247 seconds.”19 The
researcher suggested that mobile users are still very “search-centric.” The
steps they take to get information follow a pattern. This approach may
be very similar to what they once did on their desktop computers to get
information. While those approaches may have worked well on old desktops, on mobile units where keys are smaller and space is compact, this
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approach increases the number of typing errors and frustration, therefore
increasing the time it takes to get to certain sites. Although the iPhone had one
user who found weather information in 18 seconds, the researcher concluded
that convoluted steps to getting information contributed to mobile usability
challenges. “If any additional evidence were needed for mobile-dedicated
design’s benefits, this example should surely suffice,” says Nielsen.20
The metric from this report that was repeated in December 2009 throughout the media was 59%, the relatively low success rate of users pursuing tasks
on their phones. The team equates those results with usability of the Web in
1994. “It was that bad,” Nielsen asserts. The research pointed out that the success metric improved dramatically in direct proportion to the phone’s power.
While feature phones suffered an abysmal 38% success rate, smartphones
leapt to a 55% success rate and touch phones had a 75% rate, which is almost
on par with the 80% rates of the Web when accessed on a PC.21
For all of the hype around full-Web browsing on mobile devices, the
survey found that the success rate among mobile sites averaged 64%, while
the rate for full websites on handsets dropped to 53%.22 Standard websites
simply are not designed for easy interaction even on the better handsets. The
researchers also found that general satisfaction was higher for mobile-specific
designs than for full websites on mobile screens. “If mobile use is important
to your Internet strategy, it’s smart to build a dedicated mobile site,” asserts
Nielsen.23
The constant hardware and software advances in mobile media make
deciding which is more important very challenging. As soon as technology
developers improve the hardware, new software is designed to make the
hardware more convenient. The marketing of both the hardware and software
keeps all the companies in business. The next section discusses concerns of
advertisers and marketers of cell phone technology.

Making Money with Mobile
Companies interested in marketing on mobile now have a bit more preparation for the game. The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) released its first
primer on buying mobile media.24 This guide is directed toward advertisers and marketers. The IAB Mobile Buyer’s Guide provides insight into the
mobile ecosystem, mobile campaigns, key mobile ad terms, shortcode campaigns, and examples of various mobile ad executions.25
According to Jeremy Fain, IAB’s vice president of industry services, “We
designed this guide to provide everything an agency or marketer would
need to create a mobile advertising campaign.”26 Further, Fain noted that ad
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agencies have advanced to multi-screen campaigns and now address mobile
more frequently. IAB believes that the primer will help advertisers reach their
customers better. “Marketers and agencies are now creating multi-screen
campaigns and mobile is playing an increasingly significant role as more
advertisers use it to reach their customers.”27 The new mobile guide was
released in conjunction with the IAB’s Mobile Marketplace, which featured
several sessions focused on basics like how to make mobile buys, how mobile
fits in with overall media budgets and how to know if mobile campaigns are
working.
At a summer conference, IAB also featured “an emphasis on marketing on
Smartphones,” underscoring the ad focus on more sophisticated devices like
the iPhone and BlackBerry because they generate higher levels of mobile Web
use than typical mobile phones. Forrester Research has defined the Smartphone as “a mobile phone or connected handheld device that uses a high-level
operating system, including iPhone OS, BlackBerry OS, Windows Mobile,
PalmOS, WebOS, Symbian, and any flavor of Linux including Android.”28
Forrester further distinguishes smartphones from quick messaging devices
(QMDs). QMDs have a Qwerty keyboard and/or a touchscreen, but run on a
proprietary software platform rather than a smartphone OS.29 Smartphones
have also become key platforms for hosting an ever-increasing array of mobile
applications, including branded apps and free ad-supported ones.”30
Wirefly, a mobile comparison site, released a study on mobile comparisons
indicating that “mobile customers’ behavior doesn’t always match their preference for phones loaded with features. For example, 64% purchased a device
with full Web browser and e-mail, even though 46% don’t use the mobile
Web and only 15% identify it as a necessary feature.”31 Additionally, more
than half (51%) of those who bought a device with video streaming capability
haven’t used it to watch video.32
Mobile media companies have been pleased to learn that “mobile data
usage, including things like video, music and web surfing appears to be on the
rise.” During the first half of 2009, the major U.S. wireless carriers reported
higher mobile data revenue. Telecom research firm Chetan Sharma reported
that revenue from mobile data services during the first quarter had hit $10
billion in the United States; it was the first country to reach that level.33
Advertisers and marketers see an important future in the mobile media
marketplace. An interactive marketing forecast released by Forrester Research
projects mobile advertising will increase 70% to $391 million in 2010 to $1.3
billion by 2014. The firm called mobile one of the “most anticipated, least
adopted” interactive channels in the mix. Discussions later in the chapter
present technology advances that may prove these projections for advertising
and marketing to be correct.
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Strategies for Success on the Mobile Platform
As media businesses decide to offer programming for mobile users, they
would do well to examine the challenges that others encountered when moving to Web-based programming. Smith34 believes that the small screen size
of cell phones will force publishers and developers to attend to the concerns
or promises the technologies that preceded mobile streaming were supposed
to have overcome. Smith presents a list of concerns that mobile publishers
should continue. The list includes: core competency, clarity, targeting, and
personalization.35
Mobile publishers have to attend to what is most important to their message. Screen size means that only the essential elements need to be shown.
Many mobile publishers who entered early transferred their content to a
mobile site with little thought about how the change in platform would affect
those who would receive the content. Newsmax launched its mobile site in the
spring of 2009.36 The company learned that “the area that collects and links
to conservative columnists around the web was among the most popular.”
Newsmax learned that collecting personalities was one of its core competencies. AgProfessional.com determined that presenting three main choices at
the home page was most effective for them. Viewers are offered three lines
and three links.
Clarity of content is essential. Clarity is related to both content and layout
or design. Smith’s 2009 study identified three brands that provide clear information on their websites that transferred effectively to mobile. Facebook,
Weather.com and USA Today are said to have created great Web products but
those same products work better on their mobile options.37
Targeting the audience and the appropriate advertising continues to be a
challenge for mobile publishers. Too often, like early Web pages, mobile publishers put too many banners and performance-based add-ons on the screen
at the same time. Additionally, mobile publishers must recognize that the
small screen means that viewers can only attend to one message at a time. The
location of information on the screen determines how much attention the
user will give it. Publishers must target their main product to appear where it
will get the most attention.
Personalization is one of Smith’s greatest concerns. Social media is truly a
user-controlled product. Consumers customize everything after they become
acclimated to the product they have purchased. Mobile publishers give the
users the ability to control what and often how and when they receive information they desire. In this regard, mobile is believed to be the platform that
may cause the Web publishers to improve.
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Mobile Advertising Exposure
According to Barr,38 mobile Internet users are half as likely to click through
banner ads when using their mobile devices than they are when they use
their computers. Chitika, an online advertising network, analyzed 92 million
impressions to assess click through rates. They found that mobile users had
a click through rate of 0.48% whereas non-mobile users had a click-through
rate of 0.84%.39 Daniel Ruby, research director of Chitika does acknowledge
that the commercials seen online are not the same commercials we see on
television. Additionally, mobile users are less exposed to advertising online.40
Chitika’s study revealed that of the 92 million impressions, 1.5% of the
users were on mobile browsers.41 More than 65% of the impressions came
from iPhone users. Of the five major Smartphone operating systems, iPhone
users had the lowest click-through rate.42 Additionally, the majority of those
engaged in serious Internet activities are iPhone users. Daniel Ruby pointed
out the iPhone Safari system gives the truest browsing experience. He believes
there are fewer mistake click-throughs compared to other systems.43
The mistakes that print-based companies made and overcame represent
the beginning of layout concerns mobile media experienced. After overcoming layout issues for cell phones, service providers and producers had to learn
how to give the consumer more of what they really wanted. Just as consumers
wanted to carry their computers in their pockets, they want to have their televisions and DVDs with them as well. In the next section there is an examination of the efforts service providers went through and are still going through
to get recorded, live and on-demand video to consumers’ cell phones.

Broadcasting and Mobile
As social media permeate the technology available to us, it is impossible to
expect mobile or cellular technology to be left out. Although research and
trial products offering video for mobile dates back to the 1990s, use of video
on mobile technology is still in its early stages. Broadcast, Internet and video
industry representatives are still unsure of what will work best because there
have been too few attempts to create consistent programming. At this writing,
too few acceptable revenue streams had been developed. Only a few publishers have found profitable ways into the mobile industry. Those publishers
include Bloomberg, USA Today, ESPN, Weather.com, and AP News.44 Besides
the publishers, other companies are still making attempts to establish their
market in mobile broadcasting. This section examines the entrance of video
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and broadcasting into the mobile industry. The early efforts to provide video
on mobile devices are discussed along with the developments as of the writing
of this book. The section concludes with expectations of how long it will take
for this part of the mobile industry to mature.

Early Efforts to Broadcast on Cellular
In the early part of 2000, the 3G networks could not deliver high volumes of
live programming. By 2005, networks and content providers had a number of
options for sending video to mobile devices. Service providers were unsure of
whether to offer video on demand or live video or both. The early cellular service providers were limited due to the status of 3G technology in 2005.45 Both
Verizon and Sprint Nextel had early mobile video services using MediaFlo but
Sprint did not offer the live service.46 Qualcomm’s MediaFlo is a “dedicated
network that broadcasts video to all viewers at once like traditional broadcasting.”47 At that time, the biggest mobile service providers were: T-Mobile,
Verizon V-Cast, VIDEO AGGREGRATOR, GoTV, MOBm, RTV (Real TV),
and SMARTVIDEO. These providers’ biggest concern was which format
would make the most money.48 Service providers had to decide on a format
for transmission before determining what they could transmit. MobiTV and
SmartVideo both offered live video that did not require re-editing or packaging the content. SmartVideo merged with College Sports Television (CSTV)
and began to offer more sports programming and news.
In the first few years of 2000, a combination of American and European
companies was used to develop America’s approach to cellular video. Qualcomm’s MediaFlo and Crown Castle’s DVB-H were used to turn broadcast
signals into mobile video. Verizon’s V-Cast and Sprint TV used approaches
that took broadcast signals, cleaned them up, and then sent the signals to the
content providers, who encoded their files into the Windows Media Video
format before sending them to Verizon and Sprint for transmission to their
consumers. In 2004-2005, there were various broadcast and cable networks
offering a number of options for mobile users.
By 2007, when the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) opened, Verizon
Wireless and its parent company, Verizon Communication, presented a new
mobile service. Verizon Wireless began to offer live broadcast TV on cell
phones. Live broadcast service was set to begin by March 2007. The original
broadcast was set to carry the television networks NBC, CBS, Fox and MTV
after the programming was broadcast on their networks. The service was designed to broadcast both full-length and live shows.
Coincidentally, mobile users in South Korea had been receiving live TV on
their cell phones since 2005. The United States was still acquainting itself with
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that technology in 2007. Mobile DTV saw mobile video as a way to maintain
direct contact with viewers. FLO-T carried by AT&T, Verizon Wireless and
Vodaphone PC charged a monthly fee of $9.99. FLO-TV users had to purchase specially modified cell phones to receive the best services. Its owner,
Qualcomm, marketed a special device for receiving the broadcast service for
$8.99 per month. Broadcasters believed that FLO-TV was too expensive. Currently, there are eight top service providers and five specialty carriers in the
United States.49 The top eight are Alltel Wireless, AT&T, Cellular One, Nextel,
Sprint, T-Mobile, U.S. Cellular and Verizon Wireless. At the writing of this
text, Verizon was identified as the provider with the greatest satisfaction level
while AT&T was identified as the largest service provider

Educating Consumers
Brandon Burgess, chairman of the Broadcasters Coalition, discussed differences between what clients might want and what their organization felt they
needed. Several companies and media articles promoted mobile users’ access
to simulcasts of network national programming. ESPN and other sports channels were always suggested as popular options. Burgess felt that before offering customers high-end services they needed to educate their customers.
Just as with any other industry, advertisers need proof of consumer interest
in a product before they invest advertising dollars in it. Additionally, advertisers need to be able to measure the number of consumers’ interest and know
how they are interested in using a product.
In 2009, The Nielsen Company and Rentrak Corporation began working
with the broadcasters’ coalition. They were scheduled to identify an audience measurement system in January of 2010. Borrell predicted that Mobile
DTV would not reach the $1 billion local advertising level until 2014. Borrell
noted that “Radio didn’t become people reading newspapers aloud and TV
didn’t become radio stars just standing in front of a camera. There’s got to
be a change in programming at some point.”50 Mobile programming has not
come of age and identifying the appropriate advertising approach to reach
that point will take more time.

Convergence Is in Sight
As mobile technology has advanced, trying to separate mobile from Internet
has almost become impossible or at least very challenging. Based on Quantcast
research, North America has experienced a 110% increase in Web traffic from
mobile devices and globally there has been a 148% increase.51 Although the
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statistics are impressive, one must remember that at this writing, Web-based
mobile use is only 1.3% of overall Internet use; however, rapid improvement
in operating systems and browsers is promoting rapid growth in this area.
At this writing, Apple is the dominant player and has the largest share of
mobile page views.52 Quantcast indicates that Apple continues to maintain
60% of the mobile page views. However, as indicated earlier in the chapter,
the development of the Android phone is having an impact on the market.
Motorola’s Droid captured almost a 4% share the first month that it was
available.53 This has diminished the status of the Palm Pre and demonstrated
that Google’s Android operating system was likely to surpass the BlackBerry
OS with a 12% share of the North American Web mobile traffic.54 Quantcast
anticipates that North American access to Web browsers through mobile
devices should increase from 1.3% to 2.3% due to the development efforts of
BlackBerry, HTC and Motorola.

Prospects for the Future
During the 1990s, prognosticators wrote about the day when viewers would
be able to talk back to their televisions and be heard. During television’s
golden years, that was a commonly used joke and it became part of science
fiction dramas like The Twilight Zone.55 Early attempts were made to take us
closer to that interactive level with WebTV and QubeTV. In the summer of
2009, a Texas based company filed a patent application for a remote control
device that would let viewers blog, tweet or do Facebook updates without
going to their computers. The remotes are designed to allow viewers to watch
their TV shows and share their thoughts without leaving their seat. The remote simulates an old-fashioned practice of “talking to people.”
Television continues to evolve. “A new category of internet connected
televisions will include the CinemaNow service that allows users to download
movies and other content through the TV.”56 Brien Steinberg projects that we
are getting closer to the time when viewers will be able to access their online
life with a TV remote control and/or big-screen TV will function more like a
touch screen, knowing what we like to see and what music we want to hear.
He believes that these televisions will even know what social media and e-mail
information to send to us..57 Viewers will get traditional broadcasting—on the
flat screen or on their computer or their cell phones—and advertisers gain
access to consumers. Thus, all are pleased.
As 2010 began, online publications touted the rise of all things mobile.
Adam Fendelman updated his readers on new options for cell phone users.58
At the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) the LG-produced Expo smart-
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phone gained greater attention. The Expo uses Windows mobile and has a
one-gigahertz processor. This serves as both a professional as well as a personal entertainment device in that it can project any presentations, photos or
videos stored on the phone.59
The size of cell phones has presented many problems. An ongoing problem
with the cell phone is its inability to function after getting wet followed closely
by the problems many people have keeping up with them. In early 2010, TMobile is set to release the world’s first waterproof cell phone, The Seal Shield,
which is said to be completely waterproof. By spring of 2010, AT&T, Verizon
Wireless and Sprint also planned to have the product out in their brand.
Forecasts for additional changes loomed for the year 2010 and beyond. In
fact, 2010 was projected to be the year of the smartphone. The level of collaboration brought on greater possibilities. Many carriers offered Android
devices and Charles Colvin, in one of his blogs, even noted AT&T began collaborating with the other companies. He believed that the cost of all Android
devices would go down. With those predictions come the prediction that
Microsoft and Nokia will see their market shares go down. The turn of the
century saw a key set of leaders in mobile technology. The year 2010 may have
marked the beginning of a new mobile era.
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Cinema in the
Age of RWX Culture
Alexander Cohen

C

in how it is created, edited,
distributed, and exhibited. While distribution technologies evolved almost continuously from the beginning of the medium’s origin, the advent
of digitization drastically altered these means and served as the condition of
possibility for a vast change in scale inconceivable before the Internet. New
distribution mechanisms necessitate new business models, but here at the
beginning of the second decade of the second millennium, models remain by
and large unsettled.
The low costs of independent filmmaking, the rapid unauthorized copying
and distribution of cinematic products such as feature films by DVD and the
Internet, and the increasing costs of traditional marketing and distribution
have exerted such powerful pressures on studios that many say the system
is in danger of breaking down completely. Some threats arise from media
piracy from DVDs being uploaded to the Internet by individuals using personal computers. Others result from companies that have used certain “safeharbor” provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) to skirt
the copyright issue long enough to allow tens of thousands, if not millions,
of views before they are “taken down.” Distributing films in whole or in part
directly over the Internet has occurred through a variety of means from p2p
(peer-to-peer) software and virtual network overlays on the Internet to various “private” upload sites and even e-mail as well as more recently by legitimate sites such as Hulu, YouTube, and Netflix. This was accomplished first
through the Internet to personal computers and now, more recently, directly
to personal video recorders (PVRs) such as TiVo and DirectTV’s PVRs.
INEMA IS UNDERGOING A TREMENDOUS SHIFT
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This chapter explores the impact of digitization and Internet-enabled distribution on cinema. While digitization acted as the condition of possibility
for transforming cinema, it remains unable to account for both digitization
and Internet-enabled distribution to cinema. Rather, the interconnection of
personal computers via the packet-switching technology known as TCP/IP,
alongside other technologies such as multi-tasking, multi-user computeroperating systems such as UNIX, combined with the domain-name system
and the advent of the World Wide Web and search engines, proved to be the
explosive combination. Indeed, it changed everything about media distribution in the first decade of the twenty-first century.
Film-industry executives were blindsided by the effect of the DVD and the
Internet, although they already had much historical experience with media
transformations. Everyone already had “seen this picture” during the origins
of the VCR, in particular in the case of Sony’s Betamax.1 Before the VCR, the
piano roll for the music industry and later the effect of Napster on the music
industry fundamentally changed media distribution. Surely the pattern of
change could be identified, and a general rule of thumb might be: What takes
place in the realm of audio will eventually happen to the moving image.
The Internet is rapidly becoming the primary means of film distribution
just as it is for music. Advances such as Blu-Ray will merely postpone but
not eliminate the increasing adoption of Internet-based distribution and the
concomitant “death” of hard media. Business models and technologies will
have no choice but to adapt. Even if there remains a substantial number of
consumers above age 25 who still enjoy the material satisfaction of having a
box and a disk, the younger generation has little, if any, need for them. The
concept of a show being broadcast at a specific hour on a specific day seems
ludicrous to most 10-year-olds today. Similarly, the idea of going to a store
to purchase a CD or rent a DVD is becoming equally arcane. As text has been
nearly subsumed by the Internet and the power of search engines, so too
goes the world of moving images. If that world is still fragmented by the sale
of DVDs from Amazon, the rental of DVDs from Netflix, video on demand
from the cable companies, or now the digital streaming of video to Personal
Video Recorders, rest assured that it will not last long; business models are
evolving and potentially converging rapidly.
There has been a gradual loss of control over time-based visual media such
as cinema by virtue of the sheer number-crunching and networking power
now in the hands of individuals with network-connected personal computers
and “smart” cell phones. Similarly, there has been a colossal change in the way
time-based visual media are consumed. When film was clearly in the hands
of monopolistic film companies that controlled their production, distribution, and exhibition, we enjoyed what was primarily a “read-only” culture of
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film production. The scale and instantaneity of the Internet has led us from a
“read-only” to a “read-write,” and, finally, to borrow from the terminology of
Unix file systems, to a “read-write-execute” (RWX) culture. Films and videos
now are not only copied and distributed but also can be altered, transformed,
and remixed in ways heretofore unthinkable.
An executable in Unix systems is a file that can be “run” by the computer,
rather than just a passive file that is read or written to it as a program. It
transforms a general computing machine into something more specific. In
the context used here, “executable” is defined as a type of file with which the
user can participate. Thus, rather than merely having a passive media object
to “play,” a media object is something a “user” puts to use. In no small sense
the use-value of a media object has been drastically transformed in the last
decade. Not merely passively accepted entertainment, media objects can be
altered and transformed, used in a myriad of different ways, whether legally
or not.
This evolution was concretized by Apple in the first decade of the twentyfirst century when it created an ad campaign for its new iTunes digital jukebox application, and it at least temporarily legitimated what was formerly
considered a mode of piracy: “Rip-Mix-Burn.” Apple may no longer use that
pithy statement, but by the end of that first decade it almost seems quaint,
now that CD distribution is dying off and music downloads continue their
assault on CDs. Such a rapid transformation has raised many questions: What
is “film” in this digital era, and what is its relation with video? What does “live
action” mean when animation, green screen, and other digital techniques
have merged it so thoroughly that it is inconsequential whether something
was “really” filmed or whether it was animated? What is the relationship between production and distribution for film, and how do the changes in both,
by digitization and the Internet, lead to changes in exhibition and new forms
of cinematic “execution”? Where do “home movies” and amateur filmmaking fit into the history of cinematic production, or more broadly into “screen
practice,”? And how do the new capabilities afforded by digital video and
Internet distribution affect the meaning of home movies and amateur production and their place in the history of screen practice?
Internet phenomena such as viral videos—the South Park short about 1996,
and later, in 2003, the Star Wars Kid, various cinematic smashups and satires,
YouTube personalities, and so on—all deserve to be understood as substantial
phenomena and not mere aberrations. All, if not a part of cinema, are at least
a form of “screen practice” that has existed since the early twentieth century.2
There is not space here to consider all these questions, so this chapter will concentrate on trying to understand changes in the relationship between the author
and the user brought on by changes in scale by distribution technologies.
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Walter Benjamin’s “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” argues that photography, and by extension cinema, can be inherently democratizing, even while its use can be corrupted by politicization.
Digitization and mass distribution of cinema over the Internet not only make
cinema more readily available than ever before, but, more important, in its
digital form it provides the audience, its “users,” with the ability not only to
watch it (read-only) or copy it (write) but also to alter it for its own purposes
(execute)—(i.e., also referred to as RWX). Thus, it is not only someone like
Woody Allen, who can re-dub and create a work like What’s Up, Tiger Lily?,
but anyone can, in principle, with a relatively inexpensive computer and a
borrowed connection to the Internet, download a film or rip it from a DVD,
alter it, recombine it with others, critique, satirize, and remix it.

Digital Cinema
In principle, both video and film record moving images, but they have
unique histories and modes of production, distribution, and exhibition.
Chemically based film is a medium with a very direct causal relationship to
what it reproduces. Aside from the lens and filters nothing intervenes between the light and silver halide crystals and subsequent pigments, which are
developed. Film, even at its simplest, is a delayed medium that requires an
additional apparatus for exhibition. Video, on the other hand, was originally
a live broadcast medium but gradually, by virtue of tape recording, editing
machines, and, most recently, digital-editing applications, has become indistinguishable from “film.”
Reciprocally, film, once it could be effectively digitized, is now edited by the
same video-editing software suites. With the development and standardization of High Definition Video and even higher resolution standards such as
“4k,” as used in the Red camera, chemically based film looks like it may eventually disappear as the recording medium of choice for cinema, just as it has
for still cameras. There are differences between the two media still, aside from
their phenomenological foundations. But these are aesthetic and are becoming less consequential every day as the “look” of film can be simulated. The
vastly lower cost and flexibility of cinema production using digital cameras
and computers means that film stock’s days are surely numbered.
Further complicating the lexicography are new techniques afforded by digitization that include the seamless integration of live action and CGI (computergenerated imagery or really a form of computer animation) by green screen and
other techniques as well as various forms of motion capture that allow an actor
to animate a character by moving its body and facial expressions.
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The terms “cinema” or “film” are used here to represent the general exhibition art form that one tends to associate with the word “film,” and the term
“video” is used to represent the medium for exhibiting shows such as serials
like HBO’s The Sopranos (even though it was shot originally on film). “Digital video” is used to refer to Internet-based forms of “video,” including such
forms as QuickTime, Windows Media, Flash, and Divx, among many others.
“Digital Cinema” will be used to refer to the cinema that has undergone some
form of digital transcoding and manipulation or, even further, using forms of
motion capture to create what is really a new form of digital animation where
actors can control their “avatars.” Examples include the Coen Brothers’ film
O Brother, Where Art Thou?, which was one of the first films to use a digital
intermediary for color manipulation in the former case, and James Cameron’s
Avatar for the latter.
Finally, there is the complicated case of animation, which introduces
another set of lexicographic issues. At this point in the history of cinema, it
would appear that animation as a technique is rapidly becoming a fundamental part of cinema. Motion capture makes dividing animation from “live action” nearly impossible. But this chapter does not attempt a full analysis of the
ontology of cinema. For that, one would refer the reader to D. N. Rodowick’s
The Virtual Life of Film, which is considered the definitive analysis.3
One way we can distinguish between the exhibition forms presented on
Television versus the Internet is by using the symmetrical terms “lean-back”
and “lean-forward.” These terms have been popular within the business community and effectively describe the way people tend to expect to view a timebased medium. “Lean-back” refers to the experience of watching films at a
theater or video or films on video at home on the sofa. “Lean-forward” refers
to Internet-based video and generally shorter-form entertainment viewed on a
computer screen and where the consumer is also, and not inconsequentially,
termed a “user.” “Film,” then, represents long-form cinematic narratives stored
or viewed in any conceivable format, but this is the kind of cinematic work that
requires the consumer to lean back and experience it. Typically, it is viewed as
if it were intended in a continuous, uninterrupted viewing experience.
One also needs to consider how cinema, video, and digital video fit into
the larger context of screen practice itself. To contextualize new digital works
now distributed over the Internet, the concept of “screen practice,” as enunciated by Musser and others, allows us to consider new digital video works
within the history of screen practice in general. As Musser describes it in his
book The Emergence of Cinema, some characterize the “living photographs”
of cinema as nothing more than the next step in Magic Lantern exhibition.4
Cinema was preceded by a form of image presentation that has been reborn
in the digital age as the “PowerPoint deck.” Indeed, individual images in
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a PowerPoint deck are called “slides,” thus evoking their origins as part of
the tradition of Magic Lantern exhibition. The explosion of new forms of
moving-image content available on the Web on such venues as the Internet
Archive and YouTube is the result of the ease with which digital video can be
captured and edited, then uploaded, and, perhaps more important, distributed throughout the world nearly instantly. The scale of distribution available
to anyone with a computer and Internet connection dwarfs any previous
forms of distribution.
That scale has led to an explosion of new and various forms of recorded
video cam sessions, trailer parodies, smashups, fan subs, machinima, video
blogs, and YouTube videos. Almost none of these are cinema in any sense
of the word, but they are part of a general history of screen practice. Just as
the Edison Vitascopes were intended for the single viewer and were not to be
shared, so too is the majority of digital video available on the Web intended
for a lean-forward experience on either a personal computer or cell phone
and generally watched in solitude, however widely distributed.5
The question of distribution has generally not been considered to be as
important to the development, history, and continuation of the medium as its
narrative artistic dimension, or at the very least it has not generally been well
integrated into analyses of the medium. But the scale of distribution made
possible by the Internet has had a fundamental impact on the way cinema and
screen practice in general is currently developing.

The Question of Distribution: Audio Before Video?
In principle, the production and exhibition of cinema have always been
linked inextricably to its distribution; once the question of how to create and
exhibit moving images was solved, copying and distributing to its audience
were fundamental to the economics of its production. But these issues were
first played out in the field of audio recording. It should surprise no one that
the social, cultural, and legal issues in the distributive mechanisms for audio
have generally preceded those of the moving image. In the last decade the networked music-distribution program known as Napster transformed the audio
industry in ways that are still to be worked out in the film industry. But the
effects were similar: Napster provided the means for vast numbers of users to
search, discover, and distribute music in ways that bypassed traditional legal
and commercial distribution. Songs were freed from their connection to one
another in albums and were traded freely across the Internet. It is probably
the first display of a phenomenon unique to the digital world: global hyperabundance.
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Material that was, in some cases, no longer in “print” was made instantly
available. For probably the first time in history people obtained a glimpse of
what the world could look like if everything were instantly available to anyone, anytime, anywhere. While clearly violating copyright, and in particular
the newly minted Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), Napster blindsided the music industry. It took quite some time for the music industry to
develop the legal tools necessary to shut it down. By then the damage to the
industry had already been done. Rather than attempt to determine a way to
work with Napster, which its founders and investors, in some form, understood was the only way forward, the music companies focused on destroying
it. Apple Computer stepped into the fray, provided a form of digital-rights
management that was largely invisible but acceptable to music distributors,
and effectively took over music distribution. It has made a lot of money doing
so. What eluded Napster and the music industry at the time was a business
model, and it took Apple to figure it out.
But well before Napster, and virtually simultaneous with the development
of the film industry, a set of legal battles took place in the world of audio
recording and player pianos over copyright and new technologies that had
developed. These were not covered by previous laws. The birth of the audio
recording industry in the late 1890s and early 1900s and the copyright communications policy that came out of it prefigured and indeed became the
model for copyright developments of the late twentieth century. And these, in
turn, have had effects on business models and the development of technology
and its evolution. To understand the social context in which VHS tape, cable
TV, personal computers, and Internet distribution have developed, one must
understand the legal issues and decisions that affected the cinema business
industry and which placed limits in some cases on the uses to which these
technologies may be put.
The record industry and the player piano both created problems for copyright that would become important to later Supreme Court rulings in the
Betamax case with respect to personal uses of video recorders.6 The Sony
Betamax case was famously decided in favor of Sony, and while it did not
help Sony against VHS becoming more popular and overtaking the Betamax
format, the decision allowed people to make copies of broadcast programs, no
matter what the content, freely for personal use.
The Sony case, as Pamela Samuelson has argued,7 “is among the most
significant IP decisions rendered by the [Supreme] Court during the three
decades of Justice Stevens’ tenure there because of its impact on the copyright
and information-technology industries.” The Sony case established the “safeharbor” concept from copyright challenges with respect to non-infringing
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uses of technology.8 Before Sony, and crucial to as well as directly cited by it,
was the Player Piano case or, more properly, the White-Smith Music Publishing
Co. v. Apollo case of 1908. Interestingly, neither of these new sound-reproducing technologies developed in the first decade of the twentieth century—one
a means for recording the sound of a performance for later reproduction on a
phonograph, the other a means for recording the performance itself for later
re-creation on a player piano—paid any licensing fees to copyright owners for
the songs they reproduced. Yet, by 1902, at least a million piano rolls had been
sold, and, by 1899, 2.8 million records had been sold.9
These technologies introduced new ways for people to enjoy music. Audio
recordings allowed time-shifting of live performances that challenged the
status quo for the music business, then highly dependent on sheet music for
individuals to play the music in their homes on their own. But copyright owners, Timothy Wu writes in the Michigan Law Review, “depicted the recording
industry as irresponsible pirates whose reckless copying of music threatened
to destroy American creativity.”10 As John Phillip Sousa told Congress in
1906:
These talking machines are going to ruin the artistic development of music in
this country. When I was a boy . . . in front of every house in the summer evenings, you would find young people together singing the songs of the day or old
songs. Today you hear these infernal machines going night and day. . . . We will
not have a [vocal cord] left. The vocal cord will be eliminated by a process of
evolution, as was the tail of man when he came from the ape.11

The world that Sousa alludes to is, to refer to the introduction, a readwrite-execute (RWX) culture, albeit not scaled globally as is known today.
It was local and richer in face-to-face interaction but vastly more limited in
terms of its distributive capacity by our current standards of communication.
Behind the debates was the desire to protect the sheet-music business from a
new technology in the form of piano rolls and “talking machines.” Sousa worried that a culture would inevitably develop that was “read-only” oriented and
would play back only recorded performances. Sheet music would no longer
be “executable” by voice, which would atrophy to the point where no further
music development would take place. But as the later settlement of the case
would make clear, the issue was not actually about the future of creativity.
Instead, it was about the business ecosystem: how to share profits among
authors/composers, distributors, and the new technologies. This is what Tim
Wu calls copyright’s “communications regime,” which is its management of
competition among rival disseminators.12
Early cinema required methods of distribution and control for it to thrive
economically. The technological, economic, and legal inventiveness neces-
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sary at the beginning of cinema cannot be overstated. There would be only
thirteen years between the practical invention of the intermittent action Vitascope projector13 that allowed for mass-audience film showings in 1895 to the
formation of the Motion Pictures Patent Company (MPPC) that consolidated
and standardized film stock, cameras, and projection devices with a patent
pool. By that same year, 1908, there were some 6,000 movie theaters in the
United States and more than twice that in another five years.14 All manner
of problems needed to be solved to create an industry that could manage to
produce, distribute, and exhibit that much material.
By 1908 movies had already become a big business, and the commercial
exploitation required the rationalization of film production and distribution.
The MPPC consisted of patents assigned to it from the Edison Manufacturing Company, the American Mutoscope & Biograph Company, the Armat
Motion Picture Company, and the Vitagraph Company of America.15 The
MPPC allowed for complex agreements among motion-picture manufacturers and importers, film exchanges, exhibitors, and Eastman Kodak. Film was
distributed by a system of film exchanges that had to obtain licenses from
the MPPC in order to function. Importantly only licensed exchanges could
acquire films from licensed manufacturers, and film was no longer sold but
rather leased.16
One often hears how rapidly the Internet and Web developed, yet film
surely rivaled the speed of the commercial exploitation of the Internet in the
late twentieth century. For example, the commercial World Wide Web effectively began in 1994 with the formation of the Mosaic Communications
Corporation (thereafter Netscape Communications), and it introduced to an
extra-academic audience the Web browser, which replaced text-based systems
such as FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and Gopher. Napster was released just
five years later in June 1999.17 But it was not the Web browser but the release
of Napster that proved to be the watershed moment for digital distribution
on the Internet, although it lasted only three years before it was shut down by
copyright-related litigation by the music industry.
By the time of the formation of the MPPC, the direction the film industry
would head for the next ninety years was set and heading toward the formation of proprietary content and one form or another of near-monopoly control. This reached its pinnacle with the formation of the studio system in the
1940s. The Supreme Court ruled in 1948 to break up the studio system, which
had integrated production, distribution, and exhibition. But even today
there is a very tight relationship between the studios and the distributors,
even if they have less control than they might have had at one time over exhibiting their films.
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Until the beginning of Internet distribution of video in the first decade of
the twenty-first century, outlets for film opened only gradually. The story of
film distribution via cable TV and the VHS tape and the resistance by copyright holders to new technologies, as exemplified in the Sony Betamax case,
is well documented.18
The repetition of certain historic themes relating to copyright and technology is not surprising, but it is quite fascinating. The fact that in audio
and moving-image technologies no one initially paid any licensing fees to
copyright owners of the songs they reproduced was repeated, in a striking
manner, in the Napster case. None of the music distributed earned any money
for those with distribution rights, let alone the recording artists themselves. It
happened again about five years later with YouTube (now owned by Google),
where individuals digitized or made digital copies of films and videos, among
other things. Again, those with the rights to distribute video were completely
bypassed. Unlike Napster, YouTube was more effective at using the safeharbor protection provided by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).
Sticking to the letter of the law, but not the spirit as an Internet host, YouTube
would “take down” a video if it was properly informed, but it is a mystery as to
how it was able to completely eliminate pornography from the website yet still
be unable to find copyright violations by their users without assistance. In the
case of copyrighted material, it was not in YouTube’s best interest to do more
than merely abide by the law, whereas with respect to pornography, YouTube
might have been afraid that like other similar websites, it might be inundated
with pornography to the detriment of their rather “clean” image.19
Another fascinating parallel is the argument that by putting up material
for any user, Napster and YouTube appropriated others’ creative content
and threatened the economics of the existing copyright regime. For example,
in the Viacom/YouTube Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief and
Damages, filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New
York, Viacom specifically argued that owners of the new technologies were
making profits on material they did not own and had no rights to:
Some entities, rather than taking the lawful path of building businesses that respect intellectual property rights on the Internet, have sought their fortunes by
brazenly exploiting the infringing potential of digital technology.
YouTube is one such entity. YouTube has harnessed technology to willfully
infringe copyrights on a huge scale, depriving writers, composers, and performers of the rewards they are owed for effort and innovation, reducing the incentives of America’s creative industries, and profiting from the illegal conduct of
others as well. Using the leverage of the Internet, YouTube appropriates the
value of creative content on a massive scale for YouTube’s benefit without pay-
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ment or license. YouTube’s brazen disregard of the intellectual property laws
fundamentally threatens not just plaintiffs, but the economic underpinnings of
one of the most important sectors of the United States economy.20

This argument is, not surprisingly, remarkably similar to the White-Smith
Music Publishing v. Apollo Company case discussed by Wu. That case was
decided in favor of the Apollo Company, which manufactured player pianos
and the piano rolls played on them. The ruling held that the piano rolls themselves were part of the machine and not simply copies of the copyrighted sheet
music. Both the White-Smith and Betamax cases sided with the new technologies and thus made way for numerous other business and technological
inventions. Inclusion of compulsory licenses for mechanical reproductions
that did not require permission of copyright owners by the Copyright Act of
1909 to some degree ameliorated concerns of copyright holders.
Other similar recent cases include Buma v. KaZaA and MGM v. Grokster,
both of which were on the same scale as Napster and YouTube with respect
to distribution mechanisms. It is important, though, to distinguish between
types of technologies at play here: Napster, KaZaA, and Grokster were all
peer-to-peer technologies that have multiple uses. They can in principle facilitate file transfers between one user and another but are not broadcasting
technologies in the conventional sense of one-to-many. P2P is inherently
one-to-one. Any number of users might discover content on their sites, but in
each case the file transfer is between peers. This is not the case with YouTube,
and it explains why it will likely have a difficult time defending itself against
copyright infringement.
Given the White-Smith and Betamax cases, it is perhaps surprising that
Grokster and KaZaA were both shut down, despite being pure peer-to-peer
networks. Napster maintained a master database, and thus it could be argued that it was at least technically feasible for them to perform take downs
of files that were potentially infringing copyright. YouTube, however, is not
a peer-to-peer technology; rather, it is a classic user-hosting website, and it
has both a catalog of material and a search facility it fully controls. Arguments surrounding the Betamax video recorder are in some ways similar to
arguments the entertainment industry made later in peer-to-peer cases relating to Grokster, KaZaA, and Napster. Like Betamax, these P2P technologies were largely, but not exclusively, used to copy content without consent
by copyright owners. YouTube can make a similar argument in that a large
amount of the content presented on its website is made by individuals for
individuals. Yet, the main reason Grokster, KaZaA, Napster, and even YouTube grew so rapidly was clearly because of the copyrighted material that
coexisted on these sites.
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Betamax as a technology had an important difference compared to these
sites because they were Internet-based and provided access to digital copies.
The number of copies that could be made from an “original” was all but
infinite. Whereas Betamax was limited by the cost of tape and the need to
be physically distributed, no such limitations exist for digital copies over the
Internet.

Time-Shifting and Fragmentation of Control
Sousa and many of his contemporaries were concerned that technologies
that promoted passive experience over active involvement were a means for
an evolution away from humanity as they knew it. If losing vocal cords is
equivalent to losing the tail in an upright ape—that is, if the vocal cords are
to become vestigial in an age when the performance itself is obsolete—then
composers saw themselves as obsolete and destined to become extinct.
The ability to displace an actual musical performance to another time and
another place shifts the control from the composer and the performer to a
new category of human, the “user.” The user is technologically endowed with
the ability to play the music back at any time and any place at the expense, it
is feared, of active or creative participation. Composers of that time did not
imagine how recording artists might be the next type of composer.21
Sousa’s concern was more about the money than anything else, for the
recording industry had moved faster than copyright law. The composer
would, in the absence of a enforceable copyright, be unable to reap financial
rewards from recordings sales. Profits would instead go to the inventor and
various businesses involved in the recording, copying, and distributing of the
recorded sound.
Thus, copyright reform included composers who, unable to receive royalties on records or piano rolls, would have “no incentive to write or compose.”22 Among their many, sometimes overtly conspiratorial assertions, one
argument has stood out that has sustained itself within today’s copyright
arguments: “The recording industry was actually helping composers by spurring the sales of sheet music; hence, no change to copyright was needed.”23
This argument has played itself out repeatedly with the introduction of
new technologies, first with the recording industry, then with radio and TV
broadcasting, and now with the Internet. The arguments generally remain
similar. The first, the one by Sousa, depicts new technologies destroying
what is essentially if not quintessentially human (i.e., the human voice would
prove to be a persistent theme). This theme was exhaustively analyzed some
decades later by Walter Benjamin, whose essays “The Work of Art in the Age
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of Technical Reproducibility” and “On Some Motifs in Baudelaire” exhaustively analyze the effects of these modern technologies on the work of art and
on the human sensorium. He came to a very different conclusion: The new
technology of cinema in particular, its ability to shift time and space as well as
the increasing fragmentation of experience, was not only democratizing but
also constitutive of modernity.
Sousa’s description of the effect the new technologies would have on cultural products, such as the visual arts and in particular music, was a response
to the effects on art by mass production that appears to undermine any sense
of cultural products as original or authentic and replace them with mobile and
highly interchangeable simulations. But, as has been learned from Benjamin’s
essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” whatever
one’s sense of the loss of aura of the original performance or artwork, the
mobility and interchangeability of the resource no longer mean replacing any
pre-existing original, for the work of art has become the work of art “designed
for reproduction.”
Where is the original performance of a song created in the studio today
by any recording artist? Where is the original of the film? They do not exist.
The basic phenomenological questions these new technologies of reproduction of sound and of the moving image brought into play, as they traced the
outlines of modernity, have been made even more complex. They are now
interchangeable to the second order, super-distributed and transformed by
the user, who sees them as remixable, as potentially something to be deconstructed, remixed, and reassembled.
It is this executable nature of the digital object, in conjunction with the near
infinite distribution capabilities of the Internet, that leads to new emerging
forms of screen practice by RWX (Read, Write, Execute) culture. Rather than
restricting the technologies or the emergence of these forms, our culture needs
to find adequate ways to balance the need for creators to be compensated with
the need to develop possibilities of the new technologies. New technologies to
balance those needs have yet to be developed, but their outlines are present
within the arguments of the past.
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Local Market Radio
Programming and Operations
in a New Media World
Tony R. DeMars

I

that digital media is having and will
continue to have a significant impact on traditional (also called legacy)
media.1 The model of how information and entertainment reaches an audience is in a state of change, and local market radio broadcasting is being affected by the transition. Anyone under the age of 30 today likely has had no
experience with free over-the-air television, having grown up with cable and
satellite TV. Younger consumers are also mostly disconnected from the idea
of using a VCR, a device that a generation ago revolutionized how the audience used television. This younger audience in a similar way may also have
little if any connection to local market radio stations the way previous recent
generations have.
The linear model of electronic media content distribution is increasingly
being displaced by new technologies and what might be described as a nonlinear or multi-linear model. While some investigators2 found little research
related to these changes as elements of digital media use or about time spent
with various media, others suggests a recently emerging diverse range of empirical and theoretical research offers new opportunities for understanding
the impact of digital media, especially the Internet, on social, cultural and
socialization influences on the lives of youths and young adults.3
An Internet connection has become an important component of a contemporary American household, and the youth of the home play an important
role in adoption and use of the Internet.4 The mainstays of traditional broadcasting—music radio and television programs—are still important components of the media mix of modern youth, yet media and communication
T MAY BE ALMOST UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED
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researchers and critics generally agree that a sea change is occurring in the
media uses and habits of young people.5 Industry data show almost 95% of
U.S. Internet households had broadband connections by early 2009 and that
the overall U. S. broadband penetration level was 63%.6 Access to information
in new ways means differences are inevitable in how users get content.

Challenges for Traditional Media
As the relationship between media content and the user continues to change,
traditional media managers try to survive. Today’s local market radio station managers wonder if the iPod, podcasts, music downloads and Wi-Fi
radio have the potential to kill traditional local market radio broadcasting.7
News convergence efforts that incorporated the Internet while coordinating
with the traditional media has been one attempted survival technique for the
television news industry.8 In a similar way, entertainment creators are trying
podcast clips for Internet or mobile listening or viewing, sometimes connected to the traditional media form they make and distribute by traditional
means.9 As an even deeper threat to the advertiser-supported media model,
advertisers increasingly use digital media within their own development and
implementation, that is, they are doing digital media content distribution on
their own, rather than simply moving their advertising buys from traditional
media platforms owned by others over to new media platforms owned by
others.10
This chapter provides an overview of local market radio broadcasting
framed within these realities of how traditional media have responded and
are responding to the new competitive environment created by new audio
platforms related to the explosion of growth of the Internet. This chapter
explains and discusses economic and management issues related to this
change and attempts to describe what local market radio managers believe
is wrong with local market radio and what needs to happen for traditional
radio broadcasting to survive. Programming and profitability aspects of local
radio operations are revealed as a guide to understanding and managing local
market radio in today’s media environment.

Economic Implications: The Technology Perspective
In some ways, basic economic factors may have played an important role
in current local market radio station problems. Things got too easy to do
cheaply. Supported by relaxation of federal ownership limits, big group own-
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ers started running streamlined operations that maximized profits, but at the
same time made local radio stations sound like canned, assembly-line copies
of everything else. This level of voice-tracking and automation became most
associated with the largest group owner, Clear Channel, and also came to
be called “McRadio” in reference to being the media equivalent of having a
McDonald’s restaurant in every town. The size of Clear Channel became possible because of changes in the 1996 Telecommunications Act, but then competitors accused them of taking advantage of relaxed ownership rules beyond
legal means and exerting monopoly control in local markets.11
There are two major issues with the economics of running a local market
radio station after personnel: technology and competition. Early radio technologies required more work and required more people to put programming
on the air. While this chapter is not intended to provide full details about
early radio technology, a basic understanding of where we have been is important to understanding where we are.12
In the early days of radio broadcasting, as it emerged in the 1920s, many
programs, and in particular advertising messages, mostly had to be presented
live. Radio’s first ability to record and play back content came through electrical transcriptions.13 With the introduction of magnetic tape recording in the
1940s, commercial and program content increasingly was pre-recorded, and
by the 1940s and 1950s playing music from records was commonplace and
practical. By the 1960s, cart machines14 had made playback of commercials
and other short program content easy to broadcast.15 However, despite the
ability to do an automation system once carts and audiotape reels could be
mechanically synchronized, inserting announcer voice segments to simulate
a live sound was not practical, and the system was not nearly as efficient as
a computer-automation system in various other ways. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations also prevented radio stations at this
time from running unattended.
What might be referred to as the late analog days, a radio station’s operation was mostly done with a live board operator and announcer (typically
with one person doing both, but in some situations with one technical
person and one announcer). The technical process of automation involved
cart carousels and open audiotape reels, and network services like newscasts came through phone line connections that had a noisy sound quality.
By the 1970s and 1980s, radio network programming switched from phone
lines to satellite distribution, and music-based radio formats became feasible, since the audio from satellite-distributed programming was broadcast quality. Satellite Music Network thus began in 1981. Satellite music
networks originally were also limited by mechanical switching between
the satellite feed and the local broadcast station’s inserted commercials,
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promos and production elements, but could be made to sound reasonably
local if implemented correctly by the local station. On-air sound quality
continued to improve as stations switched over in the 1980s and 1990s to
playing CDs instead of vinyl records. Into the 1990s, many automation
systems still used a computer interface operating a carousel of CDs, but
in the past ten years automation has become based on a completely selfcontained software program, like Music Master.16 There are several popular
automation systems and some programs are even available as freeware.
Completely self-contained programs can create playlists by randomly selecting music within categories, can insert all commercials and all other
non-music production content including announcer voice tracks, and can
seamlessly present the entire station’s audio to the listener.
What’s bad about the technology as it is presented today? An announcer
sits in a studio and records his or her voice for multiple stations, sometimes
with all those stations being in one city, but often for locations across the
country, for the slots within all the program schedule where the announcer
would talk, which is then mixed in with the music, commercials, jingles and
so forth—essentially an assembly-line approach to creating a radio station’s
programming—and which can then be run by the computer as a kind of virtual programming running on autopilot.
Into the new century, as the speed of computers and related sophistication of automation software has improved, stations have the ability to network computers at facilities across the country, and the ability to transfer
digital files easily through the Internet. Where in the past pre-produced
syndicated programs might have been copied onto vinyl (and then later
CD) and mailed to stations, now these can all be placed on a server and
downloaded by stations into automation systems. The satellite delivery to
local stations includes the 24/7 radio networks, some that actually voicetrack and automate the programming fed to stations instead of having live
announcers, but also allows for live syndicated shows for dayparts like
Delilah After Dark as a nighttime show17 (discussed more later) and the Tom
Joyner Morning Show for mornings.18 Even individual programming like a
newscast can be easily created within a software program with a computer,
such as news (as noted in the KNDE news example later in the chapter).
To top all these issues off, the old days of open reel tape recording, electrical transcriptions, rotary pots and tube transmitters have been replaced by
technology that no longer even requires a transmitter. In the coming years,
Internet-only “radio stations” will find that Wi-Fi radio will allow listeners
to find them anywhere an Internet feed is available, and that will be virtually
everywhere.
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Economic Implications: The Competition Perspective
How much gross revenue should a radio station in one of the largest markets
expect annually? If commercials in the largest markets average $300 each, and
the station can average 80% sell-out based on twelve spots per hour from 6
a.m. to midnight Monday through Friday, gross revenues get into the range
of $15 million. In the best days of local radio economics a few decades back,
the top billing radio stations in the largest markets could gross about $30 million.19 First Research notes that the 50 largest radio companies, which include
Clear Channel Communications, Cumulus Media, Citadel Broadcasting, and
CBS Radio, account for about 75% of the total revenue in the radio industry
nationwide and the top four largest of those account for nearly half. Based on
recent data, an individual medium-sized radio station had annual revenue
of around $5 million.20 First Research’s publicly available proprietary data
also shows the importance of these figures: the large companies have such a
market dominance in individual markets that small companies have difficulty
competing for advertising dollars.
Recent radio station sales show current local market radio station values
and gross revenues. One enlightening example is the September 2009 sale of
WCRB-FM, Boston, market rank 10, from Nassau Broadcasting to WGBH
Educational Foundation for $14 million. In comparison, the original WCRB
in the market (a different station with different technical qualities, and now
WKLB) sold in the Boston market in 2006 for $100 million. Other recent
radio station sales reported by George Reed also illuminate economic challenges to the industry. In a sale announced December 2008, KIMN-FM,
KWLI-FM (now KWOF-FM), and KXKL-FM in Denver were sold by CBS
Radio to Wilks Broadcast Group for $19.5 million. With net revenue of $12.7
million, a broadcast cash flow margin of 40% and broadcast cash flow at just
over $5 million, the sale was 3.9 times cash flow and based on gross revenue
of $14.4 million. Broadcast stations in the heyday of radio station profits
were typically selling for seven to twelve times cash flow.21 In July 2009, in
San Francisco, the fourth largest radio market, Royce International bought
KNGY-FM (now KREV-FM) from Flying Bear for $6.5 million. The station
had been purchased by Flying Bear for $33.7 million. George Reed says the
current market in buying and selling radio stations indicates a consistent
pricing story—sellers are losing money and buyers are getting bargains. Only
time will tell if these much-lower prices are indeed bargains, as values and
profitability may continue to fall.
Radio station trading has been extremely low while selling prices have
plummeted. Reed says further that no senior debt is available for transactions, and improvement in selling prices cannot come unless that changes.
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Further, if one or more of the major group owner companies fails, there will
be an ever greater glut of stations available for sale, with forced asset sales. A
few of the positives noted by Reed are improvements in the values of public
broadcasting stocks and the availability of private equity funding from outside traditional sources.
So is digital media competition killing local market broadcast radio?
Mark Ramsey commented on the Fall 2009 Nielsen “Council for Research
Excellence” study which observed several hundred people over two days to
determine (among other things) what media they consumed and how they
consumed those media.22 This study revealed that, despite public perception
to the contrary, radio continues to dominate as an audio medium, including among 18-34-year-olds. The assumption is that, with radio universally
available and easy to use, it is still the perfect medium for passive listening.
Ramsey warns, however, that as the distance narrows between ubiquity and
ease of use, and with a current ambivalence toward local market radio in
general, digital media has the potential to continue eroding the traditional
radio audience.

What Radio Management Thinks
Discussion with local radio staff can help us understand how operations work
in today’s broadcast radio station. Chace Murphy, the News Director at Bryan
Broadcasting in Bryan–College Station, Texas, notes that less than 10 years
ago, he worked with paper scripts, the transition was still taking place for
news “wire copy” from the Associated Press being searched on a computer
and printed out to read, and audio was still often recorded on tape. In 2009,
his newsroom is paperless and tapeless. Audio recording has progressed from
analog audio tape to MiniDisc and flash-based audio recording, but now his
audio from outside sources is based on real-time downloading and immediate
file transfers. He sits at one computer station using the Wire Ready software
program23 to collect audio files from networks like the Texas State Network
and ABC Radio, create an outline of a newscast, and edit the audio files and
text of his newscast. He then goes to another computer connected to the audio
console and implements the newscast completely from computer—reading
the script and playing the audio files all from within the program.
On the music programming side at Bryan Broadcasting, KNDE Program
Director Tucker Young says the Web “has become the new station van.”
While the station still goes out and connects with the public with promotional
activities, promotions must include the Internet. Like many stations across
the country, KNDE uses loyalty points on the station’s website to engage
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listeners, has a Facebook group and uses the website as a component of the
station’s contests.
Bryan Broadcasting’s Chief Engineer Chris Dusterhoff points to how technology made the work easier, but then made a lot more work for each staff
member to do. Dusterhoff says the station has been doing Internet distribution of their stations since 1996, but sees an explosion of activity and growth
emerging now. What are some economic challenges? The station had to pay
an extra fee to run the Rush Limbaugh Show on their talk station’s stream, but
then had good listenership from people in their local market to the show from
their Internet feed versus their broadcast delivery of the program. Noticing
that most of their stations’ Internet listening is 8:00 to 5:00 Monday through
Friday, the Internet feed seems to make it easy for people to listen to “the
radio” at work via the Internet. Bryan Broadcasting uses data from Google
Dashboard to track where people listen to their streams and which programming does best. Being in the local market of Texas A&M University and
having the contract to carry Aggie football games, so far they find their listenership remains fairly even through all days and times, but gets a huge bump
in visitors when an Aggie football game is on. Bryan Broadcasting is one of
those local groups of stations that seems to be using digital media technologies in the most practical way and, with such an approach, can easily deliver
programming to an audience by traditional means or by digital distribution.
Herein lies the problem.
According to Dusterhoff, the biggest economic challenge facing local
market radio stations is the SoundExchange fee. The negotiated settlement
between SoundExchange and the National Association of Broadcasters has
stations paying a per-performance rate of $.0015 in 2009, $.0016 in 2010,
$.0017 in 2011, $.0020 in 2012, $.0022 in 2013, $.0023 in 2014, and $.0025 in
2015. These are the per-performance rates that radio stations pay to SoundExchange.24 Radio stations must file a complete accounting of every song
that played and how many people listened to each song. Each listener of each
song is considered a performance. Dusterhoff notes you can approximate the
budget it will cost each station by assuming 12 songs an hour times the aggregate tuning hours from previous months plus a growth rate. In this example,
in a month taken from Fall 2009, KNDE Radio had 18,859 aggregate tuning
hours. Multiplying 18,859 times 12 times $0.0015, the SoundExchange fee
is $339.46, but this is only the current SoundExchange cost. In Fall 2009 his
stations were also paying $.37 per gigabyte of data transferred. One month in
fall 2009, KNDE’s billing cycle had 628 gigabytes (GB) of transfer. The 628
GB times $.37 came to a transfer cost of $232.36. In addition to the SoundExchange and data transfer variable costs, the station had about $200 in fixed
costs. These three parts of Internet delivery of their stream to an audience in
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that one month came to $771.82 for an average of less than 100 listeners at a
time. If a station assumes that most of the listening is from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
30 days a month, the average becomes 39 listeners at a time. This is where the
economic challenge really comes in: if that listenership moves to 500 listeners,
the calculation becomes (500*16*30) * 12 * $0.0015 for a SoundExchange cost
of $4320. This calculation should take into account that the $0.0015 is the rate
for 2009—the percentage is set to continue to increase. Adding the $4320 to
bandwidth fees of $8051, and with 500 listeners, the station bears an expense
of $12,571 for 480 hours of programming, at a cost of $26 dollars an hour.
There is an assumption that bandwidth rates, subject to free market forces,
will continue to decrease—in 2009 they are 25% cheaper than they were in
2007. If bandwidth costs are cut in half by 2015, and with the 500 listeners
example, the data transfer cost is down to $4025. Dusterhoff says that “however since (what is judged by the industry to be) a constitutionally questionable board sets the royalty rates, it will continue to increase” and would be
$7200 based on the NAB settlement rate. All this should be evaluated within
the context that local market radio stations continue to take actions that push
listeners to listening via the Internet. Combine this trend with continued
growth of Wi-Fi radios for the home and car, and the continued plans of
automakers to increasingly make such radios standard or available as options
in cars, more and more listening to traditional radio stations will be through
the Internet instead of through traditional distribution, and the cost to reach
listeners through the Internet delivery of the signal based on current costs are
significantly higher than the costs to reach them through traditional overthe-air means.
The cost of the SoundExchange settlement could be absorbed by a local
market radio station based on the old model of the Internet delivery of the signal being to a small number of listeners. However, when most of the audience
listens via the Internet, the costs in even a relatively small market will reach
half a million dollars a year, which stations cannot offset based on current
advertising revenues. Specifically, Dusterhoff calculated that if the current
listeners to KNDE FM in Bryan–College Station, Texas, currently listened
on the Internet instead of over the air to the station, it would be costing the
station, based on the current percentage, $465,000 a year. Dusterhoff believes
radio stations will be forced to find a way to play fewer songs per hour to
minimize their SoundExchange cost and that court decisions to provide relief
will be necessary for local market broadcast radio stations to survive.
Streaming service provider Live365 has challenged the legality of the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB) and its ability to levy fees, particularly based on
whether the judges of the CRB were appointed in violation of the separation
of powers mandate of the U.S. Constitution. Live365’s argument suggests the
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CRB has “expansive executive authority . . . unsupervised by the Librarian of
Congress or by any other Executive Branch official.”25 This lawsuit may take
years to move through the court system.

Management Implications: Technology and Audience Synergies
Using an in-depth review of one local radio operation followed up by discussions with other radio managers shows this one case is a good representation
of what is relevant about local market radio. What is obvious is that local
radio is not as much about the technology as it is about the philosophy and
implementation—a service to an audience. Interviews and comments from
bloggers confirm an irritation from those who see radio as a commitment to
serving their audience with what has happened to local market broadcasting
because bottom-line mentality corporate ownership and efforts to run and/or
buy and sell a local radio station based solely on measuring how to maximize
profits without regard for serving an audience.26 Similar comments are found
in responses from radio managers summarized below. It seems the FCC got
it right early on with the PICON principle (serve the public’s interest, convenience and necessity), or at least ingrained a lot of people with these ideals of
what service means.
Modern technology allows one person to handle more work and allows an
efficiency in how programming is created and presented. The problem lies in
how much work management can expect one person to do and the related
need to be extremely efficient with the work employees do as a means of
controlling personnel costs. Radio stations have naturally made adjustments
in programming because of technology. It is easy now to interact with the
audience through digital technologies. Listeners expect to be able to send text
messages and offer opinions on a Web page, among other activities. Radio
stations increasingly try to accommodate this audience interest by maintaining an interactive website and otherwise responding to the latest technological and social media trends. The problem with all this seems to be that, as
Bryan Broadcasting General Manager Ben Downs says, they are “replacing
old media dollars with new media pennies.” Digital technologies allow an
increasing number of services, that creates fewer listeners or users per service,
and that translates into less revenue.
Results from a non-scientific survey of various radio industry managers,
who often did not want to be identified because their views clash with corporate activities and strategies, suggest most people in the industry believe as
bloggers noted above do that local radio can survive and thrive if operated
properly. Mostly, that means focusing on serving the local community. There
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seems to be a belief that local radio stations engaged in a rededication to local
programming (within what is similarly often called hyperlocal) can maintain
significant audience interest in their stations in this period of increased digital
competition from mobile media, satellite radio, Internet Radio and Wi-Fi
radio. The belief is that there is still a place for local radio if it is truly local,
with entertaining and compelling content. The problem is, according to these
local market station managers, it is not really happening within the large
group owners. One longtime major market radio manager and former Clear
Channel employee said “no major broadcast group is currently engaged in
a ‘rededication to local programming.’ To the contrary, the majority of corporate broadcast groups are utilizing distribution technology to disseminate
centralized programming to their facilities. Local programming may consist
of one or two dayparts of locally hosted content; the majority of the broadcast day is ‘network’ programming. That said, yes, local programming will
always have an edge over mass produced programming. Unfortunately, while
listeners will turn to local stations for information regarding severe weather
or traffic or police emergencies, this does not convert the listener to a loyal
partisan of the medium.”
What strategies are local radio station managers using to maintain and/or
build listenership in these days of increased digital competition? A commonly
expressed sentiment was that they are doing very little to counteract the increased digital competition. One manager specifically said “local radio has
become increasingly uninterested in serving the communities although they
pay a lot of ‘lip-service’ to it.”
Another noted that radio (in major markets especially) is having to reinvent itself daily due to the data gathered from its new rating system, the
PPM, or Personal People Meter, and said the PPM allows stations to more
quickly see patterns and trends in what the audience likes, and more quickly
remove the elements they do not. But another radio manager says that while
digital competition has siphoned listenership, ratings are still based on share
of audience, and a high share while holding on to advertising rate integrity is
still the goal. This manager says radio management is reacting to the new ratings methodology of PPM by cutting back on all on-air content and turning
radio into jukeboxes, and that “the digital competition is a far more effective
jukebox.”
One of the assumptions in recent years is that local radio stations have seen
significant declines in listenership in these days of increased digital competition. One manager said, “from what I have read and studied, we have not
faced a real decline. While it is true that there are millions of people that subscribe to satellite radio, and millions more that download and play music via
their computer, radio usage as a whole has not experienced the decline in au-
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dience as it is perceived in the media. That was a brilliant marketing campaign
led primarily by satellite providers, who, by the way, were forced to merge
themselves in order to stay afloat.” Another noted, “how it happened was the
clash of technology versus greed. Plain and simple. The combination of the
Telecommunications Act that was ‘supposed’ to create more competition did
the exact opposite. New technology allowed more stations to operate with less
people, and while the programming was ‘watered down’ that was a conscious
decision that was made, first and foremost to boost the bottom line, and alleviate the pressures to perform placed on radio station owners, managers
and groups, who made outlandish financial and audience projections to make
themselves, their stations and their companies more attractive to stockholders, and potential stockholders. Because of that, the creative process that made
most radio stations magical, vibrant and exciting to listen to went away.”
Others noted that digital competition is still low in penetration and generating share of audience, but is siphoning listenership in general. Radio station
managers seem to agree that local stations should join the digital revolution
and develop apps (applications) for distribution of broadcast programming
online and via mobile phone. Growth of mobile broadband is seen as positive
in that it can extend a local station’s potential audience, and one manager
noted that “more available listeners will never be a bad thing for a well programmed radio station.”
Does HD radio have the potential to help local market radio stations? One
manager said the programming is still in its infancy but that HD radio would
evolve. It was noted that Europe has proven the technology is viable when
done right, but once some technical and FCC issues in the United States are
resolved, “HD radio will be more viable, profitable, and a great way for us
to remain competitive in the ever changing landscape that is broadcasting.”
However, another manager said, “HD radio is an irrelevant distribution platform. It is limited in signal strength, and because the consortium agreed to
make HD broadcasting commercial free, there has been no investment into
the programming. Consequently, HD is used as a throw-away; much like FM
was used in the early days. FM caught on because of the quality differential
from AM and because there were no other distribution platforms available.
HD is not significantly better than FM and there are more reliable options.”
It should be noted that in November 2009, iBiquity Digital Corporation and
National Public Radio announced a deal that would allow an increase in
power of HD Radio signals.27
In some of the final analysis of the current state of local market radio, one
manager said radio usage is still huge, and it is still free, but that the only
thing wrong with local radio is that in most cases it is not local: “personalities who are out of touch, and largely out of town will never make that local
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connection, and you can hear it.” Another said that the big corporations are
killing local radio and have been for years: “In fact, it is hardly local anymore—mostly syndication and satellite with some local voice-tracking. A lot
of people still listen to ‘local’ radio but the money is never enough for the
‘bean counters’ running the stations these days and the future of local radio
looks bleak because of it. There are very few people still doing local radio . . .
the ones left in the business are over-worked and underpaid.” Another’s final
analysis of the current state of local market radio was: “In a word, ‘deregulation.’ Once the 7/7 rule was waived and groups were allowed to consolidate
stations, the industry began its downward spiral. The small owners could no
longer compete with the mega companies. Groups of five or six stations in a
single market would dominate the revenue and close the local operator with
just one or two stations. Cost requirements quickly exceeded the need for creative excellence. In general, the talent in the industry has been replaced with
less expensive, less experienced and less qualified entertainment.”

Management Implications: Competing with New Technology
Internet radio has been around for a long time, having started in the mid1990s as the Internet became established as a new media form. Running an
Internet radio station is also known as webcasting, among other names, and
refers to a constant stream of audio that users can listen to like a radio station.
Internet radio stations may be information driven or have other content variations, but most Internet radio stations, as is the case with broadcast radio,
have been music focused. Of course part of competing with the technology of
Internet radio is for a local broadcast station to also stream its service over the
Internet, and if the station has extra local HD channels (to be discussed more
later), to also stream those channels. Early days of Internet radio were more
problematic because of dial-up connections; high speed Internet has made
listening to Internet radio easy.
Wi-Fi radio is an extension of Internet radio. While Internet radio is a
description based upon how it is distributed, Wi-Fi radio refers to how it
is received. With wireless broadband increasingly available and adopted in
homes, Wi-Fi hot spots available in business and public locations nationwide,
3G cell phone services having Internet options, and the roll-out of city-wide
wireless Internet called Wi-Max,28 the growth of Wi-Fi radio has the potential
to explode in growth in the coming years. This combination of broadband
penetration, continued increases in capacity and speed, home and mobile WiFi, and mobile media devices has the potential to make services like satellite
and HD radio unnecessary.
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What are the basics of satellite radio? The FCC opened up the S band (2.3
GHz) of the electromagnetic spectrum in the early 1990s for a nationwide
Digital Audio Radio Service. Four companies participated in the bidding for
these frequencies and the companies that ultimately became XM and Sirius
each paid more than $80 million for the right to use the frequency.29 Each
launched their own set of satellites into geostationary orbit, built land-based
translators to help with signal distribution, and established chipsets for receivers to receive their signals, with service starting in 2001 for XM and 2002 for
Sirius. With both companies still losing money several years later, the Department of Justice and FCC approved a merger of the two companies in 2008; the
merged company became Sirius XM. Customers still receive separate services
since the two companies’ equipment is not compatible, but customers of one
service can buy a package that includes channels unique to the other service.
What are the basics of HD radio? HD radio is a proprietary technology
owned by iBiquity. Local market stations pay a fee to acquire the HD transmission technology, then pay an annual fee as HD broadcast stations. HD
refers to hybrid digital—a combination analog and digital signal is transmitted—and radio receivers that have HD reception circuitry are able to receive
extra channels broadcast by the HD radio station. (Some publications also
call it high definition, but iBiquity now says the HD stands for nothing—it is
simply the name of their service.) HD radio is an in band on channel (IBOC)
service, where the digital signal is added to the standard analog signal. HD
stations on the FM band have an HD1 channel, that is a digital copy of the
analog channel, then can have an HD2 channel as well as an HD3 channel.
So, like HDTV, HD Radio on FM stations allows the local station to do a multicasting service. As an example from the Bryan Broadcasting stations, their
analog and HD1 service on KNDE is a contemporary hits format called Candy
95, the HD2 channel is Rock Candy and the HD3 channel is a sports channel
called “Play by Replay.” iBiquity Digital Corporation’s website notes that HD
on AM Radio, even though multicasting is not possible, sounds like FM.30
iBiquity also promotes iTunes tagging as a benefit of HD radio. To remember
a song heard on participating HD radio stations, the user pushes the “Tag”
button on an iTunes Tagging-enabled HD radio receiver. The receiver stores
information regarding tagged selections for the next time the user’s iPod is
docked to the receiver.31
So how do these digital technologies relate to broadcast radio? A study
conducted by Arbitron and Edison media in 2009, seventeenth in a series of
studies conducted since 1998, measured how digital media is affecting terrestrial radio.32 Some of the important basic facts regarding Internet radio as a
threat to local market radio found in the most recent study include: (1) 85%
of Americans have some Internet access from somewhere, (2) there has been
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significant transition from dial-up to broadband, where in 2005 half the
population with Internet connections had dial-up and half had broadband,
in 2009, 82% surveyed had broadband, (3) about half the population had
listened to online radio and more than one-fourth had listened within a
month prior to the survey and about 42 million people, or 17% of the 12+
population, had listened to online radio in the previous week, and (4) about
one-third of those surveyed were interested in having Internet radio in the
car. Other issues of digital media competition found in the study included: (1)
the majority of the digital radio audience expects to listen to the same amount
of local broadcast radio in the future, (2) even with more than 40% reporting
owning an iPod or other MP3 player, only one in seven reported less radio
time listening due to time spent with the device, (3) nearly two-thirds were
aware of the merged Sirius XM Satellite Radio service, but most of those who
were aware and do not have it had already decided they were not interested
in the service, and (4) despite heavy promotion in recent years, only 29%
reported having heard anything about HD Radio.
The final set of important information from this most recent study relates
to the audience’s attitude toward local broadcast radio. In a list of “platforms
that have had a big impact on their lives,” AM/FM radio was third on the
list after cell phones and iPhones, well ahead of things like HD Radio, online
radio, or audio podcasts, with results overall showing that cell phones first
and AM/FM radio second (among the various devices and platforms included
in the survey) have had the greatest impact of people’s lives.

Future Implications
The future of local market radio is based on increased competition. A generation ago, a local radio station introduced the audience to new music and gave
listeners a chance to record a rough copy of a favorite song. Now users can
find the music they want via the Internet and download or make perfectly
clean copies, often without cost. The dynamics have changed. But good local
market radio is about more than music. It is about a service to an audience
that includes news, sports, weather, emergency information, and a relationship. The Clear Channel style of streamlining operations gave the on-air
sound a high quality but eliminated the relationship with the local listener.
However, in this new world of competition, there will be fewer listeners to
each service, and thus there probably needs to be some way to keep personnel
costs down while maintaining local connections.
One way local stations have made programming more efficient is through
syndicated shows by daypart, especially well served in the evening with shows
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like Delilah, Lia and CMT Radio Live. These programs run from 7 p.m. to 12
a.m. no matter which time zone the station is in. With Delilah as an example,
the show is actually live for five hours (on the nights it is live—sometimes,
especially weekends, there are replays that sound live) from 7:00 to midnight
Central Time. The Eastern time zone gets the previous night’s Central 11:00
to 12:00 hour of programming fed at 7:00-8:00 p.m. Eastern. The Mountain
time zone gets the current night’s 7:00-8:00 p.m. Central hour fed to them
for their 11:00 to midnight hour, and the Pacific Time Zone gets that night’s
Central Times Zone 7:00 to 9:00 hours fed from ten to midnight Pacific.
Technology allows this to be implemented seamlessly. Of course the greatest
challenge lies in taking and airing live phone calls—the Central time zone
always gets true live; the other time zones get illusions of live.
The original Satellite Music Network concept was more practical to meet
today’s needs than automation with voice-tracking, but with one exception.
Syndicated shows as described above fit the daypart, no matter which time
zone; 24/7 satellite-delivered formats cannot do this as easily. The problem
with time zones can be resolved with one simple adjustment: with the technology as it is today, stations in one time zone should develop partnerships
to syndicate one daypart to multiple stations all across the time zone. Just as
syndicated and network shows easily integrate spots, jingles, liners, and local
news, weather and traffic, the local stations would do so with this kind of
partnership.
There is currently a “Country Legends” station in Houston, Texas. This
format could be exported to any local market station across the Central time
zone and made to sound local everywhere through strategic content insertions. Each local station could also choose to do its own local morning show,
or afternoon drive show, and so forth, but with technical abilities as they are,
to send the implemented format from one location to all the others. This kind
of network arrangement solves the time zone challenges of syndicated shows
and traditional satellite music networks, but still allows a local station to be
local. Many of the networks offered by ABC Radio Networks in recent years
actually had moved to voice tracking—so even a live radio service delivered
via satellite for local market stations to air and insert local content into was
not live. To do a good job of connecting with the audience, the model of
morning show network TV news shows should be followed: combine truly
live network feeds with local content on each station. This system takes advantage of today’s technology while staying true to the PICON principle, if
implemented correctly.
The local station would then use this cost efficiency to put their local staff
to work “being local.” The model we have come to know with local market
TV is that the “faces” of the network-affiliated station are the news anchors.
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They have taken a national network schedule of programs and made the station local by properly combining national programming with local content
and connections. Local radio has been essentially doing the same thing, and
if the overall station is programmed properly, could continue to find the efficiencies of a network-style operation while still being local.
One constant that comes out of comments from stations interviewed and
bloggers commenting about radio is about keeping it local, and serving the
public’s interest, convenience, and necessity. It seems that tradition must be
re-established and maintained for the local audience to care about local market radio. Smaller radio markets also seem to have a better chance of being
able to do this, now, and in the future, just by the nature of how small communities have local community connection in a way large cities seem to not
be able to mirror. Competition is part of a free market economy. In a time of
new competition for local market radio stations, those that remain competitive with compelling content for an audience should be able to survive and
thrive, unless future regulatory actions create unfair disadvantages.
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Steven Phipps (Ph.D., University of Missouri at Columbia) is a media researcher and historian currently teaching in the Communication program
at Maryville University in St. Louis, Missouri. He has also taught at the
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University of Missouri at St. Louis, Washington University in St. Louis, and
Indiana University–Purdue University at Ft. Wayne. Dr. Phipps’ research interests include media technology and revisionist media history. In his research
he attempts to identify current trends and use them as a basis for predicting
the future of the media. The subjects of his specific media research projects
are varied, and have included such topics as early film history, the formulation and future of broadcast regulation, the role of women in WWII radio
journalism, and, currently, the relationship between social media and media
literacy.
Another strong interest, which is reflected in much of his teaching, is the
current switch from analog to digital technology in many areas of the media.
He is especially concerned with the role played by technological determinism in shaping human communication options and processes in the future,
especially through those media that were formerly known as print and broadcast.
His published research has included articles in various academic journals in the field, including the Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media,
Journalism Quarterly, and Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television.
In addition, his media research projects have resulted in conference papers,
encyclopedia articles, and an appearance on the PBS television series History
Detectives as a media researcher. Much of his published research concerns
media technological history, media legislation and regulation, and the early
history of radio.
Mary Jackson Pitts (Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi) is a Professor in the College of Communications at Arkansas State University (ASU)
and is the former editor of the Southwestern Mass Communication Journal.
She worked in radio and television in the state of Arkansas prior to beginning her teaching career at ASU. Dr. Pitts is a media effects researcher who
has focused much of her research on how traditional media are using digital
media to further their scope and purpose. She has publications that address
the changes the Internet has brought to the world of storytelling in television,
and examined how traditional radio has used the Internet to promote the over
the air product. Her most recent publication focuses on the use of podcasting and vodcasting and was published in the BEA Feedback publication this
spring. She recently presented research at the Western Social Science Association (WSSA) that examined radio stations’ use of the Internet as a public
relations tool. Dr. Pitts’ research also focuses on the impact new media has
had on copyright issues.
Dr. Pitts serves as the faculty advisor for the College of Communications
undergraduate student research association. She currently serves as the Vice
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Chair of the Public Relations Division of the Southern States Communication
Association (SSCA) and serves as co-chair of the Mass Communication Division of the Western Social Science Association (WSSA).
Susan Smith (M.Comm., Georgia State University) is an Assistant Professor
of Telecommunications at Ball State University. Smith joined the staff after
more than 24 years of experience in the news/communications industry. Her
most recent work experience came at CNN.com, where she worked as a senior
producer with the website’s live video streaming product. Prior to her stop
at CNN.com, Smith spent three years as a senior producer with the Weather
Channel and nearly 19 years as a supervising producer with CNN/Sports Illustrated, a 24-hour sports news network and a producer with CNN Sports.
Smith earned a bachelor’s degree from Central Michigan University.
Joan Van Tassel (Ph.D., University of Southern California) is an Associate
Professor and the Chair of the Department of Communication Arts at National University. She is an educator, author, and journalist in new media,
broadcast and print. Dr. Van Tassel has written five research-based books
about key business issues in the information, telecommunication, and entertainment industries brought about by digital technologies and networks. Her
most recent published book is Digital Rights Management and Beyond, published by Focal Press in 2006. She is currently working on Media Management:
Making, Marketing, & Moving Digital Content, also for Focal Press.
At National University, Dr. Van Tassel teaches courses in interactive media,
content distribution processes and technologies, media management, and
persuasion in traditional and interactive media. Her research interests include
the effects of interactive media on traditional media, pedagogical methods for
adult online learners, and representation in media. Before coming to National
University, she taught at Pepperdine University and the UCLA Extension
School. Her doctoral degree is in Communication Theory and Research, from
the Annenberg School for Communications, Los Angeles (1988). She has won
numerous awards, including two coveted prizes for her books and an Emmy
nomination for her work in television. Most recently, Dr. Van Tassel’s 2009
article on the Obama campaign’s use of digital technologies and new media
platforms won first place from the San Diego Press Club for a magazine article
on politics.
James R. Walker (Ph.D., University of Iowa) is Professor and Chair in the
Department of Communication at Saint Xavier University in Chicago. He
has co-authored four books on the U.S. television industry: Centerfield Shot:
A History of Baseball on Television (2008), The Broadcast Television Indus-
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try (1998), Television and the Remote Control: Grazing on a Vast Wasteland
(1996), The Remote Control in the New Age of Television (1993). Dr. Walker
has published more than 30 articles on various topics in mass communication. His scholarly interests include electronic media programming, new
video technologies, and sports media.
Maria Williams-Hawkins (Ph.D., The Ohio State University) is an Associate
Professor in the Department of Telecommunications at Ball State University.
She worked in both commercial radio and television in Memphis, Tennessee,
before going into education. She worked as News Director and Executive Producer at KMOS-TV in Warrensburg, Missouri, and went on to teach at Sam
Houston State University where she taught production, special topics and
news, with a focus on coverage of death row inmates. Dr. Williams-Hawkins
also operated an independent production company. At Ball State University,
her teaching includes news, production and international media management, focusing on China. She has published on international media economics and an analysis of Lifetime Television and presented papers on media representations of age, ethnicity, gender and inclusivity. She has produced and
co-produced over 100 public affairs television programs on ethnicity, gender
and international topics. Dr. Williams-Hawkins is an ordained minister and
has served on both religious and international editorial boards. In 2009 she
received the university’s first Diversity Advocate Award.
Lily Zeng (Ph.D., Southern Illinois University Carbondale) is an Assistant
Professor in the College of Communications at Arkansas State University,
where she teaches mass communication and interactive media technology
and conducts research in the use of interactive media content and devices.
Dr. Zeng’s research has been presented at national and international conferences and appeared in publications including Journal of International Business
Disciplines, Business Research Yearbook, and Financial Services Review.

